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The iaportance of airborne bacteria,
general,

or particulate matter in

to the over-all health end vell-being of living things, in

general and mankind in particular
tific and lay com•unity..
of aerobiology, however,
health and well-being.

is wnll-known to both the scien-

Our understanding of the basic principlee
is

not commensurete with the inmportance to

This deficiency,

in part,

is because of in-

adequate cotmunlcacion and coordination of effort between those of
Hence the Symposium on

us responsible for providing new knowledge.

Aerobiology arose as a partial answer to a known deficieucy.
0at imporLrent purpose of a conference is
munication,

but the results also should include som

measure of

In doing so one might well ask what boundaries,

self-evaluetion.
if

The

that of strengthening com-

delineate Lhe scope of our eftcrts.

any,

If all aspects of the field of air hygiene were considcrrtd as
a unit, nearly eve.y field of science would be included in some tVy
or another.
it

Since the field is

so broad,

it

is

impossible to di-rtds

into well-defined areas with no overlap, although some distinc-

tion between the various areas of interest should be made if we are,
individually,

interested in the significance of our own contribu-

For example, public health sanitarian& are concerned with

tion.

airborne microflore contributing to infection in a given ecological
situation; they ascertain by whatever means available the number of
infectious psr~cles,
logical findings,

attempt to relate these numbers to epidmio-

but are usually not interested in the non-pathogenie

Often the methodology used is devised by physicists

forms.

engineers whose interest is

and

to provide wards and hospital room vith

air containing a minimal number of any kind of airborne bacteria.
Also in this group are medical and paramedical

investigators inter-

ested in discovering mechanisms by which infectious bacteria find
their way into hosts to create an infection, as wenl as in comparing
the spread of disease in nature

to that found in experimental situ-

at ions.
Then there are theoretical microbiologists,
while less well-defined than the above groups,
terms

whose interests,
say be described in

of death or survival mechanisms of airborne microorganisms and

S.\

S.

..

-

-

I

who therefore need to provide a variety of environ•mental
in the lsborAtory.

They may be said to be

oriented toward finding the most

engaged

tolerable

situationa
studiec

In

conditions under which

bacteria may live in the airborne state and be infective.
Finally,

in the last few years en

interest

airborne bac-

in

teria has arisen in those rtsponsible for the "sterility" of ex:rsterrestrial vehicles,
crossing spac.,
dtt1rt

as related to the

potential

of living forms

either to yield false positive signals from life-

nAsrsenre' --

of mtcroorganlass

actually

Arowrir~g in

alien environments.
At the Naval Biologicil Laboratory we label -our
biology" as being that
peri•ent•al
bacteria.

part

techniqLues

It was,

of

of the

whole

field

shiiea "aeroconcerned with

tirborne infection and

e¶:rvivai

of

perhaps, an error to have ýabeied the Symposium

one on aerobiology only,

for we

realize

that the subJect-matter

and properly so, more than Just the exper-

covered herein includes,

imental techniques required to study such a broad area.
Perhaps,

astio

tion,

after all,
from that of

the Symposium's
most important contribu,A
providing

cos'inication,

has been inr

delineating the variety of interests of those in attendance.
example,

one on the pathology of chronic bronchitis,

studies in Navy recruit camps,

to wound

through epidemiological

infection

in

Environmental situations were described ranging from
bacteria in desert conditions,
ature and relative humidity,
ultraviolet irradiation,

through those of
and included

highly applied;

contemination of

suites

dental

through another

hospitcls.

survival

constant

situations

of

temper-

of intense

as well as certain shifts in water content.

Topics ranged from those

niques,

For

air hygiene was well-represented with papers varying from

for example,

potential

by comaonly employed dental tech-

reporting

a new

sampler,

to the highly

theoretical question of bound water and protein denaturation as a
potential
little

death

mechanism.

In the

included

papers there is a

something for everyone.
There is no question in our minds but that the

worthwhile.
pathway

We hope that no theory will remain

unexplored,

aroused and importance

it

and that there has been
demonstrated

Symposium
i

unchallenged,

as
no

sufficient interest

from this mntting to provide

-

ttpetua

for

future gatherings.

proeedings we vill
attend
tions.

--

they must

of efforts

these
not

a record that has posed more potential problems than solu-

There are no easy Inswers to these problems,

to the weifare of mankind,
seem,

We hope that by publishin

have provided a record for those who could

be resolved;

leading to such

so ipo•rat

bur regardless of hey difficult
and w

are proud

to have "eco

they may
a part

moiL;tiuna.

tewart H. Midin
Director
Novel bicilogical Laboratory

tit
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This book is a compilation of papers presented during a Symposium for Aertbi.ogy held October 2-5,

1963,

in Berkeley,

California.
The conference was organired into sessions devoted to general
aspects of the %ain topic,

and insofar as practicable, the papers

were arranged in the order in wh-.ch

they were presented.

Verbatim

t• .. nt:rtos of informal discussions are included, with changes made
only' tor purposes of clarLtv,

beause
eirseu

w& .;e4 ttw

th;

ean-

eral tenor of the meetings.
Our 1n1C12a

aima

were mdest,

and we had proposed to limit

attendance to approximately 40 persons.
ever,

As plans progressed, how-

the number of interested individuals

finally decided
ItnTh.tive.

increased

and it

was

to include ail those who could attend on their own

There were,

consequently,

over

100

scientists in

attendance.
We had hoped that interest in [arming a permanent committee
for the purpose of continuing such meetings
bring

aighE arise and perhaps

into being an organization of interested scientists

society,

as it

were,

for aerobiology

it was informally agreed that Mr.

--

a

Although this did not happen,

Elwood K. Wolfe of Fort Detrick

would arrange for another meeting 2 years from the above date.
If the purpose of the conference was to promote interchange of
knowledge on current efforts and to stimulate future research,
I believe the meeting was successful.

It

the enthusiastic participation of those in attendance,
able cooperation of the session chairmen,

then

was successful because of
the invalu-

as well as aid received

from many members of the NBL staff.
To mention the specific contributions of those involved would
require more space than can reasonably be allotted.

However,

will use my editorial prerogative to extend my heartfelt

I

thanks

and apprectatiOn, with a brief indication of the part they played,
to those who helped so willingly to make the conference a success,
and so patiently aided in assembling zhis manuscript.

iv

They were:

CONFERENCE

ASS ISTANTS

Robert K. Durham

Finance

Dr. E. Frank Deoi
T. I. Wilkinson. LTJG Us

Housing

J.
S.

Lieison

E, Campbell
A. Dunn

(And Entgrtaiment
ai

ASnes H, Allison
Judith A. Fabian
Anna A. Hunrick
Vivian A..,
Scruddar

Ceorga Chu
Peter J. (4TToV
John N. Schutz
Richard I. Werte

Recording

Dr. Robert L. Wilier

Editorial Assistance

Finally, we vish to extend our sincere

anteproduction

appreciation

to the

Office of Naval Research and the University of California for their
financial support,

and administratsva aid,

4i•ich together made the

accomplishment of this Symposium possible.

R. .1. Dimmick
Chairman of the Symposium Comittee
Editor
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OPENING REMARKS

E. J, tflrFMN, CAPT HC USN
Office of Naval Research
Department of the Navy
Washington 25, D. C.

On behalf of the
to this Symposium in
Laboratory,

Office of Naval Research
Aerobiology

I want to t:elcomc you

conducted by the

Biological

Naval

a unique ONR research facility operated under contract by

the Schoolof Public Health of the University of California at Berkeley.
Aerobiology is a new field in which muchof the research is
defense against bacteriological warfare,

It

involved in

is a field which has bur-

geoned recently since exposure to airborne microorganisms is
not only of

military

interest

but of increasing concern to those in-

volved in industrial health and
NBL concerns

fundamental

aerobiology and

a subject

epidemiology.

Research conducted at

investigations in the general areas of both

experimental

pathologycf infectious diseases as they

apply to public health and to medical problems of tht Navy.
Biological research is of obvious concern to the Navy, and one of
the six major research divitiorsof ONE is
program
ledge of

primarily

focuses

fundamental

life

the Biolop4al Sciences.

Our

on supporting research which extends knowprocesses and utilizing this knowledge to

solve problems with whhich the Navy is now

--

or may some day

--

be

confronted.
The broad needs of the
scribed briefly.
The combat

in the

biological

area can be de-

First of all, naval personnel must be protected from

the stresses imposed by new
ments.

Navy

weaponry,

effectiveness

vehicles

and unusual environ-

of the Navy can only be assured if

ix

sen can function efficiently

its

Second,
requirein

while undergoing such stresses.

the design of advanced

part a

basic

ship types,

and weapons

aircraft,

of biological phenomena.

understanding

New

means of propulsion may derive from studies of hydrodynamic char~cteristics

Longer range

and the methods of propulsion of marinaý animals.

underwater detection and navigational devices could result

from studies

of the comunication and acoustic signals emitted by marine life.
Another need is that the
equipment

electronic

duction,

in

deterioration,

our

knowledge

specific or

is

This research

ONR's research

and the Korean

problems.

casualties

and the

injuries

both traumatic

future

nuclear

war.

The

a major

World War

treatment of these

of the personnel

that will lead

is

a challenge

military
program in

to the control

to which military personnel are subject,

biological

ultima'.e
If

we must know the

oric collision,

goals

we

services
the fundaor prevenincluding

biophysi

al

research

men are ever to journey to

the planets and

effects of cosmic radiation,

not only of

cycling.

intricate devices

mete-

We must deter-

these factors but also of

illusions of space and time.

relatively

essential if

which all three

eifects,

space,

is

in

biological

in

synthetic air and food-waste

disorientation and

.

date to

injuries and debilitating diseases.

services have a stake.

vehicles are

for af-

of casualties which could

The Navy and the other

Aside from this urgent need,

engines and

to fill

problems are not confined

last two conflicts,

to maintain a firm research

we are to accomplish our

mine the

order

this is

Incidentally,

produced a toll

disciplines

mental scientific

Our

rehabilitation

have a responsibility

in

not necessarily related to

is

that biological

fighting,

must be prepared to meet.

stsrs,

involved.

supported

is

on the repro-

programs.

of course,

easily be dwarfed by a

tion of

the ravages of marine-

problems but may be applied at a later

izmnediate

plain,

biology

to the Navy, but are military-wide.
II

mines and

biological systems with a potential

of

solve presently unrecognized
facet of all

cables,

including basic research

basic research in

fecting naval situations.

It

from

protected

physiology and genetics of the organivsm

Finally,
gaps

must be

docks,

This requires research on the organisms responsible

fouling organisms.
for fouling and

ships,

Navy's

Indeed,

the powerful

needed to send and guide space satellite

simple

in

comparison with the

biological

or

life-support
on

systems

extended

trips

involved in th- successful
into outer space.

transportation of man

But toore important to us --

knowledge and skills used in space will

the

inevitably improve naval opera-

t ions!
Research in aerobfology is a significant part of the spectrum of
aiding man, as much as any of the

overall biologica!

research which is

physical sciences,

to control and master his environment.

this knowledge,

Every bit of

no matter what its imadiate objective may be.

will

contribute something to man's future benefit.

at\
-

%
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WELCOME ADDRESS

Charles E.

Smith

Dean, School of Public Health
Unlvvrsity of California, Berkeley

Thank you

Dr. MadLn,

Captain Hoffman

Fourteen years ago I left a verýy
subsequent

member

faculty

California.

that of Al Krueger,
Dr.

participants.

as a Student and

association

Stanford to come to the University of

Amidst the travail, aind problems of adjusting to this en-

vironment, there was one very
NAMRU #l.

happy

of

and fellow

outecsi'dingly

the organizer aaij

first

warm and hearty welcome:
Commanding

Officer

of

Krueger's genius built thin program in parallel with his

duties as Chairman of the Department uf Bacteriology at the University
of California.

From both developed the pr.ogrAm of the Naval Biological

Laboratory which

has just, described.

Captain Hoffman

warm welcome to ma, I,

in turn,

Dr. Krueger's

have the great privilege of extending

to you.

I recall that his welcome of me was especially aWrciatd

because

I had just worn out rhe patience and the good will of my Stanford Alma
Mater by being,

instead of a model of preventive medicine in my Depart-

ment of Public Health,

oidal investigations.

medical

school

The climax cem when we

through our entire building,
first floor.

albeit

undoubtedly the greatest,

menace to public health in the

Our

I had cautiously

generated

laboratortes

(I thought)

umnwtting,

because of my coccidian epidemic

were located on the

transferred my stock cul-

tures of Coccidiotdep on Washington's b".thday vhen nobody was around.
However,

when we reconvened,

the epidemic erupted.

Fortunately,

there

xiIi

were no disseminated cases,

but severe primary coccidioldal

illnesses

developed in a colleague professor of radiology and in one laboratory
technician with one lung out of commission because of a chorac~plasty.
As A sequel,

i heard muttered,

the University oi Califozaia,

There,

at the University,

"Well,
we

if

would

yoa hadn't dectded to go to
there anyway!'"

have sent you

in stark contrast was Dr. Krueger's welcome,

"Bring on your spores--we're happy to have these kinds of aerobiology
problems at U.CJ"
,hrough

the years,

Dr. Krueger's

bined with Walter Leifo'
neering,

in aerobiologicel engi-

uniquely competent colleagues.

attracted

interest uom

microbiological

remarkable abilities

would be tempting

It

to trace and discuss the remarkable program which has cnsued.
say only tnat it

has had,

and continues to enjoy,

the University 54 Califoruia Adminzst-rsrion.
the program under

the full

Dr.

Chancellor of

the Berkeley

campus,

and extended this support and personally carried
negotiations

When Chancellr Kerr

he continued his

succeeded

allegiance,

Chancellor

Glenn Seaborg and then,

the Atomic

Energy Commission,

joined

when Dr.

of

initiated
When Clark
he continued

through very careful

and understandings with Admiral Bennett,

predecessor.
ency,

Krueger

the Presidency of Robert Cordon Sproul.

Kerr became the first

I shell

support

Admiral

to Dr.
first

Coates'

Sproul's Presidby his successor,

Seaborg became Chairman of

by our present Chancellor,

Dr.

Edward

Strong.
Thus the

University of California

this program.

Here

is

the happy

affords strongest. support for

combination

of the flexibility

vision of ONR, which Captain Hoffman has indicated,
capabilities

and

critically

Medicine and Surgery,
Now,

including

Institutes

together with the

important participation of the Bureau of
the

unique

resources

recently sparked by our outstanding Director,

the National

and

of Health of the U.S.

Dr.

of NAJ@U #1.

Stewart Madin,

Public Health Service

is

participating.
The late Dr. Morris Stewart,
was a key figure in
organized

research

with the Graduate
Sanford Elberg,
succeeded Dr.

this

Graduate

Krueger as

of Public Health,

assured by the service of its

Chairman

Division,

Navy-University program.

unit of our School

Division is

the

as Co-investigator with Dr. Madin and me.

and served a critically

Xiv

integrating

as Dean of

Now an

the liaison
Dean,

Dr.

Dean Elberg

of the Department of Bacteriology

important period as Scientific Director of the

Naval Biological

Laboratory.

As Dean of the Graduate Division he con-

tinues to have a deep interest in,
for,

and provides the strongest support

this unique program which is proceeding so effectively under Dr,

Madin's direction.

We *r- deeply grateful

to you scientists from all

over the world for the interchange of knobledge
Captain Hoffman has indicated,

in this Symposium.

As

these discussions of airborne infections

are of vital concern in every-day living.
We are very proud that among you
here we may claim as "alusmi"
medical programs in
As

outsranding

NAMRU #1,

reno-wned

scientists

assembled

two individuals who formerly headed the
Lloyd Miller and

Dr.

epidet'hogiuta,

rheir

Dr. Jack Millar.

considerations

of vtral and

meningococcal infections can be counted on to

underscore the problems

of the envtroMenc.

do h-ve to consider the

host,

tli

itself,

As

tnidenolo-gists

parasite and the environment.

-

Not one of these can stand by

but all are in dynamic intetrelationship.

The recrudescence

of meningococcus meningitis as a military problem underscores the fact
that the objective of nature is
no favorites.

in this goal nature plays

She is just as happy to help out the meningococcus as

she is to help out man.
infections,

survival.

Therefore,

in our investigations of airborne

the patterns of epidemiology must constantly be before us.

We must make sure that we

use all the resources at our disposal,

in-

cluding the application of rapidly emerging scientific sophistication
in the

field

of

Engineering,

Physics and Chemistry in

On behalf of the University of California,

aerobiology.

I do want to reiterate

the very stimulating comments of Captain Hoffman and express our deep
appreciation to all of you.

xv
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MEDICAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH SECTION

Phillip S.

Mrachman,

Moder4tor

Application of research to enhance knowledge or to
better mankind is a major reward in our effort.

In this

section, the results of cihuical end aerobiological tacniques applied to

probleaw

heal1th &ice i,;Porte4.

You qe+ ac6t½+ +ke F - jhsbenmd
I4'!? See io lilt,-

of epidemiology and public
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ACUTE RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS INNAVAL PERSONNEL
(Published in part in Military Mled.

Lloyd F. Miller, CAPT

MU:526-532,

1964)

MC USH

Officer in Charge, Naovl Medical £aamsrcb Unit No. 4
U. S, Naval Hospital,

The intent of this

extent of the

acute

Greate

presentation

respiratory

Lakes. Illinois

is

to review the manitude and

disease problem in the Navy and to

consider epidesiologic observations and other research data pertainins
to airborne infection.

Nost•f

the information considered will be that

obtained by the Naval Medical Research Unit No.
studies into the etiology, epidemiology,
piratory disease.
to stimulate

Since one of the

discussion,

and prevention of acute res-

objectives

co"iiderable

4 during the course of

of this conference

is

latitude will be exeecised re-

garding speculationxon the information presented, with the view towards
indicating areas for further research on the relative rolesct airborne
droplet nuclei ard

direct

contact

including droplets of respiratory

secretion in the transuission of acute respiratory disease.
Acute respiratory infections
pital and

dispensary

can be seen in Table 1,
piratory Disease (ARD)

admissions

rank first

as a cause of total hos-

in the Navy and Marine Corps( 1 ).

As

approximately 32,000 admissions of Acute Resand 7,000 of pneumonia occurred in 1961

two causes of admissions represented approximately

These

20 of the total ad-

missions hum all causes for the Navy and Marina Corps,

and accounted

for approximately 5% of the total tick days.

*Present

Unit No.

address:
3,

Ccaanding Officer,

Navy 540,

U.S. Naval Medical Research

Fleet Post Office,

New York,

New York.

3

Leadifg causes of now adisaions an sick days,
Navy and Marine Co-ps, 1961*

TALEZ 1.

Sick

New Aduissions
Diagnostic Group

Rank

No,

in

1000'o

Day.

lank

i

order

(approx.)

order

1

32

4

147

Injuries

2

24

i

634

PIeumonia

3

7

3

162

Character and
behavior disorders

4

5

2

172

Rubella

5

5

*

17

Adapted from Hed. Stat. U. S. Navy,
Surge=n General, 97:2.
1961.

fAcute

97th Report

respiratory disease excluuive of pnaumnonia.

Recruits have a diaproportionately high incidence ofARD and pneumania,

Figure

I shows that in

1959,

recruits,

mately 4% of the total enlisted population,
total

sick days,

accounted for 9% of the

t -(2)
2

and ne,.-ly 50% of respiratory disease admissions

it

should be pointed out

it

consists of an open-ended

captibles

which made up approxi-

that a recruit population

is

unique in

population with a continuous input of sun-

to begin training and removal of taunes at

uation 9-11 weeks later.

.

that

The population

the time of grad-

turnover approximates

30-50%/

month.
Intensive studies of ARD have been undertaken since 1948 by Naval
Medical Research Unit No,
Crest Lakes.

at the Naval Training Center,

They have revealed an

cluding pneumonia,
occurrence of
recruits

4 (NAMRU-4)

AID

since the

increased

Asian

and pneumonia

trained per year since

is shown
1954

in

it

should be noted that

also increased,

as determined by serologic

incidence;

thus,

ARD,

1957.

inihe

The number of

ARD

and pneumonia.

In

the prevalence of adenoviral disease

increased population size may have been at
for the higher

Table 2.

in

has increased and this increase

has bcoen accompanied by a higher incidence of
addition,

incidence in

influenza pandemic

study of ill
least partially

recruits.

The

responsible

crowding could be suspected as having

played a role.
Crowding increases effective
sueceptibles

4

by

airborne

droplet

contact rates between
nuclei spread,

infected

as well as

and

through

ALL.

OTHER

to

/7ALL

/
I

NAVY

OTHER

,ENLISTED
SICK

0TOTAL

ftCRUTS

ALL

POPULATION

OTHER

CRUTED

OAYS

I9

RESPIRATORY
DISEASE
ADMISSIONS

41%

/RECRNUITS

Recruit contribution to incidence of acute respiratory
FIG. 1.
disease admissions and total sick days in Naval and Marine Corps
enlisted personnel in 1959 (Statistics of Navy Medicine, May 1961)

m

m

5

direct contact.

It

pertaining to the

is

interesting

relative

to consider

available

evidence

importance of airborne spread by droplet

aucl.i in naval recruits.
Studies on the

effectiveness

barracks on reduction of ARD and
been revealing,
t

light

streptococcal disease
the

swrarizes

results

reduction

corcal illness

in incidence of undifferentiated

occurred

in

the

incidence have

of the

vre performed over a poriod of 6 yr(3).

studies; ;4ih
slstei

Table 3

of ultraviolet (UV)

UV

light

A rather conAiD

usually ranging from 20-30%.

and streptoIrradiation at

bactoricidal levels was restricted to the ceiling areas and thus would
htv,- had limited effect on direct
quently,
due to

it

contact

spread by droplets.

Conse-

is easier to conceive of any reduction of illnesm as being

lethal

effects on infectious agents present in droplet nuclei.

The degree of reduction of viral agents in the air was not possible to
determine,

due to lack of adequate technics.

A reduction c" 50-75% of

&Ipha streptococci did occur,

indicating a killing effect on bacteria
having th.iir origin in the taspiratory tract.
If viruses are no more
susceptible to irradiation than bacteria, the reduction of viral agents
was less than optimal and perhaps more elficient methods of irradiation
could have

resulted in a considerahly greater

giene and a further

reduction

in illness.

improvement in air hyIt

appears that spread by

airborne droplet nt.clei was of considerable importance.
it is well to recall the theoretical
on the occurrence of
tions made by

several

importance of size of groups

before considering the observa-

epidemic disease
investigators

on the relationship of barracks

space available to recruits and the number of.recruits within a space.
With a
fected,

constant

effective

contact rate between suaceptibles and in-

the occurrence of a propagative-type epidemic may depend upon

the number of susceptibles present.
likely an epidemic would occur.

The larger the number,

Crowding,

would have a more direct influence upon

the more

in contrast to group size,

effective

contact

rate, al-

though an increase in crowding also inctcases the number of aggregated
susceptible* if

available space remains the safe.

The releti)nship between barracks space per recruit,
of c owding and itcide*Ace of ARD,

degree

When -he size of the epidemiologic

unit (the recruit company) was kept constant,

6

i.e.,

is shown in Table 4(4).

TABLE 2.

i lationship of population size to adenovirus infections and
(rea and peeuolliA ratsi
Great Lakes, Illinois

&cut* reapiratory
euitase
nave-! recruits,

I

% Adminstered.% Adenaovirus
adenovirus
positive
in Population pneuplniaio
No.
vaccirne
la
recruits
(Approx.)"
(Approx.)

Year

A1954

1955f

0

9

No
AID

%

1Ap

21x.)

10

43,626

291

0.7' 4649 10.6

0.4j 1,058

2,917

4.8

6.1

1956

25

20

47:377

215

0.5

1957

< 10

65

30 239

572

1.91 4,190 13,9

1958

< 50

50

43,094

1,461

3.4

1959

0

75

47,778

11,484

3.1 11,304 23.6

1960

0

70

54,439

1,723

3.2 12,948 23.7

1961

751

80

49,314

2,478

5.0 13,701 27.7

75

548036

2,078

3.81 9,878118.2

1962

< 50

Non-systematic sampling.
Vaccine of questionable potency.
v

TABLE 3.

[

7,503 17.4

Streptococcal epidemic.

Effects of ultraviolet irradiation in barracks on

incidence of acute respirator- disease (ARD)
% reduction of AD
ARD

season

USN Training

Population

in toat group

Center

size

I
Undifferentiated Streptococcal

43-44

Sampson,

44-45

Sampson. N. Y.

N. Y,

25

--

?

20

111.

4000

20

Great Lakes, 111.

1000

50 (0% flu)

--

25-30
22

40

45-46* Great Lakes,

46-47

4800

47-48 Great Lakes. III.
48-491 Great Lakes, I11.

3200
3-4000

24

22

* Also irradiation of other areas (class rooms, mess halls, dis-

pensary waiting rooms) and oiling with Triton-13-uinrral oil of
all barracks and decks.
to 45-46 SSimilar
design except oil treatment of blankets in
irradiated group only.
Decks not oiled.

7

".Y..
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TABS 4.

*.*

_.

-.
..

.

•.

*

.

.

-

Acute respiratory disease (ARD) incidence and barracks
apace per recruit* (old and new barracks)
May-December

1959

Naval Training Center, Great Lakes.

Space
AnD
Per Cent relai
admissions tije reduction
per
Popurecruit latic'ni Number
Admissionsa
an
admissions per 1000
Per Cent
Positive
Ft2
3 Weeks
+
Rate
Pdenovirus
addnoveinvir
Old 32

2861I57,360

1501

26.2

60

r
sta 57.480
460

1329

23.1

53

Navy standard mininam space
A

-

50 ft

450 ft

11.6

-11.S1
3

.

Admissions for period June-October 1959.
P - < 0.001.

both the old and new barracks in

iitch the recruits were

housed were

of the single bay open dormitory-type construction, but the

new

bar-

racks were considerably larger, making more sq. ft. of floor space and
cu.

ft. of air space available per recruit.

A significantly higher in-

cidence of reported disease occurred in the old barracks along with a
greater proportion of adenovirus-associated illness.
There is no
reason to suggest that the difference in disease incidence was due to
a greater effect of crowding or airborne transmission than on direct
contact spread.

Caution also should be exercised in concluding that

there was less illness in recruits housed in the new barracks,
in reported illness motiv&aion to attend sick call is

since

au important fee-

tor and living conditions were considerably better in the new barracks.
Studies by Breese et al,( 5 ) during World War II

indicated that the

size of the group housed together influenced the admission rates to a
greater degree than did the space available per recruit.
ship is depicted in Table 5.

This relation-

On the other hand, the common cold-type

illness occurring in the first 2 weeks of training, which in retrospect would be considered largely viral in nature,

was influenced more

by the space available per recruit than by the size of the group.
Streptococcal disease and viral disease occurring later in training
were associated to a greater degree with group site.

The authors were

careful to point out that the reasons for the paradoxical occurrence
of a higher disease incidence,

•

when more space wes available per recruit,

.•--.,-------

but reflected an overriding

did not imply crowding to be beneficial,

An analysis of the date reported by bernatein(6)

effect of group size.

revealed grossly similar types of correlations of group size and space
His data were

available per recruit with resulting disease (Table 6).
obtained in a study of recruit airmen in 1952 and 1953.

Correlation coefficients of illness to crowding

TABLE 5.

as measured by naval trainees per room,
per 450 ft 3 air space and 50 ft 2 floor space
Study No,

Total

Study

1

Strep
carriage

No.

first
2 weeks
training

21

last
4 weeks
training

Illness % Positive
Mon-Strep Strep Won-Strep Strep
No. per room
(from 14-185)
Per 450 ft 3
(from .73-1.40)
2
Per 50 ft
(froi 1.03-1. 77)

+.5

+

-. 09

+.14

+.3

+.62

-. 36

-

+.07

-. 07

-. 39

-.54

-. 18

-

+.55

+.25

-. 05

-. 04

SObservations April-September

at i% level.

1943:

Values over .48 sinificant

fObservations

Winter 1942-43: Values over .43 signficant at 1%
over .34 at 5% level.

level;

TABLE 6.

Correlation of acute respiratory disease (AND) in Air
Force recruits with apace/recruit and neaer of
recruits/room, Sampson Air Force Beas, 1952-2934
per Loom

No.

AID rate/bOOO/week

ft2/maa

/mau

30-72

59-142

643-1543

23.2

3-6

42-84

510-1020

NeMgativt

Negative

Positive
I-

Adapteel from data by S.

•

3

26.4

Correlation with AID rate

..-

ft

a.L

H. Bernstein, Am.

S.

n Il

aomo

J. Hyg. U: L62-171.

--

-•

1937.

Iin9

Since ARD incidence is, at least in part, & function of effective
contact rate and number of aggregated susceptibles, reduction of the
former by minimising the

airborne

spread

through development of im-

proved methods of air sanitation and the latter by

housing

fever re-

cruits per living space has considerable practical merit, but wcojld be
costly and may not be presently feasible.

Recent studies by Arlander

at slY) of naval and marine recruits in training a& San Diego have
suggested & presently available menthod of achieving in efiect a reduction in size of rhe aggregate numbers of susceptibles. Segregation of
training units

accompanied

by inte.rsttent, rather

than

continuous,

input of newly arrived recruits into the training units, which is practiced to a greater extent by the Marines than by the Navy, was observed
to be associated wirh a much lower incidence of ARD in the
cruits.

the reduction as a

reflection

re-

marine

•arracks interviews, serologic and X-ray surveys,

ruled out

of differences betwen the two recruit

populations in their

motivation

utilized by

department personnel in diagnosing and recording

medical

to attend sick call,

or in criteria

illness. The difference in reported ARD incidence between the two populations and presumably of unreported illness has occurred consistently
for at least 8 yr(e)
The higher incidence in the winter of specific diseases,
measles and chickenyox,

droplet nuclei transmission of those diseases,
occurs when

ventilation

such as

has been suggested as evidence for airborne
in that peek incidence

rates of living spaces are at a miniWnun(9).

ARD is characteristically epidemic in military recruits in the winter,
and although in recent years it has also occurred in epidemic form at
the Great Lakes Naval Training Center in the sumer,

the

highest in-

cidence was in the winter( 10 ).
The temporal association of the seasonal increase of AID in winter
and lower ventilation rates that occur at that time, although ventilation rates have not been quantitated,

is perhaps more significant in

naval recruits than in most populations since, except for the climatic
variables, other factors are more constant throughout the year.
example,

training schedules and procedures remain the same.

are held indoors throughout the year.

For
Classes

In fact, crowding of recruits
occurs to a greater extent in the summer than in the winter due co the
larger on-board populations in the summer.

10

Although highly *ttractlve, this apparently straightforward assocso oupportinS evidence for

istino of ARD with lower ventilation rates

transpission by droplet nuclei was found to be more complex

*Aen the

specific etiologic agents involved were considered.
A longitudinal serologic survey of recruits randomly selected for
study at the beginning of training revealed adenoviral infections

to

peak in the late fall and winter and to reach a low in sumrer as expected(

10

•.

Influenza 3 also peaked in

the winter.

Of interest, how

aver, was the peaking of Eaton *genrt •coplaw

iM

Infection

in the summer and fall with the lowest incidence in winter.
sonal variations in the incidmnce of these three&&San.
selected recruits are Mhow

in Fig. 2.

The inverse association of .4. y
tion rates

definitely

disease

airborne survival.

with

ventila-

requires consideration of the effects of rela-

and other less apparent seasonal

tive humidity (RH)

The sea-

in the randomly

It is

variables

upon

entirely possible that R14 effects can over-

ride those of ventilation rates for any of the etiologic agents,
if

such is

the case,

cidence could be

the association of ventilation rates and ARD in-

secondary

and even unrelated.

tact, which is also influenced by crowding,
for spread of

N.

and

oneumonice

infection

is

Perhaps direct con-

the predominant factor

and is

the explanation for

highest incidence during periods of maximus ventilation.

In this con-

nection,

reese and

It

is interesting to recall the observations of

his associases(5)
streptococcal,

discussed earlier in this paper.

The

and to a lesser extent non-streptococcal,

incidence of
disease oc-

currinS in the last 4 %meks of training was correlated to a hiher degree with group size than with space available per recruit,

whereas

the early, more rapidly acquired infections were more strongly associated with the latter.

In addition, Wells( 9 ) noted in her studis that

although a seasonally negative correlation existed between saaeles and
chickenpox

incidence and ventilation rates, as inferred from differ-

ences in disease patterns observee in M4aine, Virginia and Florida,
seasonal pattern of scarlet fever did not differ
these three states.

significantly

in

This suggests that ventilation per so was not of

predominant importance in the spread of straptococcal disease.
though,

the

Al-

in conjunction with other information obtained by Schulman and

Kilbourne(

11

).

droplet nuclei spread of influenza is

be a major mode of transmission,

the

need

for

likely, and amy

further

research is

11

4..

obvious La the ceas

of adem•virus and

infections.

g.ligjgj

priority should be given to studying the influenc,
savriv•l

of these

Studies such as thos

vo agents.

Hih

upon airborne

by

nems at &I.

vi•us to survive better in the airborne

have demonstrated ifluenna

stats

of U

at lower n(12).

110,

0.OCT
ST~N~h
FIG. 2.

12

6

FU O

IM MW
5

5

7

APR KiY J&4 AL A66 S&

9

S

6

Seasonal relationship of admission rates

disease (AID)
recruits,

ca&
A

and Mvcovlasma ineumoniee in

5

12

13

acute respiratory

randomly

Naval Training Center, Greet Lakes,

9

selected navy

Illinois.

1958-1959.

In

umry,

the problem of A)D is of major importance

and comast

tutea the principle cause of hospital end dispensary admissions in the
kecrults emperients a disproportionate inciNavy and Marino Corps.
Evidence obtained by MN*Jt-4 strongly supports

donce of this ijlcess.

the supposition that airborne tpread is an impmtant *&ea
sion of AND agents,

UV light

irradiation

of tranamis-

studies have provided the

most unequivocable evidence that droplet nuclei play an important role
in recruit disease.
contact,

Dolinsation of the

quires further rassarch.
particular,

role, of diretr

The availability of n*Awer techniques and, in
airborne

methods for studying

makes further arvely attractive.
given to a stj

of survival of

under condic •k

af varying 01.

at least in pmc-,

coparat•ive

and of spread by droplet nuclei, ro-

including droplet spread,

WggaMa

and viruses,

A relatively hi~h priority should be
&deovir~us snd Z.

gujui

tag

agents

Perhaps such a study would *xplain,

the reason these two aents have different seaomal

peaks of inciieace and serve as a partial explanation for the apparent
occurrence ut Or,
Lakes durin

-*&•L'As

ff.. gge•aj

incidence in naval recruit# at Great

of higher ventilation rates in their livinS spaces.
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DISCUSI•$ON;
chgimen;:

There are a few points I would like you to cover.

Without a question of crowding in the two different types of barracks
situation

--

the old barracks and the new one -- mention was made as

to differences in ventilation for the two barracks,
really know which effect is of most importance,

so that one can't

the effect of crowding

or the effect of ventilation.
L. Miller:

That is

entirely right.

I don't have good information

on that, except chat in the new barracks they had thermostatically cantrolled beat and did not run into the problem where it
ably hot that they had to open the windows wide.

got so unbear-

In other words,

may have been a lower ventilation rate in the new barracks.
mon to get so hot in the old barrack.

It

there

is com-

that all wind*os are opened for

svhile and thereby increased ventilation wouhl result.

I think the

point I really wanted to mike was not the relative importance of ventilation rate or crowding but the fact that the cine of the groups was
coatrabla, so that the amount of direct contact,

not considering

droplet infection now, should have been very similar in the two groups.
This,

by exclusion then,

leaves you with the impression that perhaps

other methods of spread were important; perhaps the airborne route.

It

is not real good informetion.
ljow:

I understand the NAMU-4

piratory dieess

oi studying the comparative res-

incidence in different military populations in the

sam geographical location.
L. Killer:

Yea.

We have noticed for some time that there has

been more reported illness in the Navy recruits in San Diego; that is,

14

a higher incidence than In the Marine recruits at San Diego.

frde each other.I

in the. sme geographic area, right across the Lan-e
expected this

questLon

If

I can take the time.

The Marinas are supposed to be tougher,

T?:

, Miller:
see that

so I have some slides,

Well,
I

although

y the

They are

enyvay.

L.e I sbow you th IN iaforntIon you will

they may be

tougher

individuala,

that is not the

reason they have less reported illness.

NAVAL RECRUITS GREAT LAKES

140

NAVAL RECR•ITS SAN DIEGO

AR!) Admissions14

20

20S
"-

FY

57

59 61 57

59 61

FY

MARINE RECRUITS PARRIS ISLAND

57 59 61

MARINE RECRUITS SAN DIEGO

140

140

8 60
W

57 59 61

60

.

20

-7

20
57

FY
ULG. I.-.

59 61 57

59 61

FY

57 59 61

57 59 61

IAcidence acute reepiratory diseae* (AD) end pnoummoia.
Naval and earintrecruits 7Y 1956-61

This slide

(•ig.

l-D)

above *tt

occurred ovr a number of years in

the Naval recruits at San DieSo and the Naritne recruits at San Digo.
This is

thie incidence per 100 men of adaitced AMD.

You wrill "e that

there is consistently a considerably less reportted LRD lncidene in the
Marine

recruits

compared

to the Revel recruits.

pteumoniaa,,

they are more ccusparabl.

actually a

amewhat

tLes,

*VPT

higher

Acea

then y

coe to the

atter of fact,

adeisoio• rate for pauemonlis

there is

in the Nar-

as msen in the next slide (Table I-D).

- Voice from the floor.

13

aubella rate/lOWO/Average strenrgth

TABLE I-D.

MAR Ifts

NAVY

Fiscal
Year

Sainbridge

Great Lakes

San Diego

Parris Island

1962

--

140

178

0

49

195

189

1

37

1061

San Diego

1960

--

156

141

29

109

1959

--

184

168

6

62

1958

--

191

182

25

47

1957

52

152

182

i

17

1956

6

142

123

4

34

•955

4

47

l •8

a

20

This slide shows the

rubella

(excluding lainbridge).

incidence at the four training

Rubella is a pretty good

disease

centers
index be-

cause a recruit, whether he is Navy or Marine,

will report his illness

when he gets a rash.

If he doesn't report it,

his buddies will make

him go to Sick Call.

You'll notice particularly in the Navy and Mar-

ires at San Diego that there is a consistently higher rate for rubella
in the Naval recruits.

TAKLE 2-D.

Meningococcal meningitis, Navy and Marine
Corps recruits, San Diego, California
1961-1963
1961

1962

1%63 (to Sept)

Navy

9

25

33

Marines

1

0

1

Table 2-D shows the eases of meninuococcol meningitis occurring at
Ban Diego -- this is

the number of cases, not a rate, and the Marines

usually have about 1/3 the population size.

You will notice that man-

itgitin was primarily a problem in the Navy.
Table 3-D shows that acut* rheumatic fever was again primarily a
problem in the Navy.
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TAILE 3-D.

Rheusatlc f•ver cases, Recr\_ýz Training Coemands,
San Diego, California

Calendar year

A

MTE

1960
196i

18

8
2

1962

Figure 2-D shows the total incidence ot roported illaneg; that is,
admisaions ad

febrile

respiratory

Navy and Marine recruits to Sick Call.
early week

disease episodes reported by the
A sharp increase occurs in the

of training in the Navy recruit.s.

a delayed incidence,

and

respiratory

The Marine recruits have

disease

does not occur to the

Sam extent,

120'
*"

*
I

100

I

I
S

1
U

,

NAVY (8949 men)----

I

MARINE (2748 men)-

'

80
= 60-

*
I
I

I
I
I

40
20

4.

2

f*g

2j.

4
6
8
Weeks on Board

10

12

Febrile respiratory episodes reported to Sick call.
Rtles per IO00 plotted by weeks on board.

11

• .•-,

• '-• •

.

N

Table 4-D shows the ramber of sen,
studying and the san-weeks of exposure;

Marin.•i and Navy,

todes of ARD and the incidence of pneumonia are shown.
that the Navy has h•ter

to so far is reported
barracks to

determine

illness.

It

see

all this referred

is necussary to survey men in the
-'liness. Six Marine

the extent of unreported

they were seen a

--

platoons and six Navy companies were surveyed
coupld of times a week.

You will

ratis in respiratory disease until we get to

There the rates were almost identical --

pe•umonia.

woer

we

the febrtle and afebrile

On surveyed illness you get ;way from tht

fac-

tor of motivation to report theair illness.

TABLE 4-D.

Stumary of admitted respiratory illness
NAVY

Number of men
Man weeks

MAINE

8949

2789

89490

33468

983

117

AR! admissions

11.0

ARD adLissions/M man weeks

270

Pneumonia admissions
Pneumonia admissions/M man weeka

3.0

3.5
120
3.6

Figure 3-D shows a larger percentage with respiratory disease in
the Navy compared to the Marines.

So the Marines actually do have

lees respiratory disease.
Table 5-D shows the serology on the surveyed groups regardless of

their illness status.

You will notice for Eaton agent that there is a

considerably higher CF conversion rate in the first 4 weeks in the Navy
tian in the Marines.

Later on in training, the Marines begin to catch

up and by the end of training the Marines are more comparable.

I think

this may possible provide a partial explanation as to why the pneumonia
rates were more similar thatzthe ADD rates in the Marine and Navy recruits.

Table 6-D shows the same trend for streptococcal

indicated by the ASO responses.

disease as

The conversion rate is higher

earlier in the Navy compared to the Marines --

yet toward the end of

the 9 weeks total period there is not a great deal of difference.
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and

In

i~the Mrtue
other vords, there was a sloer spreoad of streptococcs in
recruits.
6 Navy Companies -

1001 (305/441 score <4 at first visit)
6 Marine Platoons---(305/349 score <4 at first

-

visit)

80

S 60"

...

80.

U
t-4

0

60,

S20ý

12.5
1

04

2

4

3

1.16 weeks.
Time for 50% of Navy group to develop score >4
"Ti•e for 50% of Marine group to develop score >4 = 3.0 weeks.
FI'G.

.

Febrile retpiratory episodes reported to sitck call.
Rates per 1000 plotted by weeks on board.

TABLE 5-D.

Eaton agent CF serology (4-fold ries)
in surveyed San Diego recruits, 1963
1,4

5-9

Total

tested

w.+ S

weks

(1-9)

250
213

14.4"%
2 .8

7.27.
10.3.

21.6%
13.1%

Total

Navy
Marine

TABLE 6-D.

j

ASO serology (2-tube rists) in surveyed
San Diego recruits, 1963.
1-4

5-9

Total

tested

weeks

weeks

(1-9)

Navy.

240

13.37

11 .37

24.2%

Marine

213

l7.5

II

!9.27.

Total

7%
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TA•LZ 7-D.

Adenovirus CY serology (4-fold rises)

in surveyed Son Diego recruits,

193.

Total

1-4

5-9

Total

tested

woeke

weeks

<1-9)

46.0%

76.4%

30.07.

35.77

I |1 III|

Navy

250

38.0%

Marine

213

6.1%

Table 7-D shows adenovirus serology findings.

I

Here we find a

rather marked difference between the two population groups.

Notice,

there was about a 6-fold higher conversion rate in the first 4 weeks
of trai-,ng in naval personnel.
there is still

When we get toward the end of training,

an appreciable differeuce; about a 2-fold higher conver-

sion rate occurred in the Navy.

TABLE 8-D.

Prevalence of pulmonary infiltrates in nonhoepitalized Navy and Marine recruits,
same military age (30 days)
San Diego,

California,

Marine recruits
umber
With

infiltrate

Without infiltrate
Total

4

%.
1.1

1963
Navy recruits
,r

Number
19

J44

370

348

389

4.9

Table 8-D shows the results of X-ray surveys in which entire Marine platoons and Navy companies were marched to sick bay for lung Xray at about the end of the first 30 days of training.

You will notice

that in the Marine recruits we found roughly 1.1% of so-called walking
pneumonias,

or at least walking infiltrates,

and about 5% in the Navy.

There is no question that there was more severe illness in the Navy.
Also, contrary to what we expected to find, the Navy recruits were 1Ltf
apt to report their illness than were the Marine recruits.
What is

the difference between these two populations?

from the same part of the country,

20

They come

they ale the same age group,

same

Probably a big fa-ctor is the population size;

vex.

ue Navy popula&
This

tion being about three times larger than the Marine population.

I think another very impor-

results in less crowding in the Marines.
tant factor is
lifet,

thc, when the Marines arrive at San Diego from civilian

they are put into platoons a&lst

are kept separated,
platoons.

very little

iediately

and thee platoons

intermingling

between the different

Not so with the Navy.

The Navy forms its

3 days later and the attempt to keep the

The

not nearly so apparent.

each other is

That is,

all

recruits

This results

in

an intermittent

input and

into the same

battalion

in

the Navy.

training outdoors than the Navy

training, there is

in

the next,

and so

tends to break the chain

There

is

a continuous input

The Marines have more of their

recruits,

have to take much more class work.

inde-

rotated on

the eame wmek are

arrivals

of transmission from the sick to the well.

from

have three

Marines

arriving in

put into one battalion and the next wek's
on.

companies up to
segregated

Input into these battalions is

pendent training battalions.
a weekly basis.

companieaa

because the Navy recruits

However,

in

the lst week or two of

about the same time percentage

spent

indoors or in

classroom work in both populations, and by the 2nd week a higher incidence has occurred in
the

the Navy.

The

Marine

same as the Navy company but they split

platoons

are

roughly

these platoon into squads.

There are usually about 20-25 men/squad and these squads are housed
separately.

Therefore,

the size of the aggregation of susceptibles is

mach less for the Marines
I am sure,

important,

than for the Navy.

and I

think it

All of

justas illustrates

these factors are,
the point that

the envirozaent must be considered right along with the parasite and
the host.
Ackkr:

As I understand it,

substantial

bearing on this

problem

might have been due tj the schedule and imawnizing injections for these
recruits;

that was a very interesting
This is

L, Miller:

point.

Our study on this, which w-s

so.

done at

Great Lakes, was set up to run 1-1/2 yr during which approximately
the recruits
about

were put on a routine

21 different

insnizsation schedule whers

the maximum amount

The other 50% received imm.nizations other

half of training when there
over

50,000

is

of illness.

in the last

much less ARD normally occurring.

studied,

in

than respiratory disease

like. the adenovirus vaccine and influenza vaccine,

population of

they get

antigens; 9 ml of vaccine of one kind or another

the lst half of training when they have

vaccine,

half

we found

that

admissions

In

a

for

21

pneumonia were about
also, the
nasa.

AID

20%

less in

recruits

incidence was about 207

on the delayed schedule;
that is,

less --

Wen we did X-ray surveys. we found about the

the prevalence of pulmonary infiltrates.
to work on this!

We set up the

properties in some of these

specific

12 hr

type

with Veeiti

after

particularly

followed

insonizations

typhoid vaccine,

that in the first

immunization,

ausceptibility,

ý the

endotoxin-like

hypothesis that the

vaccines,

have a biphasic effect on susceptibility:

When you g'

ase reduction in

I'd like to encourage people

1 think Dr. Schulman may be doing something on this

at the present.

perhaps up to

reported ill-

few hours,

there is an increased nonby an increased resistance.

at a time when illness is

Againet which there is

littl*

if

incubating,

any eheleltae,

the epi-

demic respiratory disease problem is accentuated.
VF:

Is

there any difference between the scheduling of Marines

and Navy recruits regarding i-nizeation?
L. Miller:

No,

Shinefield:

it's

about the sae in San Diego.

May I ask one question relative to the incidence of

bacterial pneumonia in the cases with ARD?
tive facts

illustrating

Do you have any authorits-

the relationship between bacterial pneumonia

and those individuals that had AID?
L. Miller:

No.

I would say 807 of the recruits,

about the recruit population,

have AID

of a

mild

and

I

nature,

talk

primarily.

In studies at Great Lakes it has been difficult to find recruits that
have pneumonia,

bacterial pneumonia,

We have very little

bacterial

00veral

I think the most

reasons.

Bicillin

prophylaxis

penicillin,

that did not have preceding ARD.

pneumonia

occurring at Great Lokes for

important

one is the

They get 1.2 million units of Bicillin shortly after they

arrive or within the let couple of weeks after arrival.

On one occa-

sion we have seen this noticeably terminate a streptococcal
outbreak.

routine

given to all recruits who are not sensitive to

pneunonia

The prophylaxis program was started after the outbreak had

been underway for about 10 days and as soon as the program was started
If we hadn't used it,

the epidemic terminated.

to become a problem in the fll
as we progress into tne
coccal pneumonia.

winter,

and since strep starts

and becomes more and more of a problem
we would have expected more strepto-

I think the fact that we used

portant factor or reason we don't have very much
dsdin:

In

relation

to the shaunt of

Sicillin

vaccine

given,

notice any systemic reaction such as kidney troubles, etc?

22

is

one im-

bacterial pneumonia.
did you

1,. Mille:- No, not. that we ever becae aware at,
nediate systemic-type

We did not run across the problem you mentioned.
was usually the worst one for
across the

problem

We had the lm-

reaction but no more than what would be expected.

iaediate

The typhoid vaccine

reactions.

We did not run

with any vaccine such as we ran a&cross at KAMLU-l

bten we were uslng the plague vaccine in which we got those severe delayed ractions after 24-48 hr.
I don't think it

Insofar as kidney sequels, and

so on,

occu-red.
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In

For every action,

the field

examples to indicate

there is

the nearly

on the

the equally startling

and

spread resistance of these organisms
to completely

DDT

world has been seriously
resistant

had

never

development

to the antibiotic.

eradicate

mosquitoes

interior surfaces.

that many graduates

seen

In

the

of wide-

The one-time

from most A-f the

threatened by the propagation of genetically

DDT-covered

time was so rare

truth.

miraculous effect of penicillin

strains of mosquitoes and strains which

alighting on

there are many

that we may be moving towards this

staphylococci

C.

an equal and opposite

of infectious disease control,

postwar years we have teen

promise of

D.

I would choose for my text Newton's

IL this were to be a sermon,

reaction.

14C USK

Communicable Disease Branch

Head,

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

Third Law of Motion:

D. C.

of

instinctively avoid

Syphilis,

medical schools in

a case of infectious syphilis during

which for a
the 1950's

their training,

has been vigorously resurgent for the past 6 yr.
Thus it

is

with

aeningococcal

During World War II,

victory

close at hand with the
sulfonamide could
coccus.
that,

with

Korean War
in

the

against

discovery

sterilize

So effective have

meningitis

that

these
even

and

diseases at last
a

most persons with respect to the maningo-

there have been no major

the United States since

seemed

single 2 g dose of a

the sulfonaides been against this

exception of a moderate rise in

period,

meninSococcemia.

1944.

disease

incidence during the

epidemics of the disease

During the 10 yr period 1953 throi-Sh

25
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1962,

for example,

1943-1944.

fewer cases occurred than during the 2 yr period

It was possible to ignore the careful work on environmental

control of the disease

accomplished

during World War 1 with the

wender

in this

country

and in England

drug at hand some 25 yr later.

was even possible to stoo further research on the disease,

It

since sup-

plies of the sulfonamides were virtually unlimited, cheap, and extraordinarily effective.
This period of complacency has come to an abrupt end.

Earlier this

year, Millar et iL(k)
reported the recovery of a GrLup b leisseria
i
resistant to safe clinical levels of sultonamides both in
M
vitro and in vivo.

T1his strain was largely

resoonatble

for a large

outbreak of meningococcal infection and diseasu among naval recruits
t. boediscsaed in this papr- When knowledge of the resistant strain
transpired,

it was then shown that a concurreat outbreak of the disease

at a military base

several

hundred miles distant was caused by a sim-

ilarly resistant strain of aeningococcus.

Spread of the sulfonamide-

resistant organism from naval and military populations to the civilian
population of the United States has now been carefully documented in
tvo instances and is suspected in a third case.
Because meningococcal disease is a disease of humasns only, because
the case fatality ratio still averages about 12% in this era of antibiotics, because the infection can spread so rapidly among crowded populations, and because a potential danger exists from the occurrence of
sulfonamide-resistant strains of meningococci,

it is urgent that the

research on control of this disease vtich was terminated (for all intents and purposes) in the last years of World War II be resumed once
more.

Because the major means of spread of the infection are through

direct contact and by short-range aerasols from the noses and mouths
of infected individuals,

it

is appropriate

to present some of the inter-

epting features of the recent epidemic at San Diego before this Sym-

posium.
DKSCI1PTION OF THE

PIDtMIC

Between 1 January 1963 and 30 June 1963, a total of 34 cases of
meningococcal disease,

including three deaths, were reported in re-

cruits at the U.S. Naval Training Center, San Diego, California.
During the same period, by conservative estimate,

an additional 10,000

recruits became healthy carriers of the meningococcus and were dispersed throughout the Navy upon completion of recruit training.
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Follow with we,

now,

the various

events that took place during

this 6 month period and for several months afterwards,
a chronological rather than s

for I believe

I ha&ve aioe

presentation of Othe facts,

categaricst

this will better relate the

manifold findings of the

epidemic,
First,

let us become

training center and the

oriented
recruit

by a brief

training

program.

located about 20 min drive from dmwntwn San
'home"

description

iagao

for 8,000-12,000 recruits at any one time.

The
(Fig

of the
Center

I).

it

is
Is

In addition, nearly

8.&000 other personnel are based there on a smre permanent duty; these
personnel

"supply

comprise

tuch

groups

as cmopany conaders.

department persaoanel. isLr••ctors,

medical and

students at advanced training

schools, and so on.

U.S. NAVAL TRAINING CENTER,

Rosecfrlfl

czJ fl

SAN DILGO

Street

CAMP DECATLWR

/ - ,,

FIG. I.

Recruits come from all 50 United States;
the western half of the

United

States,

the majority coaw

they remain in a general holding area for about Z days
recruit compan.,s of apprxnimately 75-80 me
3 weeks of the 9-week training course,
racks in the Camp Nimits area.

fromt

Upon arrival at the Center,

each.

and theu form

During the first

companies are assigned tc bar-

Each company occupies ane floor of one
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Mleas facilities for the Camp

wing in a two-story, "M'-shaped barracks.
Nhati area consist of a single,
2,M0O-4,000 persons/Meal.

large,

open area serving an average of

Recruits in this first trimester of training

ere partially isolated from the remainder of the recruit population,
Classes ore frequently held at the main training center at Camp Decatur.
This procedure permits some mixing of recruits in the early and advanced
stages of training.

After the initial 3 weeks,

recruits stove to Camp

Decatur and occupy barrack spaces similar to those at Camp Nimita;
meeting takes place in two mesa halls separated by a com.on gallay.
Throughout the training period, recruits come In contact only with
specialized groups of permnanetly-based personnel wo are responsible
for their care and training.

granted only after completion

Liberty is

of the 5th or 6th week of training.

Upon completion of recruit training,

recruits re-eive a 10-day leave and then move to peymanent ship or shore
station duty or to advanced training schoois.
defined

At the beginning of the epidemic -- which was arbitrarily

later in its progress -- certain significant conditions existed:
A.

Training was intensive, with the production

fatigue among recruits.

Until the outbreak was

cruits averaged about 3-1/2 hr sleep each day.

of

considerable

well-advanced,

re-

To add to the burden,

personal laundry was done at the close of each day and each recruit
participated,

from time to time,

in a 2 hr night watch to safeguard the

laundry in barracks.
B.

Barracks were greatly overcrowded.

Before the end of April,

each sleeping unit occupied about 25 sq ft, just 1/2 the minimum value
prescribed by the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery of the Navy

Department

and but 1/3 the desirable value of 72 aq ft per sleeping unit.
C.

Mouth-to-mouth contamination occurred in the use of drinking

fountains.

Each company area in a barracks had one drinking fountain.

Because of the training schedule,
water at the same time.

all

recruits tended to queue for

A noticeable drop in water pressure occurred

as a result and the Jet of water from the fountain was reduced to the
point where the

recruit

needed to place hi& lips on the orifice for

his drink.
D.

Routine Immunizations against ten separate

craned into a tight schedule.

detonstrated to predispose to respiratory

28

diseases

were

Such crcwding of inoculations has been
infect ions(2).

In addition,

the febrile response from these inoculations occurred so often that
dispenser!' physicians at
coccal disease with

first

conftxssd the febrile response of weningaDiagnoais of the disease

the inoculation reaction.

sas thus delayed occasionally.

The program for control of meningococcal disease vs. a

E.

occurred.

No program was in

force until one or Wmoe cases

Surveillance

for

infections was not considered necessary

because mass

sulfonamide prophylaxis was always available

one.

fa!

subclinical

of high carrier prevalence
is

This, then,

the occurrence of disease.

signaled by

the framework upon which the epidemic was built.
throughout

Sporadic cases of meningococcal disease

within a short span of

time, rulfonamide

the company contacts

of the cases or,

recruit

This latter

polation.

when 11 cases due

and July 1962,

the year were always

When several cases occurred

but caused no undue alarm.

expected,

for control

prophylaxis would be given to

less frequently,

to the entire

routine occurred as recently as Junke
to a Group C meningococcus developed.
as usual,

This outbreak was abruptly terminated,

by sterilizing

the

throats of carriers with sulfadiazine.
In

2,

Fig.

cases occurred

the
in

1963 epidemic is

January

shown

in

During the

and February.

four cases, including one death,

were reported,

phylaxia was administered to all

recruits.

patients at this time was Group C.
(11-27 March)

when no additional

Three sporadic

detail.

1st week of March,

and sulfediazi,.e

pro-

The strain isolated from

There followed a period of 17 days

cases were raported.

a

On 28 March,

patient was admitted in whom Group B meningococci were isolated and, 5
days later,

a second patient was admitted with a Group B infection.

Mass sulfadiazine prophylaxis was again ordered -- this time not only
but also for the training cadre as well.

for all recruits

Additional cases were reported,

however.

it was felt

at that

time that, while the existance of sulfonamide resistance in the Group
B meningococci was a remote possibility, the most likely explanatiOn
of the addition&l cases was a purely administrative

one,

namely, per-

sonnel either missed taking prophylaxis or deliberately avoided taking
their drug.

Therefore,

on 16 April,

Fig. 2,

sulfadiazine prophylaxis

again.

This time

ever,

(and

indicated by the

third arrow in

was administered to all recruits

subsequently in

all

prophylaxis programs),

how-

strict control@ were enforced to insure that all recruits con-

sumed their tablets at the times directed.

The drug was stubbornly
29

CASES OF MENINGOCOCCAIL 01SiSt
U.S. NAVAL II~~ii

CENTER

BY WE[K OF ONS0.

SAN iýZC

I jAN.

3^G

~~

Cases
] •Deceased

49

9

99E=

K

Wfk
191. S
Indig

JAN

7Sulladiazmý

All
*crLItS

MAR

ý19

Prophylaxis
1qm b. i, d,
for 2 days.,

0 Ali base
personn l.

4? Penifillin V
proplnylaxis
total of 4 million
units, All recrwts.

FIG.

to die out.

r?
MAY

A12
MUNE

Oxytetra~y- a Admissicn of
new recruits
cine 5W0 n1
b. .d. for • days. divs.oninued !or
All recru its.
4-week perior.

2

readminlstered on 22 April. and 1 May,
bornly refused

13
APR

the the disease Just as stub-

By this latter date,

Group B meningococci

were, and remained, the predominant group cultured from the thrcats of
carrie-rs and patients.
The details of establishing the proof of

sulfadiazine-reaistant

1
zeningococci have been presented in another paper( )

tlýer comment,

and need no fur-

To indicate the magnitude of the problem, however,

it

should be stated thpt administration of sulfadiazine in a reg•imen that
would normally prevent culture of Leningococci 4 hr after taking the
first

dose failed to yield a significant reduction in a carrier ratio

of nearly 60M!
Itis was the first of two major crises to he encountered.
automatic tendency,

once it

fect the carrier stare,
in mav: prophylaxis.
this time,

was known that sulfonamides could not af-

was to seek other antibiotics ai substitutes

Certain environmentai changem were also made at

including:

6.

Changes in training to insure 7-8 hr sleep each night.

B.

Alteration of tUle iturinizatior. schedule to apace inoculations

as evenly as poasible throughout the 9-week trainIng period.
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The

Reopening of unused barracks to incrense

C.

floor area per

sleeping unitE.
D.

Discontinuing barracks laundering and the night laundry watch.

E.

Observation Pnd culturing of throats of recruits reporting to

the dispensary with febrile illnesass.
The search for another antibiotic as
led to use of oral pentcillin G,
pyridizine,

and finally,

oxytetracycline,

Training Center, Great l

effective

-

as suifadiazine

oral penicillin V,

sulfammthoxy-

in studies at the Naval

t-- AAmpi.......

11ing,

steill en

(F-55)

None of these accomplished

experimental drug at the time of study.

the elimination of the carrter stote with the efficiency had

in

the

though in vitro studies indicated that the meningococci tested

past,

were very sensitive
experience with

to the drugs used.

several drugs.

Oxytetracycline

but within 4 days of discontinuing
coccal carriers

had returned

biotics among recruits

Figure 3 indicates the general

the drug,

to pretreatment

did have

showed the most promise,

prevalence of meningolevel.

Use of these anti-

the effect of reducing the frequency of

but they were not administered on a long-term basis be-

clinical

cases,

cause of

troublesome

side effects

ard because we were convinced

lid" was lifted,

once the "antibiotic

the

that

would boil

"disease pot"

over

again.
Our narrative has now progressed

senting the happy ending to the story;

to June 1963 and before pre-

I would like to susarie the

clinical material on the 34 patients with meningococcal disease.
I illustrates the diagnostic classification of cases,
evidence

on which

diagnosic wao based.

Note

together with the

that a total

of 27 of the

34 cases were confirmed by culture or spiail fluid smear.
signs,

symptoms,

and labcratory

findings are presented

Table

in

The initifl
Table 2 and

as may be seen are not at all

unusual for the disease.

deaths

fulminating cases who sought medical at-

that occurred were all

The three

tentivn when -to therapy could save them and wth died within 24 hr of
admission.

The remaining

31 patients

ment and have had no evidence f

showed a good response to treat-

permanent

neurological

sequel&e.

Treatment c-'nsisted of intravenous sulfonamides and int)'avenoue inf.usion of 16-24 magu-units of aqueous ptnicillin datly.
use of penicillin
posible

in

because of the

addition to intravenous sulfonamides,

it is

is-

to answer the tantalizing question of thether the response of

31

60

50:

J1

SIfadiazine, 2.09
D.Ld. for 4 days ........

L.Og/.
Sulfadiazine,
b.
i d. for 2days

w40
wo
"-

Penicillin G or Penicillin V,
"I•
megaunit p.o. daily
for 4 days
Sulfamethoxypyridazine
"(Kynex), single 30 g-

30 -

I

dose, P.o.

~~

2O

"\

I
10

-

Oxytetracycline, 0.5 g
b.i.d. for4 days -

o

"10

.

\,
.

/

,,- .

10,

0

FIG. 3.
cocci froa

32

1

7
6
5
4
3
2
Days after start of treatment

8

9

Effectiveness of various drug.• on eradication of menirgoU. S. Naval Training Center, San Diego, 196.W
carriers.

TABLE 1. Confirmation of diagnosis cases of menngococcal dizcaso.
1963.
Naval Training Center, San Diego.

ToLallof 34 cases officially reported by the U. S. Naval Hospital,
San Diego,
fronm 1 January through YJ June 1963.
of these, 32 records were -nalyzed.
Diagnosis was:
in ---------

Meningococcal meningitis
Meningococce-La

25

- -.....
-.....

Total

.

.

.- .

.

.

.

32

Of the 25 cases of meningococcal meningitis:
Diagnosis confirmed by positive CSF
culture or pleocyrosis in CSF end
positive blood culture in -- -----------------

19

Diagnosis confirmed by purulent CSF
and positive CSF gram stain, although
----------.-cultures negative in

2

Diagnosis made on i-asis of purulent
CSF in rhe presence of an epidemic
all cultures and gram sti.ins being
negative in ....-........-....-----------

4

.

Total ------------

25

Of the 7 cases of meningococcemia:
Diagnosis confirmed by positive blood
cultures in the absence of stigmata of
meningitis in
....-........-..-.---------Diagnosis made on basis of clinical
findings only (fever. petechial rash)
in presence of an epidemic without
confirmatory laboratory findings in -.-.-Total

*

...-.-.------

6

---1
7

One of these patients was already on antibiotics at the time of
culturing.

33

Clialcal ruimary cases of meningococcal disease.
I963.
Naval Training Center, San Diego.

TABLE 2.

I

No.

.

on

whom

No.

data available

positive

positivC

Temperature > 101 F
Stiff neck

21
21

19
15

91
71

Pet e2h ia1

21

13

62

Headzche

21

9

43

21

6

29

15
8
8
119

12

80

6
11

I

75
8

19

9

1

47

Abnormal

state of

ConTsC iousne ss (agitated,
"delerious", semicomatose)

TT
Laborator.,

fi•diL

:Is

Peripheral WBC > 15,C0O
CSF-WEC - 1,500 and
90" poiys
CSF-WbC
500
1,500,
1
CSF-WBC
differential unknown

i4.
Y~is.ei 1aneous;
Histrrv of sulfonamide
prophyiaxis within

3 days of onset

Other

21

0

69
140

57
52

laboratury findings;

CSF sugar (i1 cases)
CSF protein (13 cases)

I

SI
_

_

32

I10-171
25-24"

Case

Cases

To:al
_

34

43

Deaths

fatalit

_Rstil

3

8.81.

meningococci to sulfonamides would be more favorable in clinically ill
In vi" ofa& ce

patients than in carriers.

fatality rate of 91. how-

ever, no one dare asume the risk of oadinistering sulfomaides alone.
When clinical cases aere analysed by length of residence at the
Bevel Training Center (environmental age),
esting.

the findings

war*

There van a bimodal distribution of cases (Table 3),

interthough

the majority of cases occurred during the first 4 waks of training.
The experience of past years has been for
en-ironmtntal age;

canes to occur at an early

with the use of a number of mass prophylais pro-

groms,

however,
sowm recruits destined to become patients had a
postponement of their illaesso until Ilter
in trvatng.
TABLE 3.

Cases of maniagococcal disesas by enviroasental age at
time of onset. Naval Training Cater, San Diego. 1963.

Week of training
at tim of onset

No.
of cases

%

of total

Csmulative NO.
of cases

CMulative t
of total

1

6

17.6

6

2

6

17.6

12

35.2

3

7

20.6

19

55.8

4

8

23.6

27

79.4

5

1

2.9

28

82.3

6
7

5
1

14.7
2.9

33
34

97.0
i0O.0

8

0

0

34

100.0

9

0

0

34

100.0

Total

34

99.9

34

100.0

17.6

Resuming the chronology of the epidemic once more,

in aid-Jue

the drastic step of stopping the flow ot recruits to thb Nave! Training
Center,

San Diego, for a period of approximately 5 weeks we

This was possible because,
into the Navy each week,
Center, Great Lakes,
latter's capacity.

ordered.

at tha anticipated rate of input of recruits
they could i.e aaesiaed to the Naval Training

for this period of time without overtaxting

the

Those of you with miliýary experiemce can aPt*a-

cinte the smagnitude of this step --

generation to my recollection.

the first

such

occasion

In this

The logistics involved were enormous.
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All recruiting staction

had to be notified of the shift and had to pre-

pare thwmelves for a major public relations problem.

Large mae of

appropriated funds were shifted from one commnd to another.
clans and their constituents required
bed to be sent from

rollti-

oplanations. Company cemaantars

aD biego to Great Lakes, a step wihicdh later proved

exrjptionally ill-advised.
Fortuately,

th aeffect of this step on control of the epidemic

wae as predicted.

No cases of confirmed

been reported since 28 June.

w-nin•ococcel

disease

have

After 3 weeks, CAmp NWiits wee empty and,

at the end of the 5th wek, the recruit population bad fallen to the
amazing loe of 3.6W persons.
it possible to decreeas.

Ihis dicrease in recruit population m"de

the site of each recruit company an

increase

the living apace per man to above the minimum requirement of 50 oq ft

per man.
Concomitantly,
a&rly resruiet
sonnel

(among

a program to reduce frequency of contacts between

and Aare advanced recruits or

per-

whom were relatively chronic cartiers) wes planned and

subsequently effected.
quirement

permanently-based

of wearing blue

The major feature of the
baseball

wos the re-

progra

hats during the first

recruit training and to warn all other naval perconnel

3 weeks of
(to

wave the

traditional white hats) to avoid contact whenever possible vith persons
in the baseball caps.
Raving reduced the carrier ratio by these means to an acceptable
normal range

(by

the end of August 1963,

the prevalence in recruits

was 1% and in permanently-based personnel.

5-8t)

vencin of infection was then instituted.

and with it

stopped

A proper program of pre-

the occurrence of cases for the time teing.

Normally, between 2 and 57.

of the nevly arriving recruits can be expected to carry meningocacci.
This range is

also that of the United States civilian population at

the present time.

To detect sharp and potentially dangerous rises in

oeningococcal prevaleiw-s
is msaintained,
as subjects-

in recruits,

e bi-weekly cultural durveillance

using ýntadomly selected recruits or recruit companies
Because chronic carriers are known to exist in the per-

manently-based personnel snd because it is not practical to eliminate
this endemic focus of infection, unless there is threat of an epidemic,
surveillance has been extended to this group.

The permanently-bssed

personnel are divided into primary contact sources, which have frequent access to recruits, and secotdary cont~ct sources, which have
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less frequent or lees close-rangae contact with recruits.
proup consists of such persona as drill
officers,

public health nurses,

comprises chaplains,

commenders•

The second groqp

clothing issue and supply persomnel,

treae

t.

Red Cross

ses.

As permanently-based personnel carrier*s
they are given antibiotic

first

medical &Ad deatfl

barbers, cooks, etc.

workers, recruit evaluation personnel,

it

The

If

a

detected by sampling,

this fails to clear infactiog,

is attempted to shift them to jobs on the base which will not in-

volve contact with the raeruits.
Taet approach will be necessary for control of potentially danga-rs

carrier lavelo will be determind by the response of tha pre-

vailing strain to antibiotics.
still

To date, sulfonamida-sensitive strain

dominate the meningococci in this country,

tous stae•

tether

this fortui-

in which sulfonmides can be used successfully in most out-

breaks will remain for long cannot be guessed.
complished is preparation,

that reasins to be ac-

in the form of epidemiological research, for

environmental control of future outbreaks.
DISCUSSION
It

is a strange thing that

illness whatsoever in the vast
tions with such serious
fest.

so many infections wbich
majority

prognosis

In this epidemic,

it

produce

no

of hosts should cause rea-

when they do in fact become mani-

seems ironic that 10,000 or more persons

remain perfectly healthy during their infection with

maningococci end

yet, in 9% of the clinical cases, death should result.
It should be apparent to everyone that the

epidemic

referred to

wes that of subclinical infections in the carrier group, not that of
the unfortunate by-product of clinical cases.
For this reason,
the
attack of medicine on the disease moust be aimed primarily at the carrier s•eae

if

incidence of disease is

to be reduced.

Physicians enjoy sunning up such behavior as due to differences
in infected indivtduals,
differences

ations of these factors,
true,

it

differences

in virulence of the

in host responses to the organism,

and

organism,

various

combin-

While this comprehensive statement is quite

is quite useless.

know why some people become

It
ill

is an elegant way of saying,
and why some remain

well

"We don't
during

infection."
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Mich

attention has been devoted to the

respiratory pathogens
end placed on the

--

study

of

virulence of

the organims can be removed froe the patient

laboratory

table for critical and lesiurely study.

*hat has been largely ignored is

the nat;ral &ite

the epithelium of the nose and throat.

of initial infectiot-

We know, from Clover's class-

teal report on World War I meningococcal infections" 3 ) that the carrier
state may exist for months or years in persons with anatomical abnormalities in the nasopharynx, most often deviated nasal setpa and hypertrophic turbinatee.

We know chat the meningo-coccue settles on columar

epithelium rather than squamous epithelium such as that found in
south proper.

In this sense,

neisserial brother,

it

behaves in the sae meanner as

the gonococcus.

Does it

mucose during the course of infection?

If

the
its

likewise invade the sub-

so. do the factors which

determine localisation or dissemination of the infection operate at
this level of the mucosa?

Is

drying of the columnar epithelium,

resultant loss of ciliary action,
disease or carrier state?

with

a contributing factor in determining

that, indeed, permits the fragile maningo-

coccus to alter its comensal position atop the raucosa andi occasionally
seek the bloodstream or the moninges?
In the matter of virulence of the organism, we may ask that differences there are between the saprophytes of the Neisserie such as N.
cat&rrhalis end N. flays and the pathogens f. mentriltidis and N. gonWe know exceptionally little if the intermediary metabolism

orrhoea..

of this group of organisms and because of this, have not pursued the
development of agents for poisoning Neisserial enzyme systems or
blocking their chemical pathways (though we may assume that some antibiotics probably act in this canner).
The importance of the antigen-antibody response in menirgococcal
disease is

Just being realized.

Human antibodies against the meningo-

coccus have been knowm for about 50 yr and form the basis for dividing
the ueningococci

into groups or types.

We can detect antibodies in

patients about a week or so after disease is apparent.

Antibodies are

also detected in carriers and, at San Diego, certain companies of recruits havu been selected at random for baseline determination of antibody level and weekly titer determination during their entire training
period.

Unfortunately,

these data are not yet ready for presentation.

One of the intriguing findings of chronic meauingococcenia,
ported by Benoit(4) in his studies at the U.S.
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Naval Hospital,

reOakland,

Waiforikia. was ta1e complete failure of the serum to agglutinate organisms cultured from the same individu*l with maningococcamia. He susgested * hypothesis of bacteriocidal and bacterioatatic antibody responses to explain variations in the manifestations of meningococcal
infection; this schema certainly deserves investigation.
Moving away nvw from Lhe question, iliy the carrier state of
meningococcal
fa~ction?" I would like to devote tMe remainder of my
discussion to the

actual

spread

of such infections among a defined

population.
One of the oldest obaervatious in epidemiology is the interplay
between th.oee infected wifth a comwnuicabie diaeaao (cases),* those
subject to attack from the disease* (suaceptibles), and those who have

protection against the disease (inawnes).

A numbe~r of

mathematical

models have been created to help understand this interplay, and the
solutions to the miodels may be calculated directly or by empirical observation using M(onte Carlo methrds.

A solution is most often repre-

sented as a graphic plot of number of cases at each interval of time
*lapsed (generation).

In must models, the infection spreads slowly at

first, suddenly explodes, and then, as the ratio of immnmt
tibles increases, it dies rapidly. in a closed population,
one enters the population and no one leaves except by death,
demic will eventually die out as susceptibles are exhaust-d

to suscepwhere no
the epior when

contact between cases and sauceptibles is so infrequent that it does
not occur during the period of commnicability of the disease.
On the other hand, a mathematical epidemic will tend to perpetuate
itself if new susceptibles are continuously introduced into the population.

Under these circumstances,

the ratio of immn~ues to susceptible.

remains reasonably constant and the frequency of contact between cases
and ausceptible& remains suitably hASh. Wh~ether the disease will increase* to epidemic proportions or will remain at low endemicity will
depend on a number of parameters in the model, especially the proportions of cases and susceptibles in the population. the frequency of
case-susceptible contacts, and the success of transmission of the organism from coae to susceptible during the contact period.
if we now attempt to relate our real epidemic at San Diego to our
mathematical model. it is found that the fo~ilvirg similarities exist:
A.

Infectious cases are present In the form of acute and chronic

cairiersaI

meefninlgoct:

i

B. tmmunes are found in permanenti'y-based end advanced recruit
Popui !a ons•.
Susceptibles are cz ninuously added to the population.

Each

week new recruits arrive, most of whom are susceptible to the# meningo-

Frequent contact occurs between carrier cases,

D-

susceptibles

and i m-une personnel.
E.

A nearly constant rotio exists between immunes and susceptiIe

bles.

ratio in

paeryanently- based

throughout the years.
graduate each

week

In the

personnel is probably constant

recru4 t

rpulatIon,

and are replaced by

roughly

recruit isoanes

an equal nutber of

susceptible new recruits
We do not have information at hand concerning the

*

transfer of the organisms from person to person.
assumption that if

transfer

It

success

is relatively unsuccessful,

of infection will be low and that if

transfer

is

of

is a reasonable
prevalence

usually successful,

prevalence will be high.
if

one looks for a

spread of infections,

convenient

model

for the study of speed of

one comes upon a most interesting analogue which

behaves with mathematical niceness.
fission in heavy elements.

That is

the phen menon of nuclear

Consider a subcritical

wess of uranium235.

Thermal neutrons collide with atomic nuclei and occasionally cause nuclear fission,

just as our case-susceptible collisions

cause infection or clinical disease.

fissions occur at a more rapid rate and finally,
reeched,

fissions occur wi,.. -

In our epidemic,

if

increases and,

as critical mass is

.e frequency.

we consider population

note that infections occur more

occasionally

As critical mass is approached,

frequently

as

earanity as masa,
population

we

density

for each strain of organisms and each set of environ-

mental and host conditions,

infection spreads with violent rapidity

as the critical population density is reached.
Glover(3),

in his World War I studies,

was so

impressed with the

relationship between population density and prevalence of infections
that he defined the
that when the
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"critical mass"

prevalence

for his pzpulations.

of carriers was

2A

He stated

of the population, a

and dangerous rtse

rapid,

further.

ca*es of

klinicSi

to document this phenom-enon in his
rather
by

following the rise of carrier
shown

w,,uid

stetsin

ratios.

that high catrier

a population

rise from a normal

prevalencr

in our experitnce)

occurs

taken during

of

other workers

then,

re-Irt

is

5% to one of 60% (usually dangerous

so rapid!,

is

that any measeurement
Is

suhject

ten si

Infections.

ft

apart,

enormous

L.e

troops in

beds

in

apreal

of

the First

to I it,

9 inches,

When the beds were

barracks.

remained about 5%; if

Jumped

to 30%,

Conversely,

because of overcrowded

in

the

prevalence increased to apprtm-

10%; when distance was further reduced to I it,

prevalence

6 inches,

prevhigh

barracks hiving an initially

conditions and ocher factors, preva-

aubstantially by spreading beds to the required

lence could be reduced
2 ft

English

Again among

prevalence of infectiorn

distance wan reduced

alence

of prevalence

nvercrowding,

in

important determinant

an

infection and distance between

2 or more

imately

oc-

it was possible to show the relationship between prevalence

World iar,
of

the

error,

language --

meningococcal

in

not unlikely that the

All workers agrec that high population density -plainer

groups

and fixed ratio of carriers
It

this period of rapid spread

range of measurement

in

predict

other confined

Since

exiet.

to cases may ntj

Ht was able

appear.

prevalence may nor

currence of cases and chat a quenttative
in

lwoýuld occur and t:at

wos able to

and

groups

the occurrence of

accurately

(5-9)have

prevalence

in

.mrningococcsl d=seese

interbed distance.
We did not perform such beautifully quantitative

Diego,
tions.

but all

our evidence

is

in

studies at San

agreement with the above observaBuildings at San Diego have

The barracks were cvererouged.

accreted during three wars and some have become so aged that they cannot be used.

To maintain the size of

i.*.c process

-'t•
receive

today's Navy,

a certain minimum number of weeka of training.

ments generally fix the

lower

beyond the scandards recom-

Diego and necessitate

crowding of barracks

Departaent of the Navy.

berthing space per man,

I can assure you

What would have occurred
if

Tese require-

limit of the recruit populaiaion at San

mended by the Medical

With only 25 ft

of

that men are overcrowded.

at the Navel

each recruit had had 50 sq ft

demic,

the Nata, .'trainf-'

so many recruits each year and each recruit must

Training Center,

of living specs?

though sporadic cases would have occurred.

San Diego,

Possibly no eptThis is

not an
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Adjacent to the Navebl Training cpnter.

nifounded speculation.
saparsxtd frm

eruit Depot,

it

by a rhaln-ancnor

only

fence

Fe-

uhich perform& spproxir.stely the sam@ fonctlone at the

Training Center in the Na"v .

The -. pusation of (he Ma, ine Corps Re-

cruit Depot is no~rmally tsomEw,'hat sialA1,1
Icr than At

~t%

toeA T ahii

Ceater,

is stIll numbered in the thoussands of recruits.

though it

During tho- period in which 34 cases occurred
only four confirmed or suspected cases
Marine recruits.

occu rred

in naval recruits,
among this group of

Differences in fatigue between the two populations

cannot account for difference in disease incidence,
the Marine recruits work har 'e

during

4lifý enes

cant were

(1) the individual Marine recruit

coumpletely

is quartered

for if

training

The eaior

is

and

the Marine, Corps

is

anything,

than Navy recruits.

between the two populations utiich are signiti-

i *Ziar4ýA

fra'ý

platoon

of about 60 men

0-ie

,

a

platoon

e

in smaller barracks (not four to a building as with Naval

recruit companies),

and

(2'

cach sleeping unit occupies approximately

50 sq ft.

Significant also is

the average prevalence of meningococcal

infections

in Marine recruits of 1-5% at a time when prevalence among

Navy recrTuits wAs about 50%.
Anoth.

-iece

f evidence to

crowding on spread of
-•.

cruit

infection

illuptrate

the influence of over-

resulted from the decision to divert

fsirom San Diego to the Naval Training Center,

for a 5-week period.

Great Lakes,

This latter Center had had an outbreak of eight

cases of meningococcal

disease during March 1963,

but had controlled

further spread by administration of mass sulfadiazine prophylaxis.
Sulfadiazine was also given all new arrivals for a 2-day period
prevent re-introduction of meningococci

into the Center.

tO

Following

this, cultures taken at intervals ontsmall samples of recruits indicated a normal or slightly below normal prevalhnce of carliers.
As the recruit population at San Diego
,2_,~

" 2tht =f Crcs

La=fs

ic..ascd -o over
;r
15,000

usual population of the base.
pected,

decreased

to its low of
ll above the

This rise in population density was ex-

but because of the low prevalence of meningococcal carrier,,

the associate risk of a meningococcal outbreak was considered low.
When it

Di•ec

was decided to transfer

feningococci

\N
N

\,

commanders

from San

to Crest Lakes because of the swollen recruit population,

care was t
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80 recruit company

sitcrilize
iei:

or,

if

great

them with respect to sulfonamide-resistant

-!,,s could not b, done,

to keep them from recruita

Until tA.ilei
infectio)ns cleared.

What was not reelin~ed at tEl-tie* was

that the San Dieko auf#nder:a~

tf2e'ruu
vo* already present at
VEcruit grad1ures of San Diego t+o had been trans-

Crest lakes, n~ont

ferred to Great Lakes for advancaed traioine or far prmr•nent
the w
Near the end of July 1963, tohe-n

duty.

at San Diego had

tosrirl

it was reported that 201 of a small smWle of Greet Lakes

nearly ended,

recruits had positive cultures for meningococci; most of the isolates
were eulfonamide-resistant.

Within 2 weaks, nearly a dozen suspected

cases of meningococcal disease wet
subsequently confirmed,

reported,

of wom aLcut half

ThIs ti=e, we did rot depend

prophylaxis for control.

Instead,

were

on antibiotic

the recruit population was rapidly

reduced by early graduation of several t"houand recruits and by dibut not all, scheduled arrivals Lo San Diego.

verting some,

No addi-

tional cases have been reported for the past month from either Training
Center.

After the experience earlier it the year,

I am too cautious to

state that the danger of a large epidemic has passed.
While I lack specific expi-rimntal data to confirm it,
that the explanation of the effect of

overcrowding

Because the meningococcus is

is not difficult.

lets sprayed from the nose and mouth

(we can

on this infection

spread through dropdirect contact

ignore

sne beciuse the meningc-

ajnead as being minor under mo"t conditions)
coccus is

I belitve

exquisitely sensitiva to drying and changes in temperature,

the infectious

aerosol

must be

inhaled at relatively short range an

in a relatively short tine after generation if

infection is to occur.

People must be crowded and must have frequent

close

another for these conditions to exist.
quarters

conditions

for

contact with one

When crowding occurs in slesping

successful aerosol infection art even

tre

because ventilation may be mitimal and because most people

favorable,

sleep with their mouths o"en thus by-passing the filtering mechanism
of the nose.
Here is
infections.
not been

in

excellent

The space and clam

for workers Ln experimental aerosol
relationships

mentioned

above

yet under rigidly controlled conditions.

observed
1

curves for neisaeria
MiAX IfA

model

aerosols have not beon coputued.

effective site uf aiusoi dropiets

have

Decay

The range and

have not been determined.

The minimal infectious dose of meningococci is unknown.
Since it

will be necessary to use human volunteers in these

studies eventually,

the microbiologista

can contribute to this work
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attenuated
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srnahoei
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Ferberp, 4
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sasprophy tIc
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species rare or alLen to the human throat might be Aubat ituted for the
t ime be Ing.
i hope that tie

headaches

suffered by All of us that have been

involved in this epidemic will have been

worthwhile

by demonsatrat•ng

need for general experlmentation on meningococcal

the value and urje•n
iniecti one.
In closing,
U,S.

' v¢ald like to acktnowledge those wo did ill

Navy Preventive Medicine Unit Number Five,

Medlal Rgsea6rch Unit Nu.mber four,

San Diego;

Great Lakes;

the work:

U.S.

Naval

U.5.. Naval Hospttai",

San Diego;

the Cociand and Medical staff of the Navai Training Center,

San Diego;

the Communicable
Georgia,

ter,

New York.

Syracuse,

Diseaae Center. U.S. Public Health S:-

end Dr. Harry A. Feldman,

vice, Atlanta,

Upstate Medical Cen-

For those who may be interested in the labor-

atory methods used by them in their study,

I have added an appendix to

the manuscript aubmitted today.

APPENDIX
LABORATORY METHODS
Pharyngeal cultures were obtained using sterile cotton swabs on
straight wooden applicator sticks.

These were then streaked imt di-

srely on either chocolate agar or Mueller-Hinto-n

sar plates.

Neither

psra-aminobenzoic acid or penicillinase were routinely added to culcure-media.
at 37 C.

The plates

were then incubated in a candle jar for 24 hr

Suspicious colonies (usually three to four per plate) were
Isolates were then identified and grouped

then okLked and subciltured.
by slide agglutinartin
pzovlded by

-

test. employing group specific rabbit antiaerum

-- i>m:..,-•b*>

L.saase Center,

U.S.

Fublic Health Service.

Fermentation toats were not performed in routine identification,
were done as a check fromn tme to time; such tests conf
in all cases.

tifloation of N. meningitidls
this method may be deserved,

it

4

but

rmed the iden-

While some criticism of

should be realized that three trained

laboratory technicians handled over 4,000 specimens during the 3-month
period of intensive study and could not handle the additional burden
Lf

routine

carbohydrate

fermentation

teats

Studies of in vitro drug sensitivity were performed

by

a plate

dilution method in which Mueller-Hinton agar was used to minimise the
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\.~
\~~

-.

-

effect .)f exufo•0aiade

SertLa; diltione of the tact drug

i# h1ibitoz

were prepared, end mixed witn theo

Final concentration we expressed as
unit volume of medium.
eIngle ;-tCPf6-1

Plates

-f rU:ALL&,

*uspeonion of the organism
(CIC)

was

eefore

Cedit"

milligr4m

gel

ocurred

nr units of drug per

itnulasted

were

stat

by

streaking out a

drawn from a trenaloi-cert nuiziant broth
The complete

inhibitory concentration

defined as that concentration of drug which coispletely in-

hibited growth after

-;,tubation for 24 hr.

to a finer degree,

made to quantitate the size of inoculat

tical cechn:que wva employed in processting
Navel Tratning Centers at San Diego,

Although no attempt van
the iden-

ulftiple specimens from the

California and Great Lakes.

Illinois; •he results obtained wera conlistent within each recruit
population and demonstrated e marked difference in salfadia•ine scneitivity between the two populations.

Representative

isolates of •mniao'

cocci were sent to four additional laboratories in other parta of the
United States; results from these leboratories were in agreement with
the complete inhibitory concentrations
Blood $k 'Fonamide
and Marshall,

obtained locally in San Diego.

levels were determined by the machud of Bratton

corrected for sulfad:azine.
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PArTERNS OF ADE•NOVIRUS INFECTIONS
IN MARINE CORPS PERSONNEL

H. H

B.oim

A. H. Robins Company

B. 1.

Forsjth

od

R- M.

chanock

Laborato~ry ci, mIn ti.)us Difiesses, NLA10.
National

lnstxtuues of Health,

8*thesda,

Maryland

During continuous surveillance of respiratory disease

Corps personnel,

ness e•erged which waa significantly

different

been reported for other military populations.
adenovirus

in

Marine

a pattern of adenovirus infection and associated

infection

in

ill-

from that which has
In previous studies

the military was found to be an important

cause of respiratory disease throughout the year with peaks of activity occurring during the fall and winter months(1,2,3).
During a 4-yr period, four yearly,
epidemics were observed

"seasoned" personnel.

in

advanced

sharply demarcated,

Marine
a

'ecruit

winter

trainees

and

Adenovirus infection occurred infrequently or

not at all during the 6 month interepidemlc periods.

Significantly

lower infection rates were observed for recruits during their first 11
weeks of training at Parria Island, S, C. than during subsequent advanced recruit training at Camp Lejeune, N. C.

The almost compLate

absence of adenovirus infections during the interepidomic periods presented an unusual opportunity to investigate the possible mechanism
responsible

for the initiation and ceasstion of thu outbreaks.

L!caition and Composition of t0h Study Population
The Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parrs Island, S. C. (?I) has
been previously described (4) . Several major differences exist between
the training program at PI and other Army and Navy recruit centers.

"Blased

on a paper to be published in the Am.

1. HyS., 1964.
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Marine recruit training, which lasts 11-12 weeks,

iv 3-4 weekA longer

in duration than that of Army and Navy recruits

In addition, Marine

recruits are effectively isolated from the non-recruit aniluLarv and
T[he training program also greatly restricts con-

civilian comeIunities.

tact between the various recruit platoons

Camp Lejeune,
populati•n
major

N.C.

(?5-man training untie).

is a large Marine Corps ba-e with a mitita4R.
The component organizatItýns and their

approaching 30,00.

me Infantry

functions have bteen previously described(5,'b'

Tratinicg Regiment (ITE)
tention.
period,

isqpart of this complex and merits special at-

After the conpietioc•

-if PI training,

and without any leave

the men aie sent directly to ITR where they remain for 30 days

The number of

and receive an intensivu course in infantry tactics.

men in training varies greatly from just over 1000 to more than 5000.
T"he normsal Marine Corps enlistment pattern results in the population
at Pt reaching its highest levels in the early fall which subsequently
leads to maxifmum troop strength at ITR in December-January.
"Seasoned" personnel were

N. C.

Marines of

which is

located at

This organfIzation is composed of approximately

5000 members divided into seven units.
military,

for study frcm

Fleet Marine Force, Atlantic,

Force Troops (FT),
Camp Lejeune,

selected

The FT environment,

is quite different frcM that of ITR.

a more dispersed population.
and medical facilities.
aid in reducing

constant

although

FT personnel represent

Each unit has its own housing, messing

T7heir military job specialities also .end to
close

associations between individuals of

different units.
The methods used in the selection of patients,

collection of

specimens and subsequent laboratory procedures have been previously
(5 ,6,8)
described
Rtspy.iratory Diseaso Morbidity at Cay jalaune and Ferris Island
Distinct waves of respiratory Ilness were observed at Camp
LeJeune during a 42-month period (November 1959-April 1963).
rarison of the total respiratory

A com-

illness rates per 1000 men per month

among recruits at Pl, advanced trainees at ITR and permanent personnel
at FT revealed that the "seasoned" personnel

experienced

relatively

low respiratory Illness attack rates throughout most of the year (10375).

The recruits at PI experienced considerably lees respiratory

illness during their 11-12 neeks of trainifng
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(50-375)

than

was

observed ataon? the same men during a subsequent
(120-1200).

Although the ragn'tude

three groups, similaritier

wre observed In the teaipýl rel

of peak periods of reported illness.
vanced recruits a

IT

Jib'dAv interval at 1114

-•f the raets differed atmong the
ship

It was of interest that the ad-

experlenced a sharp outbreak of reapiratory

disease each winter, starting in January and lasting through March or
April.

Febrile illness rates (tO0 F or greeter orally) correlated

well with the high January-April

Incidence of illness at ITR.

In an attempt to define factors

thdt might he related to the

sharply limited yearly epidemic of adenovirus at ITR,

continuouv in-

door and outdoor temperature and humidity recordings were obtained beginning in August 1961-

A suggestive correlation between low indoor

humidity and high adenovtrus illness rates was noted.
S idemioloav of AdenovJrus Infection a.tILin Leieunet
Adenovirus types 4 and 7 were recovered predmirnantly during the
January-June periods of 1960,
of 25 strains of adenovirus
1961 and two strains in 1963,

1961,

1962 and 1963.

type 7 recovered

With the exception

in 1960,

five btrains

type 4 was the predominant serotype re-

covered during the epidemic periods (1172 strains recovered).
virus activity was not
For instance,

in

exclusively

Adeno-

limited to the epidemic periods.

nine strains of adenovirus type 4 wre recovered in the

July-December periods of 1960-1962.

The rate of isolation of adeno-

virus from the ITR group was always higher than from FT personnel.
The isolation rate of adenovirus from patients with respiratory
illness was always significantly higher than from a group of patients
with non-respiratory complaints.
In other military studies, seasoned personnel have had low adeno(9)
In contrast, the FT personnel with respire.

virus infection rates

tory illness studied at Camp Lgjeune had a relatively high
of adenovirus

Infection.

incidence

In view cf this finding and the pattern of

sharply circumscribed yearly adenovirus epideuice at IT&,
interest to determine whether length of service

it

was of

in the Marine Corps

correlated with adenovirus infection in FT personnel.

Timse of entry

into the Marine Corps was used as a basis for this cmaparison end a
significant associatio- existed betwean entry into service during an
interepidemic period and subsequent susceptibility to edenovirus infection during the following year's epidemic.

Thus,

recruits

who

'9

trained during an interepidemic period were at high risk with regard
to adetnvirue infaction during the subsequent epidemic.
of Adgnovirus Infection at Paritaland

E•td~eMtpof

Previous studies of primary atypical pneumonia among recruits at
PI revealed that

4

months of the yeoar( '
dcmics at

activity wai at a low lever du;ring many

adenovirus
0

).

In order to more fully understand the epi-

M~, osvainsand 5eeeiplingi
were co~dcLtcdl &t bzotl AR

and PT simultaneously.

Surveillance aos carried out at PI during the

winter respiratory disease seasons of 1960,

1961

1962 and 1963.

Adenovirus infection was associated with a significant proportion
of that febrile respiratory disease and pneumonia that occuyred at P1
during the late winter and spring of 1960 and 1962.

Since the inci-

dence of febrile respiratory disease at P1 remained low throughout
year,

the total amount of adenovirus-associated

throughout

the year,

illness remained

the

low

Epidemics of adenovirue illness of the type seen

at TTR were not observed at

Pl.

Recruits in all weeks of training

were affected with no individual training unit (75-man
iencing a disproportionate amount of adenovirus
Adenovirus infection,

platoon) exper-

infection.

as evidenced by virus isolation or antibody

rise, was rarely detected in the July-December sampling periods. These
fiz!yngs were consistent with those observed at ITR.
Clinical Features
(ii)
Forsyth

recently compared the symptoms reported both by

patients from whom adenovirus,

AR

rhinuvirus, or Coxackie A-21 virus was

isolated and a matched group of men from whom no agent was recovered.
These results indicated that adenovirus was associated with a more
severe respiratory illness than usually reported by patients either
infected with rhinoviruses, Coxackie A-21 virus, or who were virus
negative.
Mhe character of the adenovirus illness patterns observed
at Camp LeJeune were similar to those reported in other military populations.

Respiratory symptoms were reported more often than were

those of a systemic or gastrointestinal

nature.

Of 1,200 IT? Marines with respiratory disease in the JanuaryApril 1962 outbreak,

X-Ray examination revealed infiltrates

imately 10% of the group.

A comprehensive

in approx-

laboratory study of 40

cases of pneumonia with matched upper respiratory and non-respiratory
control patients will be presented separately (12)
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Other Aet
Other respiratory viruses and MNrccoccus zeoniaý

iaolated
rhino-

isolated during the early and late vtages of the

viruses were usually
outbreaks

r

E.xcept in 1961,

during the periods of adenovirus prevalence.

ýf thu outbreak,

hut not during the height

The other agnit*

were isulaLed sporadically at a low level throughout the entire course
of tho

In 1961 respiratory syncyrial virus and rhinov"ruses

'pidemic.

illness as

appeared to be responsible for as much afebrile respiratory
adenovirusa•'13)

The pattern of adenovirus

infkction observed in Marine Corps per-

in this study was substsntially different from that previously

sounel

reported for other military populations9
training centers,

in Army and

.

Navy

adenovirus infection was found to occur predominantly
(9,14,15)
.
AdenovLrus

during the first 6 weeks of recruit training

disease occurred in these popuiations throughout the year with seasonal
increasen during the fail or winter months.

This pattern was thought
the

However,

of military adenovirus infections.

to be characteristic

present study revealed at least three other patterns of adenovirus disThe level of adenoviruses were present

ease in military personnel.

and responsible for a considerable proportion of chose respiratory illnesses

hich occurred during the winter months.

vanced recruits at ITR,

Camp Lejeune,

The same men,

as ad-

exhibited a different pattern;

men in this population were subject to extensive sharp seasonal epifree of

demics of adenovirus respiratory illness and were relatively
the disease during the remaining months of the year.

A third pattern

was exhibited by seasoned Marine personnel who were susceptible
adenovirus

infection and illness during the yearly epidemic if

had undergone recruit

to
they

training in the past. year during an interepidemic

period.

it is

of interest

to) sptculate as to the reasons for these dtf-

ferent patterns of aden'ivirus disease

'There were major differences

in training and housing among these groups
platoon had relatively

little

At PI men in one recruit

lose contact with men in other platoons

and the recruits were not allowed any time away from their platoons
during thei'r entire stay at PI.
epidemio..gic
:nfectin.

unit

in

thrs po.pulation.

did not spread r3ptdly

virus requires

a

The training platoon represented

oepuLatv.:n

The observation

withiu, this group

larger

the

that adenovirus

suggest

than 75 men to generate

that adenoa rapidly

Cl

epidemic.

extensive

spreading

mesxing

The methods of housing,

like those of the Army and Navy

must be

F! V•T
prsý-'nei

had all

married and lived

Many of these men wers

geographical
At

dOfferences

time

of different

repo'rtcd by

populations can be attributed
logical conditions cannot

Cormai
(It ,

the

south of Camp Lejeune.

type 4 in

Whether the apparent
in

infection

sa~d climato-

ase:

in

illness at

The inabiltty to detect adenovirus

inadequate sampling during periods of

This was the

the two

the present time.

our population dWring most of the July-Do.cember

activity.

75 miles

Fort Bragg is

epidemics cf adenovirus

ITR merit special consideration.

merely reflect

PI and

Acute Respiratory

on of
.

to the same gcographical

be answered at

for the seasonal

The reasons

-on-

that the Fort Bragg respiratory

hwver,

the rpidemiology of adenovirus

in

It

also in o different

is

Pi

of Camp Lejvunc and has a similar climate.

sxmisar/tt•e

in the

barracks

to evaluate the contribution

Disea*e was simlia- to that found at ITR
west

-;.oops.

n' the different patterns observed at

interest,

disease experience

permarent
the

out of

300 miles

is

it to not possible

climates

it is of

tar the

infection.

ot

tr•aining,

in

1'11R, PI

location from

the present

In.

t.

addition

However,
the year,

leave and liberty-

tact with other groups during routine
In

centers,

freely., during the n.vre day and come

They mixed

community.

the privileges

off-duty

responsible

sharp seasonal extensive epidemics of adenovirus
.ii.

in

is a

training

Vhr

throughout

contant

c,-,nditn

than training

uther

At ITR

and recreation

movies, post enchange,

since the methods of training remained
factoir

there

freedom o f movement

unit was 240 men and the rra'nee had
i.e=,

were more

In

where

centers

infection than at PK.

higher rate of adenovirus

hatrs;

training at

and

recruit

the

fail

of

1960

periods may

low-level

virus

during an outbreak of

ncreased
Coxsackie A-21 virus when the number of patients Sam; led was
(b,7)
Daring this time period eight strains of
above the normal rate
t'pc

adenovirus

stradin was re
it
lo
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'.ver

level

during

adenovirus

the entire

factor

Again

recovered.

.d during a period
that

seems Pr.-hah:>

vironm•ental
and

4 virus were

t"E

vear and

was responsible

in

of increased

the Fall of
sampling.

ýp was present
that

some as vet

in

the

per-,d.

.ne

Therefore.
camp at

a

undetermined en-

for epidemic occurrence

iliness during the January'-Apr i

1961

of

infection

Since

adenovirt's

infection was not exttnsive at P1,

it

is un-

likely that an exhaustion of susceptibles at this base was responsible
for the termination of rho -.
atbreak at Lamp Lejeune.

The results ob.'

tained in longitudinal company studies in 1962 are consistent With this
hypothesis since the proportion of

susceptible

tered advanced training at Camp Lejeune remained
the epidemic end during

individuals who encorqttn: throughout

its termaiotton(lfl

ir. was observed that the indoor relative humidity (RH)

decrease.d

markedly approximately I month prior to the onset of the epidemics in
1962 and 1963.

A forced dry air heating system was used in the Pil

barracks and the difference

the

between

RH outdoors and indoors was

most apparent when the barracks were heated

(November-Aprtl)

.

It is

possible that the lowered indoor RH may have played a role in facilLtating virus spread.

Hemmes et Al.(18)

Rh may be of imortance
virus morbid'tv.

in the usual

have suggested that the indoor
occurrence of influenza

winter

Stebility of Intiueir

aerosols under controlled

conditions of temperature and RH has bect'. stadied by Hemmes et ali9
and Harper
.
Their findings indicated that survival of influenza
virus was greatly reduced when the

RH

exceeded 50%.

Virus survival

was prolonged at lower temperatures.
of

No data concerning the stability
However, Buckland(2ý)
type 4 aerosols are available.

adenovirus

found that adenovirus types I and 3 survived best at high RH.

It may

be that the

effect
of the RH and temperature on the host defense
mechanisms may be more important in determining the
seasonal occurrence of epidemics thaey the effect of these factors on virus survival
in vitro.

'Me correlation of the low indoor humidity with the course

of the adenovirus epidemics at ITR remains to be determined in subsequent
ward

studies.

If

the relationship is significant, an approach to-

limiting the spread of this agent can be realistically provided.
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THE PATHOLOGY Of CHRONIC BRONCHITIS

Robert R. Wright
Dwpartment of Pdthoiogv and
Cardiavascular Research Institute
University if California Medicgl School
San Francisco, California

Th`e understanding of the pathology

of chronic bronchitis has been

livited by the inferior quality of micruaoipic slides of bronchi ptapared in the r.outine manner in most laboratories.
and paraffin embedding

loss of edema and mucus.

shrinkage and tire partial
'.,r

Formalir

fixation

introduce many artifacts because of the marked
A modified method

the preparatiton of mikroscopic sltdes of bronchi was used in our

iaboratcrv
shrinkage,
bronchial
it

is

Bronchial

tissue prepared by this method showed minimal

and mucus and edema were appropriately retained w.thin the
lumens and walls.
the purpose of this paper to report the pathologic findings

of the bronchi in 15 cases of chronic bronchitis.

In each cast a lung

was available from an autopsy or surgfcal pneumonectomy.
METHODS AND MAT'RIALS
The diagnosis of chronic bronchitis had been established clinicalkv

in each

r' ,n of cough,

"T• IVe

.:f tb.

o.,f 15 cases.

This diagno~is was based upon the combina-

sputum and havv cigarette smoking for ac

Lasks d'ed ..ot otner causes and were autopsied.

cases had a lung removed because of bro)noeugeric
were trew of ter-minai suppurative

bronichitit,

carcinoma.

.f

the bronchiai

tree of each

Three
All cases

pneumonia or aspira' ion.

Segments .,fthe bronchi were removed with a scalpel
'Ctv'\

least 2 yr.

from various

case and placed in Carnor's
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FIG. 1I A microscopic croass-ection. of a segmenial bronchus shoving the hypertrophied
iucaus
glandsi (arrows), the dilated gland ducts and the
inuccopuruleant debris in the bronc'hial lumen.
H and E.
X l6

4-v

F IG.

-

~

t#

C

4

F

Chronic minlansratirio nvoliv~ng the wall
sized bronchus.
There ',S an intense infiltration of the waii bY chro)nic inflammnatory cells,
1H and E.
x 80

of a medhum
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fixative

24 hr these tissues were placed

After

absolute ethyl alcohol and embedded
was sectioned at
chrome,

7be tissue

nitrocellulose.

6 iaýnd stained variously with H and E, Mallory's

tri-

Verhoeff eiastic-van -(ieson, and PAS stains.

OBS

!5 cases of clinically

All

flammatory changes
the edtea whi-,

bronchitis

involving the bronch-ial wail,

Most

permeated the entire br(nchlal wail,

The •hickened

ý.vrf,6

lumen.

VATIONS
diognosed-chronic

considerably thickened (Fig.
tlh

in

several changes of

in

U)

Distended

mucoas

showed

in-

noteworthy was

causing

it

to be

lymph veosels Accompanied

produk,.ed narrowing of the bronchial

Frequently the respstrory

epithelial

7ayer was partially

de-

tached from its basement membrane by small localized vesicles of edema
fluid.

Edema fluid was also comonly

lumens of

seen mixed with mucus within the

the bronchi.

Chron c

infalammatory cells consisting of lymphocytes and plasma

cells were always present

in

of the cases possessed more

the wails of

the

bronchi (fig.

2).

Some

inflammatory cells than others and gener-

ally ror~vlated with a greater degree of edem., thus indicating a more
severe degree

of inflanati.on.

The plasma cells

red granules within their cytoplasm.

cells" or "Russell-Fuchs bodies",
within

the peribronchial

often pissessed bright

These granules,

known as "grape

were also observed in plasma celils

lymph nodules.

The mucous glands of the bronchi ware markedly hypertrophied and
hyperpiastic,

as described by Reid(1),

in five of the cases and moderThe gland acini were filled with mucus, and

ately so in the others.

there was streaming of the mucus within dilated $land ducts (Fig. 3).
This mucus extended from the ducts into the bronchial lumens.
respiratory epithelium contained
calls at all

levels of the bronchial

respiratory bronchioles
walls

tree including

the terminal

which normally do not possess these ceals.

and
The

of the goblet cells bulged with mucus onto the mucosal surface.

Mucus within the bronchial
and chronic

cells.

The

increased numbers of distended goblet

inflammatory

lumens contained moderate numbers of acute

cells as well as clumps of detached epithelial

Bubbles of air could frequently be seen as round empty spaces

within the mucus.

This mucus produced a partial

to complete obstruc-

tion in many of the smaller bronchi.
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FIG.3.
Hyperplas'a and hVpertrophy of the mucous
glands.
Note the streaming a[p*rance of the mucus
within the glarnd du;ct.
H and E .
X 80

FIG. 4Squamous Metaplauta of the respiratory
epitheliumThere 19 arypism of the nuclei and numaruus rrtoses.
H and E.
X 250
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of the respiratory epithelium was a frequent finding

Alteration

in all of the cases.
was

usually

commonly

The most

focal detachment of the

epithelium

observed

tions of the

Occasionally

stratification

epithelium,

The

there were ulcara-

with replacement of the epithelium by

mucoss

exudate overlying * rose of grenuittion tissue.
and

squamoas

trstrifintion

metaplasis consisted of

contUated

replacement

fibrinous

A vary common observ•-

metaplasia of the respirat°nry

flattened epithelia! ceils devoid of cilia or

af tw- or more iayev-t •f
mucous

goblets.

nuclei

of

the*e

The

of the respiratory epithelium by

two or more layers of squawous cells showing keratin formation.
ism of the

This

accompanied by microscopic accumulations of edema fluid

between the tclia and the membrane.

tion was

abnormality was a

from the basement membrane.

Atyp-

cells was occasionally seen and usually

associated with increased mitoses (Fig. 4). Carcinoma was not observed
in any of the cases although two sites of borderline atypism were noted.
the
thickened

basement

membrane

in

all cases.

ance and the

thickness

beneath

the respiratory epithelium was

This thickening

possessed

a hyaline appear-

varied within the same bronchus.

Acute and

chronic infl.amatory cells were sometimes observee within the hyalinized

membrane

indicating

into the bronchial

a migration of these cells from the mucosa

lumen.

C0AOT

"The histologic observations of the bronchi of 15 autopsy and surgical cases with a clinical history of chronic bronchitis showed significant degrees of chronic inflammation involving the bronchial vael.
This inflammation wes manlfested by changes in the bronchi consisting
of edema,
increased mucus production,
inflammatory call infiltration
and alterations in the respiratory epithelium. The edema cauoed thickening of the mucosa with

resultant

reduction in the size of the bron-

chial lumen. The small bronchi were frequently partially or completely
obstructed by a t -ture of mucus and adama fluid within their lumens.
The small erosions and detachments of the respiratory epitheliurm
indicated the destructive character of chronic bronchitis.

The alter-

ations of the respiratory epithelium to a squamous cell pattern apparently had

resulted

from repeated insults to the mucosa.

The excess

mucus production by the hypertrophic glands and increased goblet cells
wva probably a response to irritation.
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It

s-emws reagonable

volving the
peranent,
to intiaion

to propose that the infleerory reaction in-

bronchial wall results
to the

in

serious damage,

These damaged airways have

bronchi.

by bacreriasnd

further

v4aioun by pathogenic organisms.
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EFFECTS OF NOXIOUS GASES ON RESISTANCE
TO RESPIRATORY INFECTION

Richard Ehrlich
Life Sciences Research Division
IIT Research Institute
Chicago, Illinois

Various factors nor. related
host,

such as age,

basis,

can have a profound effect on

resistance to infection.

native or acquired

.vironmental influences

ordinary

to the natural development of the

sex, or i:predity,

These factors

may be

encountered by everyone on a daily

or they can be more extraordinary ones to which only a frac-

tion of the population is wxposed.
community

noxious gases in

In the last group one can include

air pollution or those

present under cer-

tain circumstances as an industrial hazard.
Through their effect upon the physiology of the host, environmental factors may alter the host-parasite relationship resulting, in
many
may

interfere

Thus they

in lowering the resistance to infection.

instances,

with normal defense mechanisms through destruction of

leukocytes or inhibition of antibody production,
duce changes in the

physical

They also may pro-

defense mechoniams of the body such as

ciliary movement or mu.cus excretion in the

respiratory

system.

degree of damage produced is usually closely related to the
of

.

exposure

and

The

duration

concentration of gas to which the host in exposed.

This study was supported by funds provided by the U.S. Public Health
Service,

Division of Air Pollution,

under Contract No.

SAph 73297
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noxious or irritating gases on health frequently

The e4fleCS of

occur as the result of conLact

between

faces of the

respiratory syqtem;

isms against

respiratory infections.

the tracheobrsa•chisl
movement.

trachea

the latter

or the bronchi

An irritant

the cilia

gases are relatively
when the subject

is

as defense

mechan-

the

in

of mucus and through
epithelium

of

the

or cause destruction of

lining.

epithelium cannot always be detected,

as respiratory

serve

gas reaching

can paralyze

and membranous sur-

Protective action takes place

the surfacz layers of the epithelial

come apparent

gases

tree through the production

ciliary

of the irritating

the

Damage

especially
low.

if

to the

bronchial

the concentrarions

However,

damage may be-

exposed to a secondary

stress,

such

challenge with infectious microorganisms.

Effects of atiospheric pollutants on resistance to infection have
been studied to a very limited degree.
namely,

Two basic approaches were used,

cpidemiological surveys and animal experimentation.

The Kettering Laboratory
Cincinnati(

1

),

of Applied Physiology,

University

reported on an epidemiological survey of workers

posed to sulphur dioxide.

The Licidence of colds was not significantly

different from that of the control group.

However,

colds was extended in the exposed group.
were a higher incidence of
smell and taste,

of
ex-

Other

nasopharyngitis,

the duration of

significant effects

alteration in sense of

higher incidence of abnormal urinary acidity,

dency toward increased fatigue,

ten-

shortness of breath on exertion,

and

Increased sensitivity to other irritants.
Mills(

2 )

found a highly significant relationship between the in-

cidence of soot and
tricts

respiratory

disease death rates in various dis-

of Cincinnati and Pittsburgh.

much more prevalent among people

Pneumonia and tuberculosis were

living

in

the most populated areas

of these urban communities.
More recently Dohan(3)

reported on an epidemiological

workers in various RCA plants.

He was able to correlate the incidence

and extent of sulfur dioxide pollution with
more

the

absenteeism

lasting

than 7 calendar days due to upper respiratory diseases.
Other epidemiological surveys,

on the other hand,

support the view that coal dust is a predisposing
For example,

Kibby(

among coal miners
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study among

4

)

had failed

factor to pneumonia

found that mortality from pneumonia was

than saring

surface workers.

In

to

addition,

lower

niecropsies

have yielded conflicting results

on

the

relation

of coal dust to

pneumonia.
In the past

Laboratory studies in this area are rather sparse.
they concentrated more on the effects of
rtha

dust on susceptibility
inoculation of

particulate

air pollutants

VintinnerO) studied rhe effects of aluminrum

gaseous pollutants.

to lobar pneumonia produced by intrabronchiul
He concluded

Vype I pneumococci suspended in mcin.

that rats exposed to this type of dust were not more susceptible,
their resistanco sppeare4d to increase.

fact,

in

Similar resuits wart

reported by Vintinner and Saetjer(6) for rats

to coal dust

exposed

or smoke produced by the combustion of coal.

ozorn

xperimental.

The methodology uted for exposure of animals to

and

dioxide

nitrogen

and for -espiratory challenge with the

infectious organism Klebsiella pnaeumoniae was described in detail in
previous publications(7-

9

The concentration of ozone was deter-

).

mined by titration with aluminum chloride-buffered potassium iodide.
The concentration of nitrogen dioxide was determined by the method
described b-tSaltzman(I 0 ),
Male ean fmale Swiss albino Webster strain mice,

weighing ap-

proximately 26 P, were used.

The animals were selected at random and

exposed to the

conditions

expjerimental

Death of

in groups of ran.

animals after exposure was recorded twice a day for 14 days.
autopsies were performed on all dying animals, and their
assayed for microbial content.
tion period were sacrificed.

Gross

hearts

were

Animals surviving the 14-day observaautopsied,

and the

assayed ms

heerts

above.
Stock culture of K. eneumonie was
a mouse

killed by intraparitoneal

Isolated

from the heart of

injection of this

organism.

cultures were grown on Difco blood agar base and harvested in
water.
frozen at

Vials containing

I ml aliquot* of the harvested culture were

-70 C and stored at -10 C.

in each vial was

approximately

Concentration of the organisms

1010/ml.

frozen material was thawed and regrown on

was harvested with
approximately

estimated

sterile

For aerosolizetion,
blood

ajar.

The

the
growth

water and brought to a concentration of

]05 organisms/ml with sterile water.

when disseminated,

Mass
sterile

This material,

u.u,,ally produced 30-50% mortality in mice.

The

inhaled LDf5 0 dose was between 500-1000 organisms.
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Mice in jroups of

more

not

specially desivned cages,

hich

than three were placed in small,
were

introduced into the aerosol

chamber through an air lock.

Mice were exposed to a dynamic aerosol

for 10 win.

After challenge,

aerosol producLion was interrupted and

animals were

air-washed

13-30 min.

placed in cages

for

protected

by

They were then removed and

ultraviolet

light.

Such experiments

were repeated until 50 mice had been exposed to a given

experimental

condition.
For quantitative assay,

the eeronol was collected in an all'-glaas
The content

impinger contaening 20 ml of gelatin phosphate solution.
was plated using conventional serial diluition techniques,
Results.

Two bruic experimental conditions were used.

In Onp,

the mice were exposed to the pollutants first and then challenged at
various time

intervals

i4th the infectioua

agent.

In other groups

of experiments, the infectious challenge preceded exposure to gaseous
pollutants.
The next group of

figures

shows

some of •he results obtained

Some of the date were reported in publications

during the studies,
mentioned previously.

Table I

shows the effect of pre-exposure to

osone, at various concentrations and for various durations,

on resist-

snce to K. pneumonias infection.

The time interval between the expo-

sure and the challenge was I hr.

Increases in mortality rates were

significant at each experimental point

It

is

interesting to note that

in hamsters no deaths were produced by infectious challenge alone.
However,

upon pre-exposure to ozone up to 100% mor

'ity

occurred.

Table 2 shows similar data obtained upon respiratory challenge with
Streptococcus

ap.

those experiments,

Although smaller numbers of mice were involved

in

the same trend of increased susceptibility as with

K. priusonise can be observed.
Table 3 shows the effect.s of time interval between exposure to
ozone and the ifectious challenge.

Ozone concentration was kept con-

stant at 4 ppw and the exposure time was 3 hr.

It

can be seen that the

effect of ozone persists for less than 19 hr when mice are exposed to
this gas prior to the infectious challenge.
animals are exposed to ozone,

However.

iben infected

the reduced -esistance is apparent for

at least 27 hr and probably for even longer pe:lods of time.
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TABLE 1.

03

Effect of preoexposure to ozone on resistance to
Ijskjalsiki knggEo&_t" infection

mortality
%~Ili~~

ttposure

Increase

0zoane

Control

t

J

4,4 ppm/3 hr
1 3 ppm3 hr

36
42

881

144
62

0.001
0.001

0.8 ppm/100 hr

23

62

169

0.001

0.8 ppm/4 hr/5 d/2 w

21

50

138

0.001

oo0
75
33

100

0.001

75
33

0101
0.005

0
0
0

4.4 ppm/3 hr
I 3 ppt' 3 hr
0.8 ppm/100 hr

'

68

$

Effect of pre-exposure to ozone on resistance

TABLE 2.

of mice to jSrezpoccus infection
Mortality, %

4.4
1.3
0,8
0.8

ppm/S hr
ppm/3 hr
ppm/lO0 hr
ppm/4 hr/'S d/2 w

Control

Ozone

increase, t

42

6
542
8
78
52

81
38
37
68

57
25

Effect of time interval between exposure to ozone
and infectious challenge on resistance of mice
(4 ppm 03 for 3 hr)

TABLE 3.

Time Between
03 Exposure and

Challenge,

Mortality, %

Mortality
I
e
%otl<

Control

Ozone

Increase, Z

37
38
38
38
38

78
92
67
45
42

111
142
76
18
11

0.05
0.05
0.05

3
6

43
40

80
73

86
83

0.05
0.05

27

43

67

56

0X5

Hr

1
3
6
19
27
Ti•e

{

Mortality

Between

Challenge and
03 Exposure,

Hr
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The maxt table (Table 4) sumartses the data on the effects of a
xposure to various concentrations ot nitrogen dioxide on resist-

2-hr
anc*e.

The exposure to the pollutant occurred I hr before the infec-

ttous challenge.

It can be seen that nitrogen dioxide hes an effect

stailxt to aozne.

Concencrstions etqal to, or hibher than,

reduced the resistance of mice to the infection.

The persistence of

the effect produced by nicrogen dioxida was studie4 next.
coacentration# (< 3.5 ppm)

3.5 pp

At effective

the reduced resistance was not noticed iAen

the time interval between the exposure to the Sas and the infectiolo
challenge was more than 24 hr.
posed to nitrogen dioxide,

However, when infected mice were ex-

significantly hi.gher mortalities were ob-

served even after 72 hr.

TABU 4.

2

Effect of a 2-hr pre-expoeure to nitrogen dirxide
on resistance to jKjb
jlljpnjiumonise infectiDo
in mice

[tMortality,
Tr

, ppm
Control

2530

|

,

I

Nitrogen Dioxide

40

92

124

0.05

15,0

33

88

167

0.05

10.0

48

98

104

0.05

5.0

45

94

109

0.05

3,5

44

98

123

0.05

2.5

34

40

is

1.5

47

57

21

At necropsy,

exudate was tound in the pleural cavities of most of

the infected mice that died d&ring the 14-day observation period.
lung.

The

of these mice were cos.solidated and frequently showed white

plaques resembling agar colonies of K pneumoniae.

Bacteriology of

surviving mice eacriiiced after the 14-day holding period was negative.
it

is

apparent from the experimental data that ozone en3 nitrogen

dioxide increase the susceptibility of laboratory mice to respiratory
infection caused by inhalation of K. pneumonise.

The damage produced

by these gases at the exposure levels studied is not permanent and recovery takes place within

68

less than 24 hr.
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DISCUSSION

Schulman:

Have you considered the possibility of using other

parameters to measure this potentiation;
idbether the infective dote was

have you

considered seeing

changed rather than the absolute mor-

tality in the two different groups,

and have you considered actually

counting the numbers of organisms present in the lungs of the infected
animals at intervals with and without exposura to the
The reason I ask is that I think we can all
really one of the grossest
to infection,

agree

noxious gases?

that mortality it

indications we can have of

susceptibility

and I think you may be missing much more important and

subtle differences by using mortality as your only parameter of susceptibility.
Ehrlich:

I would like to make two coments.

One: in all exper-

imente the animals exposed to various NO2 or ozone conditions, and
control animals not exposed to the pollutants,

were challenged simul-

taneously with the infectious

all animals at least

aerosol.

theoretically received the sme dose,
can be made.

Thus,

and I believe direct comparison

Two: some of the experivental work underway in our lab-

oratories pertains directly to your coament.

We are studying the ac-

tual distribution of the organisms in the lungs,
and at various time intervals after,

tammdiately after,

the infectious challenge.

Control
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mice A# well as oigle* expoed to the pollutants are includeid in the
experiments. !e are also looking at the ciliary movement and mucus
excretions toastudy more thoroughly the mechanisms involved in t,.ý
phenomenion reported here.
Morton:

Did you ever expose the animals to the contaminant gases

and to the challenge organisms simuitaneously7
2IrLlrh: #o- There are projblems relating to possible effects of
acme of the gases on the OrganismsI Am interested in Dr. Schulmansx question,
Morton.did not occur to me iihen you were speaking that probably
ence bet.ween. exposure to gas, before end after challenge,
stay there, as you know, for a long time.
Silver:

What sort of dose

response

because it.
the differmight simpiyz

elope did you get for this

If you got a very steep slope, you night expect to
show quite rapid response with quite small increases in the dose.
type of infection?

The dose response curve is not at all steep as far as
Ehrlich:
the K. nem iais concerned.
This is actually týheanswer to the first question. You
off using this sort of parameter as you would be if
well
are just as
of response that occurred.
the
after-effect
3wasured
You
Silver:

Ehrlich:

I don't agree with that.

In our recruit population of many thousands of men,
L, Miller:
we had a higher incidence of respiratory disease in recruits that case
from cities than in those that came from the rural areas. And when we
got to the Incidence of pneumoniae, there was a fairly large difference.
there tight be some prolonged effects
were to do some prolonged exposures, you wo~uld have
residual effects which made animals more susaceptible.
I just. wonder if

--

that if you
found

some

We are, conducting some experimental work on exposures
to low concentrations -- approximately 0-5 ppm -- Of N02 for prolonged
The data available, up-to-date,
periods of time up to 12 months.
indicates that 3 months exposure to this Concentration of NO2 results
in increased susceptibility, again as measured by mortality rates "nd
Ehriich:

survival time.
I note that physicists and mineralogists, who
Middlebrook:
studied air naturally polluted with particles Of 502 and ozone, have
cbserved that a high proportion of the gas is absorbed to the particles and is almost always present, at the same time, in the same
if you planned
For this reason I wondered
volume of asic.
investigation
for
a
agents
gasesa
to
the
charcoals exposed

to use
of the

effect upon susceptibility to infection.
Ehrlich:
We have no ioadaste plans in this ares,
of this work, especially as far as S0 is concerned.
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but

I know
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A MATHEMATICAL CR-ITI QUE FOR SURGICAL WOUND
INFECTION BY AIRBORNE BACTERIAL PARTICLES

T_ Wý KM-th-ey
hioengineering Laboratory
EngiSneering Experi!ment Station
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia

i want to present some facts and fancies concerning a phenomenon
which meets almost none of the classical requirements of a problem in
aerobiulogy.
Surgical wound infection initiated by airborne particles
containing Staphylococcua aureus, if a reality, is most likely caused
by relatively large particles.
been considered as airborne,

Tradit. ,nally these particles have not
and are generally excluded from consider-

ation in Aerobiology.
in due deference to the state of mind which rejects the importance
of larger particles in the air, I must confess that in our own work we
entered the field of hospital ventilation with the bias that only particles of less than 10 u diameter were worthy of study.
We ore indebted to our British colleagues,

notably Dra.

Lidwell and Blowers( 1 ),

for pointing out that airborne microbial particles in operating suites
were often much greater than 10 w in diameter.
staphylococci

(staph)

and especially that

are most frequently found in particles nearly

20 p diameter.

Subsequently we have
British observations.

of you who are in any small
Firth Wells,

it

assembled

further

data which support the

Some of these are shown in Table 1.
measure

disciples

For those

of the Late William

is of interest that his earlier observations compare

favorably with more recent vaiuec,
The United States values are
averages of a number of current observations, arbitrarily arranged in
three groups. You will notice that only for the case of good practice,
which unfortunately is relatively rare, is the settling mean diameter
as small as 10 P.
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TABLE 1.

Apparent mean diameters of naturally occurring

microbial aerosols emanating from personnel

vettling

Source of information
Weils :

velocity,

Equivalent tettling
fpm

diameter,

Boston
Pittsburgh

2.041
1.56
1.32

18
16
15

Iowa C ity

1.59
0.83

16
12

Noble :

England

US,<>:

Poor practice
Average practice
Good practice

* Wells,

W. F.

SYlble,

W. C.,

d.2

1955.

2.4
1.0
0.6

v

14
20
13
10

Airborne Contagion and Air Hygiene.
Harvard University Press, Cambridge.

0. M. Lidwell, and D. Kingston.
1963
The size
distribution of airborne particles carrying microorganisms.
Jý Hyg. Camb. 61:385.
<> From various published and unpublished data;
Compiled on the
basis of three levels of air contamination.

It has often been shown that such large airborne particles do not
necessarily arise from secondary reservoirs.
The results oi some. of
our own studies illustrate this (Table 2).
These observations were
made in our simulated operating room, or with a glove box, and are
illustrative only, indicating that fairly large airborne microbial
particles can emanate from people in the abser.;e of secondary res-

ervoirs such as dust.

TABLE 2.

Apparent mean diameters of naturrIly occurring
microbial aerosols emanating from personnel

Conditions
Street clothes:
Moderate activity, no talking
No activity, much talking
Tight surgical gowning,
Moderate activity
Sneezing into box
Talking into box
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Settling
velocity, fps

Equivaleat settling
diameter, p

2.4
1.4

20
15

1.0

13

0,21
0.12

6
4.5

Our siamlated operating room(2)

is

heeot metal room 12 x 15 x 10

a

ft high, in which various pieces of ventilation apparatus can readily
All studies have been of dynamic aerosols

te installed or removed.

with continuous operation of ventilation and continuous generation of
a standard bacterial 4erosol tich

saimlated those producod by people.

Sampling was conducted at various locations and levels throughout the
room.
P~ztiCC tires were estimated by datermining the average rate
of fall, and also from plots of the Andersen plate values,

employing

We are indebted to Mr. Lee Kelly of

log-normal graph paper.

Proving Ground for providing values for the 50% efficiencies

hagvay
of the

Estimates of particle sites greater

various stagen of the sampler.

than 9.8 u (tne 50% efficiency size of the first plate of the Andersen)
were made from the upper portion of the plotted curve,
trapolation.

However,

this extrapolation

is

whtch is an ex-

justified because of the

expected distribution of particle sizes produced by the atomizer employed.

size estimates for larger particles ware vali-

Furthermore,

dated by the settling rate determinations made by comparing numaers
settling per minute to the aerial concentration.
In order to determine

the

of

distance

transport

of

the atomizer was positioned at one end of the

particles,

operating room,
It

of the room.

giving a distance of travel of 16 ft to the other end
was z

of the air currents,

ad, in gentral,

that the greater the velocity

the greater the distribution of larger particles.

To illustrate the transport capacity,
ducing low air

larger

simulated

velocities

two ventilation procedures pro-

in the room have been selected:

end-wall

grille at low air flow, and perforated ceiling panels at higher air
flows.

Both of these produce air velocities

50 ft/min.

in the room w*ll below

Table 3 shows that and-wall grille ventilation,

by far the most commonly employed,
great as 20-30 u diameter at

efficiently transports particles as

least a distance of 12 ft.

ated ceiling panels transport a much smaller,
of these particles.

Unfortunately,

which is

The perfor-

but significant

fraction

this ventilation practice is

seldom

applied in hospitals.
When we first realized that particles greater than 10 s±dimeter
were worthy of study,

we were concerned as to the design of an aerosol

chamber for investigating their behavior.

For those interested,

distribution of counts within the simulated operating itzwith an end-wall grille,

is shown in Table 4.

the

ventilated

The distribution is
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definitely not perfect,

otudles.

but is perhaps

satisfactory

for cmparative

At higher flow rates or with the atomizer positioned kver.iead

in the center of the room, the distribution is

TAIL11 3o

smeibat more uniform

Transport of microbial particles for a 12 ft distance
(4-16 ft) in simulated operating room,
low turbulence ventilation

4 ft
from
po sources'

procedure

Ventilation

End-wall grille: 300 CFM:
air currents parallel
to long axis of room

< 5

Pe.forated ciling pane i:
750 CFM, air currents
downward from ceiling

16 ft
from

Particles
transported,

source*

48

45

94

20-30

39

.14

9

< 5

20

17

85

20-30

33

10

30

* Numbers/unit vol.

TADLE 4.

DistrLbution of heterogeneous aerosol (12 p•CD) in
simulated operating room: end-wall grille, 300 CR4;
atomizer at end of room beneath supply air inlet.

Distance from
ft
source,

Aerial
concentration/fr

Height
above
floor, ft

3

Aerial
concentration/ft

4

301

2

253

8
12
16

259
292
272

3.5
7

296
286

Overall distribution:

Averages
Individually

3

281 1 22
281 t 68

At this time staphylococci are of special interest,

but the rela-

tive infrequency of occurrence of airborne staph makes exact quantitation of particle size difficult.
Britain by Noble,
and Beard(3).

However,

Lidwell and others('),

indicate that the most

ticles containing staph is
One final fa&t:

probable

size of airborne par-

in the range 10-20 u diameter.

surgical wound infection due solely to aerially

transported pathogenic staph does occur.
in the literature which substantiate this,
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long-term observations in

and in Australia by Rountree

There are numerous

'eports

but none more definitive

In this instance there occurred

then the one by Dr. Carl Walter(4).

two postoperative wound infections attributable only to a spetific airborne staph; the particles which carried it originated from an individual iko at no time had direct physical contact with the partant, or
with anything related to th* patientThus far we have

information

factual

presented

regarding the

origin and distritoion of airborna microbial particles greater than
10 v

:.Ameter,

in particle#

shown that it is
10-20 p

rrwbable that stapeh appear in the air

diameter,

and stated as fact that the aerial

route has been implicated in surgical wound infection by staph.

How-

ever, quantitative information as to the exact importance of airborne
staph is very difficult to obtain

and even to establish the prob-

--

able risks turns us from fact to fancy.
Danger to the respiratory apparatus is

considering airborne microbial particles greater

spiratory apparatus,
than 10 w diameter,
the nasopharynx.
active in

accepted as a special

If there is a risk to the re-

province in the field of serobiology.

it most probably involves the upper portions

Definitive data are lacking,

hospital-acquired

staphylococcal

of

but several authorities
infections have recorded

the belief that colonization of the nasopharynx is a significant factor
other have suggested chat colon-

in the establishment of i.ew carriers;

ization of the patient in this manner furnishes the source of material
Over 50% of the

which subsequently infects the patient's own wound.

hospital personnel may be asymptomatic carriers of potentially pathothey serve, as reservoirs for the initiation

genic staphylococci.

If

of new carriers among

themselves

pt.tient

whose

stay in the

e'nd among patients,

hospital

is

than only the

brief can hope to escape be-

coming infected or a carrier.
Reflecting on other evidence,
that namopharyngeal

colonization

I believe it

is

not rash to assume

can be initiated by a single compe-

tent staphylococcal particle implanted at the right place at the right
time*.

On this basis,

we can make some conjectures as to the proba-

bility of a patient's being colonized during pre-operative stay in the
hospital.

The pre-surgical patient is rarely exposed to hospital per-

sonnel within his room for more than 1 hr/day;

if

50% of the personnel

See comments by Eichenwald and Shinefield in discussion following,
which suggests the non-validity of this assumption.
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are asyimptomatic carriers,

at 1 particle/10 ft

3

we can set the minimum condition for risk

of air.

In this field of low-probability

etatistics,

tions follov I poisson distribuion,
&I"I

patient to the low

employing the Poisson

concentrations

distribution,

individual. observe-

For the exposure of the presur-

it

of particles assumed above,
is

predicted that

frequency with which ome will find samples of air of 10 ft
contain no
mean.

In

particles

where x is

is numerically e-x,

the relative
3

each which

the arithmetic

this instance the mean has been assumed to be 1.0,

37% of the time (e-l multiplied by 100)
a given volume of 10 ft

3

of air,

and about

tain samples with one or more particles.
cent occurrence of samples with

same relative
the risk

frequencies

unit volume,

where

if

10 ft

3

the risk

per unit of air

is

These

apply

to

taken as the

one particle per unit volume,
The chance uf occurbreathed or sampled in-

creases rapidly as the average count increases;
particles

the occurrence of

of air is

will be incurred.

rence of one or more particles

of three

k.ven the per-

of occurrence and non-occurrence

the average count is

about 37% of the time no risk

Table 5 is

for arithmetic means of 1-5.

of exposure of the patient;

in

63% of the time we will obIn

zero particles and

samples with one or more particles,

and about

there will be no particles

95%,

for an average count

which amour,'.s

to

statistical

certainty.
TABLE 5.

Low number particle counts; % observations
with zero and with > 1.0 counts;
Poisson distribution
%

Average

With zero count

1.0

36.8

63.2

2.0

13.5

86.5

3.0
4.0
5,0

5.0
1.8
0.7

95.0
98.2
99.3

Carrying
risk

observations

count/lo ft3

of nasal

these conjectures
colonization

concentrations of

of

With >

one step further,
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we can estimate

the

the patient exposed to various aerial

infective particles.

Table 6 shows these concentra-

tions as mean numbers of particles per 100
order for

1.0 count

ft

airborne staph have been reported;

3

of air.
there

Counts of this
is

also indication

that the rates of

may be thie great

colonitation

It can only be said that these vaIues

itive information is lacking.

suggest that the risk of colonixa.ioA
the aeria

of the

Conjectured risk of na•al colonizatioa
from &irborne microbial particles
T risk of
nasal coloniatetiOn

Averag* aerial concentr•tion,
infectve prtic•les/l00 ft of SU
10

10

20
30

18
26

40

33

50

40

60
70
80
90
100

4.
50
35
60
63

If we assume that a
disease process,

pro-ourgical patient by

real threat.

routt may poset
TAUE 6.

but truly defin-

single

infective particle can initiate

the

then serial transport end deposition is actually one

of the most direct routes for the transmission of staph from personnel
in the operating room to the
occurrences follow a

surgical

Poisson

wound

distribution,

area.

The Individual

and the probabilities of

occurrences and non-occurrence ere indicated in Table 5S

However,

the surgical wound,

settling of

let us set our unit in toerms of the

one particle on a wound area of

1/15 sq f., exposed for I hr.

are not improbable values, and were chosen because
and time of
ating room.

exposure
It

this

is

for

These

the area

of the usual settling plate sample in the oper-

follows that if

we have conditions under which infec-

tive particles settle out at the rate of i.0 per wound area/hour,

than

about 63% of the time one or more particles will deposit on an exposed
wound,

or an exposed petri dish (Table 5).

independent probabilities;
itive wound,

and vice verse.

More quantitative

evidence

was available for surgical wound in-

faction than for nasal colonization.
model,

Please remember these are

a positive plate does not guarantee a pos-

Computations based on the simple

compared with reported i&Lee of Infeccion ranging from

indicate that the simple model over-estmstses

2-10%,

the probability by about
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80%.

It

may be that the

infective

area only 20% of the time,

particle deposits on a receptive

for ex-ample, an area that is partially dry

or lacking full supply of blood;

or perhaps the particle is competent

only 20% of the Lime.

The particle may have to contain more than on*

bacterium to be able to

initiate

intectaon;

or it

may be that only 201

of the patients are susceptible.
On the basis of a
which settles

at

207,

1.0 fpm,

incidence, and employing a 13 ýLparticle,
our model can be employed

to indicate

the

rzartive risks of wmund ittfctiun
indera
eonditIons c4 various mesa
concentrations of infective particles per 100 ft3 of air (Table 7).
Although I will not strain
document

these data,

a

the general approach.

few

your

credulity

observations

further by attempting to
can be made to substantiate

For example, in this country one group of oper-

ating rooms claiming to have a neglib.le staphylococcal wound infection rate repoxta a long-term sampling average of 1.5 coagulase positive staph per 100 ft3 of air.

The British experiences agree with the

conjecture that between 12 and 23 infective
air can yield an infection rate of about 10,
overall

bacterial

load of the air in

these

particles per 100 ft 3 of
and a reduction of the

same

surgeries by a factor

of ten reduced the wound infection rate to about 1%.
TABLE 7.

Conjectured risk of wound infection from
airborne microbial particles:
Adjusted model for

Average aerial concentration,
3

infective particles/loG ft
1.25
2.50
3.•40
8.8
12.5
17.25
22.75
30
40
57
165

of air

13 o diameter particles

Average number of
particles settlin
on wound in

0.05
0.10
0.22
0.35
0.50
0.69
0.91
1.20
1.61
2.30
4.60

When dealing with low-probability events,

1 hr

Risk

of

infection,

1
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

we have the old,

problem of obtaining samples of sufficient *is* to demonstrate the
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old

effect.

To refresh our memories,

presents

Table 8

100

limits for the averages of samples of

the

averages that follow a normal or Gwossian distribution.
for roe] events,

is badly skewd rotard zero

--

reporting of zero occurrences
mean rate of infection is
that in

There are no

end the ditrbumrtaw

that is,

there will

This is

10 or even 20%.

"ccurrences,

renca of an event does not prove that the

true

zero any more than individual non-occurrence

of meana

be an inordinate

even though the true

for met] samples.

dealing with lov probability

for true

The distributions here are

mean rates of occurrence of 10 and 201.

negative occurrences,

confidence

or fewer cases,

just to romind us
the mean non

ccur-

rate of occurrenme

is

in a Poisson distribution

proves that the mean is zero,

TABLE 8.

Confidence

limits for small samples, % occurrence
True mean rate of infection of:
20%

Number of cases
in sample

10
20
40
60
8o

100

Lower
limit

Upper
limit

Lower
limit

Upper
limit

0
0
0
0
1.2
2,0

40
30
22
20
19
18

0
0
2.5
6.7
7.5
9

60
45
38
34

To pursue this aspect of

low-probability

statistics

32
31

one stop

further: thare has been a great difference in the attitude towerd

the

potantial of airborne staphylococcal infection of surgical wounds in
It is claimed that the tncidence
this country and in Great Britain.
in this country is no greater than 1-2%; the British have confessed to
The information in Table 9 helps put those observa-

as high as 10%.

tions into proper perepective.

Let us agree that the true rate of in-

faction in the United States is actually only 1%. What chance have me
of detarmining this by improving our procedures? If we assume a 1:l
would
cause and effect relationsh-ip and reduce the causation by 50%.,
have to collect 2000 cases before our probability was great enough to
be determined vith statistical confideche -- taking 5. probability as
our acceptance level. For a 90% reduction in cause, the sample would

t

truth in

should be evident that If we are telling thhe

It

have to be 500 cases.

no improvement

this rountry,

going to show a perceptible

is

look closely at the situation

hthigs

short of 90%

.n

our procedures

in

the infection ratr

for increases

However,
If

causation

in

our

preMsnt Practices are yielding a i% infection rate,

rela&Xtion to per-

mit a doubling of causation will not become evident

in

smaller

than 500, Nut a 4-fold increase

ucar.

samples smaller

in

than 100.

could be readily distinguished --

f. the

teh.relsri~v* positt.in
taeir persrmnnel
brought

and this latter

they claimed these changes

down from 10% to

50%

90%
reduction
cause
in

IM-

2-fold

4-fold

increase
in cause

increase
in cause

100
200

61.5

36.8

3i.7

0.27

47.8

20.0

15.6

0.00

500

26 .3

4,3

2.4

0.00

800
1,000

15.6
i1.2

1 i
0.42

0.45
0.15

0.00
0.00

2,000

2.4

O.oo

0.00

0.00

greater

be transported throughout

than

batwen

and

in-

that these particles can
Further-

particles containing patho-

diameter,

and surgical wound in-

by airborne particles has been proven to occu;,

fection initiated

possible that

appears

staph can play a
new carriers.

facts to prove

diameter containing

which they originate-

airborne

10 and 20 A

in

10 L

the room in

the probable size of the
staph is

body of

there exists a sufficient

conclusion,

fective material are shed by personnel,

significant

larger airborne particles
role

in

containing

nasopharyngeel colonization of

Conjectures as to the probability of riSk of initieting

new carriers and of

80

iary e

Probability, in %, of chance occurrence of a
difference as great or greater than
that observed for:

that airborne particles

It

seems to have been

Probability of distinguishing a difference between
a 1.0% rate of infection and rates of infection
in the
resulting from an increase or decrease
cause of infection; a 1:1 cause-and-effect assumed.

reduction
cause
in

genic

much

in cnubatlo&

he-fore th4

iihs'rn

end ventilation practices --

Number of cases
in sapmle

more,

samples

causation will become evi-

A 10-fold increase

the staph wound infection rate

TABLE 9.

In

in

surgical

wound

infection

by

airborne

staph

indicate that such risks are vey resl.

However.

the well-ordered or perhaps fortunate hospital,
low probability of occurrence.

As a result,

it

appears tha

tit

these events have a

attempts to quantitate

these occurrences under these conditions will almost certainly be
fruitless; only under conditions of much higher risk will these ocurrences beccon evident.

•nvestigations

on the distribution of bacterial aerosols in sim-

ulated operating4 roo-ms were supporte
00019,

i1npert by fuinds from Cranti

Division of Occupational Health,

02-

Bureau of State Services,

United States Public Health Service.
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DISCUSSION
that type of ventilation practices

VTF:

seems to be most effec-

tive in reducing the numbers of large particles in surgery?
Kethley:

The overhead ventilation seems most effective,

Somie of you should be

familiar

attempted tc get a piston effect.
piston effect
the room.

obtained

was

one

with

Dr. Blower's

work,

I think.

whore

he

Unfortunately the sost successful
that

brought

in air waramr than

This practice has considerable drawbacks but the introduc-

tion tf air from above with minimum turbulences does tend to push the
* 'V1?F -

Voice from the floor.

Si

larger particles directly out the exits.
Shiafietd:

Your calculations are based on the assumption that

a "hit" means colonization.

This may be true for a clean wound.

We

have evidence to indicate that this is not always the case with colonisation of the nasal mucosa or the umbilical stump of the newborn with

±iiiaa

k.

Previous colonisztion of these sites with i. aurpu

inter-

feres with a "hit" by other coagulase positive staphylococciz Previous
colonization with S. aureurs

probably represents only one of many host

factors that are related to a "hit".
to

These factors make it difficult

interpret the practical meaning of computations that have just been

presented Kgthilv:
tion I could
ability

Th& point

well taken.

is

lay my h:-ids on in

of coloniastion.

As you noticed,

model computation for wound infection
this is
able,

There was simply no informa-

the way of

--

of the prob-

I simply used the raw first
I have a number of models

--

amount of quentitetion aveil-

the one I chose. There was a fair

still

quaenitiation

the model was wrong by a factor of

I am sure if

80%.

we

had similar Information for colonization we would find a similar error
in

any such model that we might project

only for the purpose of having

numbers to kick around.

so

Eichen,,ald:

To elaborate on Dr.

primarily him work,

ShLnefirelds coents --- this was

but by 'using the newborn infant,

have the problem of pre-colonization,

it

pharynx actively rejects colonization,

and

that it

of 500 organisms or more to produce colonization
infants thile

wahere one does not

can be shown that the naaotakes in
in

with the umbilical stump one can achieve a high coloni-

zation rate with as few as three or five staphylococci.
point of grost interest
terested in
ology

is

to me is

nursery epidemiology

have found it

factors are.

is

this:

very difficult

We went from having

was very difficult

hat Prof.

the other end of

to agree on what the important
extremely poor nurseries,
infection,

to demonstrate

at one end

the scale

it

second

those of us who have been in-

of the scale

where it

to very good nurseries

airborne

Infection.

Kethley has shown through distribution curves

that one wuld expect;

The

as compared to operating room epidemi-

very easy to demonstrate airborne

where it

the range

more then half the

it

is

is

I think

precisely

quite easy and at

takes hundreds and hundreds of observa-

tions to show the same thing
Middlebrook:

I em worried about two points there.

cept of your infection efficiency;
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in

One,

the con-

your actual experiments relative

to a single bacterial call of staphylococci -tQ

*

colony and how often?

also give rise

does it

In view of the experimental observd-

Two,

Lion that staphylococci on dust particles may initiate
more efficiently than

not on a piece of dust --

staphylococcl

wonder wtat bearing this has on the

data

experimental

then I

you presented

Didn't you actually have staphylococci on pieces of dust or did

here.
you

infection much

ebulize them free of dust,

have on the

in

betwen

relationship

where only one colony has been detected?
40 organisms in that particle,
important

data is no less

It

effect could this

tat

the air?

numbers of organisms per particle,
You might have had as many as

seem to me that

emphasis on these

emphasis on the mathematical aspects

than

describing where you are on a distribution curve of probability.

Rave

conditions avail-

you studied any of these matters in other experimental
able to you?
As far as

Kethly:

diatribution

of colonization from staphylo-

I astms you are

the matter of infectivity of staph on a dust particle,
theory --

"irritant"

referring to the

Regarding

we encountered various test problems.

cocci is concerned,

some irritant naterial,

the auture i

requires staph to have

that it

the wownd or something similar.

We are actually carrying out studies along this line.

problems of getting sufficient numbers

into any of the details of the
to make any speculation,

Without going

the matter of just plain probability of whers
With particles

a particle lands on a wound area seems more important.
riding on non-irritant

materi•ls

numbers then say with a plain

we

sulure.

are getting
This is

infections at lower

carrying infection by

As to the growth of microorganism

the airborne route.

and sampling

of air, most of the data in the hospital are taken from solid-surface
Certainly

samplers.

there are factors of error here as great as 10

because of widespread use of selective media.
onstrate all the
quantitation.

staphylococci,

which makes it

tent particle may

this is merely a

The definition of what is a compe-

the number of organisms.

concern

tremely difficult to get information on the
if

very difficult to get

The matter of organisms per particle:

%mtterof conjecture as I see it.

ticles,

Such media will not dem-

occurrence

Again it

is ex-

of tUhese par-

you simply are not fortunate ciough to have a shedder among

your personnel.

The number of bacteria per particle may be the factor

in this 80% over-estimate.
are carrying a

sufficient

It

may be that only the very large particles

number to initiate the action.

we are working with one cell per particle as a model.

At present

It is

actually

8?

o tremendously time-consuming job.
you muts

strain

identity the

When you

rerworking with animals

you go in with,

than you must identify

all of the atrains in the animal, and if
animal carries

turns out

to be

one of these strains that the

the soea

strain you went in

with,

wall.

then that animal ii no gol.

goldberg:

With

we have one test

respect

use of up to 500

m.Hij

in

hospital studtes.

tat against &n aged *eroaol in

4g.

range you can demonstrate
definitely

to selective

on polymixi.4 and staph was completely resistent

to the

a mixed humidity

inhibition as low as 3-10 ýaiml.

So you very

must evaluate selective media against a potentially injured

or aged aerosol, and you can get

far greater

thaen a

10-fold

change

in

your estimate.

of carriers,

Do you think they are coming
or have you considered

Ktechiy:
VFT!:

in

the source of these dust particles

Wact was

Harper:
your studies?

the

all of

fro& the nose of the pharynx

skin carriers?

I assume that the majority are from thd skin carriers.
1 would

like ti hear

garding nurseries when it

comes

kart

Dr.

to skin-

Eichenwald

has to say re-

and nasal-generated

trans-

miss ion.

sion,

I

rather

situations as,

think it

generated

a regular nursery where one deals with a variety

In

Eichenwald:
of different

is

very clear that

Then there

who cannot be

and

that one is dealing

is ample evidence

with

that there are

by

routine

methods of culture.

nurse can infect an infant while she

herself,

by the techniques we can

employ,

is

detected

transmis-

infection may occur from organisms

from the nose and is airborne,

small particle*-

carriers

infant to infant

for instance,

not a carrier

bers that these cannot

of staphylococci.

be picked up.

chat in
ism,

the nursery situations,

She carries such small num-

Whether

nasopharynx or on her skin or clothing.

she carries them in

I don't know.

one deals both with

and under other circumstances

A

with very

her

I would guess

the

single organ-

large particles

containing

large numbers of organisms.
Shinefield:

In

attempting to demonstrate

airborne staphylococci infection,
in

the environment

in

a

controlled

and studied colonization rates.
aureus

in

a nursery

the numbers of
sltL:ed
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S_

observation

We albo

&ureus

recovered

from

by -itraviolet

increased

environment by reducing

by these techniques

the relative role of

we reduced the number of S. sureus

air

the number of S.

changes/hr

the environment

the rate of colonization

light

of

Although
could be

infants did not

This would indicate that the role of air traen-

appreciably change,

misoion in colonization of the infant seems to be limited.

-?FI might relate an experience we had as to the role of airborne and skin-contamination where nurses and graduating atudent* sit
in on the surgical room of post-operative patients to learn techniques,
It is of intereat that the
and we just record breaks in technique.
iireek* in technique were in direct proportion to the extent of academic
achievement -- the professor& were the ones spreading more organism ,
at l-est so far as our measurements indicated, and right down the
ladder, the resident,
nurses.

the intern and medical students and finally

The nurses were the ones with the best techniques.

These are

things that would beer some qualitative measoring once they get ovt of
the operating room.
i would like to comment on the five-hospital, ultraviolet

VYTF:

light evaluation study that has been completed by the National Academy
of Sciences and National Research. This was au attempt to evaluate the
use -f full operatIng room ultraviolet irradiation to reduce the incidence of post-opeistive wound infection,
Hartes ultrsviole.

You may be familiar with Dr.

set-up at Duke University since around

was an attempc to do a double-blind study,

as it were,

1936.

This

of five hoas-

pitols over roughly a 4-yr period. A total of something like 15,000
surgical procedures were performed, and the substance of the study wae
'hat with

irradiation,

intense ultraviolet

bacteria settling

on *et-

Sling plates were definitely reduced, anywhiere from 40-60% between the
contrcl and the uiltraviolet lighted room, but the over-all wound infection rate was not changed at all.
operative

infectlons

in

the refined

Viere was a slight decrtasa
clean surgical proced,;ros,

in postsome-

thing like 3.8-2.6%, but in all other caregorieo of surgical operations
In fact, in the conthere were no tffects comparative to irradiation.
taminated operations (grossly contaminated by cutting across aascossed
areas and across bowels) there was an increase in post-operative wo.n4
infection rate in the UV irradiated rooms cvvr the control rooms. Not
a statistical increase, but it was a noted true increase throughout all
of the hospitals.

I suppose the studies of Dr. Martimsr in Cleveland

should also be mentioned, where in some instances the infant evidently
was not the disseminator of an unusual parasite or staphylococci.
where the nurse definitely
fant

to newborn infant,

transmitted vhe

but

infeetiou from newborn

As already mentioned,

the

definition

inof a

disseminator is most important when talking about methods of ataph

4-4

infection spread in hospitals.
What was the
W:

incidence

of

infection the study

wound

presented ?

y:
•:

Over-all inj~cien?
NO; you mentioned two groups

--

one with UV and one

without.

Ha:

Something like 7.4-7.5% --

it

was in that particular

range.
Bichenwald:
Dr.

I think it

should be pointed out, however,

Mortimer's data are considered by most people as invalid betause,

instead of carrying out a study for 24 hr/day,
vations war* only carried out for

.wo of

the controlled obser-

the three

nursing

Any reviewer would have rejected a paper on that basis.

any conclusions can be drawn from
cited as an example.
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that

these

data

s.ifts.

I don't think

and they should not be
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THE ROLE OF AEROBIOLOGY IN DENTI STRY
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Dentistry is

performed

instruments capable of
and

organic

well &s

in the mouths of humans by humans using

disseminating

contents of the oral cavity as

inorganic debris produced by dental procedures.

The concept that most human infectious disease coms from other human
beings( 1 ) is

one of particular interest and importance to all dentists.

The dental operating room or clinic represents an environment utiiized
who may be either sources or recipients of in-

by two or more humans,

Dental treatment combines humans with aatural

fectiovs microorganisms.

and/or artific.al modal capabilities for the transmission of infectious
disease agents.
The incidence of infectious disease resulting from personal contact,

fomite,

or aerosol exposure in a dental office,

oratory presently cannot be stated due to the

infrequent

obscure reporting of such cases in the literature.
ethical,
perhaps,

social,

medical-legal

and

significant deterrents.

reported in the open literature or
dental patient or operator has been

clinic or laboften

and

The professional,

aspects of such reporting

Nevertheless,
elsewhere

are,

thare have been cases

where the health of the

adversely affected concomitant to

receiving or providing dental health care.
Foley and Gutheim(
hepatitis,

15 (or 687)

2

) in

1956

reported.

"of 22 cases of serum

were due to exposure at the dentist's."

be added that 3 of the 15 cases died as a

result

It

must

of their infection.

87

Salzman and Appleton(3) reported

31

dentists and 1 dental hygienist

who contracted non-venereal syphilis while they were providing dental
health services.

For decades,

syphilis has been known as a systemic

disease which may be transmitted by dental procedures(
et a£116)

,'k).

Hambrick

reported the presence of primary herpes simplex lesions on

the hands of medical

personnel;

he cites the case of a dentist who

was infected after contact with an
reported that 11.2% of the
tists who died in

infected

dentists

United States

the

nervous systes diseases attributable

patient.

Cuthberson•<)

included in a survey of 858 denin 1952 died of sensory organ or
to poliomyelitis.

polio mortality rate for the general male
Cuthberson

4

population

in

1952,

the

0.03.(7).

was

speculated that poliomyelitis may have been an occupational

hazard of det-ists due to their
of their patients.
San Francisco(

8

intimacy

with the respiratory tract

At the University of California Medical

),

a review of

student

Center,

health records for the years

1957-1962 indicated that University of California dental students had
150-190 dispensary visits per 100 students per year for treatment
respiratory infection, whereas medical and pharmacy students of
sme campus had 40-140 visits per 100 students per year.

ception of 2 included years,

of
the

With the ex-

the dental students had a higher rate of

conversions to positive tuberculin skin rest than did medical and pharmacy students.

In one class,

42.8% of the dental students who were

tuberculin negative at the beginning of their
verted to tuberculin positive
Thompson et &1.0) reported

when
the

tested

dental
in

occurrence

their
of

education
senior

conyear.

patient-to-patient

transmission of

viral

hospital records

found three more cases of hepatitis where the probable

hepatitis

and upon further investigation

modes of infection were dental procedures.
of Public Health(

10

) records list

separate

of

California State Department
instances of an oral surgeon

and a dental assistant who contracted viral hepatitis thile performing
dental surgery for patients having this disease.
The dentist works directly with the hard and soft oral tissues of
several patients each day( 1 1' 1 2 ).
In the mouth, he contacts saliva
and debris,which have high microbial comtant( 1 3 , 1 4 )
coaprised of the
comaon oral flora and any pathogenic organisms shed to the
diseases involving the salivary glands,
and respiratory system,
tuberculosis.
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i.e.,

wimps,

mouth

in

oropharyngesl lymphatic tissues
streptococcus

infections

and

Blood- or tissue-borne microorganisms can be shad to the

mouth as a result of the surgical trauma caused by dental instrumentation in addition to the "natural" shedding of organisms

into the wouth.

The significance of introducing infectious agents into an operating
site can hardly be questioned,

but the significance of the shedding of

infectious agents from a dental surgical wound or operative

site

has

been virtually unexplored.
The dentist is
acute phase of an

required

infectious

provided for the
tory infection,

seldom

to treat a patient during the

the fact that

during

dental care may be

patient who has a viarmin or respira-

with neither the patient nor the dentist being aware

of the potential hazard of infection.

pathogenesis(

However,

disease.

aesmpzomatic

several viral
15

There is

diseases

have

viremic

the prodromal

state,

during frank clinical

longed periods of time after the abatement of
Few people

would

cavity as a dentist

choose

usually

clothing or equipment,
Few aerobiologisca

in

their

illness, and for pro-

y ywpto•s.

to manipulate the contents of the oral
without

does

the use of

protective

i.e., gloves, gowns, tongue blades and masks.

would take a random sample of saliva,

and tissue debris of any

description

nose and mouth with an air syringe,

and

atomize it

rotary,

contamination

hemorrhage,

6-18" from his

or vibrating instrument

without taking special precautions to prevent the
material and the

phases

for

ymptomatic carrier( 1 6)

Vire•ias may exist in the

).

increasing concern

inhalation

of this

of his person and envirornment.

The

dentist usually steps back when the patient sneezes or coughs, then
bends over his patient -- air syringe in hand -- blows the operating
area dry again and resumes his work.

contents with

aerosol

dentist as anything more than a
clean his glasses

The association of oral cavity

production is not frequently recognized by the
nuisance

requiring

the

operator

to

frequently while operating.

The thorough dental examination of an oral cavity with just a
mouth mirror and explorer frequently includes the puncture or laceration of the gingiva.

When a cariuus tooth it being prepared for

restoration,

there are particles

tooth debris,

and frequently

of sound tooth structure,
old filling

cutting instruments and/or air
tissue

fluid seepage at the operating

material atomized by rotating

and water

laceration and trauma occur,
site.

a

decayed

sprays.

resulting

in

Concomitantly.

soft

hemorrhage and tisseu

The resultant

slurry comprised

8n

F

of salive,

tooth structure,

iale. hemorrhage and tissue fragments
water mn6 blown or flushed
If this

material

is

is

often mixed and

from the field by air,

evacuated from the mouth,

of operation is

oral

If

a reasonably

dry

maintained by the use of a ribber dam or

suction device,

the debris

field by a blast of atr.
particles,

thinned with

water, or mist spreys.

the suctiol device often

exhausts directly into the operating room sir.
field

base meter-

decayed material, filling and

itre-

is routinely blown from the operating

Besides the hazards of infection

from viable

some indication of the possible effect of non-viable

titles upon the health of the dentIst has reeritly

(who wished to remain anony=ius)

1 7

wherein

over many years while performing

).

an illness

resulting

generated by the air

dental

There also has been reported a case of

mercury poisoning requiring hospitalization and treatment
dentist,

in

one dentist

reported that he had contracted sili-

coals due to inhaling particles
and technical procedures(

ublished

•been

the Journal of the American Dental Association

par-

from his

for a

Navy

inhaling silver amalgam dust

turbine handpiece during removal of old amalgam

restorations from the teeth of patients(lS).
In

oral surgery,

high speed rotating cutting instruments are some-

times used to resect a tooth preparatory
after

reflecting the macoperiosteum,

to its

removal.

high-speed

are also used to disect bone for removal of root
and various types of
illae.
is

pathological

Frequantly,

cutting instruments
tips,

foreign bodies,

tissue from the mandible and max-

The splattering of the environmeat by blood and tissue debris

a cmmon

occurrence

in

such

operations,

spotting of clothing and glasses
assistant.

If

hemorrhage

worn

by

as is

the

operator

and tissue debris from the

that contain infectious agents

is

attested

by

and

surgical

splattered or atomized,

the
his

wounds

such debris

could infect members of the dental health team.
As of 1959,
t 19

States

)

there were 6,688 dental laboratories

Dental

laboratories

vironmental and personal

locations where en-

prosthetic appliances,

frequently utilized

in

components often are sent directly

infectious agents

90

universally
to the dental

and other

providing dental

from

the

mouths

the dental operating room to the dental laboratory.
procedures are not

the United

contamination may occur because of the act

of manipulating impressions,
nical components

are additional

in

employed

to prevent

laboratory via these

of

care.

techThese

patients in

Decontamination
the transfer of
fomites.

in the

laboratory,

the technical component or

prothesis

is

frequently inter-

mixed with those also being processed from the mouths of other patients.
When laboratory

processing

is completed,

the various dental facilities from ••ich

components are returned to

they ariginated.

Again, di-

conta=ination preoedures are not universally used to prevent potential
infectious material on these objects when they leave the dental laborstory.

and presm=ably present when they

room or clinic,

rtrive in the dental overatiag

from being transferred to the patient's mouth.

There has been much consideration given to microbial air contamination and the airborne mode of disease transmission among hospital
patients and staff.

Perhaps equal

consideration

should he given to

microbial air contamination and the airborne mode of disease transmission in a dental facility and its effect upon dental patients - d the
dental health team.

There might well be the same,

tionship of air contamination in the

or greater,
used

environment

to

rela-

provide

dental care to the health and well-being of dental patients and staff
as the established relationship of microbial air contamination in hospitals to the health and well-being of hospital patients and staff,
It

is not

uncommon

to find dental care and dental educational

facilities physically linked to,

or located within,

medical facili-

ties. Both advantages and disadvantages of uncontrolled or inadvertent
intertaixing of the air in such single structures of combined purpose
might well be reviewed and evaluated.
A recent survey has shown that
United States have

dental

34.5%

facilities(

20

).

of .he hospitals in the
There is an increasing

demand being placed u-s the dental professidn to provide more dental
health care for the aged

21

.,

or debilitated( 2 2 )

the chronically ill

and the institutionalized or hore-bound patient(

23

).

The problems of

controlling aerosol production or anrosol distribution and exposure in
such unique environmental situations may present even greater potential
difficulties

than those found in the more usual dental office or dlin-

cal situation.
Dentistry is more comonly

provided

in private,

dental offices and clinics on an out-patient basis.
are some 91,000 dentists practicing(24)

nicians(

),

and dental hygienists(

25

there

with the aid of acme 100,000

auxiliary personnel including dental assistants(
26

self-contained

At present,

25

),

laboratory tech-

) in several thousand different

91

locations,

providing

for the dental health demands of more than 189

million people in the United States(27).

An estimated 258,5 million

dental treatmrnt were provided
July 1957-June 1959(28).

in

The prospects

for

annually

increasing

the

the United States from

nýuber of dentists graduated

To compen.ate for the increased services to
annually are not great.
be demanded of the dental profession in the future, it has been pro2
poa!ed '5) that the number of ancillary personnel utilized be inu.easoi
and their duties expanded to permit the dentist to provide more dental

care per patient( 25).
ossibly more then 200,000 more extenisiveiv
trained dental assistants will be required in the foreseeable future
to help the dental profession fulfill the needs of its services.
Correspondingly, arn increase in total number and expansion of individual
duties for both dental hygienists and laboratory technicians may be
anticipated.
The r..iral and

legal

tection for his employed

obligation
auxiliary

As he employs more oaradental
liabilities will alae, increase.
foreseeable future more than

to provide all reasonable propersonnel rests with the dentist.

personnel,
his responsibilities and
One may safely predict that in the

300,000

people,

both profeasional and

auxiliary personnel,
will be involved in providing dental health services, directly or indirectly, for our ever-growing population.
Considering the

magnitude

of

present and future demands upon

the entire dental

profession to provide dental health care, both the
dentists and his auxiliary personnel will benefit from a better understanding of the role of aerobiology in dentistry.
They may then better
protect their health and well-being as well as that of their patients.
To assist the dental profession and dental education in achieving this
objective, heavy reliance must be placed upon the knowledge and experience of aeroblologista
as well as other medical and public health
'pecialities.
This will provide dentistry with a better definition of
the risks of exposure to infectious and toxic aerosols produced in the
dental operating room,

teaching

clinic and laboratory environments.
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DISCUSSION
A study was performed by Naval Medical Research Unit

L. Miller:
No, 4 at Great
disease
patients
care

Lakes Concerning- the

incidence of

in dentists and their technicians
they were taking care of,

of recruits

percentage

of

in

their

the older recruits.

It

t

in rdation

respiratory
the

types of

Dentisis and the assistants

taking

4 weeks of training had a rather

first

respiratory

acute

compared to those taking care ot

inieccion

certainly

high

illustrates the problem involved in

protecting dentists and technicians when they are caring for patients
n.h have acute
recruits had

respiratory
fewer

disease.

instances

of

assistants caring for

Further,

respiratory

than

disease

dental

of ficers .
Mazzarella:
is

tha

bhecause

ker .n:
present

If

they are

Perhaps.

inte

is a time

perhaps

area of

IS becausv

'perat ion,

ironr.the chair
factor

it

far

inv'ivcd

wtile

.arYrtng

A-,ntltdsat

always

frequen.t iv

per .-os :1

wtth exptart

is

the as-

t~me.

Per-

and rosuItant

,c:n

Mazzar

" lo:

Sisatant has

-.en
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than dental officers,

less cl.ose to the patient.

ats.'

in the- isnediate

sistant weil h, away
haps ther.

less discas,

assistants have

Perhaps ano'ther
thi.ugh

boot camp

reason
tot

nti'

bm- that

some treets,

th.

dental

as-

whterteas dienti srs art

relatively new to the camp.
officers for a

I know of instances where all the dental

of the camp were ill with respiratory disease

section

at the same time.
IMl*• I wonder if any thought has been giver .--the wearing of
any kind of mask?
Burton:
and more

Has this thought been proposed or considered?

Yes;

however,

e .thetically

other approaches might be as effective

satisfactory.

tests on only one. type of mask,
mation.

The mask

happened

students at the U. C.

We have conducted prelmiinary

so I can only give you limited infor-

to be of the type

issued

to the dental

School of Dentistry in San Francisco.

It was

found to be ineffective in filtering out 1-5 j4 particles when it

was

placed over the intake orifice of the Andersen Sampler.
Kniazeff:

Air screening,

and other things,

I am sure, would be

applicable.
Burton:

Yes;

perhaps the study of means of preventing the dis-

tribution of air within and from environments used for dental diagnosis
and treatment would fall in the realm of micrometeorology.
ethicy:

I think it would be interesting to note that even with

the aerosolization problem,
ease is not great.
It

is

as you presented it,

the incidence of dis-

Apparently humans are a highly resistant population.

therefore difficult to understand or to study mechanisms of infec-

tion when you have these high levels of exposure.
Burton:

This is

true.

I think one of the

problems

of under-

standing what is going on may be related to a scarcity of reports.

A

great deal of effort and time is required to publish and distribute in
the open literature.
It

Then someone must tabulate the several reports.

is interesting to note,

however,

was nor as efficient as today,
lished.

that in the days when communication

more inforajition of this type was pub-

As communication has improved,

sponsibilities have changed,
Harper;

and our social and legal re-

we find fewer instances reported.

i want to ask a very simple question.

Has any air sam-

pling been carried out during dental operations to show that there is
an increase in

microbial

bearing

particle counts over normal counts

during dental operations?
Burton:

Yes,

there has.

in the next paper to be presented,

Bob

Mil'er will report what we have done to date.
Morton:

The associated fact strikes me as quite

terested here from the

medical

viewpoint,

but lesions generally in the mouth,

odd.

Not only dental

I am inlesions,

seem to cause very !ittle trouble.
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Why is thsis?
up, yo

know

Is it

the mouth environment

-_

you can't bandage it•

without an infection;
&z~rtuný:

Ad
n you normally get

any

why is this?
The difficulty

These are go~od questions.

with recognizing
dilution,

you can't really clean it

intra-orai

associated

signs of pathology may be related to the

abrasion. and removal of debris.

This •ould alter the gross

clinical expression of pathology observable in or ni, teher tissues of
Lhe body.

The haetericidal effect of sali-sa has bean checked,

and ac-

cording to some reports in the literature, has been found to 11 insignoficant.
nourished,

Whather

a

coposite

colony of microorganisms resides,

is

and multiplies in the oral cavity, but is not recognized as

similar in form to pachologicel situations seen in or on other tissues,
is not really known,

Whether other

alter the

of signs or symptoms

expression

one may only speculate upon,
of

microorganisms

tissues do not
unknown.

is

occor that might mnak or
--

chese are thIngs that

know..

Why several species

that enter the body through the oral cax, i.y nr its

produce

Greater

for itttle

events

symptoms

research

at the site of inoculation is

activity

our understanding of the several factorz involved.
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1lao

iE obviously needed to improve
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AEROSOLS PRODUCED BY DENTAL INSTRUMENTATION

R. L.

Miller,

W. E.

Burton, and R. W. Spore

School of Dentistry
University of California
San Francisco

Occupational hazards form an
dentistry.

integral

part of the practice of

Examples of such hazard* are the cardiavascular sequellae,

postural maladies, radiation and traumatic injuries, allergies, poisonings,

and
1

team")

infections

suffered

by the members of the denttl health

Our interest has been in hazards of infection.

.

Primarily,
two routes.

the dentist's risk of

The first is by contact,

infection

manifests itself by

best illustrated by the cases of

non-venereal syphilis( 1 ) and viral hepatitis( 2 ) contracted by dentists
and their

ancillary

personnel as a result of digital manipulation of

the oral tissues of an infected patient. The second is by the airborne
route.

Because of his proximity to the patient's face while operatilg,

the dentist is exposed to any
the patient.

respiratory

pathogens

We speculate that he is further

to microbial aerosols

generated

disseminated by

jeopardized by exposure

by the use of his instruments in the

patient's mouth.
In the practice of dentistry,
instruments,
mouth.
ments,

the dentist often applies rotating

and air ano water sprays, to the contenrs of the patient's

As A result of these applicatlons,

microorgant•srs,

tissue frag-

dental restorative materials and oral fluids ore dt!ven into art

airborne state.

Similarly,

prosthetic

mouth and laden with oral debriz

may

appllinces removed from the

serve

as

sources of microbial

aerosols when subjected to rotating instrument or sir mud water sprays.
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tr

First,

This paper is a report of two surveys:
study of aerosols

in the mouths of dental

produced

a quantitative
during

patients

a study of microbial aerosols

treatment for timple caries; second,

produced by the darntal lathe -.4ion a denture was polished.
M

=CLINICAL PROCEDIURE SURVEY

1,
ITt

Karantzis( 3 ) reported the finding of

evidence

semL-quantitative

Stevens(4) presented
of

handpieces in the mouths of patient#.

dental

duced during the use of

in aerosols pro-

bacteria

1'crobial aerosols by the air

turbine

handpiece during use in a

for further

patiant's mouth and made a plea

of the production

study

of the production

This section describes the quantitation of the aer-

of these aeroso-s.

osols generated in the

mouths

dental

of

parients during a typical

dental procedure.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
The six-stage Andersen sampler(
generated in and

5

) was

used

to

sample

aerosols

from the mouths of dental patients during

emanating

dental operations performed in the clinics of the University of CaliSan Francisco.

fornia School of Dentistry,
sisted of two large bay#,

dental

clinics con-

each containing 50 dental chairs and units.
the c¢oics each accommodated approxi-

When used to maximum capacity,

dental students,

patients,

mately 120 people;

The

dental assistants,and

instructor-dentists.
Andersen samplers were operated at an air flow r'.ce of I ft
3%

impinging airborne particles en
dishes.

For each operation,

/!min,

blood agar held in plastic petri

air samples were taken about 2 inches

from the mouths of 6-10 patients,
of restorations.

3

with the exception of the polishing

We found that the

operations had to be

polishing

sampled at an 8-10 inch distance for 15 sec to prevent exceeding the
maximum capacity of the

Andersen

samplers.

plates were incubated aerobically for

After sampling,

72 hr at 35 C.

agar

The resultant

colonies were counted and the numbers of colony forming units per cubic
3
foot (ciu/ft ) of air were cslculated,

factors of Andersen(5).
aerosols was

using the methods and correction

The median particle diameter

(mpd)

values assigned to various stages of the Andersen sampler(
stage one,
2.0

98

of

the

estimated by use of probit transformations and the mpd

7.5 4i;stage two,

iý stage five,

5.5 U; stage three,

10 U; stage six 0.8 u.

3.5 u;

5

),

viz.,

stage four,

RESULTS OF THE CLINIC STUDY
We found

that microbial

aerosols were generaLed in

and discharged

from the mouths of dental patients during performance of dental procedures involving rotating instruments and air and water sprays.
sumiarizes

accumiclated

the data

during

charged from mouths of dental patients,
centration frcm
All

efu recovered

on or in

the

3

12.5-140,000 c/uift

These aerosols ranged in

with mpd ranging

respiratEory

thereby would have been

tory system to the level
While no
ducted,

system,

capable

we observed that

study
the

including

samples

of colonial

of

colouial

forme

diameter

and alveoli(

6

in low incidence.

was con-

air samples taken in

were found in

of 5.9 p.

between

correlation

the clinic

air

the

types cononly associated
that

the ernviron-

The environmental

clinics had anlaverage of 15.5 cfu/ft
We found no

).

recovered from aerosols dis-

3

in

or less in

of the organisms recovered

charged from the mouths of dental patients

teria and fungi

the conjunctiva.

The alpha and gamma hemolytic streptococci

the majority

air

5 p

bronchioles

environmental

primarily

with air saprophytes.

mental

con-

1.3-7.0 kz

of penetrating the human respira-

of the terminal

qualitative

clinic were composed

comprised

from

from the aerosols were of a size capable of impinging

huma"n

Thirty to 90% of these viable particles were
and

Table I

thv sampling of aerosols dis-

air of the

(range of 7.3-29.4) with a mpd
the concentration of bac-

and the number of people occupying

the clinic; however, we did not attempt a complete survey of the environmental air in

the clinics,

As indicated

by the data contained in

Table 1, operations performed under conditions of a clinically
field (saliva,

blood,

and water pre,.La)

sols of higher microbial
under dry

content

field conditions.

wet

ronsistently produced aero-

than did the same operations performed

The use of cotton rolls

or the rubber dam

to maintain a dry operating field was correlarcd with lower concentrations of microorganisms
i.e,
tion

18-226 vs.

in

aerosols producing during

1i,000-140,000 cfu/'ft3 observed tor polishing a restora-

with and without the use of the rubber dam,

With but

the operations.

one exception,

of the aerosols was
conditions than it

the polishing

.msller for
was for the

operations
same

respectively.

of a restoration,

the mpd

performed under wet field

operation

performed

under

dry

field conditions.

'9

TABLE 1.

Surmary of concentration and particle size distribution of
colony forming units (cfu) in aerosols generated in mouths
of patients during selected phases of dentaý treatment

r.e!-

Operation

Pretage~

eil
FieIedian of particle,
particle less than

2

ieCfu/ft

,

diameter

.

None

mental air)
1

5.9

29.4t

Polishing teeth
using prophy
cup and pumice

Wet

35.0

11,488.0

4.9

45

Drying of teeth
using air
syringe

Wet

98.0

944.0

1.3

90

Cutting of
preparation
in tooth using:

e

Air turbine
W4th air spray
Air turbine
and water spray
557 bur
Contra-anglg
557 bur

I

Polishing
restoration
using the

straight
handpiece with
a Robinson

35
33

12.5
16.2

42.5
8
5. 3

7.0
6.?

Wet

40.0

212.0

4.8

52

23.0

194.0

5.5

42

3.1

40

Variable
wet and dry

"Finish ing"
restoration
using the
contra-angle
with 5/8"
cutsle disk

1

We

Dry

[
Dry
Wet

Dry
Wet

32.0
4,679

18.0

86.0
6,337.0

226

1.1 x !04 1 4 x 105'

2.7

4.2
425

55

6.5

30

bristle brush
and pumice

Wereas the use of the water spray with the air :urbine handpiece
has been considered advantageous in reducin4 the obvi)ui flow of airborne tooth structure and dental materials from the patient's nouth(0),
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we found that when the water spray was used,
the serosols produced was
wan small,

actually

significance lies in

to reduce the content of viable

there woo a

decrease

water spray,

i.e.

While the difference

the fact that the water spray failed
particles

in the aerosols.

Purrher,

in the mpd of aerosols generated when using the

4.8 u, for the water spray and

wLich would not serve to

spray,

the microbial content of

increased.

advantage

6.7-7-0 u

for air

in terms of an inhalatory

hazard.
When using rotary

the air turbine did nat produce

instruments,

larger quantities of microbial aerosols than the conventional enginedriven handpiecee

7he higher operating speeds, 200,000-300,000 rpm for

the turbine compared to 6,000-8,000 rpm for the engine-drlven handpiece,

and the exhaust of about 1/2 ft3imin vf air by the turbine in-

side the patient's mouth,
sol

production.

brushes,

disks,

apparently made little

contribution to aero-

Data in Table I indicate that the use of polishing
and prophylaxis polishing cups consistently

produced

microbial aerosols of greater zoncentratLon than did the #557 carbide
dental bur used in all the cutting operations.
The air

syringe,

used to dry the

field of blood and debris,
cfu/fC3 with a =pd of

generated

1.3 •o

teeth
aerosols

or clear the operating

containing up to 944

Ninety per cent of these viable par-

ticles were 5 p or less in diameter.

The reported values for microbial content of aerosols dissemknated
by a human being during quiet breathing range from a low of 0.03(M) to
a high of 0.53(8) organismms/ft3. For talking, the repotted values range
from 2.0(8)-40.0(7) organisms/ft 3 . Bourdillon, Lidwell and Lovelock(7)
established the microbial content of the sneeze at 77,000-200,000 organism..
Comparisons of these values for natural human activity with
our findings in the dental clinic (Table 1) indicated that the "low"
concentrations of cfu observed for many of the dantal operations were

comparable to the act of speaking.

The "high" concentrations

of cfu

observed for the dental operations consistently exceeded the "high"
value reported for speaking.

In the instance of the polishtin

of a

restoration using a Robinson brush in a wet operating field, the dental
operation produced microbial aerosols equivalent to a

At the present Lime it

sneest,

is impossible to assign a risk rate to the

inhalation of the aerosols produced by dental instrumentation.

We
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have found no published reports that definitely link clinical cases of
respiratory diseases of

with those of their patients.

dentists

With

no standards of air hygiene to act upon, one can be guided only by comWon sense.

one Could speculate that a potential health

Intuitively,

hazard exists for a person

exposed

aerosols emanating

microbial

to

frM a patient's mouth when these aerosols exceed the microbial dissemination normally associated with breathing and speaking,

and whict. on

reach the pronortion of a sneeze directed into his face.

•occasion,

THE LABORATORY PROCEDURE SURVEY

SECTION II.

areas

and smoothing

expedient

method of removing oral debris

dental lathe is the equivalent of a muachinist's bench grinder,
with

buffing

muslin

pumice held in a pumice

The

cut during denture adjustments,

or

ground

patients are frequently iol-

of

mouths

Dentures taken from the
ished by the dentist as an

fitted

that serve as carriers for a slurry of

wheels

reservoir

The pumice serves to polish

pan.

the plastic, metal and porcelain components of prosthetic appliances.
we found

in a preliminary study cf denture polishing procedures

that the polishing of a set of dentures taken from a patient's
contaminated the
pumice siurrv.

polishing
Microbial

pumice

in excess of

Andersen

operator.

sampiers

cfuiml

of

p:oduced during these polishing

aerosols

4
operations contained about I x 10 bacterial

use of

I x 10'

mouth

positioned

at

cfuift

3

as determined by

chest level of the

lathe

Samples of pumice taken from the pumice reservoir pans of

cotmercial and

private

dental

laboratories

had

bacterial

contents

ranging from 1.4 x l05 to 3.0 x 108 cfuiml.
The following experiment was designed to determine the extent of
airborne contamination occurring in a dental suite when a denture was
polished on the dental

lathe using tracer organisms in concentrations

approximating those found on patient's
dental

dentures

or in the pumice of

laboratories.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

rhis survey was conducted
a waiting room,
atory,
suite
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an office area,

in a private dental suite consisting of
three dents" operating rooms,

a dark room and a lavatory.

Figure I is

a labor-

the rloor plan of the

OPERATING~
RROOM

F~c I.Flor pan f te rvatedna
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h

odtoig
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rmined the
by

tympere "air wonditipningd

ofite
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pumlohaitiemperand

2by-1ddi0tion or rtemival ofheatrs
fandotand
air
moppleddtonally

affcrste
ractionneaws

uyperpherpart leakthe room
The flor

tlow
pattsracrosf the

otthruhe dograthenealrI

ceiling-mounted

spreadtdhowgh the wallins,

exhaust

the

oferdi-r

sutewere dsetoftheroondb

ten

hailntfeahe
aroo was deoiisrangu
tingl

duct to be tampered and redistributed to the

var ious roomns of the suite .

Air moved along the

walls

at a rate of

10-20 ft min with drafts occasionally reaching velocities of 50

ft/mmn.

The centers of the rooms were characterized by confused turbulence and
low ait velocities.
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Sorracý ia 6caes

The tracer organibýms,
grown in

strain 8 UK.

were

broth at 31 C for 24 hr on a rotary-type shaker-

Bunting's

incubator.
Dilutions of freshly harvested cultures were used to
"seed" the "tesat" dentures and polishing pumice used in the experiWo S.

ments.

nmarcescens was recovered frow the environmental air of

the dental suite during nia&e I (see below) of the experiefnt.

etc.

ws

noted herein-

was the result of our experimental procedore and, un!eas
after,

It

marcescens recovered dilring the experiment

therefor& assumed that S.

numbers, colonieu,

concentration,

concepts of recovery,

bacterie,

refer to S. nercescens.
Recovery of

airborne

bacteria

volunteers and by the use of various
Mouthwash samples(9)

cormaecing

Bunting's

the

broth(iO)

itmediately

volunteers

were taken of all human

before and 15 min after
Twenty-five ml of

was made by mouthwash of human
types of mechanical air samplers.

test polishing operations.
was gargled and rinsed about
Expectorated samples were

in the mouth of each volunteer for I min.

)

then treated with 5 ml of saliva liquifying enzyme('

seriai

and

The

dilutions of the "digested" sample plated out on Bunting's agar.
places were incubated 48 hr at 35 C and the colonies counted.
Settling plates used in all
2

having a 155 cm

surface area of

of the polishing operations.

rooms

of the

Bunting's

suite

agar

were plastic,

exposed during each

Six-stage Andersen samplers,

fitted with

plastic petri dishes containing Bunting's egar were used in all rooms
except the dark room and lavatory.

Additiomally,

Decker Samplers(

12

)

were used in the waiting room and operating room 11, and a Naval biological Laboratory alit sampler(9) in the laboratory.

In each room,

sampling stations were set up with air samplers in positions normally
associated with the heads of patients or members of the dental health
team;

i.e. near the headrest of the dental chairs,

for persons seated in the office or waiting room.
were operated for 1-5

min

and at head

3
at a flow rate of 1 ft /min.

were incubated 48 hr at 35 C.

level

Mechanical samplers
Sample plates

The concentration and the mpd of aero-

sols were calculated by methods descr.b•d

in Section I of this paper.

To simulate conditions of bacterial contamination observed during
polishing of dentures in the private

dental

laboratory,

late aerosol production with various polishing procedures,
our testing procedures
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into six phases:

and to correwe divided

Phase 1-. Controls.
We monitoted the air, using settling plates and

Decker and Ander-

aenvisen samplers, to determine the incidence of containation in the
ronmental air of rhe dental suite.
The Plishing of dentures after "disinfection" of thl d.n-

nhese 2.
tures

ed.

WS

A set of steam-sterilized acrylic dentures,

the "test" dentures,

dipped Into a broth culture giving them a total surfoce contamina-

was

of about I x 10'

tioni

cffu (which approximated

the levels of microbial

contamination found for dentules of clinic patienta).

After "seeding',

the "Lest" dentures were "disinfected" by itersing them into a solu100 ppm available chlorine,

tion of sodium hypochlorite,

for I min,

Following the "dislnfection" step, the "test" dentures were

polished

on the dental lathe for 5 min, using a steam-starilized polishing "setup".

The "test" dentures wer& then set aside,

Dentures taken from the

mouth of a volunteer, J.B. Sr., were then "disinfected" and polished in
a similar manner.

After they were polished, J.B, Sr's dentures were

agaLn "disinfected",

rinsed under running tap water and returned to his

A mouthwash sample from J.B. Sr. was taken and assayed immedi-

m-uth.

t,tely satwr receipt of his dentures.

Mouthwash samples were taken of the

other volunteers stationed in the various rooms of the suite before and
5

min

after

the polishing of the den.•ures

was started.

Air in the

various rooms of the dental suitre was sampled for 30 min ¢conmencing
with the polishing operations.
Phase3.

'h1e

polishing of dentures with no disinfection attempted.

The experimental situation was identic•l
cept that the "disLnfection'

ex-

step was omitted.

The polishing of dentures simulating the u2se of contaminated

Phase 4.
pumice,

to that of Phase 2,

no disiafection procedures attempted.

The experimental situation was the same &a Ph*se 3.

except

that

S. marcescens was added to sterile polishing pumice at a concentration
equiv•[ent

to the average level of bacterial contamination found in the
laboratories (1.7 x IO7

pumice pane of private and comercial dental
cfuml.
Phase 5.

The polishina of a denture with "seedqd" pumice to character-

ise the aerosols produced, no disinfection procedures attsepted.
The procedures weri, Lentical to those used in

Pha&e 4,

except

Ila

that

the pumik

.4s

maximutv leveIs of
cOW-4Ieic•oal

contamInation

ai~d private dental

CLt-vý'Lration

high

to levels about

"needed"

bacterial

(2.9 x 109 Cu',]I .

laboratorien

was used to

HO-fnld higher t In

the

of pumice we observed in
Thil

&erosols containing suffi-

generate

cient viable bacteria to permit estimition of npd and half-life values.
Phase t,.

TVIiLhiny, of dentures wh51e usini ldinfec

ton orocedures

and A vent£l•ted protective hood mounted over the larhe.
A

rc.ntrol

test was conducted Compareble

to Phase 5.

however,

the

number of sampling stationsi was reduced. Thie volunteer's dentures were
not polished

to prevent massive contamination of his mouth.

Polishing of dentures using the disinfection steps and protective
hood was as follows:

"Teat" dentures and

tures wsre soaked in a solution of sodium
available chlorine,

"seeded"

1 win

for

3 x 109 eft/ml.

ventilated,

"99.90.

Mine Safety Appitance

efficiency at 0.3 p mpd).

1,000 ppm
The

'The lathe was

protective hood that had

a face velocity of 300 linear ftmin air flow,
charged through a

J.8. Sr.'s den-

before and after being polished.

polishing puimice contained

isolated by a negative-pressure,

volunteer

hypochlorite,

with the air wash dias

absolute filter

(rated at

After pollshing and "disinfection",

J.Bo Sr.'s dentures wer

linbed for 1 min under flowing tap water and

returned to his mouth.

Mouthwash samples were taken of J.8, Sr., the

lathe operator, and two other human volunteers

stationed in the labor-

story and office area,
The concentration of bacteria in the polishing pumice was determined for all phases of the experiment.
operations,
of the

lathe

petri dishes
operator

During some of the polishing

were taped to the face,
to

hands,

and clothing

determine the effect of splatter of micro-

organiasms by the lathe.

RESULTS OF NE LABORATORY PROCEDURE SURVEY
In all phases of our

experiment

involving the polishing of den-

tures using "seeded" dentures of polishing pumice,

aerosols were gen-

erated by the dental lathe and distributed to the various rooms of the
dental suite.

Tables 2 and 3

coveries of airborne
experiment.
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sumaarise the mechanical and human re-

S. marceecene

made during the six phases of the
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ic higheat conitnt,

aýtting rýcm

lavatory and darkroom.
ticna:

*v*

iecraoss
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T`h

the concentraLtin

of the aerosols was

#I"

1f

r

",

followed

t:peratln~rgo

by

U;c-

&,-r

.are

by the offic@ area,

2. uptrsittg roa

1,

concentration of Lhe aerosols tees proporin

the polishing pm=ic-,

consistent

•tnd

tne dietribu-

with the air fIv- patternsman

tame"d by the "air Conditioning" Syst"'
In Phase 2 of the experiwenit, where "disdnfactlcni" of the
denture was attempted prior to polishing,
reached a

maxiuw

in the laborstory of

conrentration

"seeded"

the lathe-produced aerosols
11-2 cfur"f.

3

.

With the exception of operating room 1, airborne S. marce•cens was re-

covered from every room served by the "air conditioner."
Phase 3

(equtvalent to Phase 2 with the omission of the "disen'l'servsd for dt polishing

fection" procedures) simlated the conditions

of a patient's dentures saoer using sterile purmice. Here, the aerosols
3
generated by the lathe reached a maximum coacentration of 259.2 cfu/ft
in the laboratory and wvre distributed to every room served by the
"air condltioner."
In a comparison of the result- of experLmental
Phase 2 and 3, we found the use of sodium hypochlorite,
able chlorine,

100 ppm avail-

to have some value in reducing the numbers of bacteria

introduced to the pumice by the
concentration was about

"sceded"

1,000-fold

denture.

This reduct-i-

In

for the pumice and bacteria trans-

ferred to tthe volunteer's mouth by his denture,

but only 20-fold for

the aerosols produced.
In Phase 4

where the

levels

of

bacterial

contamination

polishing pumice of private dental laboratories were simalated,
polishing of the dentures with "seeded"

of
the

pum-ice produced aerosols having

Again, all rooms served by the
up to 717 Cfu/ft in the laboratory.
The lavatory, al"air conditik.ner" contained airborne S. marcescens.
though nor served by the "air conditioner",

also received airborne S.

marcescens.

During Phase 5,

where we saimulated pumite pan contamination cur-

ditions. but used a 10-fold higher bacterial

level than "normal",

aer-

osols were generated by the lathe exceeding 2,615 cfujft3 in the lac>oratory,

with all rooms of the suite receiving the airborne tracer.

When the same test procedures were used as the controls for Phase
6,

the lathe-produced aerosols reached 3,540 cfu/ft3 in the laboratory.
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protect ive hood and disinfection procedures accounted fur better than
an 8,r e-fold decrease in the
thdental

"use of

lathe.

suffato

the hood ranged up to
Kv

disseminati

of mbroois

on

if the uccl

QidMOtiC

h
4,310

yrow-w,

settleing
we"

ýTiU,

plate;

M,-

hy the,

suite WIchn-Ut the
when

however,

Was

sTarerenzin

1

recovered on settltng plates.
A comparison of the Andersen sampler data and the settling plOte
data io Table 2 indicated that a general agreement existed between the
two methods of sampling airborne microorganisms.
proved that surface

contamination

resulted from the dissemination

by the dental

in

the

The settling plates
roos of the

rar ios

of S. matryccens

ulite

geneted

faersol
in

lathe in the laboratory.

Twenty-one of the 35 mouthwash

samples

taken

from human volun-

teers sta-ioned in the various rooms of the dental suite during Phases
2, 3, 4, 5 and

the control test for Phase 6 contained the tracer.

viouely. the viable
disseminated

to

particles

the various

in

aerosols generated by the

rooms in Curncentations sufficient

inhaled and deposited In We respiratory systemopef man.
JhP.S. and LI. were our most consistent "samplers";

Outý

be

they ware also

marcescens recovered from the mouthwashes of the

operator and the human volunteer 3.8. Sr. who had

to

Volunteers

the only habitual mouth-breathers in the groups of volunteers.
norber of S.

tob-

lathe were

The
lathe

dentures polished

on the lathe, were directly proportional to the number in the polishing
pumice.

This relationship is illnustrated in.Fig.

2.

The difference.

in diose levelsi Jbserved Was due to the lathe operator receiving an inhaled dose, and volunteer ISB. Sr. receiving an inhaled dose plus an
oral dose carrited to hi.
the

three

trials

of

by his fleshly polinhov 2CSOt-_

the hood-arrd-hypochiorite

:

'disinfection'

two Of
procedures

we recovered 5. marcescens by mouthwash of the lathe operator.

Later

we' realized that for these two trials the lathe operator had sm ked
cigarettes immediately after polisning the dentures.
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It

was therefore

.1
1

S7

I

I

,04

00

Urg-sins in pumice
Recovery of Serratis mar-cescena frCo human
expoeted to aerosols and contswtnated dentures.
Source of centamination:
pumice and dental lath~e

_FG2

"sbjects

pouH-ie7

that he had manually transfeired S. marcescens

from the pumice pan.

to

his mouith

In each z. the three tests of the hood and "dis-

infection" procedures, more than I x 104 cfu were transfiatxed

to the

volunteer J.B. Sr. by means cf his freshly polished dentures, despite
the dentures having had a I min "disinfectant" treatment in sodium
hypochlorite solution (1,000 ppm available- chlorine)

and a thorough

rinsing, under runring tap water before being returned to his miuth.
No S, marcescens was recovered from the Lnuths of the other human sibJects occupying the office area and lab-oratory during the three tests
of the hood and hypochlorite treatment.
Thus far,

ye have ieported the magnitude and distribution of aer-

osols generated by the dental lathe.
tertstics,

these aerosols had coon chsaac-

varying only slightly from one another.

Data from Decker

zn-S NBL alit samplers indicated that aerosols traveled at velocities
eQal to thooe provided by the "air conditioning"

system;

i.e.

&erosols
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Vabie particle distr:bution as collected by the Anderson
sample. for laboratory area, phases 2, 3, 4 and 5,
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FIG. 6.
Numbers of airborne Serratia recovered from
office, operating room 2 and operating room 3.

The time-course of aerosol build-up and decay in three rooms is
illustrated in Fig.

6 where the similarity of the aerosols distributed

to the various rooms can be seen.

The conCentration of the aerosols

increased and reached a peak in about 12 min; i.e. 10 min of polishing
and 2 mln travel time from the laboratory.

The viable content of the

aerosols then decreased, exhibiting half-life values of about 3-1/2 sin.
Although particle size did influence the die-away of the aerosols,

the

rates observed were probably due to loss of viabillity by the airborne
bacteria.

In Fig,

7, where the individual slopes of the curves were

plotted as a function of the mpd established for the corresponding stage
of the Andersen sampler,

there was a direct relationship between par-

ticle size and die-away rate.

However.

life values taken from the nomogramz

if

one compares physical half-

of Bourdillon

having mpd of 2-3.5 "; via. 1-1/2 to 3-1/2 hr,
life values c 2-5 man,

13

)

for

aerosols

to our observed half-

it is reasonable to ass•m

that physical decay

played a mall role in total die-away rates; organisms legs sensitive
than S. marcescena would have remained airborne for extended periods.
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FIG, 7. Relationship of "decay' of aerosols generated
in a dental suite by a dental lathe to particle size
as collected by the Andersen sampler.

Ancillary to the generation of aerosols, large particles of
"seeded" pumice were splattered by the lathe during polishing operations.

Plates

attached

operators became literally
polishing a "seeded'

to the face,
overcrowded

neck,

arms,

back, and legs of

with colonies as a result of

denture or a denture using "seeded" pumice.

When

the protective hood-and-hypochlorite-solution

treatment was used during
polishing operations, no S. marceacgns was recovered on petri diahes
taped to the operator.

CONCLUS ION3

We found that microbial aerosols vere generated in and discharged
from the mouths of dental patients during dental instrumentation in concentrations exceeding those reported for the normal human activities
of breathing and speaking.

We also detovstroted that bacteria con-

tained in polishing pumice or clinging to the surface of a denture could
be atomized by the dental lathe,
by an "air conditioning"

116

system,

carried to all roomsof a dental suite
and

deposited

in the respiratory

system of hiumn beings occupying the various rooms of the suiteý
lie hold the opinion that a health h4Assrd

"li

be created by such

the denture or pumice were to contain pathogenic microor-

aerosois if

innate and

ganisms.

We know that the normal mechanisms of imnunity,

acquired,

serve to protect man against the vast majority c,

organism

he imhales.

However,

the micro-

we must atiwvs keep in 2ind that the

greater proeortion of human infcuctioua disease to derived

from

other

human beings(6) and that the donors of microorganisms shed to dhe air
may be clinicai c"eca,

aAb-cltnizai

it is the pathogen of extraordinary virulence inh*led by the

disease,

recipient, or thie one previowasly
hazard,

cases -r carriers of infectious

ea..

,Mvcooacteriunm

untAncountered,

-which ser-vee

as a

tuberculosis and the viruses associated

with respiratory diseases.
We are confident that the correct and appropriate relationship of
these potentIal health hazards to man can be established with adequate
study.
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DISCUSSION
Morton:

What does it

take to identify the actual bacteria gener-

ated in the denture operation?

I know you have got Serratia,

but pre-

sumably these entirely alarming figures of yours must relate primarily
to non-pathogens or all of our dentists would be sick most of the time.
R, Miller: Our studies have been essentially a quantitation of
bacteria in aerosols generated from the patient's mouth by dents! -nstruments.
In the few instances where classification of the recovered
hazteria was attempted, we noted that the majority were Gram-positive
cocci, usually streptococci,

Str. mitis or Sir. salivarius.

To attempt

to classify even a small portion of the organisms recuvered would be
an astronomical job.
Kethl-y:
I believe about the time I belonged to the Boy Scouts,
(my father was a dentist),

118

there was considerable

agitation

on that

subject in the

journals.

I think there were also some statistical

studies about 30 yr ago.
dental schools --

some

Some basic
critical

research

studies.

because there was no supporttng

work was being done in

I imagine they bogged down

serobiology

were considerable discussions at that time,

to lead the.

but there

together with dLicussions

of gauss masks, which were beginning 'to scare people.

I,

jijller:

Mile you are on the

aubj1ects

different stages of the Andrsean sampler,
the samlr,

of as~ks:

there were no identifiable differe*nce

counts or number of tooth
petri dishes.

particles

In terms of health

wholly non-existent.

In the

where a mask was used over
between

bacterial

seen during the gross search of
hazard,

these figures are almost

We know of a case wherein a

dentist

finally

admitted that he had contracted silicosis using the dental lathe and
that aerosolized pumice,
point where it

blowing into his face constantly,

affected his lungs.

reached a

We have a case of a dent• t here

in this area who has mercury poterning as s result of breathinS aerosols from the air turbine.

I can't spieak for the dental profession

as a w1-*ole but only as a student.
we find that if

Raoever,

in student health records

you compare the records for respiratory disease (this

is a dispensary type of thing), you find that the dental student has a
mean figure something like 1.50-190 visits per 100 students per year to
the dispensary for respiratory disease, whereas the pharmacy and medical student,

on the same campue,

living in the same dorm (an apper-

ently equivalent situation), starts at 40 and goes re 140 visits.
rates are in a different bracket.
from 6-43%.

Our

Our TB conversion rate has varied

Some pharmacy student groups come up to 25% conversion,

but ordinarily we have the highest TS conversion rates on the campus.
VFTF*:

Did you give your results in terms of numbers of organ-

isas or organisms/particle?
R. Killer:
tually if

The data were presented as

colony forming units; ac-

one considered the numbers of organisms,

edly would have been higher,

the figures undoubt-

for each cfu may have consisted of more

than one viable organism.

VFTF:

Aren't most of these air

turbines

operated with a sall

vacuum cleaner alongside of them? My dentist has a technician standing
there with a small vacuum cleaner and whenever he turns the air turbine

*

VFTF = Voice from the floor.
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in your figuees the air

I am wondering --

on, he turns the vacuum on.

turbine does nor look so bad -- what happens to the air?
it

Where does

go?
Air evacuated from a patient's mouth by use of an

1U
evaocuator

orl

a hose to a trap

through

is generally carried

where

After passage through

liquid* and large pieces of debris are reoved.

to

the trap, the air is either dtscharged into the rotem or is carried
a sewer lln n*were it

is dz.schare~d throuh a roof veut.

we do not use

an oral evatuator at the University of California Clinics, so I have
insreduwing airboCrne

not had an. opportunity to evaluate ire# ettiucay
contaminat ion.

eas interested

Someone at Fort Detrick

V";:

in

tion of people

that there are

size that few people are aware of it)
masks available

thich are really qute

now commerciall-

available;

around your nose and
tering.

in

plastic

eve

a really

to conment

some
are

about the hazar,

them

you fit

devices;
acceptable

job of fil-

to your dental students.

them highly

We can imagine the hazard

Newton:
care

currently
These devices

effective,

they do pe-torm

I would recommend

(to empha-

they are being tested and are really quite
They

and comfortable.

reliable

protec-

in personal

I just want to point out

hospital work.

to the dentist,

but would you

boy sitting

to the little

out

there

the waiting room, waiting to be treated?
R.

Miller:

As I say in

a tracer experiment,

the lathe

the paper,

osols produced by a dental lathe.

We need a "clean room",

or comparable

to make a test of spread of organisms from a

environment,

mouth to other rooms of a dental suite.
not

study was strictly

demonstrating the mechanical dissemination of aer-

readily

distinguish

between

At

the

present

patient's
time,

we can

and the common air

oral bacteria

saprophyces.

".s•pt.
earlier,

in

oftentimes

L.

Your work was all

Miller:

the first

paper,

in aerobiology one forgets

the conjunctiva,

iclude

done with bacteria,

whereas

I think that

viruses ware mentioned.

that the respiratory system must

especially with viruses,

so a mask is

not

going to be the complete answer.
R.
clinical

Miller:

I tend

observation

had an unusually high

to agree.

It

has been

incidence of eye

infections,

cluding a herpes simplex dendritic ulcer
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as a strictli

that dentists stationed a. a local Navy base have

of

primarily

the cornea.

Oral,

in-
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LATENCY OF WESTERN EQUINE
ENCEPHALOMYELITIS VIRUS*

E.

Paul Adams

Department of Bcteriology
NorXUI IaKoLa State University, Pargo

Encephelttis symptoms have been noted in war. end animals for many
1
Karl Meyer" ) in 1932 first

years.

noted that these
the soa•e area.

infections
Howitt)

2

often

in 1938 first

Encephal;valitis (_WE) virus from the
sscertained

time it

has been

widely

distributed

amng

the

is,:ated
brain

tranaitttia

although

diseaseo

Nan and the horse

The disease is arthropod-

sites and ticks have been shown to be capable of

the virus,

they are not believed to be important in tranc-

Several species of mosquitoes have been shbwm to be capable

mlision.

of carrying the virus,

be 2Lj~

quine

Since that

animal population with wild birds ap-

are believed to be secondary terminal hosts.
&ad

the Westerun

of a child.

that the WEE virus my periodicall7 be

peering to be the primary hosts for the

borne,

the cases in man end

described

followed those found in horses in

but the principal vector at present appears to

tarsalle,

The typical transmission cycle appears to be as follows:
1. A mosquito takes a blood meal from an irfected bird.
days(3'

4

2.
The mosquito maturates the virus in its body for eeveral
) depending on the temperature and ingested viral dose.
3.

the virus,

*

The mosquito bit*e

a suceptible bird and injects some of

initiating a naw infection.

Supported in port by a USPHS Grant No. EF 12-828, end completed at
tth Uhiwmraity of Utah during leave from North Dakota State University.
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The neh, •,st deveiops a viremia after several hours of in(ubati•,.- and this persist for 2-4 days.

Foliojwng the period of

S
tint'h!

antibodies

vircmija,

b.l od stream are believed respinsible

that appear

for auto-sterilizing

the

blo.d.
y titer rises in the blood stream and there is

The antif

b.

s5ome evidence that it remains ata high level for the rest of the bird's
life.
The only time the bird may serve as a link in the chain of transmission is during the time that
stream.

Thus,

it demonstrates a viremia in it.

blood

public health surveys that demonstrate a large popula-

t,'on ot infected or recently infected birds and the presence of large
numnNers

t'f

suitable vectors give occasion for alarm.

The problem in studying the

epidemiology

of WEE is to deterr.fe

its reservoir of infection when the dis~ase is not apparent among the
bird or aiimal populations.
the winter-

It

Where does the virus find sanctuary during

is obvious that it

must have living tissue to survive.

Many theories have been advanced to
WEE virus,

explain

the overwintering of the

but none have been completely satisfactory.

Let us list

some of the more prominent theories:
The virus may be harbored over winter in hibernating mosqui;:oes.
With the advent of cold weather, mosquitoes retreat to such placec as
rock piles,

ainimal burrows,

atures in these areas are
centage of the

insects

old cellars,
apparently

are able to

mine shafts,

near

freezing

survive.

etc.

The temper-

and a small per-

W. C, Reeves and co-

workers(5)
havt been able to isolate WEE virus from mosquitoes every
month in the year except December.
It should be remembered, however,
that the

mosquitoes

the winter.

apparently

Each time that

had intermittent blood meals through

WEE

virus was isolated from mosquitoes,

nucleated red cells were also found in dhe gut contents of the mosquito.
indicating that it had recently fed on either birds or reptiles.
If

C. tarsalis is

encephalitis viruses,
going into

to serve as an
it must have an

hibernation.

There is,

overvintering
infective

however,

C. tarsalits does not take a blood meal before
on carbohydrates

sucked

6

from plant Juices( ).

reservoir

blood

for

meal before

a strong indication that
hibernation,
Hammon,

but feeds

Reeves,

and

6

Golinds( ) have even gather evidence which indicates that a prehibernation blood meal is not compatible with the successful hibernation of
1

Best Available Copy

an

'vetWentrting of C,

tarsalis

Atrrmpts to isolate WEE virus from hiberrnting noatui
more

in. the

one exception to this finding has appeared in the literature:
and Winn(>,

found

taken fr en 'ilneahafie

These poý;Is were collected December

in Colorado.

mr ;t

in tn. event.

through February.

eUthii
r
i

thAt over-

ftee

wintering of the WEE virus tn hibernetlng mosquitoes is
to the

Blackmors

Jf fef.-ale C. tarsolis

in one of 50 pools

virus

WEE

Only

in general, not proven successful.

Northern latitudes have,

no:. the answer

problem.

for overwinteUn& is chat the infection chain

'The second thev

flýiehrý o

ma2be continued thrhjýLu/.fr,-_jtorv
presence of encephalits vir asea in

birds.

The occasionda

the bird populaCions In m igratory

areas South of the U.S.A.)

indicates that suitable vectors for infec-

tion chains may exist there.

On the other hand,

wintering areas,
Southern U,S.A09),

or to find it

the feilure to isolate

titer in birds enroute from the over-

antibody

virus or detect a bigh

in

migratory

birds

wintering in the

argues against this explanation for winter survival

and the reintroduction of virus into Northern areas.
Vectors such as ticks and mites transmitting the virus from host
Tramsovaeian passage in tlicks is recognized

to host durin& the winter.
as a mechanism for the

of the

perpetuation

Russian spring-sumrer encephalitis virus.
however,

Oermacentor variabilis

showed that

louping ill

virus and of

The work of Grundmann et a.
Triatoma senguise

and

would not transfer virus from infected animals to susceptible animals
a few days after feeding on infected animals.

Thus,

apparently these

ticks do not maturate the virus but only transit it mechanically.
finding somewhat

limits

their

importance

as

possible

This

winter-time

vectors, although more experimental work should be done on this approach.
WEE virus has been
and for a time it

1951,

vector.

1
isolated from bird mites" O by Miles et al.

was

believed

that they might be an important

Later investigations by Chamberlain et

Saint Louis EncephalomyelLtis (SLE)
using WEE virus,

.

working with

virus, and Winn and Bennington(12)

indicate that detectable virus persisted iles

2 days in mites and no transmissions could be demonstrated after
that mites were not an

tLime.

They concluded,

vector

in the transmission of these viral encephalitides.

Reeves etsl./

13

),

therefore,

in

than
k&at

important

in a study of 61 captured wild birds held under
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carefully controlled conditIons, noed five conversions from a negative
to a positive WEE neutralization index during a
period.

The only

arthropods

and bird mites Ornit-thonvs

4- to 7-month holding

observed in the aviary were

susIjvisrum.

Aasal mites

This may indicate that under

certain conditions these mites could serve as important vectors and explain the overwintering of the WEE virus,
The fourth hyp•theais

ii

that hlbernatini rptilies Might harbor
to activity in the

the virus throukh the winter months and restore it
spring.

Gebhardt and ri1 1 l(14) and Thcmas and Eklund(

15

) in 1960 were

able to demonstrate that WEE virus could be carried through the winter
by garter snakes under laboratory conditions.

In the autumn they in-

jected snakes with virus and allowed them to hibernate under simulated
natural conditions.
nation,
up.

in the spring, when the snakes came out of hiber-

they were shown to develop a viremia as the temperature warmed

Virus levels in the snakes during the hibernation period were very

low or non-detectable but

increased

with the increase in body temper-

ature that developed during the warm spring months.
Karatad( 1 6),
toises,

skunks,

working in Georgia,

anoles,

collected snakes,

turtles, tor-

and alligators and tested them for virus atd

antibody titer. Of the 99 reptl-es tested, he found seven (five snakes,
one turtle, and one alligator)

to possess significant titers of Eastern

Equine Encephalomyelitis

virus-neutralizing antibody at the time

of capture.

(EEE)

He was, however,

unable to isolate any virus.

The possibility that reptiles may serve as
presoents a very interesting approach

gotors have studied hundreds of snakes and have
demonstrable virus.

Gebhardr And Hill(14),

claimed to have found live WEE virus in the
following hibernation.

overwintering

to the problem,

Several

failed

however,
blood

hosts
investh~

to find any
have recently

of a garter snake

The importance of this discovery will require

further verificati.A but may well be of considerable
plain ng overvinter ng.
The fifth hypothesis for overwintering

is that

hosts M•y harbor the virus as a latent infection .ich

importance in ex-

bird

or animal

would remanifest

itself at a later date due to some external or Internil stimulation.
Several instances have been noted in the literature where birds or
UmmseIaS have been shown to harbor virus several weeks or months after
the initial infection.
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leeves

et al.(13) injected 284 birds with WEE

virus en.vd was able to re-isolate the virus from various organs and the
blood 1-10 months later.

17

Slavin(

) injected 2-week-old mice born to

hyperimmune mothers and isolated SLE virus in 3 of 14 pairs 71-162 days
later.

able to recover vaceinia virus
bit.

Olitaky an" Loag(

Using ae electrophoresis prtoedure,

Oliteky et sl.ý19)

133 days after

its

injetion

were also able to recover

18

)

.re

into a rab-

the poliomyelitis

Vi-.un 23 days after ii had bean injected into a mo&ey, which subsequently exhibitod all

full recaovezy.

the syviqtows of polio,

followd by an apparent

Here a&gin, erlectraphureaiss
wa %Ad to

virus from the imme serum in

which it

meats would tend to indicate that virus can
host for long periods of time.
is

In

apparently masked by the presence of

other cases

the v

These expertIn

persist

many instances

lien

a ma

detection

neutralising

the

separate

was suspended.

of virus

antibodies.

In

s apparently reaches some sort of equilibrium with

the immune defeness of the body and may appear in

the passage of a period of time.

a

free

state

One would think, however,

after

that the

latter situation would be the exception rather than the rule.
it

has been known for some

which a virus can be

time that

dissociateC

there are several means by

from its

combining antibody.

The

method of electrophoresis has already been cited. Rubin and Franklin(20)
reported that * small percentage of cow;ined
can be dissociated from its

Newcastle Disease Virus

antibody by dilution.

Other workers have

noted this same phenomenon vith many of the viruses.
could explain the appearance of virus in

This mechanism

an animal system if

the animal

were passively Immunized and produced enough new tissue and body fluids
to dilute out the virus-antibody mixture.
Mandel(

2 1

) has shmwn

that a change in

1001 dissociation of poliovirus;
phenomecn

in

Howe(22),

pH

will

lead to almost a

perhaps conditions exist for such a

the mammalian system.
working with the poliovirus,

virus from feces during the period of late

was able to recover
convalescence.

covery was affected by extracting the feces with Freon 113,
protein extractant.
113.

This rewhich is

a

No virus was recovered without the use of Freon

The success of the

Freon in

aiding the recovery of the virus was

believed to be caused by the removal of antibody
covery

the

that was making re-

by conventional mans.

Soeve(23)

performed a very

Interesttng

experiment using rabies
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virus.
of the

he injected a group of 24 guinea pigs with rabies virus and 11
subsequently died with the symptoms of rabies. Seven and one-

half months later, 12 surviving animals from this group were started
on a regimen of ACTH treatments. Three of these 12 guinea pigs subsequently died with the symptoms of rabies. Rabies virus wis positively
identified from one of these three by sub-passage in mice. This finding
indicates that combinatIon of virus-antibody can actually be shifted
towards the liberation of free virus by appropriate hormone treatments.
The dissociation of virus from antibody by digestion with proteolytic enzy'es offers some very interesting possibilities, Chesrer(24)
was able to demonstrate the dissociation of tobacco mosaic virus from
25
antibody combination by pepsin digetion, Kalmanson end BRonfenbrenner( )
in 1943 were able to dissociate coliphage from anti-coliphage using
either pepsin or papalt digestion. The pepsin digestion was mach slower
and had to be performed at a rather low pH, which is often detrimental
to many viruses.

The pepsin digestion, however,

proved to be very ef-

fective and would liberate phage in a short period of time.

They fur-

ther noted that if the phage were over-neutralized with a large amount
of antiphage and allowed to sit for a long period of time,
the phage
could not be recovered. On the other hand, if the phage was just combined with enough antibody to neutralize it,

then it could readily be

recovered by pepsin digestion.
These studies prompted this investigator to wonder whet the effect of pepsin digestion would be on WEE virus combined with antibody.
The literature indicated that EEE virus was sensitive to chymocrypsin
but not to trypsin. Since Kalmanson and Bronfenbrenner had such good
success with pepsin on the coliphage, an experiment was thus set up to
determine the sensitivity of WEE virus to pepsin. A concentration of
papain of 1:10, 1:100, and 1:1000 was set up and WEE virus introduced
into these enzyme preparations.
2-1/2 hr at 37 C.

The mixture was then digested for

The results of this experiment showed that the 1:10

and 1:100 concentration of pepsin were apparently

toxic to the virus

but that the 1:1000 dilution yielded as good a recovery of the virus

as the untreated controlSubsequently,

an experiment was set up to determine if

be recovered from neutrelizinig antibody.

virus could

Virus and antibody were com-

bined and allowed to equilibrate for i hr at 37 C, then the mixture was
subjected to pepsin digestion for 2-1/2 hr.
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About a 50% recovery of

1:100 and 1,2000 dilution when compared with

virus was obtained using a

the control.

tion of papain is
It

shwda th•t about a 1:600 dilu-

Further experiments have

optimal for recovery of the virus from the antibody.

has also been noted that the

ratio

virus appears to be important.

of ieutrallaing antibody to

"Overnamitalized" virus is more diffi-

cult to recover.

Further research is required in this area to clarify

this problem.

any event,

il

it has been proven that tAe
hWU virus can

be dissociated from its neutralizing
ifce-or, ~.*

antibody

and

recwered

in an

tatr.

The fact that a

neutralizing

antibody

Rnzyme can release WEE from its
and that virus can persist in the presence of

proteolytic

antibody for prolonged periods of time, opens up a whole new field of
epidemiological

as far as the study of the latency of

possibilities

arthropod-borne viruses are concerned,
Let us reconstruct a hypothetical Case of infection from a latent
source.

Assume that a mosquito takes a blood meal from a bird that has

recently returned from a migratory flight

(resulting in its having an

&drenocorticotropic hormone).

This bird has been infected

the previous year with WEE virus and still

has combined virus-antibody

excess of

circulating In its blood stream.

The hormonal stimulation effected by

the stress of the migratory flight has shifted the virus-antibody equilibrium to the point where the virus is

just neutralized.

ingests this "just neutralized" blood and
enzyme digestion in its gut.

liberates the virus.
C.

it

to proteolytie

Thic digestion destroys the antibody and

(Scrivani,

Reeves, and Brooklmu

tarsalis could destroy the antibody in

then undergoes multiplication during the
(see the work of Merrill and Ten Broeck(
crease),

subjects

The mosquito

24 hr

or less.)

intrinsic
27

( 2 6 ) showed that
The virus

incubation period

) denoting a 10,000-fold in-

The mosquito then bites another susceptible bird host and

the chain of infection is continued through the winter.
of the puzzle appear to be present.

All the pieces

Efforts to reconstruct

this entire

picture by experimental evidence have not yet met with success but efforts will be continued along this line.
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THE PERS ISTENCE OF PA STEURELLA TULARENSI S
IN SOILS UNDER A VARIETY OF
CLIMATIC SITUATIONS

D. 5, Thorne
Biological Division, Dugway Proving Ground
-ugway, Utah

Contaminated water has been
tularemia in man.

in

several outbreaks of

While the exact means by which the uater becant con-

taminated is not known,
(1)

implicated

several possibilities exist.

the presence of dead,

include

These

infected animals in the water,

(2)

the dlis-

charge into the water of contaminated animal excratory materisls,
(3)

the contamination

of

water

runoff

during

Pasteurella tularensis organisms from dead animals or excrement.
animal discharges can contain large numbers of P.
shown by several workers,

including

present data at these meetings.
it

became of interest to

some

P.

tularensis

That

has been

in our laboratory who will

In considering the third possibility,

determine

the length of time P,

can persist in soil under a variety of
The persistence of

and

with soil containing

tularensis

climate

tutarenais

and soil conditions.

in the soil is the subject of the

present report.
To investigate this problem,
selected.

three

different

They were all taken trom the Dugway,

the general
knoll soil",

saline-alkaline

type.

The first,

was a very fine wind-blown sand.

content of about

0.5% and

soil

types were

Utah area and were of
designated as "sandy
It had a soluble salt

contained a very small

amount

of plant

debris.
The pH of the saturated soil was 7.5.
The second type called
"clay flat sail" was a silty sand.
It contained about 1% salt and a
small amount of plant debris,

Its pH wus 7.9.

1he third type designated
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r

"salt flat soil" was a tilt

htich contaired about 67 salt and was nil

Its pH was 7.1.

in organic matter.

The variables

considered

surface vs. subsurface contamination,
to sunlight vs. shading,

(1) soil type,

in this study were

(2)

(3) soil moisture, (4) exposure

(5) depth in the soil, and (6) seasonal changes.

The soil vas Contained in trays whieh utre sunk into ltheground.
These trays were covered with hoods to

roteroc

the soil fro

factors such as wind and rain and access by animals.
ered L.'

Shaded jlots an

sunlight.

pIaOstiC hoods

covered

extraneous

Mptal hoodu covr

the plots

exposed to

0&-er plots were covered with screens as a check against any

o

ditetoa
ffct

trMetal orTPlastic hoods.

The plastic

transmitted about 67%. of tie germicidally effective energy -f
daylight,

This figure was

determined

used

sxmer

by weighing the transmitted in-

tensities of several spectral bands in texrs of Luckiesh's (19.6)

curve

for the relative germicidal effoctivensas oa radiant energy.
The hoods were

ventilated

by means of louvers in the ¶-ides and

top of the hoods, and surface and subsurface

soil temperatures outside

and beneath the hoods were recorded during the experiment•
summertime

A typical

.

temperature for the surface of the ground was 140 F

,Aximni

as cmpared to 145 F under the plastic hood and 1i0 F under the metal
hood.

Subsurface temperatures during the same period were 115,

and 100 F for the outside,
The ground

temperature

of the organism.

hood than ouvtside the hood; either

plastic

would ieem to b* incompatible with the survival

Ground temperature under the metal hood

cooler than the

outside,

maximum surface

temperatures

as would be expected.

plastic hood, and metal hood,

face temperatures during ais
plastic hood,

remained

Typical wintiertime

were 80, 110 and 65 F for the outside,
respectively-

considerably increased by the

side,

125,

and metal hood, respectively.

got very high during su"nr days and was only

slightly higher under the
temperature, however,

plastic hood,

pre3ence

lere the temperature was

of the plastic hood.

period were 70,

and metal hood,

Subsur-

85, and 60 F for the out-

respectively.

Surface inoculation was effected by aerosolizing a suspension of

the virulent Schu strain of

"*

"Fletx-O-Class"
Chicago,
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F. rularensis

plastic film.

Illinois.

with a Chicago

Thickness 4 oils.

atomizer

Warp Brothers,

over the filled trays
Mixed

contained

in a special

was accompi Lsahe

inoculation

ijnOculstinZ hood.

The

by aerosolising the material with

a Chicago atomizer intu a modifIed concrete mixer containing the soil
and then placing the inoculated soil into the trays.
watered were

sprayed

Plots twich nre

vith distilled water periodically to maintain

oist condition of the #oil,
in order to study all

split plot type of

experiaental

set. up in two replicates,
or "environments".
and moisture
plots,

soil type,

sunlight exposure aed shadiag, a

design vee chosen.

soil plots Were

Etch repllcate containad fiv* ioi-piots

Each "enviroament" consisted of a particular hood

combination.

Whole-plotb

were divided into two split-

one being the surface inoculation and the other the mixed in-

oculation.
plots

of the factors:

combinations

type of inoci~liation. *oil moisture,

Each split-plot in turn was divided into three aplit-aplit-

corresponding

into eight

t• the three soil types.

compartments.

sampled each time.

One of the

All units wer

Each soil was divided

comparctents

of each soil was

randomly arranged,

In this setup

each soil was represented in each type of inoculation for each enviroanment and each environment had two replications.
Sampling was done b-ytaking a 3/4 inch diameter core of the soil.

"be

surface layer down to a depth of

1/4 inch

A 20% suspension of the

I and 1-1/4 {nch from the core were asayed.
soil ves made in
gelatin and O.%
on

gelatin
Na 2 .PO4 .

Peptic Digest Starch

phosphate

and the layer between

diluting

fluid containing 0.2,

Appropriate dilutions wre made and plated
medium

The plating medium contained

(Levin,

500 units

r-upin, and Cabelli,
of penicilltn/ml,

strepomycin/iMl and 300 "& of actianone/ml

1962).

500 a

of

to inhibit the normal soil

microflora,
In the first experiment,

which was conducted in June 1%2,

the

ma•lmum temperatures ranged from 94-99 F and the relative humidity (IH)
ranged between 5 and 45%.
evident that P.

In this experiment it

tularentss would not survive

exposed to sunlight under these hot,
down to a depth of at
soil was sampled and it
ever.

ten

became

aediately

longer than I day in soils

dry conditions,

Th i

was true

least 1-1/4 inch wich was the deepest
did not matter if

that the

the soil was watered,

How-

the soil plot was shaded by the metal hood, no recovery was

obtained from the surface sample after 24 hr, but viable
was recoverei up to 72 hr in the subsurface samples.

. tularensis
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after 24 hr in soils

organism

to these harsh conditions wuld be eon-

exposed

fined to the subsurface

the

of

recovtry

Since it was apparent that the only

unlight, all other

layer of soils shaded from

suaear-time experiments were limited to soils incmulated by mixing and
Five hoods were employed

shaded from sunlight by metal hoods.

Experimetts conducted

watered treatments.

each

were the watered and non-

split-plots

hood being a replicate, and the

,

the wintertime

in

Included

surface inoculation and sunlight exposure as previously described.
It was
T•e second experiment was initiated o August 27, 1962.
concluded on August 31.

The weather

ture at the time of saetuo

was

sxa again hot and dryand M

60 F

Tempera-

Maximum tempera-

wae 27Y.

tures during the experiment ranged between 74 a.,d 88 F

with Iowa down
Th-e soils

RH during the experiment ranged between 7 and 48%.

co 48 Fý

were initially dry.

All plots were shaded with metal hoods and the
Forty-five ml of a suspension con-

soil was inoculated by mixing only.

of

was inoculated into 38.4 kg

training 27 x 1010 organisms/mi

eech

soil, giving an initial concentration of 30 x 107 organims/g of soil.

persitýtenee

tLime of

than in

longer

significantly

of 39 hr wes

time of the organism inhsalt flat soil

persistence

The average

the other two soils.

Watering

longer than that for sandy knoll soil which was only 12 hr.

the persistence time being longer for soils

had a significant effect,

which were watered than for soils which were not watered.
a watering-by-level

The persistence time for the

watering

watering in a

with soil type;
similar

Likewise,

watered and non-watered soils is

soils is the average

since there was no interaction

in other words,

manner.

did in the subsurface

individual

between watered and non-watered plots,
of

all soils responded to

the persistence times for

the average for all three soil types.

The third experiment was initiated on November 13,
until February

18,

1963.

weather was encountered.
46 F and

the RH was 44%.

over this long period.

There was

in that wateriag increased the per-

interaction,

sisteance time in the surface layer move than it
layer.

The

significantly

for clay fiat sold was also

26 hr

1962,

and lasted

During this prolonged period much freezing
The

temperature

Temperature

at the time of setup was

and humidity varied considerably

Temperature in November ranged from 15-63 F,
and in 4anuary and February from -16 to

in December from -5 to 57F,
50 F.

Soils were initially moist.

All plots were shaded by

hoods and the soil was inoculated by mixing only.
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metal

Forty-five ml of a

suspensiao

organrims/ml was inoculated Into 38,4

containing 28 x 1O01

kg of soil,

giving an initial concentration of 33 x 107 organism/g of
time for sandy knoll soil was 210 hr or about 9

aoII.

The persistence

days.

That for salt fiat soil was 280 hr or about 12 days

soils were not significantly different.

However,

These

for clay flat soil

the persistence time extended to 2200 hr or about 92 days.
WaLer caused a significant difference but,

Strangely,

in thiS ex-

periment the persi*tence time was decreased in soils which were watered.
This phenomenon mIght be explained by the fact that continued watering
over an extended period might leach the soluble salts from the soil,
decreasing the osmotic pressure of the soil solution.

Leaching

these saline-alkaltne soils also causes a rise in the soal
might be harmful to the organism.
interaction.

It
in this

Again,

there was a

When the soil was watered , the persist-

ence time was about the same in both layers,
watered,

of

which

Levels were significantly different;

the organism persisted longer at the lower level.
watering by level

ph

hut when the soil was not

the persistence time was less in the top layer.
is my opinion that the initially moist condition
experiment

is the

predominant

persistence time of the organism.
ducted during

factor which led to the long

Another

September and October

of the soil

1962,

experiment

uhich was con-

when condition& were con-

siderably more hostile, supports this impression.

In cha- experiment

the organism persisted in moist salt flat soil for 35 days as compared
to less than I day in dry clay flat soil.
In an experiment conducted in December 1962,
and surface inoculation were again employed,
effect of sunlight

exposure

of the organism on the surface.

in the summertime.

there was no significant

at the deeper soil level,

some evidence that sunlight exposure
the subsurface soil does not

when plastic hoods

decreased

but there was

the persiatence time

In the wintertime the temperature of

attain

the

lethal

degree that it

does

Sunlight exposure in the summer definitely has a

deleterious effect on the microorganism in the soil.
the proportion of this

effect

On the surface,

due to heat and that due to germicidal

radiation would be difficult to ascertain.

Certainly the soil in the

summwrtime reaches temperatures that are incompatible t•
Any lethal effect of sunlight at the subsurface level

the organism.

is most certainly

due to heat alone, since any germicidal radiation cannot penetrate soil
to this depth.
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Diiferences between soil types are iniconclusive in these experimenits.

It

is quite likely that each boill has its own opticrue range of

moisture for the survival of the organism.

Since the initial moisture

coytent of the soilv varied b~etween experiments,

t~he reason that orne

atil gave a lo'ngaer parsistence time than. Another may simply be be-cause
the moisture level Af the soils in that particular experiment was
nearer the opttium for the favored soil.
Watering,

in.general,

had the effect of produceing higher rccov-

trien At least in- thie ea-rlierr 43wplfng tir.,*, Kuz ini

me experiment in

which the persistence time was considerably ext~ended, ccmntined watering
Thbis phenomenon might

caused a significant decrease in the recovery.

be explained by the fact that prolonged watering leaches the soil of
its soluble salt and decreases its osmotic pressure and alsoY that
leaching of these saline-alkalinie soils causes a rise in the soil pH.
There was a consistent watering-by-level interaction In these ex-~
periarents, in that reco~very in the surface layer of dry soils war.much
less than in the subsurface layer, whereas in soils which were watered
the recover) was more nearly equal in the two levels.

This effect was

perhaps more pvonounced in the coarser sandy knoll soil which tends to
dry out faster than the o~ther two soil types.

This effect is probably

due to the rapid drying of the surface of the soil.

Applyi~tg

water

keeps the surface In a moist condition more nearly equal to that at the
subsurface level.
In summadry;
of a

P. tularensia, when inoculated by the aterosolisation

concentrated

suspension

onto

the surface of dry soil, whether

or not the soil was subsequently watered, would not survive longer
than 1 day under hot) sumertime conditions, and when it was mixed into
thet soil it w-ould not survive longer than 1 day down to a depth of
1-1/14 Inches if

the soil was exposed to sunlight; however, if

was shaded from sunlight, the orgatimsm could
this lower depth.

Whein the soil was

persist

initially

the soil

up to 72 hr at

moist and protected

from sunlight and the organisms were mixed into the soil,

F. tularensia

could persist in the subsurface soil under hot, summertime conditions
for at least 35 days and under wintertime conditions for. at least 92
days.
Subsequent watering of the soil tended to prolong the persistence
of the organixm in the

surface

layer of the soil more than it did at

The Lnitiai moisture condition of the soil appeared

the deeper level.

to be an important factor Lnfluencing the persistence of the organism.
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DISCUSSION
Derr:
found,

As most of you probably know, a number of years ago it

was

I think, that streptococci lying in the dust or on the floor of

the barracks,
iods of time,

though they retained their viability for prolonged perrapidly lost their ability to infect men.
A number of
people have since been involved in studies wherein the association of
viability and

infectivity

of

P. tularensis

is rarely demonstrable

within relatively brief periods of time in the airborne state for both
experimental animal and man.

The

about your studies on viability is,
ship of viable

will,

F. tularensia

question

that I think is crucial

what do we know about the relation-

under these storage conditions,

if you

to the soil and tLeir infectivity?
Thorn.:

The recovered organisms in these experiments

are spot-

checked for virulence by guinea pig inoculation as well as being identified by slide
case; however,
Hatch:

agglutination.

Virulence

was demonstraed in avery

no titration of virulence wes attempted.
Are you aware of the fact that

isolated from the
taining cystine?

Bitter Root Valley,

P. tulUrsmai

Montana,

has been

in soil samples con-

Did you attempt to add cystine to your soil semples?

Did you use other media to determine viability?
Thorne:

No,

we have done neither of these,

used was Peptic-Digest-Starch.

The only medium we

Proc.
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EXPRIMENTAL INFLUENZA VIRUS INFECTIO1W OF MICE

J. L. Schulman
E. D. Kilbourne
Department of Public Health
Cornell University Medical College
New York, N. Y.

For a long time it
4

has been recognized that mice are susceptible

to I•nfection with influenza viruses.

Strains of virus that have never

been previously passaged in mice readily multiply to high titer in the
mouse respiratory tract,

and strains adapted to mice b- serial passage

produce typical areas of pulmonary consolidation that frequently
to death of infected animals.

Nevertheless,

it

lead

has proven experimen-

tally difficult to induce mice to transmit influenza virus infection
from one to the other with reproducible
ago,

results.

A number of years

Eaton observed transmivsion of influenza virus infection when he

housed infected and uninfected mice together in small Jars. The spread
of infection was determined by the presence a pulmonary lesions in the
contact animals.

Since that time,

however,

other investigators have

encountered difficulty in obtaining similar results.
For the past 3 yr we have been working with an experimental model
to study transmission of influenza virus infection in mice.
course of these investigations we have defined a number

of

which significantly influence the rate at which infection is
mitted- factors

In the
factors
trans-

that may in part explain the difficulty that other in-

vestigators have found in the past.
Mice were infected with influenza virus by exposure to an aerosol
mist of vireos in a closed chamber.

The chamber was simply an old auto-

clave that had been modified so that a nebulizer could be

introduced
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t?

at right angles to a roo

air inlet, and an exhaust opening could be

attached to a vacuum source.

Twenty-five liters/min of air were evacu-

ated from the chamber; 20 litera/ain entered the chamber as room air
and 5 liters/min ware iAtroduced through the nebuiiser.

During a 40-

min period mice were exposed to approximately 100 mouse infective doses
of influenza A2 (Asian) virus.
Contact between

infector

wa estahblihed accerdt-g t;

mice and previously uninfected animals

one of tv

ex-perimental

designs.

In the

first of these, infector mice were placed, two each, in small stainless
steel cages shortly after infection. Twenty-four hr later, contact was
initiated by adding two previously uninfected mice to each cage. A 24hr period of contact was permitted, after which contact mice were removed and isolated in individual cages for 48 hr.

Ground lung suspen-

sions from contact animals were then prepared and inoculated into chick
embryos to demonstrate the presence or absence of virus.

This partic-

ular time period for contact was chosen for specific reasons.
To determine the period of maximum infectiousness, four successive groups of
contact mice were exposed to the same group of infector mice for 24-hr
periods belnning immediately after initiation of infection.

Virtually

all transmitted infections occurred among mice exposed to infector mice
during the period from 24-48 hr after the infection of the infector
mice.
This selective period cannot be related directly to virus titers
in the tissues of
of infections.

infector

mice at various periods during the course

Peak titers of

virus

were not attained in the lungs

until 48-72 hr after initiation of infection, and titers were not appreciably lower at 96 hr.

Titers of virus in the trachea were likewise

still at peak levels at 96 hr, and appreciable titers of virus in the
nose did not appear until long after transmission ceased.
we obtained throat swabs from infector mice at
lowing infection.

24-hr

In addition,

intervals fol-

The percentage of swabs from which influenza virus

could be isoisted was as high (60%)

96 hr after infection as

after

either 24 or 48 hr.
If I may digress for a moment, I think that these observations pinpoint a frequent conceptual error. We tend to equate infectiousness
with the ability to isolate organisms from an appropriate site
potential infector. Obviously,

in a

the presence of such organisms in sites

from wich the infection can be effectively transmitted is essential
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to such trtAamisjio.

Mowvoer, the mare presencte of the mi•corganism

does not prove that the subject is capable of effectively introducing
that microorganism into the environment and infecting other subjects.
We have observed that, in fact, sne animals in our experimental

model

transmit influenza virus infection much more effectively than

others.

I have already explaineu that in the first of our experimental mtodels,
two contact animals are housed vdth two infector mice during the con-

tact pariod.

In 28 individual experiments,

we have examined 511 pairs

of contact mice to determine the frequency with which both, neither,

or

Ve found that there were =are pair#

one of a pair acquired infection,

in which both mice, or neither, become infected than was predicted- Conversely, fewer pairs than predicted ware found in which one animal acquired infection and the other did not.

that the infector mice vary in their ability to transmit In-

results is
fection.

Our interpretation of these

in cages where there was a good transmitter, both

contact

mice tended to acquire infection, whereas in those cages where neither
infector mouse was a gooc transmitter,
acquired infection.

neither exposed contact animal

In some of these experiments we examined the tis-

sues of infector mice for influenza virus at the end of the contact
period.

Infector mice from cages in which one or both contact animals

acquired infection did not have higher titers of virus in the

nose,

trachea or lungs than infector mice that did not transmit infection.
The varying ability to transmit infection is not,

therefore,

consequence of varying titers of microorganisms in

simply a

the tissues of po-

tent ial infectors.
I mentioned earlier that we
influenza A2 (Asian) virus.
to the CAN strain of

employed

a

We chose this

influenza Al,

mouae-adapted strain of
virus

after comparing it

a strain of virus which has been

extensively passaged in mice but even on initial isolation was found
to be quite

virulent

for mice.

We found that the CAM strain multi-

plied to greater peak pulmonary virus titers
that it

(72

hr after infection),

produced more extensive pulmonary lesions and caused a higher

mortality rate than the A2 virus.

Nevertheless,

to be more rerdily transmitted from one animal to
therefore chosen on that basis.

the A2 s-ain proved
another

and was

I believe that these results point to

the need t- dissociate transmissibility from other parameters of virulence such as leaion production and mortality.
The second type of experimental design was employed to study the
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.*.*.a~t

a

mechanism of spread of Infection, whether by large droplets Introduced
into the

Imediate

of the infectors or by tiny droplet

ienvironment

nuclei which are more freely dispersed.

In this model, contact was in-

itiated in a large cage inside a closed chamber through which the air
flow could be controlled.

In each experiment we maintained a constant

ventilation rate (rate of air flow through the chamber) during the entire 24-hr period of contact.

As we increased the air fl'w from one

experimenr to another. from 213-230 iiters/min, the rate of transmitte*d
infection declined.

We feel that this

inverse

ventilation ard transmission strongly #engst*
by droplet nuclei.

relationship between

chat infetio

is spread

One would not expect spread by larger droplets to

be influenced appreciably by ventilation, since the particles are airborne for only very brief periods.
by a double mash wire screen.

In addition, the cage was divided

On one side we placed all the infectors

and half of the contacts and on the other side the other Contacts.

In

this arrangement, some of the concact mice were allowed to mingle freely
with infecrors,

whereas the other group of

contacts

were physically

separated. The actual am-unt of physical separation was not sufficient
to absolutely preclude spread of infection by large droplete, but it
did insure a significant difference in the mean distance between infectors and contacts on one side of the cage as compared to the other. if
infection were spread by droplets, this should have produced an appreciakle
In

difference

in infection rates in the two groups of contacts.

act, no such difference was found- an observation that we believe

supports the

hypothesis

that

infection is spread by droplet nuclei

freely dispersed in the environment.
In the course of these latter experiments, we were able to measure
the relative humidity (RH) inside the chamber during the contact period,
and found that the mean RH varied from 40-70% in different experiments.
We found that
decrease.

as the RH increased

the

transmission

rate tended to

These observations are in accord with those of

Harper and

Heames et al. who showed that airborne influenza virus survived less
well at higher RH.
In the course of experiments in which contact was initiated in
small cages, we found wide seasonal variations in the rates of transmitted infectlon.

During the first Bunmer we found that only one of

120 animals exposed to
in
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experiments carried

transmitted
out between

infection

acquired the infection

July and September.

This was

in

contrast to the preceding

December and January.

posed contacts became infected.
with seasonal

of the ex-

when, 22t

nhese differences were not associatred

in peak virus titers or pulmonary lesions.

differences

Part of this striking difference seemed attributable to the Influence
in animal rot

of RIM. These early experiments were conducted

equipped

with ordinary air conditioning and with steam and electrical
in the next vear,

during the winter.

however,

we equipped two of the

rooms so that a year-round temperature, of 72 F and

aJOI•nd,

Under these conditions,

maintained.

,.iere feyr iras

sriking.

seasonal variations

Nevertheiess,

In

50%

RH was

in transami-

even with year-round con-

trols of temperature and RH, transmission still
more frequently

heating

occurred appreciably

during winter as compared to summr months.

this experimental model we have excluded the effects of varia-

tion in crowding and stress as a result of exposure to cold,
which are so often

incriminated

respiratory infection.

factors

in the seasonal variations in human

Only part of the seasonal fluctuations in our

experimental model seem to be related to the effect of humidity,
we are left with

variations

Lone theoretical possibility,
from the infector mice is

and

for which we have no ready explanation.
however,

is

that the release of virus

influenced by their respiratory tract secre-

tion, and that these secretions are,

in turn,

course of influenza virus infection)

by the bacterial flora.

influenced (during the
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DISCUSS ION

ff*'

with regard to plague,

In the older literature,

reference

is made to the individual who had pneumonic pilagie with a very fr.,thyre is any chant4e in the character of the
type sputum.
I wonder if
mucus accretion in the transmitters vs.
it

ia

wintero-tin

--

it

in

We have

not

In

involved

thte

the mouse other

than by

might be very

ir a prertt

crude

the

to the

thing t- study
that mucus

We also think

We have

in

relative

duigtcult

methods,

important.

Perhaps

mlce

umer-time,

observations

"ade any
that

mucuD secretion;

secretic:r'

the nonrtranamitters.

be

may be a lot d-fterent than in the

s$huwbmn:
changes
in

flora that migh.t

the kectorital

observed,

however, that

pulmonary lasions in the good transu•tters are no greater than in the
MWar we did was to kill

poor transmitters.

assay

at the end of the contact period,
make estimations as to

of the infector mice

all

the virus

in

their lungs,

lesions.

the extent of pulmonary

and

There was no

difference in the two groups. As to bacterial flora, we also feel that
this may play a significant role, at least with regard to the seasonal
The mice were not born

variations.

in

our laboratory;

chased on the outside at 4 weeks of age,

not,

been able to demonstrate

thus far,

it

flora, although we haven't studied

terial

observer has shown
atory

so that all

before they were actually delivered

variations were possible
We have

infected

in

flora in

some

the respir-

experiments we have
Sordetella bronchi-

the infector mice with a gram-negative rod,

r- pit-

septice, an organism which multiplied quite well in the mouse's
story

tract without killing

the animal.

lesions which subside,
with

Three

it

influenza and found that the

produces
we

days later,
doubly

been infected with the bacterial
observations made years ago by
with streptococci
better,

and influenza,

but were poorer

Shirnefield;

organism.
Clover,

Yes;

of

ceptibility
*
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VTF?-

infection.
factors rela-

the capacity

I haven't presented those data.

tion than younger mice.

doubly

to trans-

the mice?

older mice were more susceptible

and the ability

agreement with

infected

Did you have an opportunity to study

susceptibility

Schulman:

in

the streptococcus much

of the influenza

tive to age and susceptibility of transmission;
mit vs.

i•.

animals

transmitted

transmitters

those animals

animals were much

that had not previously
This

that

small pulmonary

infected

xnfected

poorer transmitters of influenza than animals

bacOne

extensively.

very

In

tract of mice does vary seasonally,

to us.

any difference

the past that the bacterial

in

they were pur-

sorts of seasonal

to acquiring the

There was no

to transmit

the

to acquiring the infection,
Voice from the floor.

difference

infection,

We

found

transmitted

that

infec-

with regard to age

but there was

in

th_

aut-

P44K~. Ficat latuma. Sywp. Aamoh~ial.,ftalqCif,16

STUDIES ON EXPERIMENTAL RESPIRATORY
INFECTIONS INMONKEYS

Saawl Saslaw
Department of Medicine
Ohio State University College of Nedicine
Columbus, Ohio

One principle I learned as a graduate student from Dr. N. Paul
Hudson was that if you ever talk to a group,

remember there is

some-

body in the audience who knows more than you do about the subject.

I

have always respected this, even when talking to a small county medical
society or to students.

It

is obvious that I am now addressing a group

highly skilled and accouplished in the field of aerobiology.
Our work with monkeys for some 25 yr has included studies of influenza and streptococcal

infections, singly and in sequence(1-3)

nutritional studies with Vitamin M(4ind

0olic acid det cienciee( 5 , 6 )

7 8

effects of total body irradiation( ' ) tolerance of chloremphenicol(1 9
and studies of histoplasas infections (10 ). flre recently, we have
bean impressed with the correlation between what we found in tularemia
infections in humans as compared to what we observed in monkeys
We like to work with monkeys because the clinical observations simulate
pretty closely what one sees in a patient. Monkeys also lend themselves well to hematologic and serologic studies.
Studies we did some 25 yr ago on influenza in monkeys were done
by intranasal instillation under so-called "light ether" anesthesia.
and we lost a few monkeys to that "light anesthesia". The threshold
was a bit precarious. They coughed and gagged if not adequately anesthetized and one wasn't certain of dose absorbed.

Under these conditions we found that the PR8 strain of influenza virus did not produce
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obvious illness.

We did get a leukoponi* and serologic

we had introdurpd the agentts.
cOCcus,

they

likewise exhibited no vbvious

tmers,

cytosis and saerologic evidence of infection.
together,

nothing unusual happened,

streptococcus 2-3 weeks later,
streptococcal eepticemia.
crude methods,

evidence

that

When we gave them a type C srepLobut had a.

When we gave both agents

Influenzs virus followed by the

however,

occasionally resulted in

Since these studies were dune by rather

we ftlt that rnow, with newet wethuda, we had the chance

to re-evaluate some of these data ar well as working with other organisms in anticipation of doing soae work in monkeys on mixed la•ections.
The studies we are going to describe today ate of a preliminary nature
wherein aerosol challernge was conducted in a .todel 3 HenderSon appuraLug.
First of all, after giving them a hewolytic streptococcus aerosol
containing about 4.3 x 10

organlsms,

we found really nothing clini-

cally happening in the animals.
blood culture,

No illness, no fever, no positive
although there was a significant rise in antistrepto-

lysin titer ad a modest leukocyrosia.
Going over to the pn .mococcus with the aerosol,
blank giving l0 x 10 4 with a Type 3 pneumococcus.

again we drew a

No illness was ob-

served and everything else was negative; blood cultures and even na&opharyngeal cultures were negetive.
Then, using an 80/81 staphylococcus aerosol, 1.5 x 107 organisms,
again, clinically the animals looked well,
No blood cultures were
positive,
Thus,

but nasopharyngeal cultures were positive from 1-3 days.

the gram-positive cocci studied did not produce any appreciable

disease following aerosol challenge.
In preliminary studies with influenza, a mouse lung aerosol containing 1.7 x 105 mouse LD

'a of the FRS strain was used.

mild illness was observed in two of seven monkeys,

A very

All developed

antibodies and showed the leukopenia observed when intranasal instillation was used.
Next,
formed,
L.D5 0 's
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preliminary studies with Rickettsia rickettai were per-

employing yolk sac material and containing 6-67 yolk sac
per liter.

These monkeys were exposed for 3 win,

so potentially

they had an eepogure of
two of

dose,

LhreZ timea this amount.

eight became

With tbhe swmallest

Aa the dose wes increased,

L:U and died.

invariably most ot them developed clini.-.al illness,
what

ctrned,

with about

in

con-

a 75% mortality.

To date vaccination of monkeys

Co challenge afforded solid

prior

antibiotics usually resulted

Therapy with broed %pecLtrL

prLPC tion.

tomp4rable to

Mcountalin Spotted Fever is

in # human as far as Rock)

tae

yo•

r•c•overy,

Ccnptepe

i1 sumrmary, aerogenic
p'I:•u-euoucL.

challenge

cbl-ilenge resulted in minor symptoms of anorexia
2-4 days in

&r

challenge with R.

ricketteli

two of seven monkeys.

produced severe,

complete proteccion.

48 hr after sya-ptons,

The aerosol

often fetal disease

following naturally-acquired disease.

similar to that observed
cine afforded

symptoms,

produced no obvious clinical

and streptococci

The influenza virus
.and ittiessntss

of monkeys with staphylococcci,

Tetracycline

therapy,

Vac-

started

foll'oed by cotaplete recovery,

was usually
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THE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF BIRDS TO TULAREMIA

V.

J.

Cabelli 4

F,

A.

liudapp,

E.

W. Ferguson, and R.

C,

IcEimury

Dugway Proving Ground
Dugway, Utah

Naturally-occurring
been observed

in

and probably the sage hen(5).

tularensis

jected into

from

Several

relatively

experiments

in

fected tissue(

6

'

7

'

8

).

However,

of these same species
to infections with
were

infected

transmission of tuiaremia to man (2),

and were implicated in

to infection with P. tularensis(5,7),

the animals or the number of

with the mourning dove,
obtained in

cerning

organicas

Moat of these

which were recovered

infected birds.

In

tularensis

the

around Dugwsy,

in this

Utah.

were divi~ed into

study

The ten

two groups, on

dose of approximately

the sbovw

susceptibility

ani to obtain

the potential of this species to

The doves used

the studies

Zenaidurs macruora,

order to define

fection with P.

wert

doves

transmit
trapped

aaiiabie

tularensis,

infect
from the

to be described
information was

of this species

preliminary

of which was

105 viable P.

the

have been reported as being rela-

early reports do not contain information on the dosage used to

blood and excrets a the

in-

contaminated grain or in-

the ringneck pheasant and the sage hen,

which were shown to be naturally

tively resistant

These include

the 2rganisms either

the birds or were fed to them in

have

several species of

susceptible

which

tularensis

birds.

the ringneck pheasant (2),

have been reported as being
P.

Pasreurella

several species of gallinaceous

the bob-white quail(),
grouse (3,4)

infections with

to in-

informatioa

con-

the disease.
in
for

tUs areas in

end

experimentation

to receive a respiratory
strain

Schu,

cells

and
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the second group of 10

organisms.

unexposed

also

birds

were

against this organitm.

The sore from an additional twe.ve

tested for the presence

Prior to aerosol exposure,

bled, and antibody titers againat •.V

ulIIIe

of

antibodies

the ten birds were

ware determined using

Spray suspensicns of the organism were pre-

a tube agglutination test.

pared from 14-16 hr cultures grown in modified cesein partial hydrolysote (1MCPf) medium.
osols con•iuougsly

Respiratory exposure was accomplished with aer-

generated from, these suspensions

Reynier chamber by a University of Chicago
(Chicago)
thereby
samples
starch

atomizer.

The numbers of organisms

the numbers of organisms
collected in
(PDS)

medium(9).

in

modified

laboratory

the aerosols,

inspired, were determined

the all-glass

odically thereafter,

into a

etchnical

and

from air

implnger and plated on peptic-digest

The day following aerosol exposure, and peri-

blood and cloacal swab samples were taken and

processed to determine

the numbers of P.

Samples of

the cloacal content*

applicator

sticks.

were

tularensis organisms present-

removed

The swabs containing the

using cotton-tipped

Cioacal material then

were placed in tubes of collecting fluid(1 0 ) which were shaken to suspend the organisms,

serial 10-fold dilutions were prepared,

and ali-

quota of these dilutions were plated on PDS medium to which streptomycin had been added.
tularensis

By using a streptomycin-resistant

end adding penicillin,

medium, the quantitative

strain of P.

streptomycin and actidione

presence of the indigenous microbiol flora of the cloaca.
ples,

to

recovery of the organism was obtained

the

in

the

Blood sam-

removed by intravenous or intracardial puncture, were diluted

and plated

in

a similar manner-

of organisms in their
sitivity

Upon autopsy of the birds,

tissues were quantitatively

of the assay system for the recovery

dýtermined.

of the P.

the numbers
The sen-

tularensis

cells from the blood was 50 orgs/ml, from the cloacal swab 20/swab,
and from the tissues between 25-2500/g of tissueThe sequence of events,
ganisms into the cloaca,

in

the first

14 days subsequent

organisms

is

to a respiratory

shown graphically

birds exposed to the

low dose

tion were obtained.

Of the

sure,
of
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terms of bacteremia,

excretion of

mortality and serological response,

in
(101

three

Fig.

I-

challenge

dose of 10

Data are not presented

organisms)

or-

during
18
for

since no signs 'of infec-

birds tested prior to aerosol expo-

none showed aserum t iter of 1:20 or greater;

1:20 or greater were not obtained from the other

furthermore,

titers

18 dove serum

485

454

454

2

/

t\ F---\
"

I

Si•I

£Oil

0

4i

4

i2

t

DAYS POST EXPO6LW
Fig.

1.

Recovery

closcal contents
exposed to 105L

of Pasteurells tularensis

and the

serological

mourning doves

organisms via the respiratory route.

of 50 organismsfaml of blood and 20 organisms
used since these represent
used.

from the blood and

response of

IS - insufficient

the sensitivities

Biseline#

ciloacal swab

were

of L.l assei

ystemis

serum.
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samples examined. However, •.

tularensis agglutination titers of 1:40

or greater wre seen in all the infected birds that survived to the
8th day post-exposure.
Two of the doves excreted relatively large numbers of organisms into their cloacat and died between the 4th and 8th
days.

A dztectable

birds.

The throe

tularensisj

wae deonsrrated in one of these two

bacteremia
remaining

birds showed transient low levels of P.

in the cluacae and survived the

The recoveriae

of

P. tulerensis

from

14-day ,bservetion peritd.

the tissues of the birds whaich

died of the disease are shown in Table 1,

TABLE 1.

Recovery of Pasteurella tularensis
from tissues of aerosol-exposed
mourning doves
Log recovery/mg tissue*

Tissue
Lang

2.06

Spleen

3.65

Liver

2A86

Kidney

1.32

Proventr iculus

2.53

Intestine

3.22

Cloaca

3.17

* Geom•tric means of recoveries from two
birds; dose 105"18

Thus, it

appears to be quite

sis,

even when large numbers of

respiratory route.
the species.

lifetime
the

Thus,

is closely

sistant to tularemia

that the mourning dove is

organisms

are

introduced

via the

This relative insusceptibility does not appear to

be acquired during the
which it

certain

to disease but not infection with P. tularen-

relatively insusceptible

mourning

related
7

of the bird but rather is innate to
dove is similar to the pigeon,

taxonomically,

to

in being relatively re-

).

The existence of the mourning dove for many gsnerations in areas
endemic for tularemia raised the possibility that the relative resistance of thLs species to infection with

t. tularensis

may have arisen

through a proteus of selection in populations initially susceptible to
154

In this regard,

this disease.

bility of species having little,
considered of interest.

informtion concerning the suscepriany, contact with P.

if

Furthermore,

posed to aerosol suggested that 1cal

* P.

the mw-. frequent ret-rv

tularenaj# from the cloacal contents thoa

was

culareui

from the blood of doves excould be significant

rnamisai~

in the dissemination of tularemia by birda.

The presence of P.

tjuja-

In.tis has been reported in the faces and urine of naturally and experi-

mentally infected

iamais, frogs end turtles (i1-6).

there Is

However,

information concerning the levels of this organism in the feces

little

of infected birds and no data on the numbers of P. tularensia discharged
The widespread distribution of

by highly susceptible avian species.

tularemia made the investigation of land birds for these purposes somewhat less than desirable.

However,

the species of terns and noddies

used in the following experiments were considered appropriate test subjects,

on the assumption that these sea birds have had little,

contact with tularemia for numerous generations,

and

they

if

any,

could be

gathered in large numbers at their nesting sites.
Preliminary investigations with the uhice-cap noddy,

AnoIs

oenul-

rostris, revealed this bird to be exquisitely susceptible to the lethal

effects of tularemia when the birds wre infected via the respiratory
roure. Of even greater significance was the observation that, in contrast to the situation with the mourning dove, extremely large numbers
of viable P. tularensis organisms could be
tissues and, especially,

the cloacal

isolated

from

the blood,

contents of the infected birds.

The possibility that in highly susceptible birds such as these

fecal

tranamission, as well as arthropod vectors,could be significant in the
was studied further using two species of
dissemination of tularemia
noddies,

the conimon noddy

(Anou,

ltolidus)

and the

iwhite-cesp

noddy

and two species of terns, the wh4ite tern (2%it
(A. tanuirostris),
These birds were examined
alba) and the sooty tern (Sterna fuscata).
for their susceptibility to respiratory exposure with varying doses of
P. ularoensi# and to rechallenge with a relatively high respiratory
dose. Information also was obtained concerning the sequence of events
following4 challenge and rechallonge in terms of the levels of organisms
in the blood, cloaca and various tissues, the 1-inn response following
challenge,

the

susceptibility

of the birds to subcutaneous and oral

infection and the transmission of the disease from respiratory-infected
birds to suscaptibles housed with them.
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Following their capture and transport to these laboratorica,

the floors of which were covered

birds were maintained in wire cages,
wiLh

They were ted a diet of ground squid.

"ad.,

the

With the exception

of the white tern, which did very poorly in captivity and whose death
following exposure to aerosols of P.
definitely

to the disease,

tularensis could not be attributed

the remaining species of birds did reason-•

ably well during all but the terminal stages of their captivity (up to
During this latler period the birds were in poor condition,

6 months).

and some of the resulting deaths could not be attributed directl'
cularemls

to

During this par od, the experxmenta on the susceptibillitv

of the birds to subcutaneous and ora!

infection ind the investigation

of transmission af~inisWere pt.rfurmec.
Respiratory infection was accompliahed as described

previously.

Rechallerge of the surviving birds was performed between the 13th-lth
days after the Initial exposure.

Subcutaneous inoculation of appro-

priate dilutions of the suspensions referred to previously was acco.plished by the injection of the material into the breasts of the birds.
A tube was used to

introduce

suspensions

of

the

orgarism into the

esophagi of the birds when oral infection was being studied.
To investigate secondary transmission of tularemia from infected
to susceptible birds,
of P. tularensis

twoý birds were

had been brushed to remove
posure,

exposed

via the respiratory route.
ectoparasites.

to appropriate numbers
These birds previously

Following respiratory ex-

the birds either were air washed in clean air or were placed

in the sunshine for 1-2 hr

to reduce

the number of viable organisms

which might have contaminated their feathers.
exposure,

On the 2nd day post-

the susceptible birds were introduced into the room housing

the two birds

exposed

to aerosol,

The room was approximately

bog by 8 ft wide by 8 ft high and was
In the first

trial,

the floor was

ventilated

left bare;

10 ft

along its walls.

in the second trial,

the floor was covered with sand to a thickness of about 1/4 inch.
Blood samples for

seroiogical

analysis

were

taken

challenge of the birds and again about the 17th and/or 14th
exposure.
formed,

to

my post-

In those instances when rechallenge experiments were persurviving birds again were bled on the 7th and/or 14th day

post-exposure.

In general,

the day following

aerosol exposure and

periodically thereafter blooo and cloacal swab samples were
assayed as described previously.
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prior

taken and

In the first experiment on the respiratory exposure of white tern,
to varying doses of P. tularensis, no definitive Information on choir

susceptibility could be obtained due to the inability to maintain the
birds In s healthy condition while In captivity.

However, viable or-

ganiama were recovered from the blood- san/or the pooled cloacal swabs
taken from birds which had received a challenge dose of as few as 200'50 arganisris via the respiratory route.

E. Lularenais

?urtheraoire,

was recovered in the large majority of instances from the braino,
hearts, kidneys, livers, lungs and spepcene af thor b-irds which died subsequent to the 3rd day poet-challenge.

Further ezperimentatiort

with

this species was discontinued because of the questionable nature of the
results obtained.
Since significant numbers of viable P. tularensls cells were recovered from the cloacal contents of the iwiite-cap noddy terns in the
preliminary experiment referred to previously, sessays were performed
on the individual cloacal swabs.
firmed in later experiments,

were dependent on the number of
exposed-

Also, there were indications, con-

that the levels achieved on a given day
to which the bird had been

organisms

The LD50 estimate of 246 organisms with 95%. confidence limits

of 25-2130 is somewhat questionable since, even with the iihite-cap
noddy which survived in captivity tauch better
constant handling

than

the

white

tern,

to obtain the necessary samples may have

required

contributed to their deaths.

However, Table 2 shows a strong indica-

tion that the day ,ifdeath of the birds wee dose-dependent.
Death of whilte-cap noddies following respiratory
Infection with Pesteuretla tuierensis as
a fuaction of dose and time

miaBY 2.

I

Refip

doe 5

1037

6

Number dced oýrdav post-exposure
________.---,----1
12 1 i3 -113
8
9
10
41
I

2

101.04

Dead/'Tots 1

:

1

2

1'1

33

246 viable cells
Lb50
957. -CL -25 - 2130
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To clarify
tylarensie

to which the vtLne-cap noddy

the extent

into

the cloaca,

iiiich the dtedl

twab's Worlaessayed

hie degree of *usceptibility of
showni•

In

the previoti

ialdivt'duaiip.

this species

experimient,

tlarensie.

3.

email

from the blood and

ete

the birds,

the recovery oF P.

preceded, or was greater
was 9.92 organslim
wre recovered
almost all

than, thatL from

with confidence

from the brains,

the ge aQ0tric

of the recoveries

doses of P.

are

shou;i

birds.

In

the

The susceptibility
tularensts was

contents

Tlhe organisms

lungs and eplens

livers,

the wide variation

in

of a comon noddy

li.its

The estimated

to respiratory

response

of 6.b-17.3.

The

the bl,)od and the cloaca!
ea vell as the

contents and

respiratory

isalased from almost
the

5th and

and the
5)

in

all

Fig.

levels

appeared

of organisms

the blood of the birds

dose are sho•wn

it

data on

this paper,

Six groups
100.52

-

of six
105.0

10.8 viable cells with 95% confi-

(Table

the numbers

Five

period;

ranging from

time of appearance

contents

time, of death

The geometric means of

was

from

exposure with P.

the next experimlent.

LD 5 0

As

ere Used to de-

be presented later

birds each were exposed to graded doses,
organisms.

of

13th day.

rather than the arithuatic means

ýirds will

in

sogo

The estimated LD 5

the blood.

limits of 0,393-387.

13th day post-exposure observation

investigated

be

In

from the cioaca-

from the blood and closcal contenats

the rechallenge of these
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ahe

were

birds

response of the species to a given respiratory dose.

birds survived

between

the cloaca

the individual

kidneys,

one bird to another,

waa

of

respiratory

the birds which died from the 3rd through the
because of

fine the

of

tutAetisi

described previously,

closcal

groups

of

exposure

lylarge numbers of orgarisme coQuld

recovered irom the cloacal content

dence

1r. view

to respiratory

in

Beginning sbout the 3rd day post-exposure and extending

through the 113th day,

of

P.

The results of this experiment in terms of lethality and

the recovery of organisms
Table

two

only

used and they both received relatively

excretes

experiment was performed

an a•ditional

2 and 3

the tissues of

13th day post-exposures

of

the organisms

achieved

(Table

in
4)

to be dose dependent.

recovered

from

as a function of
Pasceureils

the

time ana

tularensia

those birds wýich died
(Table

6).

Lethul effects and blood and closc#l levels of

TAILS 3.

following reapiretory
!0tauSIMLl' g1Tu -VLrOs
ezposure of white-cap noddies

Reap F108Y
OSW.
oVC
Las, Org/si
rag
dose 1lxposure1 Sur]v.nan

101

1

-lI 1 10

iain

96

7

0/lof17

.7511723-5.42.7/
0//Z 10£WO
0/I
CLAA
6/69

-5-2

79

6/6

14 281i2 2046.78

5
3/13j 4.17!13.59-4.78
.oO.N
7W~ 5i

5,15
•7

48 i.M.S.
.860
-•

4.671430-.04i

95/
11

1

Org/sr-b

/6 4.1811.88-7.40

6

7 9

Log

2

13.5813

1/1

2/2

3.261w2. 38-6.34
J1

.3.34f3853-4.1

J81/1

43214.52

I

10
2.30-

122

12
1.531survivingng

1

or-"1/

ak !+/tota
D/ 1.2____
mann

12

011

/12

5

ij

,

.

7
7

11
13

31/?*1j11

rhatoaagale

1910-634

3.I110.43j1.30-l.85
~ ~3/L il71.70~.
49 3h.36-5.60
9
3/8k 15812 76-5.411 4/
7 15/' :2.8612.0-68
Ž/P
1.741,5.72-6.45
5

12i5

4

2/4

1l.l312.81-2.831

2/S

12

.361

11.9312.47-5.25i 2/4 12.181 1.964.18

Unusable samples due to assay plates overgrown by normal flora
or contaminants accounts for difference between the number of
surviving birds and the "total" samples raker.
LD0- 9.92.

95% CL -. 393-387.
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Lethal effects and blood and cloaca! levels of
tuieremnis following respiratory
Pasturila,

TABLE 4.

exp•osure of comon noddies

leap
dose

64jot
? oet

Ila
o •

ixposure!
a+/tota

Surv.

r

an
,.
6
6

5
7

II

9

5
1
0

I

t 9
i

1

I

4;,5
ll
0n o0/

I

133

3
0"
o,

5 6

:
3 23- 1 Vv
:4.46 3.08-6.6Si

6
5
3

0''6
2,5
3.3
2,2'2

1316
1.72i3.40-5 20'
4.54;3.15-6.53j
:5.58•4.75-6.421

o~0

6
6
6
4
2
.022
11

10

6
6

3
5

11
I13

9f
II

~6
~~

~

i
j

5

7

I

9

9

0..

'4

1 4.

003

11
3

LD5 0
10 8
95*, CL - 6.78-17.3
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3.1316.26
I

.

3

1

'2

5.6
;

3

0

1jl

0.97 1.60-4.23

@;6"b 46-290

/A

it6

f

4/4
3/3
2/2
i/

11.6211.95-4.61
2.3211.30-3.53
3.98i1.85-6.45
14.6614i 43-4
88

0/6
:/c"

~

jji

4.6613.15-6.81
5.67i5.6?

0/0

0/6
0,6
3,6
oil
/
o&
0
O06
" 0 ý6

,64}1

'2.45:3.53-5.60

4 .2913.64-4.94
i 2/2
I l 1;•
6.30 30•

06

I

6

i1

2'b,

('6

01o0

1
3
5

e

0/b

6

o

I

r

:

I0i

I/6

I

9
11
13

5i5
1 1I

&42.45-5 931
4.96; 4.96

A

f6

3
5
5
7
9
ii

13

age
-rang+/Lo ta

Org,/stab

l

006
.3'6

.

-3
-

Log,
+

,6
:06 O'

1 0 t~or~

102.6o

Orgm/Ml

1

IR

CLOACA!. CONTENTS

i

BLOOD

Log,

1/f, 0.84j4,20
071..
'3.3912.48-6.4 2'5
3, 4,.6i
;
1.93,2.41-,.98
,.23-5 5o

12.464, ?92
a

1061
0 '6I
[

!

43.463
.52i•s•08-4.801
- .6
I4.525.20-6.461

O

2 5 i..661;4.08-4,23
'lj,.z
3••
.70 3 -48-6-23

150050

o1

4.8014.80

0 1

5

-o0 5

i0I
'2 1912 30-4.1861
3
1.62'1 6.o
1
03 3

I

2.50 2. 8-4.04
0.87 3 4?

r1atLof coamon noddies following respiratory
lareasis
infection with Pjasteurello
as a function of dose and tiae

TCABLE 5.

day pn~texpos
-- rF--•,
-- -,)--- doad
Dose- Rep Nwimhqr

""

2 I4

8

16

10 2.0

4

2

0

Deadl'Torta

t12

.>121

7

1

651
6/5

10~

TABLE 6.

Days to
death

I
2
3
4
5-13

The isolation of Pasteuri-Ila tularensis from
the tiosues of common noddies exposed to
aerosols of the organisms

Sacrificed
or Died

*P.

Brain

tularensis recovered from
1
Spleen
1ung
Liver

I Kidney

JSacrificed
Sacrificed

Sacrificed
Scr

0/2

0/2

0!/2

1/2

1/2

0

1/2

02

21/2

2/2

0/2

1/2

1 2

2/2

1/2
2/

f iced2/2

Died

27/29

28/29

29/29

29/29

29129

, Data from a separate experiment in which the birds were exposed to 105"0 organisms.
3 Cloacal swabs and blood samples assayed on seacrfice day were
negative.
Log recovery from one cloacal swab was 2.08.
L
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DAYS POST EXPOSIJRE
F ig

3.

Levels of Pasteurella

tuiarensis recovered

from the cloacel contents of comon noddies following
respiratory challenge with 100.52

_

i105.W

organisms.
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Two sooty terns were available for experimentation.
expo*ed to approximately
of

e-s

5

These were

organisms via the respiratory route.

W0

One

two birds did not have an antibody titer against Pý rularensis

at time time of exposure.

It

deesioped exrtremeiy high levels of

the

organism in both the blood and the cloacal contents and died within 5
days after respiratory rhalilenge.
icant *nti-tularense titer,
only a few organisms

The second bird, 44t.h had a- stgnlh-

did not develop a bacteremia, discharged

into the cloaca and survived the post-mr

observation period (Fig.

,.lr

4).

In order to obtain an insight into the sequence of evenLs in the
various tissues following respiratory exposure of the birds to P.

tular-

ensts, to obtain information as to the means by which the organisms are
excreted into the cloaca and to e'nplore the hazard to other birds

or

&Anialsupon the ingestion of the tissues of birds which have died of
tularemia, an additional experiment was performed with six white-cap
noddies exposed to approximately
route.

I01 organisms via the respiratory

Upon the death of the birds,

or at sacrifice,

tissue homogen-

ases were quantiL.ravely examined for the number of P.
ganisms present.

tularensis or-

The quantitative recovery of the organisms from the

various tissues as a function of time is shown in Fig.
seen that massive involvement of the lung,

5.

It

can

be

liver and spleen occurred

early in the disease process.

This was followed by the isolation of

large numbers of P.

from the gall bladder and then the in-

restine.

tularensie

Organisms were recover'ed from the pancreas,

ally the cloacal contents
tion from the liver-

Thus,

kidney and fin-

in large numbers subsequent to their isolait

appeared that with small dosea of

eularensis introduced via the respiratory rouce,

P.

massive involvement

of the liver and kidney occurred during the totermediate

stages of the

disease process and was probably the source for organisms which were
discharged into the intestine and cloaca.
suits with white-cap noddy 4176 (Table 6)

Furthermore,
chronic,

from the re-

persistent

tions of the liver and kidney with concurrent discharge

infec-

into and ex-

zretion from the cloaca is a distinct possibilityAs the first step towards determining the potential for vector
transmission by the single species of soft-shelled ticks (Ornithodorus
capensis) removed from terns and noddies,

a trial was performed in

which approximately 104"6 orgenisms were injected
via the subcutaineous
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r,.ute

inro comon noddies

The numbers of P. tularensis organisms

if

M

U,

o

T4Z

------

Idt
,iavs
DAYS POT EXPOSURE

Fig.

4.

10

i-

12

14

Recovery of Pasteurella tularenuis from the blood

and clOacal contents and the serological response of sooty
terns exposed to 105-18

organisms via the respiratory

route.
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Fig.
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IItS
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t10

1

Ulgnias

vi

h

I

e "-aesi
II

13

epraoyrue

tuiarensis reLevels of Pasteure~iL_
Fig. 5,
noddies exof
ehite--cap
tissues
covered from the
posed toI!organisms via the respiratory route.

recovered from boti. the blood and the cloacta

contents between the 4th

and 7th days were comparable to those obtained from the birds infected
via the respiratory route (Fig.

6).

On autopsy,

la ge numbers

of

P,

tularenais orgenisms were recovered from the lungS, :ivers, kidneys,
gall bladders, Intest nes and closcee of all the i isected birds.
The possibility of transmission from bird to bird by the ingestion
of contaminated feces was examined

init aily by an experiment in which

approximately 103

fed by tube to five common nuddies

organisms were

In only one instance were viable zel.s recovered from any of the birds;
on the 10th day post-exposure a closcal swab from one of tle birds
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DAYS POST EXPOSURE
Fig.
from the

6.

Levels of
blood and

Pasteureli8

cloacal

_tularensis

contencs

following a subcutaneous inoculation

recovered

of comon noddies
of 10

4

60 organisms.
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t

yielded j.

No increase in antibody titer was observed in

tulareneis

nor could the organisms

any of the birds which survived to the 8th day,

be recovered from the tissues of the birds when they died --

presumably

This subject was pursued further

due to causes other than tuleremia.

in two secondary transmission experiments in which "susceprlble"
were placed with aerosol-infectl
previously.

Pirds under the conditions described

In the first experiment

it was covered with sand.

birds

the floor was bare; in the second,

Although P. rularensis could noc be recov-

ered from the blood, cloacal contents or tissues of the two birds exposed to a respiratory dose of approxima sly ten organisms,

evidence

for secondary transrmislon to the susceptible birds housed with them
was obtained on the lOch day post exposure wien both the blood and
cloacul contents of one bird and the blood sample from a second bird
yielded significant numbers of P.

tularensis organisms.

The sporadic

appearance of the organisms in the blood and cloacal content of the two
susceptiblee did not manifest itself further, either by a rise in antibody titer or in the persistence of the organisms in the tissues of the
birds as seen from the autopsy data,
ment F.

Conversely,

tularensis was recovered from the blood,

in the second expericloacal contents and

tissues of two birds exposed to approximately 105 organisms via the
aerosol route.

However,

the organisms were not isolated from the blood

or cluacal contents of the susceptible birds during the l5th day postexposure observation period,

nor was there any rise in antibody titer

in either the susceptibles or the birds exposed via the respiratory
route.
As noted previously,
ores were performed

analysis and rechallenge proced-

serological

to determine the immune status of the surviving

In the preliminary experiment with the white-cap noddies,

birds,

those birds which had survived through
for sera and then were re-exposed
isms.

the l4th day again were bled

to a challenge dose of 105,70 organ-

Data on individual birds treated in this manner (Table

7) indi-

cate that some of the birds had demonstrable titers by the 8th day
post-exposure,

and that all the surviving birds had antibody titers

against P. tularensis by the 15th day
#174,

With the exception of bird

these birds wore relatively insusceptible to rechallenge

in the

sense that the organisms could not be recovered from the blood and,
with one exception, fr-M the cliacS! contents.
transient bacteremias to the initisa
body titers

168

by the

15th day,

Two birds which developed

challenge,

which develped anti-

and from which the organisms

could not be
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0

00
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OD0W
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recovered

fronz

the blood or cloacal contents,

challenge observation period.
post-challenge

atsrvived the entire re-

When they died on the 83rd and 102nd da)s

(presumably due to prolonged captivity),

were negative for the presence of the organism.

their tissues

Bird #I16 also showed

a transient bacteremia between the 8th and 10th da) post-exposure
developed significant antibody titers
ceptible to rechallenge both in

by the 15th day.

It

and

was Insus-

terms of surviving the 18th day post-

rechallenge observation period and had no detectable bacteremia dring
that period.

Howevcr,

both this bird and bird #165 excreted P.

rensis into the cloaca

On the 35th day post-exposure,

tuls-

when bird

1176

was sacrificed,

significant numbers of the organisms were recovered

from the liver,

gall bladder,

kidne)a

intestine and cloaca.

The brain

was negative and very few organisms could be recovered from the lungs,
*ieart and spleen.
was suffering
cause P.

From these result,

it

would appear that this bird

from chronic infections of the liver and the kidne3sbe-

tularensis was being discharged into the GI tract from these

organs.
Large ntubers of P.
cloacal contents of

tularensis were recovered from the blood and

bird

#384

which survived the second experiment

with the bhite-cap noddies ard which had a significant ani:body titer
by the 13th day (Table 8).
the cloacal content
exposure,

The organisms persisted in the blood and

following

rechallenge

at

the

and the bird expired the following week,

14th

day

post-

at Ahich time P.

tularensis was isolatedi from all the tissues tested.

P. tularensis

was recovered frorn the blood and cloacal contents of birds #394 and
#395

any data could be obtained concerning
both

They died before

late in the post-exposure observation period.

these

ganism.

areas

following

the presence of the organisms in

respiratory rechallenge with 103.40 or-

Neither could the organisms be recovered from the blood or

the cloacal contents of the
post-exposure

observation

icant antibody titers

remaining
period,

two birds during the 13th day

nor did these birds develop signif-

by the 13th day.

One of these birds (,O5)

develop a significant bacteremia following rechallenge

did

*The orgenisms

could be isolated from the tissues of both these birds when th-,

died

following respiratory rachallenge.
Date from five common noddies which survived the 13tn day postexposure observation period are shown in Table 9.
#344,
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#340 and #357,

Three of the birds,

exhibited only transient or no

bacteremias,

or
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: 4Clargethe
nut

.fi
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have sinfc

5otr V

during the period and did

the c-1oat

i ntibody zt~ter

bm- the 113th da1

folliowinrg Cxp0!

Z"hai;fixegd With 10.3-4C orgAn14r_,

they- ",re

rensi* was recovered frim
birds and from all their

To Hrt,

tiasues on autoPoy

had significant mnti-tularense antibody tirers prior t
sure.

L

tult-

the blood and ciottal contenita of all three
32 ane ens,
initiala

The oýrganim was absent or appeared sporadically ir

expnblood

the

trid'or abate during the 13th day post-exposure observation period; it
was not recovered trots either bird following rechailengeto those of the remaining

0349 were not uniformilv .ositive
In fact,

it

in enntrast

threv birds, the E-iSsueS ifom birds #352

would appear that

for the presence of P. tularensi_
were being cleareL

ocgsaisms

and
.

from the

-tissues wen the birds died -- presumablv due to natural cau.es.
The sooty tern (#461),

which had a prechallenge antibody titer

and survived a high challenge dose (Fig. 4). subsequently was recmallenged with approximately three organisms.

P.

covered from the blood of this bird but was

isolated from the cloacal

COntrtALS on one occasion.

A white-cap noddy (#505),

tionable pre-exposure antibody titer against P.

"exposed at

this time.

7

tularenois Vas not re-

o.

survived the observaLiou

one occasion were the organisms recovered from the
No rise in antibody titeagain were

challenged

period; on only

These two htrilj

with a respiratory dose of 106,58

survived the challenge dose,

also was

blood and cloeca.

s•i detected in either bird.

Bird #505 was inierted and died of the disease.

cr cloaca! contents,

which had -, ques-

tutarensis,

organisms.

The sooty tern (#461)

did not excrete nrganisms

into the blood

and showed a rise in antibody titer when tested

on the ?th post-exposire day.
taneous dose of l0• P.

it

was again challenged with a subcu-

tularensis cells.

previous challenge experimentc

The results of this and

with birds :4-61 and #505 are shown in

Table 10.
The relative znsusceptibilitv of the mournitng dove tc'tularemia
referred to

previously

can beý seen more clearly

later observations with th;. highly
While these findtngs d,,o lend
rirged
spetmes

habiitatin
and or

1n

susceptible

same wetht

in the light of the
rerns

noddies.

areas endemic for tularemtia selects for avian

poDulaioniz

" 0-e

-'ASVU;

C.Xi,..t

other factors such as diet may be mure dcntermritng
of land birds,

and

to the hypothesis that pro-

Lu

tots disease,

Man,- more specier

especially gailinaceous game birds and sea birds, will

IY

TABLE 10.

Respiratory and subcutaneous rechallenge of

immune birds

Log recovery oa agglutination titer
Days
Pos t-exposure

Dose

Route

Bird
Bl0

2

100.41

#505

Cl •

Reap

Bird #461

Sera

B1

-

4
5

-

-

-m

-

6

NS

-

NS

10
12

4.05
-

-

-

4.58
-

2.84
1:20

-

-

-

1:80

-

Resp

1
3.

Sera
1:80

-

-e

10 6.58

Cl

1:10*

3

in

1:20

1:80

--

4

2.88

2.70

3 30
dead.

3.32

-

m

-

-

5
6
7
14bcut

All
samples

14

>

1:320

> 1:320

negative > 1:320
1-14 days

-

Weak reaction
SOn autopsy large numbers of P. tularensis isolated from lung,
liver, kidney, spleen, cloaca and gall blddder.
*

<> BI 0

biood/ml

Cl - cloacal swab.

have to be studied similarly before any Judgement can be made on this
subject.
and,

Investigatlons with the bob-white quail are now in progress;

from preliminary data,

it

by being relatively resistant
tLat the

accumulation

of

appears that they resemble the doves

to tularemia.

quantitative

It

is

not inconceivable

data on the comparative sus-

ceptibilities of avian species to tularemia when correlated to their
phylogenetic histories would give an insight into the history of this
disease
The excretion of the organisms into the cloacal contents is not
surprising because organisms have been isolated from the feces and/Or
urine of hares, rabbiLts, guinea pigs, buffaloes, turtles,
and frogs

1
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tularensis.

experimentally o" naturally infected with P.

But the largo

numbers of organisms regularly recovered from terns and nodcies was unEven in the relatively resistant mourning dove exposed tc large

usu}al.

numbers of organisms via the respiratory route,
covered from the blood tn only one instance,

•-

tularensis wis

P.

but was rat:oered from the

cloacal contents of all five of the birds tested.
the Potential

Altwough

for fecal transmission of tularemia was

realized in one of the three transmissiot. experiments performed,

fur-

ther experimentation will be ntcessary to establish the probabilities
for t!,ese events.

In these studies,

the ratios of infective to suscep-

Thz successful transmission of tularemia
Inin only one of three attempts 's understandable, since ti:e ratia of

"-tble birds will be varied.

tective to susceptible birds was low in these experiments and since the
twO methods by which fecal transmission cwald have been accomplished
from kird •

bird,

inhalation and ingestion probably are marginally ef-

Even though large numbers of organisms were present

fective

fecal material,

these studies,

as demonstrated in

in the

and despite the fact

that terns and noddies were susceptible to artifically induced infection when P.

tularensis was introdmced via the aerosol route,

respiratory infection could have taken place in nature,

before

the dry fecal

particulates small

material musL have been dispersed in some way as
enough

to permit penetration to the lower reaches of the respiratory

tree.

In addition,

the efficiency of fecal transmission would depend
tularensis survived in

upon the length of time P.

inary information indicates that,

bird feces.

Prelim-

in contrast to the long (26 days)

1
survival times of this organism in tick feces("

),

not be recovered from bird feces after 3 days.

Infection of suscep-

•.

jularensis can-

tible birds by the ingestion of fecal material containing viable P.
tularensis organisms is
Ssval'eva(

17

),

limited by the number of organisms required.

working with mammals,

numbers of cells (

10 4- 1 0 b)

organisms are introduced

demonstrated that rather large

are required to produce tularemia when the

into the gastro-intestinal

tract by the in-

gestion of tissue from animals dead of this disease or by tube into
The results described herein with the highly susceptible
the stomach
noddies are in agreement with these findings.
Although arthropod vectors must be considered the major means by
which tularemia is maintained within a given geographic area and spread
peripherally to adjacent locales, it ti interesting to speculate on the
III

may have played in the world-wide

birds

by

transmission

role fecal

Compared to the direct transmission of

distribution of this disease.

drive of the arthropod to

disease by arthropod vectors because of the

However,

populations of highly susceptible migratory

"virgin"

with

transmission must be considered inefficient.

fecal

obtain a blood meal,

birds from which large numbers of P.

organisms could be in-

tularensil

the probability

termittently discharged over a vide geographic area,

transmission and dissemination should increase appreciably.

3f

more,

with fecal transmission,

Further-

problems of host-vector-parasite speci-

ficity and the requirement for "lighting" of the birds are eliminated.
to immne status is

While a correlation of antibody titer

renders the bird at least par-

tularensis,

P.

against

antibody titer

of an

by the presence

demonstrated

as

recovery from an infection,

in general,

does appear that

it

the scope of the present investigation,

beyond

tially resistant to subsequent challenge either by the respiratory or
there may or may not be a tem-

this case,

In

the subcutaneous route.

in which the

not unlike that in typhoid fever,

porary carrier state,

organisms are discharged into the feces.
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DISCUSSION
Did you take any second swabs from birds after they were

VFTF :
exposed:
Cabelli:
the first

Following exposure,

series of experiment,

the birds were "air-vashed".

concurrent with

In

the taking of the

the birds were placed in a -hamber and
blood and cloacal samples,
"air-washed" for some 30 min.
We could not recover P. tularensis from
any of the impinger and Andersen samples collected ftW
's.r during this pcrilod.

the effluent

Maybe our technique was not good enough.

Maybe we didn't sample long enough.
Did you use feather swabs?

VWTF
Cabelli:

VFTF

-

No.

Voice from the floor.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND TECHNICAL SECTION

John D. Morton, Moderator

proper under-

Without id2as leading to the creation,
standing and application of new tools,

progress in

diminishes to only speculative endeavor.
new apparatus,
cussed and

new

techniqueL

In

research

this section

and new approaches are dis-

Lviewed.

We built +A1i5 one- 0.upselves.

It

Ftiqe
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REMARKS FROM THE CHA IR,

A CRITIQUE

John D. Morton
Fall.

Melpar, Inc.
Church, Virginia

I should like to start by saying how very pleased I am to be here.
When I started thinking about the invitation,
perfect

I decided this was the

,tportunity to give you the benefit of my critical

all sorts of things:

After what Mr.

I shall have to cut it

short.

co~vents on

Wolfe said this morning,

however,

I dare not go into more than 10 minutes

or I shan't hear the last of it for years.
It is
to take a

time,

I believe,

critical

to stand back from the aerobiology scene,
look at our efforts and to consolidate our gains.

This is particularly apropos because at
tending our

aerobiology

the use of apparatus ani
are right.

w

are discussing ex-

facilities; in particular we are considering
techniques

gentlemen now in the audience,
Perhaps we should

now being used.

Melpar

developed by many of you learned

You may be able to tell us whether we
re-evaluate

I would like to review

the techniques and methods
briefly

the sort of thoughts

going through my mind regarding such an eval,!at.on.
in a typical experiment as you commonly do it,
culcure,

maintained perhaps for years on artificial medium, grow it

an arLif•.la

medium,

and harvest the bacterial

this resting suspension, and sprty it
atomizer,

you take a stock

from

suspension-

something

like a Coilison

which gives you a substantially stngle-ceiied aerosol.

then proceed to hold the cloud

--

liant invention of the rotating drum

in

a

--

ething

' Ike

in the dark,

in

You take

You

Goldberg'& briland probably

in
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very closely controlled constant

ditions; quite likely ;t

temperature and relative h;umidit-

The

stays there for many hours.

sample from this by aonic

impingemen t

-..

con.

rtk-

into an artificial fluid,

is probably at room temperature or below,

and is

unlikely

a

which

to be of

"phyoiologtcal"

tonicity.

Finally,

place it

artificial

medium; you count the colnnIes and "o' call

on an

you take this impinger ism'ire and

this a viability or viable count.
Wel!,

now; you know very wci

is not a "natural" rare.
in relationship both to

what I am about to sav here

t- is

But ue might as well remind ourselves of it

normal

transmiasion

of airborne dineAse anrd

also to what one might call "defense" aspectso
Consider first artificial maintenance and culture medium:
are relevanit to the laboratory picture but not to natural

these

transmission,

and they are important because both can affect the response to environment and the calculated infectivity of virulence of a bacterium.
Consider the resting suspension;
points of view=

Firstly, it

room have done it)
susceptible
there is

t.his is

tas been shown

interesting

from two

(several paople in this

that actively dividing log-phase cells are far more

ic environmental

some evidence --

stress than resting Cells; and,

secondly,

T think this is perhaps more doubtful

--

thar

cells in an actively dividing state may be more capable of rest-:.
oelis of initiating growto in the host animal;
lag-phase,

and are

Hlere again,

likely

therefore

T'he snglecell cloud is
temperature and humidity
hearing Drs.
there is

--

they have a shorter

to display higher

the "standardized" experiment is

fense" picture and not to ma~urai

i.e.

infectivity.

relevant only to the "de-

transmission from an infected host.

typical of neither side,

As for constant

i am looking forward very much indeed to

Ratch and Dimmick on the subject later because,

conflicting

evidence

about what happens when you play about

with environmental conditions of an aerosol.
experiments,

the condition of

typical neither of natural

of course,

constant

But, whatever we find in

temperature

and humidity is

transmission nor of the field.

Now we come Lu the most critical phase

--

the sampling.

In normal

impinger sampling you give your aerosol a considerable badgering,
accelerate
to make,

few microns

I L1

it

to sonic velocity

as some people know, an
in size

--

You

-- even that process is violent enough
audible

noise

so there must be some

with a particle
stress

on it.

a
You

instantly stop it. again with a most horrid bash, and you drench it
fluid which

is of the "ronng' "

ity; sne this is all pretty tough oo it.
results remarkably irrevelant to either

And this, I think,

--

interested in what will

deposited gently onto the body-warm sur-

face of the lung and inKo a "physiological"
viability

makes the

Vf the above circumstances we

were ccnaldering, especially when you are really
happen to a bacterium that is

Yinally,

with

rr ure and pzobably Ute wrong tonic-

well,

Ovirotnnnt.

we know that can catch ug vicher way.

We have had reference already today to experiments with a~ri tulareosis
clouds

-,

their i,

''ivv

cells to
Now,

tIng

that the count can give you an
c.paitiesz

produce

in-athe

words,

you

require

wore viable

the same effect than you do with the unaged aerosol.

you can also observe the -ther

you an apparently

idea of

exaggerated

effect,

the viable count giving
Possibly George Harper is

infectivity.

increased

the only one here to remember work we did about 10 years ago
were disseminating a

culture,

and we gave it

a very

Animals and impingers were exposed to the same cloud,

when we

violent

shock.

and the count in

the impingers indicated an effective dose about 1t/10 of that ever observed anywhere else.
this;

it

But

obviously

there was something worng with

seemed perfectly plain that the

brutal

treatment in the im-

pinger was killing off about 9 out of 10 of the cells (which could not
have been more infective than they ever wcre before).

So we see that

plating of impinger samples may give viable counts that are irrelevant
to either "defense" or natural
in summary,
gets about

transmission.

a typical aerosol

half marks

for

experiment

relevance

of the kind I outlined

to defense problems and fails

miserably with respect to natural transmission of disease
Now I'll leave it
1 particular•-

(Table I).

at that and touch on just one other thing that

wanted to say,

Here I am a little

more diffident be-

cause I am not in any sense claiming the competence of a medical man.
In studies on the airborne
see a little

transmission

of disease,

I would like to

more direct evidence that airborne organisms are involved.

We keep hearing indirect evidence ot airborne transmission,
that

bacteria

survive better in the cold when airborne --

is more transmission of disease
borne.

All kinds of

in :he cold -- therefore

inferential

--

in fact,

s body like this

that there

they are air-

and indirect evidence is there.

would like to see more direct evidence,
body

for example,

--

I

and I think that we need some
to lay down something rather
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#nalogous to Koch's poatu'otes for demonstration of airborn, transmisston of disease$ For example*1 (a) you must de•nstrate the pres.nce
of airborne viable

(b)

infecclve organismss;

you must measure concen-

(ct you must demonstrate

trations and particle sizes:

experine- aiily

concentratlons and particles*of this sort can cause infection;
an•d (d) I thilnk we finally ought wo show directly, and nrc by inferthat

ence. where

in

they have come from,

waiether

from the

rest

iratory tract,

or feces, or what have you.

or skirt

designing

f•uture

expiriamnts

I believe we ahnuld give

these

problems our utmost attertion,
,

•
L

a~o

hip of sercoiogical

Lechniques

to useful situations.
Relevance

CondtionL.-

Med ic ine
Transmitted on artificial medium in vitro
Grown un artificial medium
Stored in resting suspension
Sprayed from artificial menstruum
Held in the dark
Held at controlled temperature s-d
relative humidity
Held in monodispersed cloud

No
No
No
No

Samples impinged violently
In fluid of "unnatural" osmotic strength

At "unnatural" temperature
Smples plated on artificial medium for
"viability" (not infective power)
*

Editor's Note:

No

Yes
Ye
Yes
Yes
I/2
1/2
No

'en
Yea
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

No

Yea

No
No

No
No

No
Yes

No

No

" es
Y

o

These proofs later became known as "÷Morton's

Postulates" during numerous spirited,
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to

De'fense T Theory

off-the-floor

discussions.
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PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF BACTERIAL

CELL WALLS

Rý. A. Nethof
U.S,

The ability of a
changes,

Chemistry Division
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington. D.C.

bacterium

to

survive

drastic

envirormental

such as drying in the aerosolized staze and rehydraz•ng

in a collection liquid,

is likely to be determined in part by the pe-

ripheral permeability barriers which it

possesses.

The crucial struc-

ture in this regard is the thin cyroplasmic membrane enclosing,
intimate contact wiah,

the

cytoplasm

of the cell.

highly selective control on the passage of
the cytoplasm,

ahgs,

and In

By exercising a

materials

into and out of

this membrana maintains the internal environment neces-

sary for the life of the cell;

damage to ft by mechanical or chemical

means allows Internal diffusible materials to escape dnd the cell dies.
Distinct from the cytoplasmic membrane,

but necessary under normal cir-

cumstances to its

integrity,

is the

cell wall.

relatively

rigid structure mintains the character-

This

overlying, thicker, m•re robust

astic shape of the cell and prevents lysis which would ordinarily occur
as the result of
In addition to its

osmotic

influx of water

mechanical

the purpose of this paper to

1956).

role the cell wall may also hAve selec-

tive permeaillity properties which c--.c
interest to aerobiologists

(Mitchell and Moyla,

(Record,

ato play under conditions of

Taylor,

and Miller,

1962).

It

is

suimarize some of rhe physical and chem-

ical information available on bacterial cell walls which may be useful
in discussions of the survival of airborne microoroaniamm,
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The cell wall can be
plamirc membrane
ponents by

and

from

differentiated

trom externally adhering
stains,

biological

in chemical composition,

plasmolysin

the underlying cyta-

slime and capsular corn-

(Knaysi,

1951),

differences

by electron microscope examination,

its isolation as a ccherent structure

(Saltor,

and b6,

The wall c.nsti-

1961).

tutes about 2(I7 of the dry weight of the cell but the

percentage

de-

pends on the growth phase and the nutritional state of the cell. (Shockman, Kolb, and Tcennies, 1958)
The thickness of the bacterial cli
f,.:t Gram-puxltive
Gtganiema
COd sunewtdt ieee,
Wall is ab.-ut
ZC, i
1.0-i5 mnefor those which are Gram-negative

(Salton.

isolated cell walls or from thin sections of fixed,
intact

bedded
arc

likely

bacteria.

In

1961).

TVhese es-

dehydrated,

the preparationt of either of these kinds if

during

it

for electron microscopy,

em-

view oif the shrinking and defot-ation which

would not be surprising

if

specimens

the functional

a
thickness of normal hydrated cell walls exceeded these estimates I,,,.
significant amount (Murray,
Convincing evidence

1960).

for macroenolecular heterogeneity

in bacterial
In general

cell walls comes from electron microscope investigations.
the walls of Gram-positive bacteria have
those oa Gram-negative bacteria.
quently appear homogeneous
conclude that this is

appeared

Air-dried,

in structure,

less

shadowed preparations fre-

but it

is

unjustifiable

the case without employing other

to
of

techniques

Thus isolated walls of the Gram-positive organ-

specimen preparation.

isms, Staphylococcus aureus and Bacillus me•aterium,
structureless in

complex than

shadowed

anid Toenntes, 1958),

preparations (Dawson,

but in thick sections the

may appear nearly

1949; Salton, Kolb,
cell walls

of both

organisms show obvious layers (Piekarski and Giesbrecht, 1956; Suganuma,

The "negative staining" technique, developed by Brenner and
1961).
Home (1959), appears to have great value in revealing fine structure,
judging from the complex hexagonal array of interconnected aggregates
shown in a recent electron micrograph
coccus organism (Horne,
In Gram-negative
seen.

In shadowed

of the

cell wall

of a micro-

1961).
bacteria

specimens

a variety of fine structure has been
a -regular array ot spherical particles,

0

roughly

100 A

in diameter,

by Salton and his
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co-workers

has been reported by Houwink (1953),
(1961,

1954).

Layered

and

structures are

e-ident

in acww

Kellenbergtr

wall of

caces

and Ryter (1958) ccncluded irom their work that the cell
ind possibly other

LEcherichia ýcalli

Is composed of three layers,
between two
(196.),

"afthe

atf thin sections confirm this

pictures

and

Gram-negative organisma

an electron-transparent
layers,

electron-dense

layer sandwiched
a

eich being 10-30 A thick,

Ogira

using high-resolotion techniques, doserved that the outer layer
cell wall of E_ c-ýT

iI.eay a

network

embedded in the same matrix material rhat

of interwoven fibers

constitutes the middle layer.

CHLMICAL COtqOSITION
Th1e investigation of the chemical compogitIon and thy biosynthesis
of baýterial cell walls has been very actively pursued in a number of
laboratories in recent years. Several excellent reviews of this aspect
of cell wall prooerties have appeared and no more than a cursory treatment is attempted here (Perkins,

1963; Salton,

1961).

The chemistry a bacterial cell walls was placed ona solid footing
by the development of rmechanical

methods

of preparing

electron microscope

and by the use of the

isolated walls

ro demonitrate howegneou"s

preparations free of cytoplasmic or other contaminants

(Dawson,

1949;

Cell walls are now usually prepared by dis-

Salton and tiorne, 1951).

integrating cells in suspension by vigorous agitation with small glass
followed by filtration to remove the beads, and repeated differ-

beads,

ential or densfty-gradient centrifugation to remove unbroken cells and
After additional washings,

cytoplasmic constituents.

the cell wall

preparation is checked for homogeneity by examining preparations with
Although such preparations are usually con-

the electron microscope.

sidered representative of the structure and composition of the wall of
the intact cell,

is apparent from a recent paper of

it

Weidel,

Frank,

that autolytic enzymes may remove certain components

and Leutgeb (1963)

of the wall during the

preparative

procedure

unless precautions are

taken to inactivate them.
Hydrolysis products of the walls of Gram-positive bacteria

invari-

ably include three or four principal amino acids and two amino sugars.
glucosamine and muramic acid.

These buildin g blocks are combined in

an insoluble peptide-substitured amino polysaccharide and the resulting
"umucopeptide"
or 'ucopolymere"
appears to constitute the rigid Comcommon to all

almost

the entire

Gram-positive bacteria.

ponent

aillof

ome
srganism

The mucopolymer

sach as Micrococcus

makes up

lysodoikticus

189

but most Grim-positive

species also contain polysaccharides

acids ift

The work of Naddiley and hts colleagues has es-

their

tablished the

walIls

teichoic acids to be ribitol or glycerol phosphodlester

polymers with alanine and hexoses or

mild procedures,

suggested

which

and hydrogen bonds to the

by Ghuysen and Strominger
the bonds are covalent
tractable

Saddiley

to

as

substituenta

(1963)

that they are held by

triaework;

vicopeptide
showE chat

S,

In

Te poysacchaiLde

n

but recent work

aureus,

constituent

from cell wails but its =ode of attachment

or other component is not
In

augars

amino

These compo,,nds are extractable from cell wails by

(Baddtiey, 1962).

oniCi

and teich-i•t

at

is

accord with their more

than those of

ex-

to the muCopolVaer

wn ith cemrtainty.
intricate

physical

structure

walls of zr"w- negative bacteria are mArkedly more cmplex in
compoWitton

leamt

aleo

Gram-positive

organisms.

the cell
chemical

Hydrolysates

of

the cell walls yield a variety of sugars

and amino sugars and the full

rang&,

in

or amino acids usually encountered

tion,

substantial
is

Ample evidence

amounts of lipid (as much as 22%)
now available

composition to that found in
all

Gram-negative

Work,

It

1961).

cell wall

Gram-positive
reduced

should he present

in

the wall,

has found

Although they are at

not dIefined.

lipid

in

Nor is

bacterial

In view of
graphs,
positions

it

is

very

little

the
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in

the cell

bacteria and concludes

constituting an

least partially

integral

extractable

the extent and manner of

cell wall

structure

visible

that

part of
from the

the aasociation
status of

the

in electron micro-

to iqquire whether particular chemical
to these structures.

ind his co-workers

definitive

in

1957).

the composition and anatomical

apropriate

vestigators :ised the
bacteriophage

(Work,

cell walls well understood.

can be asscgned

work of Weidel

1962;

bacterial

several non-nitrogenous sugars

as polysaccharides

walls by gentle procedures,
is

a wide variety of

component

walls of various species of Gram-negative
they are present

(Mandelstam,

should serve the common function of providing the

with a rigid structural

Salton (1960)

in

similar

present Also in

that the sam* type of macromolecule,

is remarkable

and that it

bacteria is
amounts

In addi-

are also present.

to show that a mucopoiymflr

bacteria but in

unique to bacteria,
species

typical proteins.

(1958,

information seems

specific

combination

adsorption
with

1960)
to be

Apart
on

E. coil

available-

properties of

solvent

com-

from the elegant
(strain B)
These

in-

the T-aeries of

extraction

and electron

saicr•oscope

observation to arrive at th•eir c.Lncepti

ulir a.t"ture of the cell vell.

(B-layer).

ltn ,a Qt

tc'

They Interpret their results to mean

that underneath this is 4 layer of
cytoplasmic

f

lipopolyssccharid

Nearest the
K

is still another layer cLmposed of mucoplptid.

membrane

The latter constlitutes the nain rigid structural caspoent

of the cell vsl1phagies which have

in order to account f--r the adsorptionw- of bacteriasite

lteo the existence
tripie-leyer

In the

Itructurv

layer,

I1popolysaccharide

of discontinuities

in

the lipoprvtain

they podtulaver

',in

in the electron micro-

thus has a counterpart

graphs of thin sections. of K, call obtained by Kellenberger end Ryttr
(1958).
However, cozdrtoaof the electron scattering power of
nacroauiecuiar

constituents

likely to be

in the cell walls of their

bacterium led these workers to suggest that polysaccharide
middle layer
(1963)

Ogura

and protein or
suggests

lipoprotein

that his

of thin sections of 8. culL
electrondense,
composed of

lipoprotein

the

electron micrographe

show only two cell wall

layers,

an

immr,

layer and & less dense outer layer probably
and

atcopeptide

high-resolution

formed

this inside and out,

coated

containing embedded

mlcopolyeacchsrlde

fine fibers which might be polyssccharidc

or scieroproteto.

Additional

work with a greater vfriety of tooLs is obviousiy necessary to resolve
the discrepancies in
The problem of

these different concepta.
locating the macromolecular components

of the cell

walls of Gram-positive bacteria has not received much attention.
Wicken,

and bAddiiey

organism that,

(1963)

have noted

although the

in

Hay,

the case of a B., oMtatlus

isolated cell walls contained

no teichoic

acid,

degradation of the walls of the intact organism by

leased

substantial amounts of teichoic acid %hich could not have come

from the cytoplasm,

This suggested to these workers

cellular fraction"

of teichoic acid muta be

lysozyme re-

that the "intrs-

located between the wall

and the cytoplasmic membrane.
ELECThOPHORETIC RESULTS
The electrophoretic
is

a

function

mobility

of the charge

The charge may arise from
of the surface structure
ized solutes present
of electrophoresis

in

of a particle

in an electric

carried on the surface of the

dissociable
of the particle

chemical groups which are
or from the adsorption of

the suspending medium.

has been used

field

particle

extensively

The microscope
over

the

part
ion-

method

last 40 yr

to
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exploe the nature of the surface of msny kinds of elngl4t cells, somesuccess.

tUis with cmnspicuons

Revievs of the results of electropho-

retic atudies o0- bactertA have been given by "amps (1957)and by Brinton
and iauffer (1954).
variable

In spite of the complx and

tarlus Is

nature of the surfaces of

1

- - that stralln and is.

charaicteriatic

of a jiarticular bac-

mobility

bactarta, aupertrence has showni that the

iepr-dut.ibiti

through

many subcultures if no genetic changes affecting mobil-ty occur and if
growth codcl.

ne
souepending media remains the tsame (Lerche. 19513;

Lo-wick and james, 1952). The surfacet charge, of nearly all wicroorganleas studied haf proved to he -negative undef physiological

"The

isoelctrric points are generally lover

conditions.

than those of mpst ordinary

proteins but they do not give useful distinguishing criteria

because

the mobilities are frequently altered irreversibly by sposure to acidic
media.

There ippears to be no

behavior of

clear-cur

difference in the mobility

and Gram-positive or,anilsms,

Gram-negative

prising finding in view of the

marked

a rather Sur-

in chemical compo-

differences

sition of their cell walls.
It

of intereat to coampae the

is

bacterial surfaces derived frcm
those obtained by other methods.
coll.

The results of a

flaydon,

and Rideal

concepts

eiectrophoreýic

thorough

'his

of the composition of
Invest

possible

is

electroph+oretic

Igations

in the Case of E.
study

by Davies,

external

surface

is dowinated by polysaccharide which carries carboxyl groups.

On the

basis of an

(1956)

entirely

collaborators
be lipoprotein.

led to the view that the

with

different

(1958,

1960)

experimental approach,

Weidel and his

concluded that the exterior surface must

This marked discrepancy may be due to the use of dif-

ferent strains ci E. coll in the two iniestigatlons,

However,

electro-

phoretic observations or other strains of this bacterium by Alexander
and Mcullen (1949),

Dyar and Ordal (i946),

and by the author (unpub-

lished) support the picture of the surface given by Davies etal.
and are incanc.stent with either a lipidic or protein surface.
likely explanation

for

he disagreeraent

of the cell walls :f Wedrl et all,
held polvsaccharlde
section,

Af _.

was removed.

is

(1956)
A more

that during the preparation

a thin layer of

perhaps

loosely

Some electron micrographs of thick

cola, in particular the

high-resolution

illustrations

of Ogura (1tJshibw a dii fse matex ,al of irregular thickness on the
surface with univ slightyi
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more eLectron densitv

than

the embedding

plastic.

Unfortunately,

no companion pictures of isolated Cell walls

seem to exist so one cannot determine whether the call wall preparative
Another

procedures remove this material.

approach

*lectrophotetic mobility of isolated cell wails.

is to study
Such work

has

the
been

started by the author and will be reported in the near future.
Eiectrophoresls has an
gatins the

surface

under conditions closely
cell.

However,

i'tyie*id

over other methods of investi-

advantage

of bacteria in that it permits study

properties

approaching

the natural environment of the
only Aboit charged groups and

information

this it often not spacific enough to enable one

easily to decide what

speci*s of ions are present or whether they are p-art of the structure
of the

particle

or adsobed from the

suspending

groups or moieties are revealed only through

Uncharged

medium.

the adsorption of ionized

additives in the suspending medium which have known affinities for them;
e.g.

the adsorption of surface active agents on

Such information is useful but it
tative.

constituents.

lipidic

is neither very specific nor quanti-

A difficulty of another sort enters in when attempts are made

to calculate the surface charge

density

on a bacterium from

phoretic data and conventional electrokinetic

electro-

theory. As Haydon (1961a.

1961b) points out irna recent treatment of this matter, a major part of
the difficulty arises because

bacterial

surfaces

do not have their

charges distributed on a sunooth, impenetrable surface as the theoretIcal model requires.

The value of electrophoresis as a tool for investigating the surface properties of bacteria would be clearly enhanced if
in combination with other chemical and

physical

ment which shows some promise is

the use of

cluding entymatic) reactions to

produce

particular
James,

constituent

1957),

(Douglas.

electrophoretic

variants of an
respectively,

specific

mobility

E. coi

chemical

1959; GiLtens and James,

(in-

1962; and

1959) have demonstrated

supporting

tool by showing

differences between rough and smooth

bacterium were due to the absence or presence,

of filaments or fimbriae on the surface.

investigations would become more
lisheo whether flagella,

A develop-

a change in the cnarge of a

Brinton and co-workers (1954,

the value of the electron microscope as a
that

it were used

methods.

meaningful

if

fimbrise, capsules,

or

considered mobility-determining

it

Electrophoretic

were always estab-

cell walls

should be

features.
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.4----

POROSITY A"
The cell walls of

fILREA&ILITY

bacteria,

thotgh relatively rigid structures,

m•st be porous since high molecular wetght extracelluler products such

as proteins and

polysaccharldes

toplasuic membrane,

synthesized in the cell or oan the cy-

presumably pass through it.

The wall wmat also be

permeable t) transforming deoxyriboriucleic acid and to deoxyribonucleic
acid from

bacteriophage

in instancea where uo wali-degrading cnzyjw

have been detected (Fulimraeand Kaesberg,

reconii

the dsrzea

these pheuomena

cell.l
wall

with the

and Miller (1962),
cule such as

f

192)

it is ditficult to

porrbity sveingly necessiacmed by

daplasmolysia

experiments of Record,

Taylor,

which indicate that even a comparatively small mole-

raffinove

passe

through the cell wall of A.

col_.very

slowly and that polyethylene gIycol of mol wt 10..000 does not penetrate
at all.
Work has been started in this laboratory

(a.L)

plicitly the porosity of isolated cell walls.
of penetration of dextran,

to determine ex-

To do this,

the extent

or other solute of known molecular weight,

into the water space of the cell wall is determined by mixint
amount of the solute with a thick,

aqueous,

wall suspension,

fuging, and then analyzing the supernatant soliUton.
volume of water in the

system

is

known,

Table 1.

the extent of equilibration

B, megaýerium

Results

cell walls are shown in

The third column shows the water volume per gram of dry cell

walls which is not
this as a

available

percentage

two million is

assuming

to solute.

the dextran with an average sol wt of

The cell wall is highly poroue,

porosity is

The last column expresses

completely excluded.

Two observations can be made on the
date,

celtri-

Since the total

of solute with the water of the cell wall can be calculated.
with a series of dextrans and

a known

basis

of these preliminary

being over 0-% water,

and the

heterogeneous since the availability of included water to

solutes of increasing molecular weight decreases over a wide rangt, of
molecular weight.
tionated

dextrans

Further work is

in

progress

using carefully frac-

and selected proteins as pcrk sity determinants to

learn wtether there are

discontinuities

in the distribution of pore

sizes and to asieas whether the concepts of the physical structure of
cell walls derived from studie% on isolated cell walls can be applied
to intact cells.
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TABLE

Water

1.

space of cell walls of

(KM)

SOcIllus 4nfateriuýM

j

floIecul ar

Solute

Water space unavailable
-

1.0

Dextran

80,000

6.9

47

Dtrran

150,00X

9.6

66

Dextran

2 x

jj

14.6

io0

should be pointed our

larly on iolated
since thin

-

180

Glucose

It

j

wlls

cell

that

cell walls,

o00
(assumed)

porosity

determinations,

volume of

the

wall

which limit permeability but

the cell wall-

It

is also possible

the electrical charge carried by the walls might
meability.

Acidic groups

pholipids particularly,

in

would be expected

constituents;

since

known

it is

highly porous,
solutions

can produce

living

protoplasm,

to account

for

and embellished

part

and physical

dependent

upon it

Remarkable

for

cell wall as an inert boundary

advent

The wall is

its maintenance
in
still

the

there is

structure,

of the biochemical

synthesis,

or of

biophysical

concept

little

of the electron micro-

of

integral
but

the natuoe of

the

underatanding of its macromechanisms

properties.

that active biochemical work will

is less indication

order

and growth.

molecular

there

in

a structure of surprising

it aw.kst b- considered an

cell wall has been,

evidence

in

1955).

for the protection of the cytoplasm,

as this change

its

though

cell shapes, has been greatly enlarged

complexity.

necessary

et al.,

that had to be postulated

recent years by the

of the cell,

even

anomalous osmotic effects

(Sollner

bacterial

a boundary

scope and modern biochemistry.
cheumical

on the permeability

membranes,

pronounced

non-spherical
in

and pbos-

to impart a strongly nega-

artificial

electrolytes

The older view of the
of

1962)

osmotic effects might also be anticipated

that charged

or ordinar,

that

influence their per-

teichoic acids (Baddiley,

tive charge which might exert aignificant effects
of ionized

particu-

may not give information on permeability

layers may exist in

occupy only a small

7

that biophysical

responsible for
While there Is

its

ample

be continued in this field,
approaches,

ather than

those

employing the electron microscope,

will be widely used,

One cann c now

predict with any certainty what value a characterization of
cell walls in terms of porosity permeability,
properties,

charged groups,

bacterial
swelling

will have on future conceptions of the biofunctions

etc.,

of these structurei either under normal growth conditions or under conditions of sLress such as drying and
addition to those alreaay mentioned,
studies may play a signiiicaCnL role.

rehydrting.

Two examples,

in

are offered to indicate that such
L-erhardt and Black (i961),

in a

thorough study of the porosity of spore walls by the water-space techchts paper, have shown that the conventional

nique already described in
conception of an

impervious

tion of molecules up to
recent paper Salton

spore coat must be replaced since permea-

10,000

mo1 wt was demonstrated.

In another

surveyed the evidence supporting the many

(1963)

che-ries advanced to explain the Gram stain reaction and concluded that

cell wall

permeability

is

sutch as these strongly suggest that biophysical
of bacterial

cell walls

Provocartve findings

the critical factor.

may be

essential

approaches to the study

to a

satisfactory

under-

standing of their function.
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IMSCUSSION
Since in this space determination technique you are nec-

Shan:

esaarily dealing with large concentracions
tively low concentr).ions of

of cells,

and you have rela-

to what extent does metabolic

solutec,

utilization of glucose influence you;- determination of porosity?
Neihof:

All of the studies re-.)orted here were done on isolated

cell walls so that problems
such as glucose,
which would
parallel

wiUh utilization of solutes,

associated

or of leakage of internal constituents from the cell,
with the analyses,

interfere

experiments

are obviated.

Eventually,

will have to be done with Intact cells,

and then

these difficulties will have to be dealt with.
Silver:

Would you be prepared to say wart sort of molecular sise

would just squeeze through the cell wall?
Neihof:

You may have access to more informAtion on this than I.

The paper of Record,
sucrose has a little

Taylor,

and Miller (1962)

The cell wall porosity which we
thing

different

measure

relatively thin layer of

voluminous,
denser

For this

reason

that even

should be considered as ace.is

I am not

quite conceivable that the

loose, gel-like network and a

material.

the limiting permeability barrier,
veal it.

It

from permeability.

cell wall is composed of a

indicates

getting through the wall of j. coli,

difficulty

The thin layer could be

but our space studies would not rewilling

to say what the msxiam

molecular size might be which iS just able to cross the cell wall.
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•.,if.L:

YotA have to constder at What stage extraceilular mater-

ial can take part It, mertabeljC o1- ,ther activity Of a,#, c~ell,

words,

ieAn is the

b-cCe

available

outside the cell and when does

substance

let's say,

svabstence.

asbstance

We like to think

in molecular weigtt

1,000 or i,500

constiturtes the maximum size of a

that

can cross the cell

After that we think in terms of absorption.

wall.

Neihof:

AMaia,

I cannot

sults of our experiments.
the molecular weitit of a
wall,

If

shed Moch

preparaticn

wall.

Therefore,

not only from the

substance

which cannat penetrate the ce'i

in our space

from that side also.
able to Lhe

solute

I think I should menýion that

of cell walls one makes a

outside,

used

sizeable

,niide

yields

and reveals

what can cross the wall of the intact cell.

hole in the

the solute can permeate

experiments

it can get

The experiment
being

On this frcm the re-

iiZht

I had to state on the bavis of our data

I woul4 Jay about two million.

tn the
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t truly

Onv would expect this availabiitry to

to the cell?

be related to the molecular size of the
that anything above,

Ilkother

and permeate the wail

a value for space availlittle

or nothing about

Proc . First Intern. Symp. Aerobtol,

Berkeley,

Calif., 1963

THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE MULTIPILE ORIFICE IMPINGER (MO1)
AS AN ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM
OF PROLONGED OPERATION (ASPIRATION)
INTHE ALL-GLASS IMPINGER

Cabelli

C. tradley Ward and Victor j.

Elmer S. George,

Dugway Proving Ground
Dugway, Utah

it

In the course of aero;sl investigations,
sampling

sometimea to operate
it

has been

becomes necessary

devices for prolonged periods of time.

in several laboratories that with the critical

observed

orifice impinger this procedure reduces the viable
In this context,

microorganisms.

during the course of collection

occurring

tween the lethal effects

(biological efficiency) and Lhe decrease in the
microorganisms

during

of viable

recovery

the operation of the impinger

subsequent

to

h'le former process has been studied quite

collection (aspiration).
extensively

of some

recovery

a distinction should be made be-

universal conclusion as

in several laboratories with the

stated by May and Harper(l)

that sonic velocity impingement

is shown

to have a lethal effect on the more sensitive type of bacterial cell.
Lethal effects can be attributed to

bottom of the glass bottle,

workers

that

the

passage

It has boren
blologloal

decreases
(stemr

tip.

However,

by the

observed

efflciency

increased by decreasing the jet. velocity
raising the impinger

of

the

aforementioned
impinger can

(sub-sonic flow)

after a given point,

in Jet velocity or increases in the

height'

through the capillary

to their violent impingement into the liquid

critical orifice and/or
collecting solution.

izpactiun of the organisms on the

to their

tip-to-bowl

reduce the physical collection efficiency,

in the small particle range-

or

be

by

further
distance

especially

In our laboratorieswe chose to increase
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the stam height of the 6 liter/Mtrn all-glass inpinge:
(46I &- 1 5 )(2,3)
served,
of

in an effort to redute the lethal efiects.

howevAr,

pLteýuires
.l

(AGE) to iB
It was ob-

chat there wva a significant decrease in the recovery
tlasre

o ti

this roaised-stat

impinger

durtng the

course of prolonged aspiration.
The present study wne directed towards modifytng the AG? 6-15 to
minimize the

effect both in regard to the lots of collec-

aspiration

tiion fluid and the decrease
in this vork has been to

the

stirface- Qo-vulume-

in viable recovery.

essential

taken

approach

relatIQonsh'p cf th* 4ir streams by using mul-

tiple numbers of smaller jets.
raining the

TAhe

the jet velocity while incre*sing

decrease

This was accomplished,

configurations of the tmpinger,

while mainby replacing

the capillary orifice in the Impinger stem with a metal cap contraining
an appropriate number of holes (Fig.

1)

and by

orifice downstream from the exhaust arm.

placing

a

critical

The size and number of holes

the fluid volume and the stem height were investigated for the

(jets),

purpose of determining those characteristics that would minimize the
aspiration loss of sensitive organisms

--

in this case P. tclarensis.

Bacillus globixii spores or sodium fluorescein were used to Indicate
the

physical

loss of

The influence of

organisms

under the various

variations to

inches was investigated first.

jet diameter

test conditions.
from 0.023-0.014

'le size and number of jets in a given

sampler were selected to complement each other such that jet velocity
and flow rate were kept nearly constant at
mph)

0.1 sonic velocity (741.8

Over two trials and two repli-

and 6 liters/iin, respectively.

cate samplers per trial, no appreciable differences in recovery attributable to differences in jet diameter were obser ed.
samplers

operating at

0.1

sonic

The modified

velocity were about 55%A as effi-

cient as the AGI 6-15 in the collection of sodium fluorescein and

about 75%. as efficient in the collection of P.
45-win aspiration period,

the survival of P.

rularensis.

After

a

tuliaensts cells in the

modified samplers was between 93 end 111%; whereas

in. the AGi 6-15 it

was 75%.

inches In s.bse-

The jet diameter was maintained at 0.02-1

quent experiments,

since the larger size jet couid be drilled

cleaned with greater ease,

and

and since no appreciable differences

in

recovery were observed over the range of jet diam-erers studied
In a subsequent experiment,

jet velocity ,'as varied between

78 mph tested previously and 200 mph,
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which May and Harper(')

the

indicated

EXPAU*S1 AMM

STEM- .-.

-FLPUE

MALTW, .E OQW" TVI

Fig.

as the optimum

impirger

oari•e

indicated

The data shown represent

I.

in Table

of several experiments

which

in

muItiple orifice

the ACT C-15 were used to sample dynaicM4
ilobili

spore-P.

all

the

atomixer.

aerosols

the number

impingers

(W01)

and

Raynter aerosol

was used &a the collecting

Sy-•4)

The four-jet impinger was comparable

samplers.

jet

the results

generated from a

into a modified

tularensis mixture

chamber with a Chicago
fluid in

this,

To acco•plish

velocity.

impingenent

(W)I)

sampler was varied berween, 12 and 4 with the resulting

of jets per
velocities

The .etltiple

I.

or SOWL.

•-OOL

to

iobi&i spores and superior to
the AGI 6-15 for the collection of ..
it was comConsequentiy,
f. tularensei.
it by 12% ven Collecting
pared with the ACI b-15 in

a similar experiment

and 20 min aged aerosols of P.
the initial
6-15 werý

recoveries
as

follows:

in

cloud,

impinger

hiich

The ratios of

to those in

Aged clolud,

1.03 --

The optrimum stem-height was determined
tularensis aerosols in

which both dynaic

tularen*is were sampled.

the four-hole

Dynamic

in

in

the distance was

the AGI

1.02.

an experiment with P.
met at

7,

10 and

15 mo.
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All

the

%ampiers

r

formed hi lowing a

2-atin

i *-an
In,~~nt
ir
tied

18.5 ml

retained

and velocity

,,Vesoscit

orgai Sna
or gall

in

the mu

icitv

Y,),V

ir4pe orIfice

No
6i

I-13'

rularensis

diameter
-

- 0.023

inches

sampler
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2

flow rate

. . . .

-

6

.

. 6

Initial

min

7 as

1.52

! .59

10 as

1.18

1.25

15 MM

1.25

1.49

Obtained as

Rekovery in

test sam•ler

Recovery in AC! 6-15

...

..

S
S

ratio*
After 60

..

iater m n

The recovery of aerosolized Pasteurella
multiple orifice
tuinrensis in the
impinger as a function of stem height

Seem height

12

_92
788
n -

Recovery

No,.

7 C,

109

in- test sampler
Recove
Recovery in ACI 6-15

TABLE 2.

rtrmhcr

Jfipinger

Jet velocity given in miles per hour.

as

*

i

99
1

*Jet

tularensis
jet

N:< Vegocity

V.cihcItv

,f

in. Table 2.

the AGI 6-15 are shown

to those in

hi) mmn

in Ithe inodV

ratt",4 -t the recoverles

evaiedPsvuei
Thie initial recover;'o
and Bacillus &jobLaui Spores as a tuner son :,f

TA RIX I

P.

A .asas,'s wer . per-

fluid

aPmpling period and agai:i afser

asr Ibe!,

samplers relative

SYN

of

aspiration

Severa

iexperiments

then were coniducted to deter'mine tine optitfium

a~m,%

ofluiijid to be, used with the frur-hole
-

min.-stem-height sam-

pler.

Collection efficiency decreased with volumes of 15 ml or less.
Two iriala were performed to compare the aspiration losses in the

four-hote,

7 mi satem-heighL sampler containing 18.5 ml of fluid (MOt)

and the A!I 6-15.
from B. &Lubigi

Dynamic and 30 min aged
spore and P.

as described previousiv.
120 min.

were senerated

tularenasia mixed suspensions and sampled

Tie samplers were aspirated far 30, 60 end

An analysis of the data revealed a highiv significant
volumes

fezence Ln residual fluid

of the M1i and AG!

dif-

sraplers fovl

The rate of fluid loss in the MWI was 0.0124 ml

lowing aspiration,.
min,

aerosols

which is approximately

20% the

raLe

for the AGI 6-15.

sampler obtained at 5.67% higher initial or non-aspirated
P. tularensis than did the

ACE

sampler

P. tularrnsia

of operation time;

was .0-82.imtrt

it

shown graphically in Fig.

recovery of

for the dyynamic cloud and a

16 2% greater recovery with the aged aerosol.
at ion loss of viable

'Trhe MOI

in the A,'

Tlhe exponential aspirsampler was 0.56/c'min-

in thc MO! sampler.

Thlese data are

2.

~lO~

aAerosol
Age. Oy0aMir
M0C

S2

Asp ration time imnutes)

Fig. 2.
The effect of prolonged sampler operation (aspiration)
on the collection of aerosolized Pasteurella tularensis in the WI0
as compared to that in the AGI 6-15.
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Lthis expesiment

In
the AGI

6-15 was about

loes

both

it

£ppreriable

the
12%

in

th-

htghly

the

the M0I.

than that

3,

in

ibs

at a highly

in

in

dependency

of

as

report,

document

seen by the

release

Rnd

laboratory
the

loss of viability
Figure

the germination

of

3

the

of dipicolinic acid

the germination on hypercxygenation.

Germain-

fluid was

useJ

of SYN.

To conclude,
over

our

seisivtive_, germinated spore durý.ng aspiration.
taken fr-om theit

in

Aspiration

of spores under

SYN fluid and the

ation but not aspirotion losses was observed when •kF
t,.•ead

spores

sigsnlitcant

This has been shown

to be due to geriinacion

hyperoxygenatlon

anrpes d..trzig aipiratiodi
and

higher

rate of I 87%./min.

of

and Table

B

samplers were comparable,

by Levin and cabealitJ)
influence

initial recovery of

the M0I recovery data show a significant

Lhose of the ACI 6-15 after

prolonged aspiration

increase

times due

to the

initial viable ctll recovery and the decreases of the toss of collection fluid.
100

o--

,-

--

a--o

CatroS,

No

ApWtion

a-a

A.wated Sample

so40

220

I
10

I

20

30

40

50

Tim. (mrvs*u

Fig

3.

The germination of

Bac•llus

globigii spores

during aspiration as seen by thp release of dipicolinic
ac id.

i06

so

TABLE 3.

Aerosolizatxjn and aspIrattion
Mcitlus s ubtligs

of

spores in an

atmosphere of alitrogen

I

Trial No.

Sirvivai

% Change in DPA

0

S92

Q

I
3

92

4

92

0
2_.0

Aspiration interval - 60 min

*

SEach

trial represents a separate aerosol at
conditions of 50% RH, 50 F and dynamic conditions.

S%

survival - recovery after aspiraticn/recovery before aspiration X 100.
value represents the mean survivail
from four samplers.

S

taken
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DISCUSSION

flU:
We found a similar experience; there seemed to be some
increase in aspiration loases with the age of the aerosolized cell.
Did you take measures to check this at a!l-

L? you think selection

played any part in this?
Cabe!!i
tried it

(f2orGerge:

We did not try it in this context,

in terms of the growth of P.

tularenesi

We

on a deficient medium.

the progeny of those aerosolized cells able to multiply on the

Thus,

deficient medium (peptic digest without starch) were no different
this respect than the parent population,

in

This lack of stability sug-

gested that the heterogeneity in regard to this characteristic was enviroim*ntal rather than genetic.

0Lher explanat-ons are possible,

but

certainly we did not achieve greater stability by the process Cf selection.
Morton:

A number of groups have aerosolized S. marcescens

in

the field and collected organisms which managed to survive for considerable distances down-wind,
decay of subcultures

--

it

and there- was no change whatsoever in the
wes precisely the same.

any one of you has had any luck in this regard.

I don't know if

You tried it,

Gondie,

from organisms surviving for several days in a drum?

didn't you,

Did

you have any luck in improving the breed?
Goldberg:

I would

dramatic nature of it.

like to sketch this out so you can see the
If you consider a scale of about 5 logs,

and

you have a curve that tails at about i log, we always make the obvious
inference

that such a sub-population

genotype,

there is no question that it wo•uld occur there,

other postulate reasonably assumed
several phenotypes.
up.

it

generatt-s

is different.

same curve back,

this nhenomenon

that Lt can occur

is

it

is

a

but the

if

the lone sur--ivor

is grown

and the most amazing thing

that you are dealing with I part in a 100,000 population.
I pint out

if

is that you have one genotype and

Sr far as we know,

the

Now,

is

The reason

that people sometimes don't realize

in one part in a 100,000; even one part in a million;

yet In what you might term a phenotypir way.

This same type of be-

havior occurs in all sorts of stress c.nditions;

for exa.,iple,

in the

preparation of a polio vaccine you get that same sort of thiug.
VFTF:

We condu• ted some studies in which aerosolized cells were

exposed to multiple stresses
*
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'F"-

V;.'e

in sequence and the survival

From the floor

percentages

were examined.

It

appeared that,

following the initial stress,

population was altered so that the effect of the

subsequent

the

stresses

seemed to always be less.
Silver:

We visualize the possibility that organisms that survive

aerosolizatior

for,

let's say,

30 or 60 min, might either represent

individuals which have an altered or a apeciaized genotype,
might be phenotypic;

but there was a

possibility

Consequently,

zation.

the survivors
mediately

specialitrd

Dr,

them in

curve,

thing specialized

to survive aerosoli-

that,

get it

which seemed to

back in

the sampling fluid,

VFTYF:

In

seemed

Dert,

that samme

the cell

is

in

the aerosol

--

But that specializain

the air;

when you

characteristics change

back to

them.

in

individual

my laboratory,

eel

had a paper out several years ago

and there

s that required

to be no final gecetic

seemed to be some physical
some hours to repair.

damage to the progeny.

that you sometimes need an enriched medium -papers on that

im-

this area perhaps we should use a synchronous culture

on that with Pasteurella ajstis,
damage to

and

as you pointed out,

individual.

and then aerojolize
Short:

its

obtained

indicate that there was some-

about the properties of

a property of the organism while it

that of a normal

and

line; but he came out with

the organisms which can survive aerosolizarion.
tion is

Le-e±t in

60 min of duration,

the thought

he might come up with a nice flat
boomerang-shaped

capacity

Harper has prepared aerosols,

from these aerosols after

re-aerosolized

they

that throwing them

back on medium and growing up P -aw culture from them m'9the dissipation of their

or

--

to increase viabilityM

It

there have

Years ago Xarl

There

indicated
been several
Porsichetti

passed an organism for 23 cycles of aerosolization and regrowth,

and

we were right back where we started.
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PRELIMINARY STUDIES WITH A CONTINUOUS IMPINGER
FOR COLLECTION OF
BACTERIAL AND VIRAL AEROSOL SAMPLES

L.

J,

Goldberg and K. M.

S

Watkins

Naval Biological Laboratory, School of Public Health,
University of California, Berkeley

This report presents data on the
pinger device.
tent of 50 cu ft

It

was possible

of air

efficiency

to sample

(at I ft3/min)

of a continuous

is-

the viable particulate con-

into a terminal recycled fluid

vol of less than 2 cc.
An axial section of the current model of the
pinger (NBL-Cl)

is

illustrated

in

Fig.

1,

stonic velocities &it an incompressible fluid,
ceptually

If
the

NBL

Continuous

one considers air
flow pattern is

Imat

con-

as follows:

The air flow through the entrance

jet nozzle

is

restricted

to an

orifice of 0.078 inch diameter or an area of
A1

1711.78)

Equation

1

4
The annular effluent air
A2 wiere h is

strea

is

restricted

to an area of

,7(.156)h

Equation 2

the pedestal-noutle clearance.

Area Al may be re-expressed

as follows:

A r

,08)2 .7r.15)2
4

16

-

7N

156)

(.010)

Equation 3

211

)XIt
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Now

diameter,

In

taper

ot

150.

liquid

the

that

the base

is

.155

flow ov-er

Inches

in

the pedestal.

and top nozzle have a 4downward

pedestal

This taper achieves,

the air entry nozzle,

at

a clear-

nonrestrictive air flow through. a

perr.1ring

0.020 inches,

or a pedestal

opening

feed hold

nonturbulen.

order to approximate

One notes

ance of

since

.010,

an annular

MTis suggests

A2 ,

j
seL Al

clearance of

nominal 90` change in directin
Another requirement

is

that the

This condi-

fluid front for particulate impaction.

it, w44,eriwniiy

clearance,

Lion is sensitive to pedestal

so as to

under ttioali Jet,

estal be smoth and unbroken isJ>'tely
provide an intact

over the base ped-

flow

liquid

served that the desired even liquid flow wias

ob-

for a pedestal

obtained

clearance corresponding to a nominal 10% reduction of the unrestricted
air flow.
approach,

As a result of the aun¢e
teared,

The impingei

with a continuous

1

tinuous operatian,

.•,-ates

a unit was constructed and

at an air sampling rate of I ft3 /min

is re-

1,5 cc/win

a :ýiutd flow of approximately

quired to prevent a

For 24 hr con-

.siow of nominally I cc/min.

iq.wa

accumulation from slowly building. up

T.•.iculate

A peristaltic pump was used to transport

on the sampling pedes.v..
the impinger fluid.
Preliminary tests .i7
(malachite green)

collection

Wells'-type atomizer.

5' solids will result in an aerosol with a

Solutions with nominally
mass mean diameter of

efficiency were made with dye

aerosolized by a

solutions

1-2 L.

ciency were performed with

Tests for biological collection effiand with

Serratia marcescens

Vesicular

Stomatitis virus (VSV).
S. marcescens was inoculated from a seed

slant

into heart

sion broth (Difco) and incubated on a shaker at 37 C for 24 hr.
aerosolized

organisms

recovered

infuThe

in a nutrient broth (Difco) were

assayed on nutrient agar petri places.

After incubatio;, for 18-24 hr

at 37 C, colonies were counted.
VSV was harvested from and assayed in chick
culture monolayers (CFTC).
or for assay,

fibroblast

tissue

Monolayers employed for virus production,

were grown in 16-

or 3-ox

prescription bottles. respec-

tively, for 24 hr at 37 C in 0.5% lactalburin enzymatic hydrolysate
in

Earle's

balanced salt solution (LE)

at

pli 7.2-7.4

to which was
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added 6% heat-inactivsted calf serum and antibioticsý
of plaques,

for , hr at room temperature

sorb to drained unwashed CTFC wm-nlayers
overlaid

Subsequently the cells were

with

bovine albumin Fraction V at pHl 7 8,
fetal calf serum.

LE fortified with 0 1.

plus 1V nutrient agar.

After 24 hr incubation at

red was added to

37 C,

pIuZ 2¾.

1 6000 neutral

to aid tri counting pl*ques

monolavera

were expressed in terms of plaque-forrming units (PFCL
voiae~n

For produrction

suitable dilutions of virus samples were permitted to ad-

Endpoints

per standard

of ae~rosl samples.
was= observed that

tion of maximum turbulence

simu1taneous,

in the fVuid feed cavity,

as evidenced by

resulted in i•xisal recovery.

itzles I and 2
VSV aeroasols.

w..a further noted that the condi-

It

depth of the fluid feed cavýty

mininum air flow,

recovery wao sensitive to the

particulate

the results of two

sumarize

The AGi-30 capLilary
comparative sampler.

experiments

using

impinger was used as a parallel,
is evident that the NBL Contin-

It

uous impinger was as efficient as the AGI-30.
Tables 3 and 4

present

ments using S. marcescens.

the

resuilts of a similar set of experino significant differences between

Again,

the two sampling techniques were noted.
Mhe NWL Continuous Impinger
borne particulates of
AGI-3O (12.5

1-2 4

llteraimin).

has been demonstrated to sample air-

diameter as efficiently as the standard
The

of Continuous operation has

feature

applicability in many sampling problems.
One of the

interesting

applications

selection of mutant organisms for

study

of the NBL-C!

is

in the

in experimental aerobiology.

The entire residual viable content of on aerosol

in a holdIng chamber

of approximately 50 ft3 may be sampled into less than 3 cc of sampling
fluid.

This should allow one to assay for mutants

imposed environment with a
,1'08 to 11i10

capability

resistant to the

of detecting a mutation ratio

of

One additional comment should be made.
characteristics of the NBL impinger,

antifoam.

As a result,

Due to the liquid flow

there is no requtrement for an

the fluid used for collect,ton of virus aer-

osol may be directly utilized on the tissue culture monolayer used
for plaque assay.
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TA8LI

Comparative aerosol recoveries of Veoicular Stomaritis virus
ewpJ'ying the NBL-CI and AC!- V]

INiL-Continuous I
npinger*
(26.5 liters/mmn)

Sample
Nlu

Fluid recovered
(corrvcteud to
assay Vol. Dt
20.8ccc)

Fi

(12.5
e

I

2

sgl
j10
-o •,

3cc

4
6
8
10
12
14
16
is
20
22

iJ.

a

j

c
3.bcc
40 cc
4.0 cC
3.8 cc
4.0 cc
4.0 cc
3.8 cc
3.8 cc
3. 8cc

1

i

310
9,25
i322
14,17
20,20
14,3
23,19
9,8is
8a10
16,13
11,O

AG I- 30*
litersi/cn)

Fluid recovere
F (corrected
ud
to
tcorro.ted
cc;c' .
a sa.e

3
5
7

9 8 cc4
.2cc16
9 2 cc
9.2 cc
9 z cc
9.2 cc
9.0 cc
9.0cc
9,2 c"
9,0 cc

11
13

13
17
19
211

e
"o
all"
,

I

2971

__________

S.0
6,19
f,7
5,18
19,19
6,14
7,8
13,9
27

* Operated at 20 inch Hg vacuum.

SAssayed

plaque count/250 cc of aerosol.

TABLE 2.

Comparative aerosol recoveries of Vesicular Stomatitis virus
employing the NBLt-C and AGI-30

NBL-Coun inuous Impinger t

GI-30*

(26.5 litersimin)
Sample

Fluid recovered
(corrected to
assay vol.
20 cc)

No.

2
4
6
8
10
12
14

f

3,6
3.4
4.0
4.0
3 8
4 0
4 0

cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc

of

i

(12.5
qut
dlA

31,21
15,16
35,26
33,25
26,23
34,22
26,22

2.

Samf
Soamtle
No.

JAssayed

Fluid rreec
red
(corrected to
assay Vol.
10 cc)

1
3
5
7
9
11

7.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0

13

9.0 cc

13

1401
* Operated at

literis/in)

18 inch Hg vacunm.
plaque count/750 cc of aerosol.

cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc

of

Po

Polatq
-1.0 dill

20,15
22,17
23,24
21,21
20.21
16,15
14,19
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Comparative aerosol recaver tee of Serrecti marccscexs

?flLE 3.

employing the NCL-CI and AGI-30-

A41- 305

NIL31-Conunucua lnpr4tr'
(63liters/win)

Samplej
No.

i

Fluid recovered4

ial

(corrected to
assay Vol. of

ciaule

"-.¶8

'iters/min)

Fluid recovered

I Samp'le,
Noout
.4

0 dil

Cc>i

42

(12.3

assay Vol.
20 cc)

738,,

2

18

cc

185,96,89
88,79),86

3

7.8 cc

j 2,81,'89

3

17.5 cc

4

8.0 cc

78,54,88

4

iS8

a ,C35,58,52 518

1147

ftPump

1

70,83,81

i

L3,82,82
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1

set t" deliver 1-1/ ,2 cc/sin

Comparative aerosol recoveries of Serratia marcescens
empli-ytng the NBL-CI and AGI-30

IFluid

recovereý
to

I(corrected

jassay

7.-

3.76

47.4

(12.5

Viable

1

Vol, of
42

ii
c0c)c

ISample
No,

cc

11,2,1

cc

I131,IU1,128
42
139, 23,1

cc

1488

Operated at 20 inch Hg vacuum.
Pupset to deliver 1-1 3 cc min.
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cc

-Im--- -

MEL-Continuous lwpinger*
(26.7 liters/sin)

No.

cc

at 20 inch HS vacuum

TABLE 4.

Sample

O di 1

cc

7.8 cc,84,90

Sal-wM-

con
Cot

of

'7

cc

2

*Operated

Viable

(corrected to

AGI-30
liters/win)

Fluid recover"
(corrected t

assay Vol. of

1

418.0

~

Viable
on
dl

18.5 cc

167,129,161

18.5 cc

137,149,160

cc

105,132,141
1659

DISCUSSION

VFTFt

Could you give us some of your thoughts on critical psr*-

meters of impinger.

in regard to viability?

Dr. May did some early work on the cascade

Coldhbre:

which indicated that the critical parameter involved is

impactor

the impaction

parameter characterized as that size collected with 50% afficieancy.
it you will carefully note this impaction parameter -It you hold

due to impaction will bt reduced.
at,

in patticular,

it near 0.6 ýt-- you will find that rupture of the call

let's say,

Now this means that you can operate

sonic velocity with a larger hole,

if

you will,

I think

you can go to smaller holes but less Lhan sonic velocity.
irs best to consider your

sampling

i.e.,

in terms of this impaction para-

meter rather than simply in terms of either velocity or jet diameter
depending on whether you have a hole or slit.

or width,

with the 12.5 liter/min AGi,

It

turns out

that the impaction parameter is almost

When you use the ACI with a 6 liter/min sampling rate,

ideal.

too severe.

paction becomes a little

As a result it

the im-

appears that the

12.5 liter/min all-glass impinger is superior as a general air sampler.
When one restrains

the impaction frcnc,

of 25 liters/min.

In the AGI, the fluid front is not restricted and

as a result,

one can achieve sampling rates

the impaction parameter in effect drops off.

result of all of this is

So the net

that you end up with about the optimal im-

pinger type of device at 12.5 liters/min.
How do you know that everything

Silver:

In the case of the ordinary glass Impinger,
look at it.

you get to

How do you know yours is always working?

Goldberg:

The wall of the present device is a clear pla tic so

you can see in and note if
VFT?:

is working properly?

of course,

it

is working properly.

In that particular study between the 12.5 liter raised

impinger and the 6 literimin raised stem impinger,
no difference whatsoever with two organisms,
Actually there were slightly higher,

I believe there was

tularensis and BG spores,

and sigý.tftcantly so, recoveries

in the 6 liter than the 12.5 liter impinger.
VFTF:

What about the sampling fluid --

isn't this pert of the

critical parameter?
Goldberg:

• VFTF

a

Yes,

this is one of the things that comes up.

The

Voice from the floor.
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eaipltng fluid is also very

npo•rtant.

And I thifk yvu may find higher

recovertes ,-ith aampling fluide other than those i mentioned.
one constant during the comparison but, fonefltLAW,,

We kept

thIs is a aIi a-

tion Where, in a sense, we are trying to compare different resul
it

is very 4ifficult to relate the two unlI'sa

and

you do the experiment

vnjer identical coýnditiona again.

f.T:

I seriously diagree with a previous statement

6-15 and the 12.5 are doing the amw job-

that the

Those of us who are doing

saot research in the field of aerosol standardization tethniques knoa
hat we setiesa get some most

ý4d

result,.

A.en we collected P..

Iutwrensis atrosels, we would end up with about 507. Rh when seapiing
iwmdiately after sprsyiy4.

I think that under these conditions the

6-15 impinger kills tularensis cells at a greater rate than the 12.5.
9oldb•rR
whether it
tunately,
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is

We duplicated some of your findings and are not sure
the organism or the sampler causing the trouble.

Unfor-

there is no immediate ansver to this type of a dilemma.
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INACTIVATION OF VIRUS AEROSOLS BY
ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT INA HELICAL BAFFL. CHAMBER

Marcus M. Jensen
Department of Medical Microbiolo&y and mmunology
School of Mediclue,
University of California
Los Angeles, California

"The foliowing

report describes preliminary studies which were

under'sken to determine the

effectiveness

of a high-intensity ultra-

violet (U'!)chamber to inactivate v Luses in aerosol
MATERIAL1
Aerosol Teat Unit.
iS

shown in Fig,

suspensions.

AND METHODS

The aerosol

test unit designed for this study

_. The unit consists of the following components:
1. Aerosol generation chamber.
2.
UV test chamber,
3.
Sampling chamber.
4.
Lxcontaminacion chambers.

Aerosol generation chamber:

Air was supplied to the u;nit by a

blower with a variable output capable of delivering up to 200 cfm;
these tests,
chamber,

lO

cfm was employed.

for

Before entering the generation

the air passed through a 0.3 w filter whtch removed microbial

contamination

Six UV light tubes were installed ingide the chambers

for deconram nation purposes
ator was used (Schoeffel

The Schoeffel Model

Instrument Co.,

Hillsdale,

200A aerosol generN.J.).

This self-

contained unit generated a fine aerosol and dispensed 0 12 8 -O
viral sspension min,

50 g of

this varied with the composition of the fluid.

The aerosol was directed into a 7-inch diameter tube leading to the UV
chamber.
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UV test chamber:

The DY-light chamber consisted of a 36 inch

long cyl,undrical aluminum tube of 7 inch diameter

with an inner surface

highly refleative for UV radiation in the germicidal range (Fig.

2).

inside this chamber was a helical baffle system that produced turbulences and directed the air-flow

iln a CyCir-.nic pattern to insure com-

plete exposure of the airborne particles

to the LW rays.

extended lzngftudinally through the fure of -hle cha.st
was provided by the Union Carbide Corp.,
Aseptic Air Systems, Venice,

Calif.).

Linde Co.,

Tte UVltub

The UV tube
(This chamber

Linde-Robbins
was a GE zgrMicidal

lamp (G 36T6) with an output of 13.1 watts at a wavelength of 2531 A.
A radiation intensity of 4.85 watts/ft2 ast2 inches was produced by
this lamp.

The air-flow velocity through the chamber was 400 ft/min,

udiich gave an exposure time of about 0.6 secSampling chamber:

The Andersen sampler proved to be more effec-

tive than all-glass-liquid impingers for the sampling of viral aerosols
in these atudies.

The top of the sampler was plaý!ed even with the in-

side of the tube.

Regular Andersen sampler petri dishes were filled

with 27 m! of 2% agar.
skim. milk suspension;

The agar was then covered with 0.3 m! of a 20%
this formed a thin viscous film over the agar.

After the aerosol sample was collected,
pended in
viruses.

3 ml

of Ranks solution.

the skim milk film was sus-

This fluid was then assayed for

The sampling efficiency with the skim milk film on agar was

about twice that of plain agar or a skim milk film on a plastic surface.
The stage distribution of viral plaque-forming units (pfu)
Andersen sampler is shown in Table Itested.

(Coxsackie,

0.77. serum protein;

tion of CAM suspension;
antoic fluid,
fluid).

Listed are the four viruses

B-i containing 4 x l07 pfu/ml
vaccinia,

i. the

in Eagles medium +

containing I x 108 pfu/ml in a 1:20 dilu-

Sindbts,

6

containing 5 x l0 pfu/ml in chorioall-

influenza, containing I x 107 pfu,,mi in chorioallantic

More viruses were impinged on the third and fourth stages than

on the extreme stages

Some "slippage" occurred,

this was not considered

signilicant.

but for these studies

Based on the calculations of

Andersen,

evidence suggests that a majority of the viral p~rticles are

contained

in droplet nuclei 2-4 u in diameter.

Viral assay:

All viral titrations were done by tissue culture

plaquing methods using disposable plastic flasks
L-s .Angeies, Calif

(Falcon Plastic Co.,

).
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Cutaway of ultraviolet chamber,
FIG. 2.
ahowing helix and ultraviolet tube

TABLE 1.

Stage distribution of viral aerosols collected In
the Andersen •aapler

I

Plaque ".rming
.

units per stage of sampler

Virus

S2

Coxsackie B-I

10,500

17,750

21,750 } 26,750

8,5

30,480

42,930

141,750

4 ,000 115,750

14,100

8,850

4,200

3,300

450

vaccin ia
Sindbis

Influenza A

j

1,830

1,200

150

3

I

4

Iie following flaquing systems were used:

16
20,250

11,250

~49,500 j1,785

J

8.40
-

fur Coxsackie B-I,

Detroit-b or Davis tissue culture monolayers were inoculated with 0.2
ml of skim milk-virus suspension.
were covered with
aganrea calf serum.
with 19'.foziaýin,

0.67.

After viral adsorption,

the Lells

agar overlay containing tris buffer and

After 3 days incubation,

5%

the flasks were filled

which tixed the cells and inactivated the virus

The o)verlay medium and formalin were poured off and the cell monolsver
stained with crvstal violet;
plaques
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this enabled direct counting of the

For influenza A (WSM)-

plaques were

produced

on primary

chick

embryo

*issue culture monolayers

using an overlay madiu

fcrib"d by Hirst and Sibpson which

contained no serum.

plaques were produced

on secondar,

chick embryo

iris

For v,

buffer overlay.

chick embryo

tissue cultures;

and stained after

ties.e

'ýnia: Plaques were

de-

For Sindbis:
cultures,

using

produced on secondary

no overlay was used.

Cells were fixed

36-hr incubation.
ULTRAVIOLET- LIGHT INACTIVATION

UV inaciivation Ltets were carried out by first
aerosol

through

the lighted IN chamber,

with the JV cahmber

light off.

passing the viral

then r•patintg

Each test lasted

the procedure

10 min.

tiral

con-

centrations collected by the Andersen sampler with the light "on" were
compared to concentrations collected with the

light "off" and the per-

centage of inactivaition determined.
RESULTS
The results are sumarized in
ures represents

Table 2.

The first

column of
3

the concentration of viral particles/ft

fig-

of aerosol.

These figures are computed from the amount of virus contained

in

the

viral suspension times the volume of fluid dispensed./mtn divided by
the ft

3

of air

passed through

The next

two column.

the UV light off and on.

in the last column.
fluenza,

list

the chamber/sin.
the number of viral

The percentage

pfu collected with

of viral

inactivation

is

99.95% for Coxsackie B-1 snd 99.67. for Sindbis virus.

lo.-ar figure for
formed in

seen

A value of 100% is obtained for vaccinia and in-

Sindbis might

be attributed

to a

The

precipitate

that

the viral suspension during this test.

TABLE 2.

Inactivation of viral

at 100 ft

3

/min

UV light

Virus

Concentration of
viral aerosol in
3

pfu/Ift1

Coxsackie

aerosols during passage

through a helical baffled
radiation chamber

Pfu collected/ft 3
of
aerosol sampled
With UV off

With

UV

57200

10,755

5

144500

920

0

on

t of virus
inActivated
by UV

light

99.95

B-I
lnfluenza
A (WSN)

Stndbis
Vaccinia

7,500

4,537

128,000

27,522

100

if99.60
0

1OO
M
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CONCUS ION

The concentrations of

virus

passed

through the UV chamber in

these tests were many times greater than that wiich would be encountered
under most conditions.

The results indicate that tho helical baffled

UV chamber would be effective in
viruses parsing through it.
handled by this unit,

it

Inactivating

virtually all airborne

because of the large

of &alt

volume

readily lends itself to experimental

ical conditions where the air must be reltrfvely free of

or clin-

akcroorgenisms.

DISCUSS ION
A

AZ

You mentioned,

that there is high efficiency

I believe,

with the Andersen sampler -- higher than with the ail-glass impinger.
Could you elaborate on that?
Jensen;

Could you show an extra slide'

I hesitate to show this slide (Table

ures represent rather limited data,
result

of my techniques.

unable to

collect

3) because the fig-

and the irragularities may be a

Using aerosolized TZ bacteriophage,

we wera

any virus with the 12.5 liter glass-impinger; evi-

dently there was a shearing effect with this sampler.

With a midget

imptnger we could pick up a few particles; the Andersen sampler cob'
lected more tihan 909 phage particles;ft3 as determined by Andersen's
positive hole conversion table.

Next,

using

aerosolized

vaccinia

virus; 1,06f pfu were collected with 12.5 liter glass impinger as compared to zero with the midget impinger and 27,5W0 pfu with the Andersen
sampler.

At this point in our study we decided to use only the Andersen

sampler;

the results of the Coxsackie tests had not been complered at

that time.

When these results were obtained,

it was found

a greater efficiency with the 12.5 liter impinger:

tbh, we had

27,500 pfu as com-

pared to 8,000 and 10,775 pfu for the midget impinger and the Andersen
sampler,

respectively.

TABLE 3.

Effectiveness of vartous sampling devices for collecting
viruses in aerosol suspenxions
Pfh of virus collected ft
ol aerosol

-

Virus

[

Lirus
..
...
Liqui
T, 1 acte r; phage
ý'accinia
Cox5sa~ka

'VTI'F
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B-1

0
1,I
.0 60
2,.

j

cc . c f r,7

the

01000

t L-.r

sampled with

3

1

Midget
Lpinger
L
id mp~ne•_.
mpinger I Andersen
[ Ltu~a
ampler
2909
27,500

rather surprised that more of your parti-

I must say I a

LI:

clgs fall on stage 3 or 4.
and 4,

it

would not mean

particles,

You rust have many viral particles per droplet ntaclei.
Specficationa

Jenean:

on the aerosol

range or below,

and about 2(r. bv volume would fall

We haven't as yet decermined

tie actual

the specifications of

lion iný the Anderaen sampler,
Well,

VITP

from these

the probable

Jensen:

Aite in

our aerOSOla;

we do find some discrepancy.

number of viral

The other question

as

to minimize ozone production.

Jensen,

The

I have is

lamps used in

these lamps burning

in

particles

in

different

ex-

per drop of nucleus?

is far below the

Are you sure that

this:

this

these studies have been constructed
Ozone concentrations

a small room

so

from four of

for 1 hr would be less than 0.0005

typical atmospheric

oxidant

levels

in Los

(0.02-0.13 ppm).
Did you compare

Goldber:

spiral or was there perhaps
Jensen:

No,

schtuman:
mine RH

o

I haven't tried this.

VFTF:

which

a 1.5

Listo the 2-4 a ranjo.

reSults can you estimate

UV and not ozone?

Angeles

particle

in

a

the aerosol gener*tor and the diatribu-

is

ppn,

generator, using

stated chat wost oi the particles werv

saline solution,

periaients

would it?

Yes, It would.

~fl~:

based on

3

on staa

namely vtumb*ra of

that the principal timbers,

would be in the 2-4 u range,

jensen:

fall

most of your particles

If

this

is

the

spiral with,

the absence of

say,

one turbulating disk'
the only unit we have tested to date.

What was the relative humidity

(RH),

or did you deter-

inside the chamber?

Jensen:f

Yes,

we monitored RH; depending upon the

between 62 and 66J.

We made no effort

time of exposure of the aerosol
generation until sampling.
the RH inside
activation

to control

was only about

test

it

ranged

the humidity.

TIe

I sec from the time of

The amount of fluid aerosolized would alter

the chamber by less than

1'/

The effect of RH on UV in-

of viruses has not been determined.

This could be a critical

factor
Harpr:
not

I nmerely want

to make

write off the passing of 1 sec

the observation

as being

quite stringent death

in

that period of time;

So one should not

it

is

VFTF:

say

just I sec

that

unimportant
it

is

--

should

one can get

dependent

and so" the RH does

I wondered how long you thought

one

on RN.

not matter

this thing would work --
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until It

got dircy-- and then it

1":

-

wouidn't be as effective perhaps.

Wt ran many milliliters of fluid through this unit and
but throughout

I bees concerned about this possibility

had the same degree of inactiva-

the Imp was not cleaned and we still
tion.

these tests

In norsal operation, the UV unit would be used after a filter
In these studies

mbich would rem••e duet and the larger particles.

1110 mi of fluid vere serosolited directly into the UV

approximAtely

"ehembr

a high efficiency- the

without prefllrarton, and we still had

vaccinia teste were conducted last,

so

there is a

evidently

good

safety margin.
is it as effective?

How effective is this with bacteria"

VFTF:

It is equally effective;

Jenpen:

various bacteria,
were greater

tests have been conducted with
and the inactivation rates

including mycobacterium,

than 99%.
i want to co=ment on this:
IT?:

V

I think GE quotes an effective

life of around 1,00N hr or that sort before the glass solarizes,

then

you don't get enough UV to be effEcCiVe anymiore.
Jensen:

The manufacturer

mately 7,500 hr.

lists the effective life as approxi-

There is an initial 100 hr period of greater inten-

sity; these :ests were conducted after the initial 100 hr of operation.
Go2dert:

You might mention that against a natural bacterial air

flora you would expect,
50 and 907,

As you all know,

depending on humidity.

ganism is quite tough,

the reduction to be between

say in a hospital,

it

Is embedded in dirt, so to speak,

against that type of organism your kill is
Jensen:

the hospital or-

in this type of installation pre-

As I stated earlier,

filters would be used with the

and

not as effective.

YV unit which would

remove

the

large

particles.
Is there any effective remperature change in this situa-

VET?:

tion with all of this intense radisition;

is

there any increase

in tem-

perature during the run of the unit'
Jensen:
increase.

there is possibly a slight

This has not been determined;

I had thought there might he a reduct..on
but

tests with the lamp on due to increased heat,
the Andersen sampler of the few paricles that
similar to that obtained with the
stages 3 and 4. The amount
within
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lamp olL

of impacto•n

the heltcal battle unit,

if

Atr

i.e

in particle size in

the distribution

in

did come through was
largest amounts o',n

heat inactivation obtained

any, has not veu- been determined.
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MODELS FOR DEAGGLOMERATION AND
FRACTURE OF PARTICULATE SOLIDS

John S.

Dart, Jr.

biophysical Research branch, Physical Sciences Division
U. S. Army liological Laboratories, Fort De•rick
Frederick, Maryland

The aerosol generation of particulate solids consists either of
fracturing

larger particles and creating an air dispersion of their

fragments, or of separating preformed particles held together in aggregates by surface contact or other forces.

It

surface area

larger expenditures of

energy

is

created,

and applications

requiring in

general

of larger stresses.

the first

afforded,

into s non-equilibrium condition.
ergy and stress requirements

opportunity

w*shich could shift the powder

for increasing

surface area,

Special

stable aerosol generation of non-presized
in

the

aerosols of

prepared either

techniques do exist,

for the preparation of certain dry materials

of stress required

for

because of the reiatively higio en-

powders are usually generated from a presiged product,
by grinding or spray drying.

new

Concomitant vith the ex-

posure of fresh surface to the gaseous environment,
catalyzed chemical reactions is

case,

however,

that make possible the

powders,

through reduction

creation of new zturface by alteration of

powder properties.
In general,
cess

howver,

involves both

separation of basic
deaxalomeration.

any particulate

presised particles

or grinding,

pro-

and the

held together as aggregates,

or

The relative extent of grinding and deagglomeration

depends upon the energy available in
its

solid aerosol generation

the creation of fresh surface,

the generating system as well as

compressible flow characteristics,

the

particle-size distribution

22?

Y

of

purpose of this paper

In an attempt

eraLitg systemn and tht
prediction of the

aerosol

inirai

preferentIal

sedimenrati..w

the

if

the assumption

"homtogeneous
will

separated
and that

deviations

be

caj

etc.,
size"

be further

serious

they are in

i.e.

random

and a steady

ating forces brought
cohesion holding
various
I.

subdivision of the
This assump-

Surface.

with experimentally,

A proper sta-

error.

an equivalent

approximate

to

area

the basic particles

no aggregates

respect

with

motion

a

to

or

state will

are initially
present,

are initially

to each such as ap-

mechanically

stirred

collisions will pro-

be reached when deagglomer-

Aggregates

together.

particles can be

formed in

consisting

of

two limiting ways:

I

Type i
simultaneously

results trom random c

lUims.ns between

in every volume element

collisi-'s between resulting aggregates,
particles results
basic
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a basic

to bear on an aggregate are equal to forces of

the aggregate

numbers of basic
Type

that the

size,

average volume diameter,

chosen

assumed that

from each other,

aggregates,

in

the distributions are small

of

Random motion will produce collisions,

array.

be disssed.

for a given application.

to a turbulent gas suspension

plies

duce

standard

does Fiot introduce any

mean diameter,

distribution.

be assumed

to most powders dealt

such as Sauter Mean diamvter,

tistic,

it

the creation of fresh

apply

strictly

not

it will

smallest volumetric

as the

without

geometr&i

Lu a

coagulaticn,

by

, will nt-,

etc

or diffusi;on,

which follows,

defined

being

tion does
but

size

aeros.•

coCipristng the powder are homogeneous

possible

leading

h pefUily
hoidr.

distribution

the gen-

of

lia

discussion

t. tic le

powder

models for &rYiding.

involving cimpressible

i-A,ýLUSERATION (IF PARTICUtLATE SOLIDS

Sn
an

on

a -icntrmt

particle

solid medium

proper;ies

c.rriate

generated

initially

of the

AERODYINACtIll

to

pte-d~speraed

Modification

In

aerossol generating

be to present

will

solid ter sol generation

particulate

fluid dvnreIr..,

basic

the

f

a particle.

comprising
loe

0

pripert zes of the

and the intrinsic physical

muchanism,

and for

design

the

powder,

the pret-dipersed

of

the array,
etc.

basit
and

particles
continuing

Non-uniform packing of

2.

t•'pL

2

"Type

2

is

cau5ed

r,

b,

thtun;

F i C Pw
Pur'a-;'cr

ticles.

.'nil.rm packinN

.4

between

if
ticlfa,

r

of agglomeratc

two particles

= array

2 consisting of

,f

NP, basIc

for illustration, is given

Since PI <

the same number of particles
i

for each type

is:

1, it

- 0.5 and N1

1

Is

then

-N

is seen that aggregates formed by the mechanism

- 8,

decreases,

able or representative

than those of type 2,

then R -

or Ni

the confornation

16; or PC

(1) a quasi-spherical

- 0.2,

For example,

N, -

8 then R -

increases, R Increases.
of what might be considered a most prob-

agglomerate will be

associated with type

random motion of

+

N!g(3

of type I are much more probable

Hence,

particles

of for'ming

of forming an agglomerate of type I to type

p (.i)

F.

then the probhabtlity

N-

c

.N

(2)

both models,

index

the ratio of probabilictes

bilities

in

2

(N.

As

formation

a s.We collisizn involving tw:o pzr-

for both models,

consisting

N.
i

625.

par-

basic

individual

particles results.

s the probabilitv of

an agglomerate

for PC

and

it

1

taken as equal

where

by

vgglomerate

build-tin ot tinsg ag-

between

basic

A schematic representation.
assuming collisio)n

formation .)f art

a 11z

collisýi-n

by succefssive

l mIerare

in rig.

tiiaI

I,

shape,

that determined

by proba-

having:
due to the spherical

aymmetry of

colliding particles.

five sub-agglomerate

components,

on thi

average being the
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Typo
?4sb~ySgj
Patices

~~Ao

Array

Array li4h4

Prababtlfty

Agg4towjato
onflAnemratgO

2

4
P

Typo

I~

~

4

90

0

000
0oo
o.0

000a0a0

etc
Ftgurk

14.

4

Limiting Type, of AnlIOmrare
Formagtion.

(two-.Partici. COUlt
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5

aOn Assumed.)

smallest number of col iding partices defining the s6-hericul sy..Each of these cmponent
sub -agglcomer ate s,
five basic

formed in

nub-a~gloerste
Ortdndlo

etLc

particles,

with a
would

ONich

of

b-gcraeconsiscauc.
to

c orrespo•pnd

aggregate

the first

he Initially dispersedJ random arra';

A schematic diagram of this hypothetical characteristic
is Shown in Fig.
Thee

vy

will conltLt orffive smal Ji)

largest

aggregate

2.
characteristic

aggregate

encourntered

in a bed of

magnitude and ef-

pre-dispersed powder will be that determined by the

ficiency of applIcation of the disrupting strles durtng the powder's
The process of aerosol
schematically represented in Fig. 2.

history,

Lhen can be considered as a

generation

type I

an agglomerate of

into

process of breaking

sequential

its component

aub-agglo•e.rates,

property of the sub-agglom'rate hypotiiesis is

An imporzao.t

etc_,

sub'agglomerate or basic particles are dispersed.

unttl either stable

the decrease

in numbers of contacta per unit erea between component particles as the
agglomerate

increases in size,

i.e.

as the agglomerjte gets larger-

its

T1his would not be the

shear strength or tensile strength gets smaller.
case for agglomerates of type 2 formation.

B. Disru! tion of aqkfoeraes
In genera],

by aerodynai.drav

mechanical fortes capable of deagglc.ating particles

arise in seven ways in a
impact of
I.

compressible flow sYster:

particles

vorticiry of the particles'

with

motion.

turbulence in the fluid flow system,

fluid flow b.undarV w1ils due to
this could result from high-order
or centrifugal force applied to a

particle as a result of its motion in a
velocity of the

particle

laminar

vortex.

The average

in this system would be in general parallel

to the impact surface

its

2.

Impact of particles with each other

3,

Centrifugal

diaruptton of a

particle

lue to rotation ab.;out

own axis,

4.

Direct impact with a fixed bounding surface,

vorricty.

i, -re the average

velocity

not requiring

vector of the particle

Inter-

sects the impact surface.
5.

Fr.ction drag,

or shear,

resulting from. velocity gradients
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II

0-0-w-0-0

uas i-Spher ica l
f igure 2 . Cr oss -Se ctio n Sche at ic of "•Probab le" Q
Agglowerate sn4 Mechaniso of Dea8agglmeration.

2ý2

fluid system-

in d viscid

and form drag,

or pressure.

Inertia, causing preferential acceleratlon by drag forces

6.

acting unevenly over particles in contact akid compoaing an aggregate.
.

Explosive decompression of an agglomerate containing trapped

air in its voids if surface pressure is rapidly reduced.

This effect

can theoretically exist for a spherical agglomerate under drag

in

a

free stream.
F-or the intersctlon of a
mechanisms

(5),

(6)

and (7)

unbounded gas stream and a particle,

ties,

would predominate.

Drag includes both a

pressure stress and a shear stress, and for a sphere in steady lawinar
incompressible medium,

flow of a viscous

parallel

or for a compressible medium

these stresses are normal to each other and normal and

at Mach < 0.3,

to the surface respectively(l)

under these conditions is

The resultant drag force

parallel to the direction of motion, and Is

law for spheres with radii > i u.

given by Stokes'

(The Cunningham

to account for slip is required fot radii < I

correction factor

L.)

(4)

EsflflZU r
U - relative stream-particle velocity
r - radius of sphere,

S=
Stokes'

'olos for laminar flow, which,

equation

a Reynolds number,

R
,P

or characteristic dimension

viscosity of mwdium

R

for a sphere,

requires

1

Pe•r

7

(5)

-

density of medium

A general ,xpression

for the drag or resultant force on a par-

ticle of any shape in either incompressible or compressible media for
either turbulent or laminar flow has been formulated

in terms

Drag acts on a particle in direction

drag coefficient.

aa

t±relative

motion of the medium with respect to the particle.
D CD to U2 S(6
2

0

(6)

U - free stream velocity

CD

w

P
orojected
area of body normal to stream

-

drag coefficient

9=

density of medium at particle surface
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The diag coefficient is

a function of shape and Reynolds number,

and for irregular shapes is empirically determined (2)

A function re-

lating CD and Re for spheres over the range of 0 < Re

2000 has been

derived by Langirt(3) with average deviations from expertmentally de-

terained values of lees
CD R /24 - I
13a
If

a particle is

over its surrace,

than 4%.
0,197 R 0.63 + 2.6 X 10-4 R 1.58
.e
0
~

(b)A
()
"

~

free to conform to an external pressure stress

Its shape will be altered if

the resultant srr..sa is

not uniform in magnitude and direction over every region of the surface,
It

can be shown that particles obeying Stokes'

law are not distorted.

particles accelerated in compressible media do experience non-

However,

uniform as well as non-symmetrical pressure stresses, and aggregates of
particulate solids or liquid droplets will deform during acceleration
if

the magnitude of the stress exceeds the tensile stress or surface

tension pressure of the respective particles.
For a sphere under acceleration in an inviscid fluid at rest at
the surface pressure distribution as derived from a velocity
eo()
t
potential can be shown•to
infinity,

P

where

P
-I.

1
-;
2

dL
dt -

I U2

2
(9 Cos

(?)

-5)

r

radius of sphere

@

angle measured positively from flow axis from stagnation
point

U

*

velocity of sphere in

P

pressure on surface

PC)

stagnation pressure

inertial frame of rel'-ence

t -time
Since the Cos2 0 term is syutericsl about the axis of motion,
sure distribution contributing

? - P_

Ezuati.,n 8

1s

=I
22

to drag is:

dti8

•

pl,)tted in Fig

dt
3 for the case r -12

, and a,

Mach 0 1 relative particle free stream veloc-ity at atmosphertc
suZre
Newton
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the pres-

Ac Mact 0 '., compressLbtlir, v effects are negligible.
se• :nd law and Equet _)n t

mit is.
presFrn

RELATIVE FLUID
VELOCITY

P

3 dynes/ema

/\

0F~V

Fiigure 3.

IVMACH

0.1

Initial Acceleration Pressure Distribution
Potential Flow.
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-a-

S
d
dt

DD
3

4

2

D2
4

P ý 7r r

3rr P

3

partcle density

p0

The radial

pressure distribution of Equation 8 is asymimetrical and

thereby

non-uniform,

n aln

-onnrriburing to accelertlton of the pxsrtile

inertial frame and, ta some extent,

to flattening of a particle

r., dea
§irection of relative fluid-particle mot•ion

uneqtia

in the

acE-eperstion

of its fore and alt surfaces.
IThe seconid term in Equation 8, bowever,

for the conditions o0 flow

is greater than Equation 8 by orders of magnitude,

defined above,

arid,

does have

although not contributing to drag because of its syTretry,

the effect of producing greater particle distortion in a body-fixed
This 'deforming" pressure distribution is plotted
frame of reference.
in Fig. 4.

o>

is seen that the minimum pressure is sub-atmospheric at

It

900.
A rough estimate of the rate of deformation of flattening for the

case under consideration can be made by the following considerations:
Consider a unit area on the surface at

). T1hen acceleration of the

surface of anr incompressible inviscid sphere in a body-fixed frame is
given by

2U2--420

-P-o

(P-P)-

(9 Cos..Q-5)

d'1x
dt

(10)

ps - surface density of particle

X - radial distance moved by surface element,

9 constant

giving

xe

-

•

(9 Cos20 _5) tI)

b!it
o0 -

X9

ro
r
Hence,
90

initial spherical radius
distorted radius
, 0a and X

for

and t

-

-

.

4 5 x 10-4 sec,

r.,

then t - 4.5 x9 10-4 sec.

then rg - 900 - 2 ro

Or,

for 9

or the sphere tends

to develop into a crenated disc with a 125% increase in radius.

2 36

a

The

RELATIVE FLUID
VELOCITY

'V

6OXIO dynes/cm'

\

-

_ _

I

I

\
1r

I

/

\I

v

Figure 4.

a

MACH 0.1

Initial Deforming Pressure Dixtrtbuti-,.
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presasure distribution will approach that over a disc with
normal to flow.
is given by (

its plane

This pressure distribution over the leading surface

(12)

P

. P
where

r'adiusl vecto-r

r

Po

stagnation pressure
constant

a

Cavitation will tend to develop behind the sphere as it
duclng an asymmetrical pressure distribution,
crease the drag.

distorts,

and thus will further in-

Henice, when detoraration of the sphere begins,

tion will result if

pro-

disrup-

the applied stress is maintained.

The aerodynamic presaure stresses and viscous shear stress would
then probably play the following sequential

roles in the deagglomer-

sting process of a spherical aggregate:
(I)

Deformation or flattening of the sphare by normal components

of stresses, Fig- 5a.
(2) Further detormiation due to normal aerodynamic pressure stress
on the resulting concave surface,

causing continued radial separation

of the aggregate with respect to its center of mass.
flattens,

a high non-synmmetricel

will further accelerate the particle.
greatest at the stagnation point,
aggregate,
(3)

it

As

the

If

the

pressure

stress,

exceeds the tensile strength of the

will begin tearing through the axis o0 symmetry,

The tangential

sphere

pressure distribution occurs that

shear stress due to gradients

Fig. 5b.

in the boundary

layer will produce an additional radial component of acceleration of
the surface, Fig. Sc.
For a laminar boundary layer (Re
this shear stress is given by(6)

- 3000 over a

disc,

-Yo ., 0. 332
(4)

-(13)

The inertial torce of the aggregate

.)f mass in a body-fixed fraime,
Hence,

acts through

during acceleration of the aggregate,

with radial components.

its canter

Fig. 5da couple is produced

The net effect is to increase the axial stress

parallel to flow, with radial acceleration away from the center of
russ.
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The shear stress on the aurface produces addtiIi)nsa

relative

a

b
4

-r-

d
Figure 5.

Schematic Diagram of Breakup Process
ot Quasi-Spherical Aggregate.
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im

)f tlE: s,,rface with respect

to the interior ot the aggregates

which moveE with a radial component because of the off-axis normal
pressure s*.ress.
the c:mponent
Anouther

,eagglomerarton results from this relative motion cf

partn,

or sub-aggregates,

p,•ssble

,.t'r

contribitiuiz to deagglomeratiou

....

fact

talls be!o'w the anbient prtes.-o,,r

in thie agglomerate. -v"ids Wi

L,.>r tht. p-itcnt ial

ledzng to an

is

"cavi-

thC static pressure on the sur-

t.t

net

sway from each other.

irsidt,.

A maximum pressure grad-

flow case cor-Nid,.rtd would occur at 6 - 901,

c•xplosive

decompress. 2n"

radially and normal

to the rel-

at-:-e stream vel) *itV.

THEO.RE TIC AL AEROSOL

ILE PIST1 I BUTIONS

M,
at~hvm,,:tical form
I

Drag-Induced Dea~glomeraticn
It

was shown above

that an agglomerate .consisting of smiwll

ni-

formly sized basic particles with non-uniform packing is more probable
than one with uniform packing.
of random collisions,

Further,

from symmetry consideratio.

a quasi-spherically shaped agglomerate consisting

of five sub-agglomerates would be tc-e n.ýst probable non-uniform array.
iience,an aggregate

is

considered

ia turn of sub-agglomerates,

etc.,

corfsist of breakup of a particle
in a single-cycle,

largest

and the deaggl.meration process to
into its composing sub-agg'omerates

from a rass of uniformly sized basic par-

will have an upper bound on its
size will exist,

size distribution,

and all aýgregates

have been deagglomerated.

a

Deformation of an agglomerate will probably

minim.um tensile stress of

the a_,rt'gat(v,

deagglomeration

A reasuc,•

f;diows.

i.e.,

larger than this size will

take place when an applied aerodynamic "deforming"

and therefo;i

each

step-wise prjcez;.

An aerosol gererated
titles

to consist of sub-agglomerates,

of deagglomerat ion v-t

stress exceeds

the

and once deformation occurs,

of the probability of deformation
an aggregate into its

sub-aggre-

gates can be exprtssed by:

(14)
probability zf demgglvmeratio'n

P
D

Fc

24.0

*

available de gglor:erating force, assumed constant for
a given process
mlnimum cohesive force holding aggregate t.gether

K

!:ýct-c

of proporti,.?,alit-,,

cj-s.

r

,r

process
For aeridynamic drag,
pDft'2 ?d

2

(
(6)

8
diame.ter of spherical agglomerate

d
AF
Fc

O c
n•umber

-of contacts

between

sub-agglomerates

in

plane through -- nter of agglomerate
f

=force per contact between sub-agglomerates

iumber of sub-agglomerates in each agglomerate
n - 5 as a probable value)

n

A.O 4<ýr osculating spher..

2a}

sub-agglomerates where poirt contact is

a s sume d

fcb

(17)

fcb

fc
*

force per contact between two basic parricles

Therefore
FFc

(n-2)3 feb
f

(18)

K CD P

"P

8(n-2).

feb

(19)

ir d
Fo>r all particles o ,ial to or larger than the upper bound on the aeris-A size distr.bu ion, wt.'ch have been broken down by the application
fhe deagglormerating stress
K C PU
Pz

b(n-2)Jf

(20)

1

2
d

upper bl)und, or sraa.iest sized aggregate with a
probabIlittty of deagglomeration of unity

And fh)r a given deaggl!,ronrat ing process,

Tharacterized b% a constant

24,

S(n-2)3

tc(
U2d2

Ir C D i

V can be taken as a relative measure cif the efficiency with which av~tlabltu specific energy in the gas stream is utilized in effecting applic tion of the deaggl>meration stress.
Combining Equatiuns 19 and 21,
n

oher aggregate of diameter di

gaites,

the probibility of deagglonerating
,

into its composing sub-aggre-

is given by

2
P

-•

22)

d

diameter of aeroscl agglomerates

di
i

index denc'ting stage of successive agglomerate breakdown, 0, 14,2 -

t
Bult

d

d

+E

(23)

L4

representative number weighted dia:meter of larges!
particle in aerosol, after duagglomeration process
is complete

;hvre

drbitrdrily small number

E
F ,r

0o.o0'j d hA
0,99 d
11

(24)

2
0

n - 5

But for

d

(25)

d
2

+

Theret,)re
0.99
i

22

P 1

'26)

22i

The namnber-size distribution of a stable avrosol,
semination process is completc,
txins2b,
•-:Is,

25,

,.nd 23,

atter

can be computed tin the basis

A series txpression with histogrami

rather tOW,, A continuous distribution functtorn,

cla!:

result,,.

tluctuat~ons abukt 1-:ean values for each class interval WO'ld
resutt In a continu,-us Jistribution, however.
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the its!•t ?.1,er.ndom
hY.<call:

particles in each size fraction of the generated

zh•number of
aeroscl

Is ccmputed from the differeace between the number entering a

siL.. class (fiom the size class iummediately preceding it
tion of increasing size) and the number leaving it

in the direc-

as a result of the

next successive stage in the deagglotneratton process.
SNo (1-P'
i =0

th'
class corresponding to

0 a number particles in zero
size d
0

No

-

total number of particles entering class with d

-

(N nP -N0 n P0 F1 )

d
e

•.im1 •arly
(28)

i-1
n

-

representative nmber of sub-agglomerates it
aggregate

2nto which a particle will

r constitutes the average number of pieces
,reak as a

of

result

a single stage in the deagglomeratior, orocess,
Hnnce,

!aken as 6 tn tho agglomerate model.
!or

:he deagglomeration stage,

ur,

the gentral expression

h.he number of particles in the generated aerosol,

1i

- No ni

u.sing Equation

an

is

as a

,inctionof

,1-,en by

-i-I Pi-2 ---Po
0i

- P

(29)

2-')

(30)

26 for PC

n' ý0
Na

2-

(21 .'

The average diameter of an agglomerate associate with each class,

I,

in Equation A0 is obtained from Equation 26.
d
di W

(31)

0"

S" 0,-1,

2 "---

d10 is deterftzned by the physical parameters of the dirý-ýglomeratior%
process from Equations 16,

S~A

20, 23

continuous cumulative number-size distribution can ,c onttructee.,b

and aa•s,-c

appcýr class caiU
5 arc SnokT.

ati

of d,-

A Fig.

I -.

,wth

"Vhe
dia-.>.ter

The slope

with) Sits

Number-ý,ize

o,-uribution

ci; :•ii'ri

-g

distributix.n

part i:tles !1aviu

distributins

varioas valuts of d

restults withc

is

ol

ai

for

the case, if

as a parameter.

avtragv

and d"s: wht. :•s

Jf course bounded by .d

.s

This precludes an explicit
intcrred

tit•s rtsultinv

differs significantly

from gripnding.

and subsequenil.

pound

interest

from that of

who found the number-

in the east! of fracture to follow the com-

a cumulative number-size distribut'.on to

!rom

weight distribution can be accomplished

Constant particle density

is

normal f t,

ftor the tw" straý.ght-lne
n
"-3 In.
- de
f3 in

d

I .'IJ

-r

T

-

-A

i.95 d

in

two ways.

assumed.

Assume a quasi-log

d

-,t par-

law.

a .:mulattvt

2.

It

1o•-i'rmal

by Kolmogoroff(7)

derived by Dallavalle,

tunczzorf

11he transfoymattin

-

A quasi-

standard deviat.n:oi

distribution tor-m as marhvmaticatlv

sLc, dtstribuiion

L

invariant witth tht value assuwged for r,

of the basic particle.

Mlar tn

an

and use an

'vera•c

value of

portions of the curve:

9

dC

number median Aiamet ,r

(33)

10(

(34)

d

c

m

mass median diameter

Make no asumpc tons concerning the theoretical

(35)
rm of the

distr ibutton, and cnmpute the distribution by
t

the increase
betLwet.

c and d

T

(n)

(m)

in s
is

size class

,pe
tf the cumulative numbeýr-size

due t,

precludes tion-integral

(3)

d

distribution

the avtraging effect of the model,

zhane;es

in agglomerate sizes.

whnich

For this large

the series surufnatiyn does not adequately reflect a contxnuum.

Coansequently.

methild number

I fEr transforming the !umber

Aistribution
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Size at StaI.a P.irc~ntiI.. dm

100

00

C2
10

*0

~,245

0

0

a •-ass-.eglired
agglc:ierar-,

di-tribu
densit•

d-, corres-:),ds
hence,

in

wit

--

s the mnrc-

:-n
size

the 97-

i,,

hýve been

;-•curate.

negle.cted

tit: mass transformed

in

Variati--ns
the

of

transIcrmation.

Uistriburion.

sunntarv:

For -umber-size distributiono

I bo

c.rresponding to the 99.99 percentile on a
il-garithmic probability plot

COc

F.r

0.1

aass-size distributions

d 0.42 do
0,01

1-Ybo

do

correspunding to the 97.0 petcentile

A piict rtel]iting 'he median size and the size currespondirg to the 15
percertile to the representative
do

is given in Fig.

tit:.ns.

largest size present in the aerosol,

7 for both number-

and mass-weighted distribu-

Th1;vert'cal lines on the mass distribution reflecL the spread

of -- lies 'between the two methods of computing the tLditormation

Tte

curve corr#:spzxds to- method I1

2.

qize Distribution of Particles by Impact Grinding
The

conditions

.tze reduction Af basic particles by impaction grinding under
,f

turbulent flow can be considered to consist of two inde-

pendert meýhanisms,
btitv

both associated with a probability, and the pr iba-

of breakup can be computed on the basis of the product of proba-

bilities o4 each mechanism occurring.

The r.echanisms are:

impact with

a surface as a result of a particle leaving P stream line,

and fraccure

as a resull

of the impact.

Hence
PB a PI Pf

PZ f probability of breakup
..

W probability oi impact

P. - pro!ability Jf fracture
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(37)

S30-A- SloPsnw~Sco Mo.%

~~D-i15
Pon,ti.td

2

0.

oc

Nunbr,'

/

0Ms

C7

2--

/

2 9? 0 Pe"rcent-0
3-

Sie do

,0

,6 O

'9

40

so

7S

/4

/

The probabillt

particle

,ty
of a

is

fo'rce acting

-n tile part it IC duc.

posIng radial

M'ot1i

T/
-R
P K

fnert ia and

J7TI7
r1

-

ig

C

P

of fracture

The probabil1tv
specLf i
to the

specific energy

(39)

stream lines at

impact can be cons dered proportional
for fracture
required

compressive

of particle

breakup under

probability of
P

L d' K

impact,

using Ecuation

37

2r

P

C2

(41)

iVeon systemCn
YX

K

42>

d(

-constant

(9)
bten obta tned b',

tbe impact-breakage

Epstein)

probability

on to a basic as.,umptrion in

distrtbutimn for

tial

u:nforn, bas;i

-f

in support

being proparti-..;ua
his derivation

same reasoning used in

:n place of an

where,

.

of

Equation 42 for
to d2,

in

contra-

logrithe ico-normal

breakage :)f solicd

Applying the
30,
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stress of parttcle

modulus of elastic,ty

K
S-

dict

Farticles

to fracture.

2E

S
P

D'.La ha.,ve

pro,-

QP u2

S = crttical
E

and inversely

wor!

fur fracture.

deformation would tend o-,.lt

K

a

upon

energy available

undergoing plastic

Or for

op-

v constant of propoit-,nali t

K

Hence,

the shear drag

Cd
,

R = average radius of curvature of
impac t surface

portional

and

U-~--d3

P

to the

line

to the centrtfugai

proportiona
its

atream

curved

a

lea ung

collIiding with a boundIng. surface

particle

the der.vat ton of Equatio.n

.:Pper characteristic
size exists,

aggregate

an identical

size an int-

distr ibution of

numbers of particies as a function of stage in the breakup pi7oceakis
Sizes are quasi-log normally distributed,

obta•ned.

lated to successive stages are in a conatani

if

the sizes re-

ratio.

For

t

2, tha;r.

1,6 f 0,

The geonvktric standard deviation,

a,

depends on the rattio of sizes

but isiindependent of n.,die number of fragne'nret
single fracture.
d4
if t

For spheres, P-

4,

froml a

r e2L;!-r

or 5; for flat platelets, n

2,

2

B. Experimental observations
1. Aerodynamic Deaggiomeratlon
A major difficulty

in determining aerosol properties is

the ef-

feet of the measurilng device on the parameter of interest

This is

particularly true of devices that :ollect a "representative
(lOx
for example.
the aerosol, such as the Cascade Impactor(

sample"

scattering techniques,

suchi as those of Dimmick('

1

of

Light-

' and 0' Konskl

though they do not require the colleLtion of representative samples
nonetheless re-

and hence do not disturb the system being measured,
quire careful

interpretation,

involving a knowledge of the ineraction

of the containinig chamber vith the aerosols,
of light-scattering phenomena.

as well as interpolation
is the inherent

A further complication

instability uf an aerosol due to collision processes involving the suspended particles, i.e.

random collisions due to turbulence or Brownian

motion
One system that tends to minimize sampling and interpretation
problems,

and that is suited for aerodynamic aerosol generation studies,

haa been found to be the Sharpies Micromerogrsph(
small quantities of material (< 50 mg)

14

'

15

)

Stokes' dreg Jiameter distribution of the entire aerosol,
found satisiactory, with careful handling,
particle sizes > I " d.
drag,

It

and has been

fot the determination of

operates on the principle of aerodynamic

subjecting a small mass of powde:

to a steep-fronrted

blast at controllable stagnation pressuresentrained

Designed for

measures a cumu-lative mase-

it

onic air

The particulate solids

in the sonic flow pass through an expanding conical orifice

or nozzles of special design,

and the steady-state

aerosol is measured
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that have settled ac-

by a continuous cumulative weighing of psrticles
cording to Stokes'

Law, Fig.

8.

One series of studies on the effect of gas density on breakup
Used as the teat powder Serratia marcescens,

with the Micrcaerograph

ground, freeze-dried vegetative microorganism contained

in

an inert

had a mass median dlaceter, 4w, - 4-1

It

crystallined.ke mAtriz.

a

and a geometric standard deviation of - 1.6.
Similar studies,

using capillary tubes as disperging nuzzles,
with 3.3 " KM}D S. nrarceeens

were conducted by Orr and Dallavelie(16)
product

basic

Thv

siz

strictly required of the model.

=_

tha

Ea

i.e. homogeneity of size,

standard deviations.

diameters and geometric
particle size for the

It"g

distrr1,,tiannc

small median

The characteristic

basic

heterogeneous distributions would correspond to
1he mass-size distribution data obtained

the average volume diameter.

from both these studie% for a range of stagnation pressures of 50 psig
to 400 psighave been compared with the aerodynamic aerosol generation
model presernted above, in an attempt to correlate c-mpressible flow eand
particulate solid

properties

with

the

aerosol

size distribution

as follows:
On the basis of the model,
fined in terms of do,
in

the representative

This value in

the aerosol.

ties and compressible

the absolute size distribution is de-

turn is

largest agglomerate present
related to the particle proper-

flow properties by Equation 32.

8 g fecb
cb

d-

'IT,'C

0

(32)

Pu

All quantities with the exception of K are either measured,

calculated

or inferred from the model.
maximum measured representative agglomerate size,

a.do,

cor-

responding to the 97 percentile on a mass weighted basis.
b.

fcb,

point contact,

the force of cohesion between sub-aggregates

minimum value for this force has been

obtained

strength mnsurements of S. marcescens powder,

Bures,
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M. G.,

Assuming

this is equal to the force between basic particles.

3.

S, Derr,

unpublishe.

data.

from

bulk

A

tensile

assuming close packing

a

ANNULAR

ADJUST.

$OLENOID-..

POWDER

SLIT--,\

25- 250"
GAS
CHARGE
TANK

DEAGGLOMERAT

SOLENOID.
CYLINDRICAL
SETTLING
CHAMBER

8.

s$hematir Diag•am
of th
Deagg
stS5ction.

e
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of basic part.icles
dyne%,=

Rulk tensile strengths are of the order of 2000

fr
Ir a ra c Ing. trac tn
ýo-s

0.120.

feb ý 1 8 r 10-4 dyne
c.

U, gas velocity,

d.

P, gas density, computed for isotropic flow at Mach 1, for

sonic at the powsr-gas

interaction rate.

the various stagnation pressures.
e.
ber,

CD,

drag coefficient computed on the basis of Re-nolds num-

with do as the characteristic

dimansion.

Values ranged from 0.38

to 0.50.
f.

p

9,

P,

number of contacts between sub-aggregates

5

For n.

assuming close packing.
Values of R/k were calculated using Equation 32, and a mean was

determined for all experimental conditions,

with -the 95 confidence

in-

terval on the mean expressed.
Oik - 2.2 x IO4 (t
Using this value of 5/k,

0.5 x 104 957

(43)

theoretical mass-size distributions

were comp-uted using Equations 30,
used in the experiments.

C.1.)

31, 32 for the values of gae

density

A mean value of CD - 0.43 was also used,

and

sonic flow assuted.
A comparison of the theoretical distribution with experimental
average values is given in Table 1.
standard deviation
the theoretical GSD.

The

experimental

geometric

is a mean of the 50:16 and 84.50 percentiles,
The agreement is close,

as is

considering the variety

of conditions over which 0.-k was computed and the departure from experimental condititns of the model assumption of homogeneity of basic
particle size.

Generalization,

however,

cannot be inferred from the

specific absolute value of A/k obtained from these experiments without
additional work with other powders,

As the mass median diameter of

the basic heterogeneous particle *s'e distribution increases,
values of *,k for a given fcb would increase,

reflecting a

What is perhaps of

parent do than a homogeneous model would predict.
interest is the apparent constancy of the ratio

cb$
rh

;, 4 under the

conditions studied for the S. marcescena matezial,

Derr, J.5.,
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., C. lures,

C. Gordon,

measured
larger ap-

unpublished date-

TABLE I

Absolute mags-slze distribution of Serratia marcescenn
powder-emntc deaggiOmerattom odeil
compared with experiment

Stagnatioun

"4.
,A!

Prew.kir,

50 psig

100 psig

S. MArcescen

300 p'ig

400 pstg

*

i "3. 3"

Teory

mlParfs¢can

3.2*
3

11l

d

7.4

9.0

rS

1.61

1.75

1.60 t 0,1

d

7.4

3.0

8.3

1.68

1.67

1.60 ± 0.1

dM

6.7

6,9

6.1

019

1.60

1.71

1.60 ± 0.1

dm

6.3

5.8

5

i'58
sr.

i.62

1.60 - 0.1

d

5-8

4,3

4.5

1%

1.51

1.54

1.60 t 0,1

9
200 psig

S,

± 2.0

± 1.5

1.4

1.1

95% cnnfidence interval.

fMass median diameter.
Nozzles: Conical deagglomerator,
0.04" ID.

3 tubes 1/2" L x 0.18", 0.08",

Values for both 0 and fcb are minimal.

Therefore,

k"1 is

maximal.
-l

K

13
. 2.4 x 10

03)
- (0.6 x 10

-i

K

is analogous to the critical Weber number, Wee,

for

liquid droplet instability under aerodynamic drag(17,18)
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a-r

Wec

>3 to 10

.

(4

D - drag pressure
r - drop radius
t - surface tension

The apparently high ratio of magnitude of K- /Wet

feb

due to the uncertainty of the
measured.

may we!l

for ttch a mirl'oueM valueJ

be

has been

'Thei
preaencre of 3K w d aggregstes in the cleavage plane of
aepaurem,

fold tincease in fcb

and result In We . KC.

.i

Further work, however,

is required to clarify this comparison with liquid droplet
Mars.Size distributions

determined

_ '-

above w*uld ali,-w

rton-d

the tenstic strength

breakup.

by the Micromerograph

tech-

nique for a variety of other powders have been compared with the shape
predicted by the model,
metric standard

i.e. quasi-log normal distribution witl; a geo-

deviation

of 1,6 ± 0.1.

For those powders with basic

mass

These are shown it Fig.

median

diameters,

dm <

9.

ýi as

determined either by optical sizing or with the Whitby Centr -uge
techrlque(

19

'

20

).

the agreement with prediction is good.

es.-in and sulphur aerosols,

characterized by dm > 14

cr, -ý>2, depart from the model.

j.

Sodium fluorand basic

Theoretical curves were fitti

to the

experitrental ones at the median diameter.
For those powders conforming to the model,
from

Equation 32 for sonic flow.

fcbPiK

was computed

The results are given in Table 2.

Interpretation of these data must wait further work on measurements of
fcb:

It is

interesting to note, however,

nitude agreement for the

varinus

magnesium silicate close agreement
difference in stagnation pressure.
the powder,

that there is order of mag-

types of solids, and in the case of
in the

values

despite the

large

Since fcb and 0 are properties of
KC"

and fcb iK approximately equal for the two pressures,

should be equal and

therefore

independent of gas density.

conclusion is reached in the absolute size
discussed abuve for the

S. marcescens

The esme

distribution correlations

powder.

Hence,

it

may not be

unliKely that K'l has the saree significance in solids aerosol dissem.
inatton that C',e critical Ws',er number,
breakup
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w

P4

TABLE 2.

Aerodyntic. deaggiomerarion param.eter,
ow
for various rowdet6scls.4.rlc

Poer

pressure

If
al taC
MagneS iBi•tr-,bt!,

Acrylic resin

Saclilos subt~ie40
Maeniesiuin

*

9

4b

i
9

.4

1

Cadmi.um oxide
*

20

O'

49

2!

I- I

I

£ýIiate

c

1:

400

T)

0

2.&O I&51 135
(i)
g-Ocm~

'•" 50"
g)
Z0

Zinc cadmnium- sulplride

t

dens I

gas
Ctl

.

3

!4

*,

6 3

4

.

0)4

13.9

43D

!,7

Reference (7).

2.

Fluid Energy Hill Grinding
Grinding by a fluid energy mili

the basic particle size of scolids.

is one efifective way of reducing

In a sense,

a fluid energy mill

can be considered a special type of solids aerosol gwaeaos,
high impact efficiency and shear
energy inputs.

where

ates atýe made possible through large
basic par-

'Me larger tensile jr shear strength of

ticles as compared with basic particulate aggloe.erates requires

In-

creased energy and efficiency

for grinding as compared with deagslom-

for S.

msrcescers powder the basic solid shear

For example,

eration.

scrength is of -the order of 10' dynes Cm' as compared with 2 x 103
dynes. cm

2

for Lhe bulk po'wder tensile strengthi of 4 ,

By controlling fluid energy grinder parameters,

elm product.
it

is possible

to reduce basic parttcie size in en empirically controlled way for a
given rmaterial.

ResuIts of such a study with the freeze-dried S.

cescens powder are shown

in Fig.

lOf21)

This i.material,

characterized

by crystalline structure and a high bulk modulus of elasticity,
readily grin-dable .

is

"'he basic particle mass-size distributio,:is shown

in the figure wfet determined bh usc of the
nique,

sar-

representitg thSt of the e'.trpletek

iitb\, cen-trifuge
deagglomerated

Curve A resulted from an initial bail-miliing operation,
particles with platelet shape having a characteristic

tech-

powder.
producing

thickness of

257

.K

Powdets, t~ose di~stributions ar# ehjren in cu~vts bC. and D o

5 .~.
Fig

10, were obtained by the frther fiuid energy mill grtndtng of

7h e experimental data are fitted to the model predict Ions at

the medIan value, and Ititt•een

that
h

garithmtirh-noraml

tribtions with a geowet tc setandard deviatron,
obtainied, es finferred by the d

"nore•

of dhe grunder pars-

ifferent vl.s

using A

ll1d produjct,

this baP_•_

statrs

t

Atzrca !

t

si

n

rT,

of

mast-size

di-

0.:
n

T

are

the Setlo,.n ent:rlid
Pmrt A.

O.ir

D1SCUSslCn
Models leadinrg to the prediction of Initially generated particle
n
oar
site terrhu~~r~

have
of

icatr snlin aerosols and agrounid powders

For the aerosol case, a

been developed

distri

ooe,

bution

nasic
partotles Is assumed, although powders with emall median diData

smietrs and stantdard deviations afford work ing approzimat tons.
with such powders have been obtained fox sonic danderatione
A
the 'Mieort

ograh

using

under a variety of cnt reseible flow conditions.

Under the conditions studied, data hav

normal with CSof I t

been foudr to- support
di tribution, ie.

predictions for the shapte of the sior

the model

quasi-og

0.

For powders having raedian dia-meters 'arge compared with aggredistributions do
gate stizes, and also widely heterongene-ous, C'-,~
not conform to those of the model.
by the model

Also, the! distributiones predicted

will not apply to aerosols that have

indergone

icant awoun~ts of coagulation, sedimentation, or diffusion,
initial processies of generation are complete.
genieration or grinding process,

probabilities

Further,
for

aignifafter the

if in the

interaction

breakup stress are weighted in favor of certain stze fractions,

with
the

basic prcmise- of equal access to the stress by1all p-articles is Contradicted, and the model wv'ulC n,,t apply

For exampie,

if

Elis the

probability that a particle subjected to a constant sress breaks up in
a fixed time interval,
up in

diNt1

w

At1 , then the probabilitv that. it will break

ti is given by

2i
At,
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Absolute atle distribution predictions,
erties

and dynamlc properties

system,
der

were successful within

breakup of solids, similar

her for liquid drop inatabOIll
ratn"d.

may apply

Kl,

to the critical

Weber nur-

An .apper bound on the number was oh-

sile strengths of powders will be required to
however.

it mar also be

stablish the validity

found that

of the compressible flow systew, involving the
basic particles

gate rf

is

For friable solids,

1

X•

length of

is

a function

time an aggre-

subjected to the deagglomerating stress.
characterized

by a quasi-crystalline

struc-

low shear stress, and high elastIc modulus, grinding data have

been obtained supporting the concept
proportional

increase

in

that grinding probabilities are

to the square of the particle diameter.

this be applied universally

to all

solids,

howevar.

size of particles of Kaolinite

has ben observed during ball-mill•ng(22,
sand demonstrated en increase
grinding by mortar and stle(
least,

this study,

More research on basic particle contact forces and bulk ten-

of this concept,

ture,

for the one powIn

indication thit a generally applicable number,

is

for aerodynamic

prop-

flayw disseminating

the accuracy of model

a single scale of di"Semination.

tested and on

there

based on particle

of the comprneaibl

in
2 4

2

no sense can

Further, white blasting

particle size as a resui
).

an

(refined Devon China clay)
3).

For materials

a suitable grinding mo-el would have

particles

In

For example,

instead of fracture at some point

to predict
in

of dry

of these types,

at

fusion of basic

the grinding process.
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DISCUSSION
WoulId yoiu Makc- a iewntent ý.*n t1V prub~ley

W,; 1uch11
, :

of sattilite

production with the spinning diac"
Satellites were not

Derr:

Lord Raylvigh,

predicted

although he discussed

the main drops,

according to, the theory of
T1hey do exist, along with

them.

in spinning disc atomization,

poses a probiot_.

and elimination of them

Attempts have been made to utilize secondary air ex-

haust to isolate the satelilites.

Since they are smaller than the main

drops they slow down fastEr, and consequently can

wafted out of the

way by relative)y slow veiocity air stream.
Dinrnitck:
Derr -

Can you predLct satellites from liquid suspensions?
No.

This paper

treats the

breakup

of solid particles.

(Lord Rayleigh in his paper "On the Capillary Phenomena of Jets", Proc.
Roy,

Soc.

29,

1879, qualitatively

discusses

satellites on pp.

188j89.

A further discussion of satellites can be found in "Injection and Combustion of Liquid Fuels",
Tech. Rept.

Battelle Memorial Inst.,

56-344, ASTIA Woc.

AD i18142.)

droplet. production with a "vibrating reed",

March 1957,

I might add,

however,

WAVC
that

which has a similar basic

mechanism to atat ass;ciated with a spinning disc involving the rupture
of a filament,

is

free of satellites.

In spinning disc atomization a

filament of liquid moves from dte disc edge under centril-ubga

acceleration,

square of tangential velocity,

and when the product of its mass,

and

inverse radius of rotation exceeds the product of surface tension and
filament circumference,

the filament breaks, producing the main spher-

ical drop; the portion of the filament attached to the disc collapses,
and forms a smaller droplet,

breaks at the disc,

the "vibrating reed" technique,
liquid, at a fixed

frequency,

ducing the main drop.
voir, and no

satellite

W. R.,

With

a small wire dips into a reservoir of
forming

a filament which breaks,

pro-

The filament does not break again at the reseris formed.

the Production of Small Dropleta
Wolf,

or satellite.

(See "Study of Vibrating Reed in

and Solid Particles of Uniform Size",

Rev. Scientific Instruments 32(10):

1124-1129,

October

1961.)
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3•l
drop

Is itposaible that the ruptured filament producing the

(with the vibrating reed)

ment producing the

satellite

to the portion of the fils-

corresponds

with the spinning disc,

and that the

as associated with the spinning ditc,

primary particle,

is stuck on

the ead of the reed and does not come ,off
Dertr:

Yes,

VF :

And the

that is because

primary particles,
Thurston:

vibraring

reed utilizes Pateilites instead

uf

-wlich go marching off as they please.
In the context of your paper,

on ground round particles'
round,

the reed is always wetted.

is

the treatment based

Are you assuming that ground particles are

or can the distribution of shapes be random'
For purposes of ease of

Derr:

assume spherical

basic particles,

computation,

although this

could be any small particle as long as it

Dr.

T-hurston,

is not necessary;

we
it

is characterized by the same

average size.
"liurston:

But if

you have a random

distrlbution

of particles,

you are going to have entirely different sur face characteristics than
those assuming perfect spherical particles.
Derr:
spherical,

Yes.

aggregates

The

this we know;

would certainly not be perfectly

but on the

average

they might have quasi-

spherical symmetry.
Thurston:

What,

if

anything,

has ever been done in actually

making particles in the 1-5 o range by spray-drying particles of that
size using hot sir for aerosol dissemination'
Derr:

This has been done.

be the basic
aggregates.

particles
Of course,

Particles produced

that I have

assumed

these basic spray

in this way would

in the model,

dried

not the

particles are beauti-

fully spherical.
Thurston:
Derr:

How do they agglomerate?

Polystyrene

Thurston:

Then it

In a manner of polystyrene?

latex would be an example of this,
is a liquid, not a solid?

You are making an

emulsion then; a suspension?
Derr:

Esserttally_

These are dried,

a dry aerosol; but we have tried
particles also can be disseminated
Thurston:
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VFT?

S. marcescens and these

in the same way.

Would there be any difference between polystyrene and

a bacterial organism?
*

spray-dried

and would be dispersed as

In the one case you have a straight hydrocarbon

* Voice from the Floor.

and so forth.

lipids,

polypeptides,

In Lt#e other case you have

type o4 material.

There

ought to be a lot of
forces.

hydrogen bonding and other intermoiecular

Is

proteins,

difference

in

there?

This difference in surface chemistry would bring out the

Derr:

differencos in contact forces and energies betweean the basic particles,
ailch are controlling parateters.
For example,

ferent materials.

an example of a plattic,

There are difcorences among the dif-

you saw an acrylic resin here which is
lohgtl Wu4ich would be an example of

and It

a fairly smooth and quasi-spherical
How do*,

Thurston:

biological waterial.

relative hu.idity

{RR>

come into your pro-

ject ion?
RH would

Derr:
sion.

essentially influence again the force of cohe-

RU will do two things.

It would allow the

possibility

of the

adsorption of a water monolayer at the interface between the two particles.

If

this layer should build up,

face tension force of cohesion.

it

could contribute to a sur-

This could happen because the curva-

ture of the surface is negative, and the vapor pressure on the particle
surface at the air-water interface would be lower than the ambient
So at any appreciable humidity you would get a con-

vapor pressure.

densed water layer.

Now the second thing would be the influence of

humidity on the matrix material of the basic particle.
hygroscopic and the particles were in contact,

If

place which could exceed the area of fusion predicted by,
attraction for perfecý spheres.

van der Walls'

this were

a fusion could take
for instance,

There would be diffu-

sion of the material from one particle to another and actual bonding
This has been noted.

could occur.
Thurston:

In other words,

it

would result in greater difficulty

in deagglomerstion?
Derr:

Yes.
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A STUDY OF DYNAMIC AEROSOLS OF BACTERIA
SUBJECTED TO RAPID CHANGES
IN RELATIVE HUMIDITY

M_ T.
'4avai

Hatch and R

Af relative humiditv
The influence of

.R11)

condit;jns

of

marily attributable
proteins resulting
Brown,

are often subjected to rapid fluctuations
in their natural environment.

and temperature

changes on the viability of airborne bacteria

such

has n,,t beer extensively

Ferry,

Dimmick

Hi•gica1 Laboaratory, School of Public Health,
.rivcrsitv of California, Berkeley

Airborne •tcrrurganisrs

under

L.

Results of studies conducted

investigated.

or ý.olecular structure of

to alteration in cellular
from

lehydration

and Dammon,

1958;

pri-

RH have suageated that death is

unchanging

Fincher,

(Kethley,

Webb,

and Cown,

1957;

1960).

To study this problem we subjected aerosols of Sarcina lutea and
Serratia -arcescenc
and pressure

to a sudden change in RH at a constant temperature

in a Dual Aerosol Transport Apparatus (DATA),

,f two :f the units described by Leif and Hebert
cells were first
and

consisting
Airborne

(1951).

allowed to equilibrate at a given RH for abouit 5 min

were then either subjected

to dilution with air at the same or at

a different RP. The change in "rate" of death of bacteria was examined
In

the first

(primary)

conditionr

and the second

(diluted) condition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
O'_anr-as and Preparation of SpraySuspension.s
Cells of S.

marcescens,

strain 8 UK,

-od'fied Bunting's medium (Dimmick,
strengtl, or in.trypticase
-,f celis Lultivated 21-1

Heckly,

soy broth (BEL).

were

grown

and Hollis,

in
1961)

either
at

,'2

Only third-pass cultures

2 hr at 31 C on a rotary shaker were studied.
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Usually,

populaticns

cell

mediately diluted in

theit

containing from 2.8 x
held ac 4 C until

were

at

chilled

respective gr o:h

Aithough cultures were ato-ized usuall)
in

noted,

suspnsion.

to control

foaming.

without removing spent medium

were disseminated

The flirst aerosol

times

in,

Unless otherwise

each day

contained

narily atomized within 60 mn after
third aerosols

added

0.1 M phosphate buffer pM 7 0.

three arosols

then

and

Suspensions of cells in

experime••
ts Cells were washed three

sfom

and sprayed from,

ii-

tO concentrations

105 to 8.5 x 106 viable organisas'ml

they could be aerosolized.

the complex medium contained 0.1% silicon,

conltituents,

15 min and

4 C for

medtu

tros

a tiogle Tprsr

popi. Stiona

of cells ordt-

the growth period.

Th..v

gec-LonA ed

contained cells aged at 4 C for approximately

3 hr end

5 hr. respectively.
Suspensions

of

S.

lutes

heart infusion broth (Difco>.

produced

were

The tncubation temperature,

gromth and general methods for preparing

same as above.

from cultures grown

these

in

period oi

suspensions

were the

Suspensions containing appcoximately equal numbers of

the two species of bacteria were also aerooolized.
Descrition and Qperation
The r~Tt, (Fig.
stovepipe.

long inserted approximately

in diameter and of similar length,

back by 900 bends at

30 and 60 ft.

itated by a series of Stairmand
inches apart on a plane normal
the aerosol was withdrawn
ical decay at several
along

baffles

in

di-

The two tubes were folded

of the air
(Statrmand,

to the axis of the

stream was faci!spaced

ltl5)

tubea.

22

A portion of

for viable assay and for measurement of phys-

sampling ports located at convenient

sired RH was

aerosol at a controlled

introduced

rate that produced
aerosol was diluted
21 6 C and at

into the primary chamber

at the

intervals

at

(21.6 C)
1.6 CFM,

ft. min.

Ibis

and dea flow
input

junctlon of the two ducts with air also at

a second desired RH.

the conditioned air

tmately 1 .25

temperature

en air velocity of 8 linear

secondary chamber was also:

lowing
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Mixing

inches

2 fc into a second chamber

the apparatus.
A bacterial

the

by connecting short sections of

The primary chamber consisted of a tube 6

ameter and 45 fr
8 inches

of the DATA.

1) was constructed

The resultantt

8 ft min

flow thriugh

this was accomplished

to flow into the

CGM and by withdrawing

linear

larger chamber

aerosol from

the

by al-

at anrrox-

terminal

end of

The reaultin$ dilution ratio (1.6/

the secondary chamber at 2,85 CFM.

2.85) was 0.56.

Mixing of the two air streams caused a 4i1ut1oc
"pproximately 56% and,

the Input air Qf

change in Ri without an
For example,

sure.

~In

0

mixing input air at 9r%. Ri with secoodary aIr at

aerosols

was
,s 5.56 tyin;

some exporimernts. a rapid
r or in pres-

appreciable change in temparatt•

RN produced effluent air at 56o Ri
15F
of the primary

of

as 5.69 mi

he

transit tie

theoretical

and the time of the dilluted ar; o-

the total transit time,

thereflore

was 11.25 min

ODr

Dry cmixnssW

Secondary aor

o;

Premarry aIr

FIG. 1.

To Vacuum pomp

Schematic diagram of the dyniwic aerosol transport
apparatus (DATA).

DC, diluted ae.osol chamber.
PC. primeary aerosol chamber;
AC, atomigation chamber;
A, reflux-type Wells atomizer;
MC, mixing chamber for conditioning of air; D, Lectrodryer*;

P, pressure regulators;

F, f'ilter;

SP. saIMpling ports;

H, humidifying chamber; DT, dry-bualb there'ometer;
4) . valve; 10 rotometer.
bulb thermozeter;
(* Registered trade mark)

WT, wet-

Aerosol Dissemination and Assay,
Suspensions were aetosolized from a reflux-type Wells
operated at
pling.
(Difco)

]0 psi.

Cells of

atomizer

Aero.ols were generated for 15 min prior to samS_ marcescens

were

collectet'

on blood

agar base

plates hy slit samplers operated at 4 liters min, wheeas tryp-

tose agar (Qifco) plates werf

employed to assay aerosols of S. lutea.

Plates were incubated for 24hr at 31C am ',8 hr at 35 C, respectively,
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Prior to countIng the colonies,
present

When both -4cterial species were

duplicate samples were always collected;

in a given aerosol,

alcohol asd another

one on tryptome agar containing 0.15% phenylethyl

T1he alcohol selectively inhiitfed growth of

oil blood atar babe-

but had no effect upon growth of S. lutes.

ma•rcescsns,

Yhysiicti dcay of the
Diafick,

Hiatch,

monitor (Goldberg,

1961)

wts

aerosols

and Mg (1958)

monLtored

with a foirward-eaigle

I-

.

Berkeley).

The number of viable particles per liter

)f

aerosol

epeete
4A

the- firsit S4Mp~ing8 4ktation,

1c0

obtatned at

"CaA
ngd arc

number& found at other stations were

viable

'he

aver Aostl

and a Universal Photimultiplier Photometer,

model, PH-ZOO (Eldorado iirccronics

was taken as 1.0.

by the method of
scatter

then expressed as surviving fractions and these decay rates (Kethley,
Pincher and Cown,

1957)

were

garded as l.0,

labelled total decay.

observed

light-scatter readings

at

the t.rst

Similarly,

tile

ztation were also re-

Subsequent readings were expressed as fractions and

these rates were labelled physical decay.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
of

Frelizinary study zf

washed S.

luae& and S. marcescen3:

2:3% maximum RN shiftsSix aeroso.ls each of S.

lutea and S. marcescens

The physical decay constants of the primear(k 2 p)

were

examined.

lk 1 p) and the diluted

aerosols of washed cells of both species were of similar magni-

tude (Table i), but occasionally some divergencies were noted.
similar relationship was apparent between
kIt and k2 ,.

These data

However,

aerosol

the total decay constants

indicate that after cells of either species

had equilibrated to a given atmosphere,
tion of the

A

a change in the RH and dilu-

failed to alter appreciably

the decay constants.

differences between the overall physical and total decay rates

were evident; obviously cellular death was occurring in the airborne
droplet.

The rate of total decay was greater with aerosols of washed

marcescena than with aerosols of washed S. lutea.
cells of the former were so

sensitive

that the

Moreover,

numbers

washed

of viable

cells per liter of aerosol could not be determined accurateiy at the
low humidity levels tested.

The tact

that cells of S.

strated some biological decay is presumptive evidence

lutes demonthat this or-

ganism cannot always be employed as a stable biological tracer
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TABlU

relative humidity (RN)
on the death rate of aIrborne populations of washed
Sarc inn lutes! snd Serrattsassceecens

The effect of rapid changes in

-I-m
3-

2i

Fiften

I

21

I

128

orIh
ontat
k2t~e
fritinhefi~r t
48s

93

Decay
;,heve

Po
hy.ca
(1957)4wher i

N

f1

3t61

35

sptrt
48m.0 h

10

93u86

.

p,0081 004 1

ipcadr 2PIo
•
srao

.70

10t ir
t
iohrpes
o

1.008)

0113

.51

.08t s

020n

54

I

0c#y
1 ete

i

i. ;-J

It it 16

99
0

1.032

Di
lution
raetio1291
2cescens 48

.0351

.I
.50

.039 024

sed In determining the vales
er
t netod
-7See text
fractions, N and Ne. Thrhe decay rate constaht, k,

the? method of Kethley (1951),

5

[_ .-

.

of

the surviving

was determined by

where
log No-

log St

k, represents the dtcay rite constant for the primary aerosol and
Nt Is the surviving
cofhendary aerosol
k2 the Constant for the
fraction at the first sapling station, which represented am aeroin.
the aerosol transit rtime in
sol age of 30 secn iiat t

iologminarevstior of aerosols of unwashned S. mArcehacen

minimal me~diumn:

te
i

hne&

21% maximu~m RH shifts.

Fifteen aerosols of unwashed S. marcescens grown in the defiajo4
medium were studied at RM percentages changing from 24-36, 49-51, and
90-72.

The patterns delineated for three typical saeromols are pre-

sented in Fig. 2.

Neither the physical nj.r the total

fall-out rates

of diluted aerosols were basically altered fiusi those of the primary
aerosols, regardless of a change in the RH.
Since the dilution ratio of the air was always 0.56, any departure
from this value, observed with respect to either the physical or biological maesurements

indicated that either the particle site or the

biological behavior of the cellis had changed

Wdehave designated these

as observed ratios
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1.0

i

.111.1*6

Oe

W-0

SF
i

03% RH inptued

F --
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------

4
Aeronic

C

-

6
8
tra'sit time. min

L2

10

FIG. 2.
The effect of rapid changes in relative humidity
on airborne populations of Serratia marceseens grown in a
chemically defined medium.
Wysicil (o) and total (*) decay of primary (a)
o•d.
diluted aere-sols (b)

When primary aerosols,

initially equilibrated at about

were mixed suddenly with air at
wvte abou
the

36%,

average

served r•tio,

50%

25% RH,

so that the final RH values

RE

we calculated from the physical

observed ratio of five aerosoil
when no RH change occurred,

fall-out

was 0.60,

was 0,57,

data that
The mean oh-

and a mean observed

ratio of 0.52 was found ten the Pitwas changed from approximately 90
to 7r..

Apparently,

an increase in PR

increased the particle

size

which resulted in an increase in the light scatter area of each particle, Conversely,

a decrease in RH resulted in a decrease

of the aerosol particles.

in the size

The mean observed ratios obtained from the

light scatter date from all 89 aerosols included in this report (subjected either to an increase,

no change, or a decrease in RM) was

found to be O.n?, 0.59 and 0.51, respectively;
the means of the three groups of
significance.
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aerosols

differences between

exceeded the 0.1% level of

Moreover.

wC found

that

Lhe :•bzeried

bi, iLgical

rat-ýc

t umber viable cells after dilution
Number viable cells before dilution

Rb

unwashed cells also deviated from the calcuWhen primary aerosols were subjected to an inIt was 0.60 for
crease in RR, the average observed ratio was 0.48.
the aerosois with no change in RH and 0.56 for aerosols subjected to

of the 15 aerosols from
lated dilution ratio.

Thiese data provide evidence that death within the bacterial populatlon had occurred ms a result of the sudden change in the
RH although the subsequent decay rates of the diluted 4eroaols were
decreased RH.

not markedly changed-

6

.6

51% RMinpOol
2 RHinput
--

57..

I:..effluent

•
41

12

Aerosol tran sit ti, e, ra n.

FIG. 3.
The effect of rapid changes in relative humidity
on airborne populations of Serratia marcescens grown in a
Physical (o) and total (f) dechemically defined medium.
cay of primary (a) and diluted aerosols (b).
Study of aerosols of unwashed S. marcescens grown in a minimal medium:
33% maximum RH shifts
In Fig. 3 data are presented for aerosols of unwashed S. marcescens initially equilibrated at a lcw, moderate or a high RH, as before, but the RH of the secondary air was conditioned to achieve a
30% RH. Again
final moisture increase or decrease of approximately
we observed that the physical decay slopes of the primary and diluted
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Aerosols were not demonstrably altered by this treatment.

Similar re-

suits were apparent in the troa) survival patterns

DLIkmkiio an~d PUC~k (1948) rep-orted tttat S, MarceSceng~ was extreMely
settsitive to moisture when in tlheairborne sarae at RH values
50 and 60" .

We wondered

rt.et~h.'tAn erhnrced

deaf;

between

rate wjuold be

demonstrable istien airborne cells, equilibrated in the primary aerosols
at

intermwkediate

humidities both above and belo,.w thc 505

allowed to cross over the RE level of 50%.
sult of

subjec ting

aerosols

shocwn, are data from aerosols
Rif.

er

in Fig. 4 we show the re-

to a decrease from 60'1 to>401 Rif.
subjected

In the control experiments,

at an RH of -11.

lve,

Also

to an increase from 4~0 to 60%

the aerosols were diluted with air

Again, there was no evidence? of significant differ-

ences between the slopes of the primary or the dilluted aerosols as a
result, of either an increase or decrease in R.H.

3%RH input
b1ýR Peffluent
d

F51", R,1

nro 1

"MI
ehijent

-

59,! RH ;F-p
IHetitr
411

Aerosol

-n

i lm

i

FIG. 4. The effect of rapid changes in relative humnidity
on, airborne poulfon
Serratia mar ,cescens grown in a
chemically defined medium. Physical Co) and total (e) decoy of primary (a) and diiu~ed aerosols (b).

27..

I"
|

24% RH input
51% RH eff Iuent

'I

50% RH input
50% RH effluent

-

Cl)

.2
"1.0
-

90% RH input
51% RH
effluent
/b

2

4

6

Aerosol transit time,

8

10

12

min

lite effect of rapid changes in relative humidity on
FIG. 5.
airborne populations of Serratia marcescens grown in an enriched mediumPhysical (o) and total (a) decay of primary
ta) and diluted aerosols (b).
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Study of aerosols of unwashed S, marcescens grown in a complex tmedium;
35% Maximu~m MW shifts.
Willoughby

(1962)

demonstrated

that the growth medium signifi-

cantly influenced the survival p4tterns of alrborne S.

mlrcescen•.

in

his studioes, celIs grown in a minimal medtum showed an enhanced survival

over cells grown in
%iaethsr clls

media.

complex

was of interest to ascertain

it

grown in, an. dispersed from,

medium containig either an

abundant or a limited quantity of nutrients would behave in a similar
We cultivated S. marcescens i

way.

the cells by the usual procedure.
this study

a complex medium and serosolized
In Fig.

5 we present the results of

Aerosols char were mixed with air at the same RH or with

air at an RH of about

134%, resulting

in a change from 90 to 57% RH,

showed no real differences in either the physical or total decay patterns.

But after a change in RH from 24 to 51%,

creased.

Also,

the death rate in-

immediately after the increase in RH,

an altered pet-

tern of survival as well as multiple slopes in the survival curves were
seen.

Apparently,

some cells grown in a complex mediumi

droplets that had increased in moisture content.
of death did not occur when airborne
medium were

S.

were killed in

But ar

marcescens

to an RH increase from 59 to 72%

subjected

enhanced rate

grown ýn complex
(Fig.

1.0

"= .68

--.

S~~59%
RH input
._•

"

72% RH effluent
a

24.

I

I

1

2

I

I

I

3
4
5
6
7
Aerosol transit time,

8
min

9

10

FIG 6,
-Ile effect of rapid changes in relative humlidir-y on
slrborne Serratia marcescens
wgrown in a chemically defined
wedium ard serosolized in an enriched medium.
Physical (o)
and t:otal to) decay zof pr iwryar
(a) arid dilluted aerosols (b)

6).

Hence.

"sorbed death" occurred only at certain Mi levels.

These data

are at variance with those reported by Dunklin and Puck (1948),

who

believed that death of airborna bacteria resulted from cellular dehydrat ion.
To determine

ehether the observed decrease in survival

resulted

from toxic constituents in the trypticac soy medium or from cell, chat
were pheanotypicelly different from those grown in the defined medium.
we s•bjected

populations

of

cells

grown in the deftind mattna

sprayed in the complex medium to sudden changes in RM.
Indicated chat signifitcnt differences in

survival

The results

patterns of the

aerosols diluted at constant RH,

or with air at an RH less than that

existing in the priasry aerosol,

did not "cur.

rate of death was observed

when

cells

were

increased from less to more than 50% (•ig.

7).

However,

en increased

subjected to an Il

that

Physical decay curves

of primary and diluted aerosols were essentially unaltered,

%hereas

the biological or total decay curves shoved that cells were extremely
sensitive to an 9u.wccerse

in RH in this range.

kIV

C"

•-

22A RO input

•-M

RH effluent

-

0.02
"2

.9.

a

1

54%

efle

4&

0

1

Aerosol transit time, mini
FIG. 7. The effect of rapid changes in relative humidity
on airborne populations of Serratia marcescens grown in a
chemically defined medium, and aerosolized in an enriched
medium
Physical (o) and total (a) decay of primary (a)
and diluted aerosols (b).
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Although mechanisms for inactivation of cells In airborne droplots by sorption of water have not been adequately elucidated in this
study,

we have

that airborne droplets may increase in

demonstrated

size by terption of wateri

presbumaly,

solids

contained

in the

droplets could have dissolved as a result of the added moisture.

Fur-

ther, w# suggest that these substances wr@ not "toxic" -hen limited
quantities of moisture were available.
content of the droplet increased,

Instead,

when the moisture

the cells' respiratory =ad andoge-

flous mechanisms were stimulated into a acre active state.
unbalanced growth could have occurred.

Death trom

The evidence indicates that the

hygrosacopic substances became "toxic" only to a portion of the cell population and that not all cellular activities were impeded. A similar
phenomenon of "sorbed death" has been reported in freeze-dried S. marcescens by Monk and McCaffrey (1957)

and by Monk, Mcaffrey, and Davis

(1957).
We are uncertain as to whether death of the cell occurred during
the transition in the moisture content of the airborne droplet or
whether death was a combination of this event and the result of the
specific environment employed in the viability assay methods; that is,
a kind of "sampling shock" to an already injured bacterium.
We have
previously observed that cells injutred by heat are capable of ceijular
repair and reactivation when placed in a favorable growth environment
(Dimmick, 1960),
but the conditions for cellular rejuvenation are unknown.
Present evidence indicates that these conditions are variable
and highly de-endent upon the physiological state of the injured cell.
Moreover, we have some additional evidence that the phenomenon of
"sorbed death" of cells, grown in the defined medium, suspended in
the complex medium, and allowed to "age" at 4 C for varying periods of
time before being atomized,
the cells.

If

in the complex

true,

was correlated with metabolic activity of

enhanced sensitivity of airborne bacteria atomized

medium

was not

entirely

a

"toxic"

phenomenon but

a result of a changed cellular phenotypic expression.
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DISCUSSION
Morton:

Well,

the first

question will come from myself.

onto other organismi?

I confess here to a prejudice against S.

cescens as an experimental
on to pathogens,
handled --

there

are

tool and I think that if
possibly

in

mar-

you are not going

other organisms

that are not so "idiosyncratic"

Before

are you going to turn it

you publish your good and worthy technique,

that are better

their reactions.
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........

Me#tt:

we do anLicipate investoigRting other

'ez,

However, it

tually,

is

modify the present unit and perhaps extend it,
adding a third parameter
So I feel

once).

We have

envisioned

changing the RH twice instead of only

(ie.,

these studies are just begiinnng and vertainly

tt

other organisms sh,,uld be looked at.

we

with S, marcescens,

Perhaps,

and I rhink we ara

particularly with atomization.,

do have problems,

)rganioms even-

our thought at this time that we should first

going to have to invesaigate theeo end other variables first.
Did you oske any observetions on the rate at which

Middlebrook:

rthe change influenced the time of the !a_- ptr-lod ;;x thaiitiation or
mdification in growth

or 0hv appearance of colonies under different

conditions of treatment of aerosols?
We are aware,

No.

Hatch:
. marcescens

however,

that under stress conditions

will tend to form petite colonies which

particularly

appear later than the others,

and that we must also employ more than

we are actually going to find out how many cells

one type of media if

are viable and that each step in the system must be characterized.
I wonder if

Levine:

you were to spray the complex medium without

to undergo whatever oxidation might be undergone,

allot: it

organism.,

does the complex medium,

and then add it

back to Serratia,

ao aerosolited,

become a toxic mensrruum?

etcLh:
activity is

We haven't done this.

after being

Are you inferring that respiratory

taking place in the airborne state?

Lvn: No.
Y

e

•Butthis is entirely possible,

according to some work

I've heard of.
Levine:

Let me rephrase my statement.

When you spray organisms

in a complex medium and observe the diphesic decay,
due to alterations in the medium?
took uninoculated,
it

sterile medium,

For example,

could it

I propose that if

aerosolized it;

that is,

to a situation of gross oxidation among other things,

this to Serratia, it
medium has bcam
Hatch:

and then added

somewhat toxic.

I don't think the spray medium per as

indicated that the sedium was not always "toxic".

would be toxic be-

I

- Voice from the floor.

Our data

think we must

realise that we have a dynamic system wherein a bacterium is
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you

subjected

might be that by virtue of aerosolization this

cause excess death only occurred under certain situations.

* VhF

not be

responding

fromt

oment to momnt to its micro-environment

data we have shown,

it

looks like the cell

and that perhaps the "toxic" element only sees
are catching the cells

In a given phase.

at least from the

to be there because we

However,

we would actually have to do eaperilmens
Jkillesos:

and,

is changing physiologicaIly,

to prove your point

dthich we have not done.

I wondered how you measured your RR.

Waes it with one

of these newer sophisticated electronic gadgets that measures tr within
I or 2% R17
Only by wet-dry bulb.

liatch:
Di•ack:

Horton:

the very peculiar physical betavior of bacteria ten

ined in micro-drt>'lets.
brought to you•'
Harper.:
it

you m*ntloned your prejudice regarding

*.

1 would bh Interested in hearing a further comment on that.
This sounds like a counter-que*stion.
Ona of the things

mercSver.u.

. recall is

Dr. Norton,

May's expertients,

exam-

for instance, may have beeon

ýtention.
£D

Is asoaci&t.Ž-'

is

largely our problem at Porton.

with growing bacteria on solid medium.

was that May lirst observed this and it
tion and pri•-,ningeaat.
of the part&.,-:¾.

I think primarily

It

What happened

became apparent during collec-

produced a sort of sktn on the surface

particularly it

4.

was associated with

IScegceR,

and the ski:i vt:' uxtremely tough, and extremely light, end sat on the
top of the fsivi in the pre-impinger.
Silver:
call it)

%e point is,

when we took deep-frozen (or whatever

material from the deep-freeze process,

-u

this did not occur at

all.
Hatch:

I would

iUke to put in a comnt at this point.

recognize that S. ma±wn
many regards-

We

is quite variable and very sensitive in

We are not kidding ourselvee.

If we said,

let us take

something that is more stabilized,

we would be saying, let us aiim-

irate this complicated problem mn

juat ignore that it

exists.

are going to understand the problem of bacterial behavior,

logical systems, we ought to take a complicated microbial systse
as S.

If we

in aerobiosuch

marceecen,, probe into mechanisms and the responses of cells

during stress and actually try to find out,
viewpoint, what really happens and when it

from the basic research
happens.

I don't think we

are going to gain insight into this problem until we recognize that it
does exist and start working with complex and highly variable organisms,
such as S.

marcescene.

Others,

such as Peateurella tWlereneis

iable and can also be troublesome in this regard.

So,

let's

are varface the
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Droblem And mayb* we can

learn more, tather

than tryt;

t.o pretend

it

doesn't eiseýt
I feel that there i-sa great deal of uniformity between the

Webb:

work that we are doing and the findings reported here.

ar example, we

have observed a similar saenitivity of the cells and a similar pattern
In our own work we

of events with respect to the humidity effect.
found that if

the RH Of the incoming aSir wa

higher then the aerosol

itself, that one got a secondary kill due to the rehydracion.
Match:
reported,

Yes,

Webb.

I an awark of some of the work you have

particularly those studies in the Collison spray atomizer

there the input,
72% xli.

Or.

T believe, was about 5% RH and the output waa about

If you raised the input iR in th& Collison to a higher value,

this enhanced death phen nomeon did not occur.

I might mention that in

our studias this enhanced death phenoLanon only occurred with a step-up
in moisture between about 40-60% RH; above 60% 3i we don't observe itWebl$:

I found it

Haitch:

Oh,

also within the drm.

!kbb:

When we studied this in the aerosol drum, we found that

yes, but you didn't elaborate.

one got a maximum rehydration effect if one raised the humidity above
60% RN.
The secondary kill was observed only if the RH was raised
from about 50 or leas to about 60%.
to 70% for example,
Silver:

we did not observe this secondary kill phenom-enon.

we mentioned at an earlier symposium 2 yr

He had only just scarred then,

cycle with a pistoo in a cylinder.
think,

the RH was raised from 60

I an sure some of you are familiar with Druett's work

vkich, in fact,
Derrick,

But if

4/min, although

ago

at

but he used a decompression

He had a cycle rate of about, I

this can be varied; and of course, he employed

virtually instantaneous changes in MiR on this sample.
sat up the aerosol in a static cylinder.

Initially he

Ha then plotted the decay

biologically by using BCG spore tracers and at an appropriate number
of cycles he would stop the piston; he would normally operate from the
lower to the higher level.

The reason was that he wanted a fairly

rapid decay in the first place,
measure.

to give his a change of slope he could

He operated around 50% by compression-daco-preaaion cycle,

then raised this up towards 100%.
indicated that it

affected the BG spores.
cept;

it

The first

observation with spores

didn't setter wat he did to the RH cycle; aothing
That satisfied him regarding the tracer con-

could be used to determine viability of the test organisms.

He then examined a large number of Brucella species and at least one
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Strain af Ujcherichis ci
And he way have looked into soA00thing. &-Ise,
but I am uoz toe sure of that. t
e prime observation was th&at there
was no significant change in the death pattern until he, obtained condensatton on the particles near saturation.

there wae A change In the rate of decoy;

1he moment that happeýa4

e

accalar~ted death.

you saw his results, I think yot, would be quite startled.

If

Until nie got

condensation you could only notice the very fast changes in the rate of
decay.

n an

More recently, he has added salts to the suspending fluild

attempt to obtafl condensation at RH uignificantly Iess t#an 90%.

it

is really not fair to speak for him because I haven't any data myself,
but there is aoaa evidence that if

vor have c:ndenaai'n., a vary rapid

change hi the death rate will take place-

lie is

trying not to extend

his studies for longer periods.
Wlt-=d z'Ai

i have heard of esoe of his work, but I think unfortun-

ately for all of us, it

has not been published.

I

what the effect of a change of pressure would have.

wn
andering now
As I recall,

to his dilution.

does have a pressure differential added

he

This is an-

other variable we might study.
Wolfe.:

Some experiments have been done with pressure changes and

1 think the matter is

ruled out because,

no change was noted.

In some instances the air was virtually steril-

ized, except for BC spores,
Hatch:

unless condaensai)in occurred,

after condensation.

Perhaps we should nor overlook the possibility that there

may be a practical application here.
where duth are infectious aerosols,

if

we want to sterilize areas

perhaps we could investigate Just

that particular shift-up in RH needed to produce complete kill.
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SURVIVAL AND VIABILITY SECTION

Gardner Middlebrook,

Moderator

An understanding of mechanisms leading toward survival
and maintenance of infectivity in a microbial cell is
mental to our eventual

victory

funda-

over respiratory disease.

This section includes papers concerning theoretical studies
of reactions of airborne bacteria to controlled,

laboratory

environments.

Wow rem ra ber. wktv%~

-t

4e po.sses

we ecah

2torwvtch

?roc.

First Intern. Symp, Aerobfol.,

Berkeley,

Calif,,

1963

ADDITIVES TO INCREASE AEROSOl. STABILITY

Leonard Zimmerman
U.S. Army Biological Laboratories
Fort Derrick, Frederick, Maryland

Serratia marcescens is a gram-negative non-pathogenic
that is widely used as a Lest organism.

Suspension

bacterium

of this organism

yields aerosols whose viable zell populations are inherently stable in
atmospheres at high,
attempted methods for

hut not at low,
improving

have proved unsuccessful.

relative humidity (Ri),

Several
stability of eerosolized cells

the

These included nutritional studies (growing

the cells in various media),

genetic studies

(subculturing the sur-

vivors of aerosolization or some other stress) or mechanical processes
(changing the aerosol-generating and aerosol-sampling devices).
We heve added solutes to cell suspensions in the hope that.
we might stabilize the viability of
posure and,
tion of why

second,

first,

S. marcescens against aero.sol ex-

that we might achieve somo. insight into the ques-

aerosolized

cells die.

Suspensions were all aer-os_-lzed

at 47% Rgl,
a very unfavorable humidity for the survival of S. marcescens.
I.

One factor that had previously

tives was the conviction that added
the physiral decay of

aerosolized

forestalled studies with add.-

solutes
cells.

might greatly accelerate
To- test this assumption,

suspensions were prepared with progressively licreastng concenrrstions
of sucrose up to

32%

and aerosolized.

Maxtmum aerosol

were obtained from suspensions containing 16'4sucrose.
fects of added solutes in intensifying
seemed,

physical

aerosol

populations

Thus, the efdecay,

it

cou'd safely be tolerated in practice.
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C-

Studies on other

2.

but that

acted as aerosol stabilizers,
differences between the

effects

were in the other of t-wo
from as low as

shoel' that di- and art-saccharides

sugars

magnitudes,

M8%reffinose).

8.7

recovery

into the celIs,

penetrable

saccharides were not.

The

did not.

mono- And oligo-saccharides

with per cant recoveries varying

0.005 (4&% glucose) to

concentracione did not impair the
rides were all

monosaccharides

of the

The stabilizing

levels.

High sugar

The monosacchae

whereas tre di- and

tri-

of the latter sugars

effects

were attributed to their ability to plasmolyze aerosolized cells,
possibly

interrupting

their metabolic

have showi that the abillty of
markedly

impaired

in the

to

k. sarcescens

presence

of

thus

Laboratory studies

activity.

oxidize glucose

is

concentrations of

pla•molytic

sucrose or NaCI.
3.

Aerosol stability was also

glucuronic,

galacturonic

by salts of ascorbic,

enhanced

and other organic acids.

These acids were

most effective in combination with multivalent cations
M9g,

Sr

K+' Li+).

, Mn

There were some inconsistencies noted: K and NM4 glucuronate

and N'4 galecturonate were particularly ineffective.
that

(Ca

) and much less so in the presence of monovalent ones (Na

K+ and N4

are both essential metabolites;

forms complexes with polyvalent metal ions.

I would point out
also NH-+

These

easily

effects were also

ailtivalent cations were not penetrable

correlated wirh penetrability:

into the cells and the monovalent ones were, up to a point.
at concentrations up to 1% depressed aerosol stability,
10% levels aerosol stability began to improve.

NaCI alone

but at 5% and

This reversal was at-

tributed to the plasasolytic effects of the higher salt concentrations,
creating an environment like that obtained with non-penetrable sugars.
It

seemed possible that these effects were caused by the displacement

of K+ from the cells by Na+; but KCI and NaCI proved to have identical
effects upon aerosol stability,
4.

The stabilizing effects of

plasmolytic

salt solutions sug-

gested that other methods for interruption of metabolit
enhance aerosol stability.
potential

aerosol

Enzyme

These include such
arsenite,

rhiourea,

inrelated

the metal-binding
compounds

dipyridyl,

the hydrazides and dihydrazides,
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activity mignt
investigated as

and this work led to the discovery of

stabilizers

another class of stabilizers:

inhibitors

were

or chelating agents.

as 8-hydroxyquinoline,

phenanthroline,
and Iojic acid,

sodium

the dirhiocarbamates,
One-tenth

per cent

provided the highest recovery after 2 min of sero-

8-hydroxyquilnollne
sol time (56%)

whereas 0.1% Ndimethyidithiocarbamate

highest recovery after

16 min (34).

was 26 and 7- recovery,

respectively.

This class of

compounds

they are effective in
(2)

The control,

has the following

rglattvaly

with no additive,

characteristics:

o&w concentrations,

(1)

0.1% or less,

they are maxisally effective only in the presence of solutes such

as sugars capable of plasmolytic activity;
(4)

inhibitors,
stored cellsa
RH.

yielded the

It

(3)

in higher concentrations,
(5)

is also

fey o--f
chma are enzsmg

som of the

are toxic to

some of them are toxic to cells aerosolized at high
interesting

to note that the adverse effects of NH4

salts on aerosol stability are completely

eliminated

in the presence

of these metal-binders.
5.

Using combinations of sugars.

and metal-binders,

we have made

$° narcescens nearly as stable as spores of Bocills #ubtilis var.
For example, adding raffinose, ascorbic acid and
Na arsenite at pH 7 to 1, m4rcegcens I found that the per cent recovery
niger (B. alobýiii.

after 30 min aerosol tine was 24%,

compared to 257

1b. stability induced by additives,
part upon the state of the
stable in the

log phase

the growth cycle,
medium,

howevr,

of solutes.

If

cells.
and most

stable

depends

.lobixi.
in

great

cells are least aerosol

Growing

Stationary-phase

in the stationary phase of

calls suspended in spent culture

were not made more

aerosol-stable

by the addition

these cells are removed from the medium and resuspended

in water they can be stabilized;
is

however,

for B.

aea~ted for several hours,

falls to a very low level.

if this suspension of calls

in water

its pH rises and its oxygen uptake level

Such starved or resting cells are maximolly

responsive to the potential stabiliting effecr'

of added solutes.

DISCUSS ION
Hatch:

I have two questions:

How did you get started on this

path, and would you care to speculate a little

more on possible death

mechanisms?
Z•merman:
.

mwrecena.

are not clear.

I set out to minimize the rate of death of serosolized
The reasons for the success of my procedures,
I do have svo

however,

speculations as to mechenisms by which

aerosol stabilization may be induced.

28V

The death of

aerosollized

cells proWbly does not result from

gentralized destruction or denaturation of cell substance.
be true if

the

addition

of a few simple

chemicals

This must

to the cells can

render theo aerosol-stabie.
All! energy

generated

for maintetance or for

the cell& is ultimately ýiaed either

by

synthesis

of new cells.

vented the cells from securing maintenance
lethal.

All our stabilizing treatmnts,

non-growing,

malntenance-only state.

starvation with

plaamolysing

utes, however,

would of course be

we t•ank,

keep the ccile in a

The combined treatments of cell

solutes

an,•nt of energy that the cell can

rreacments that pru-

energy

non-specifically

retu:es the

The metal-binding sol-

generste.

may owe their effectiveness to their enzyme-inhibiting

properties; sfomehow,

they push the resting cell deeper into the resting

s tate.
A system recently suggested by Maal~e to account for the synchronous growth of bacteria may be of interest here.
that the

division

periods,
place,

cycle

one during which a complete round of
and one during which no MIA is made.

protein and RNA synthesis,

.al~e

postulates

of normal cells appears to consist of two
replication takes

D•A
Also,

the inhibition of

by removal of nutrient or other means,

does

not interfere with the completion of a DNA replication presently in
progress,

but prevents the initiation of a new round of replication.

We visualize the possibility that all suspensions contain some
sensitive cells and others that are
at low RH.

It

is

insensitive

to aerosol exposure

possfble that the sensitive cells are those in the

process of DM manufacture.

Our stabilizing treatments consist of a

combination of starvation, addition of a plasmolyzing agent,
chelating agent.

and of a

These treatments may combine to put and keep more

and more of the bacterial population into a non-DNA-replicating state
in whicn they are insensitive to aerosol exposure.
Dimmick: I'm fond of your

approach;

speculation is

norher of a well-formed ýiypothesis and 1i:tuition is
father.
same thing

the grand-

probably the grand-

I'm impressed by your findings since we have found much the
regarding

culture age.

used and what growth temperature,

You didn't State what medium you

and I wonder whether you think this

might also change the response tu aerosolization?
Zimmerman:

We have checked on both of these factors.

used in all these tests were grown in
Bacco-Tryptose,
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aerated

The cells

media containing

0.57. glucose and 0.004 M sodium phosphates.

2n

Batches

4
of cells with eully goo

tamning either
(2)

stability were grown from aerated media con-

(I) 34, Trypticase Soy Broth (T53) plus

a citrate-glucose-NH4 Cl -salts

2l

glucose, or

chemically defined medium.

We also tested the telationship between aerosol stabilitv of
cella and Lemerature of growth.

Cells inoculated into 7i3 + glucose

media were grown at 25 C and at 37 C.

The cultures grown at the 37 C

were non-pigmented and yielded lo•er viable cell populations than the
cultures grown at 2, C.

The

aerosol stability of the 37 C-Srown

cells, alone or in the presence of stabilizers,
stability of the 25 C-grown cells.

was poorer then the

Thia observation was not explored;

we were only looking for growth conditions Adhich permitted the produczion of cells with maximal aerosol stability.
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BACTERIAL RESPONSES TO DESICCATION
AND REHYDRATION

J. R. Maltman
Suffield Experimental Station
Defense Research Board, Department of National Defense
Ralston, Alberta, Canada

The magnitude of microbiol hazards

believed

to be

associated

with environmental microorganisma has frequently found expression in

the greet effort put forth to reduce their numbers in man's surroundings.

This is

particularly true i-.the case of staphylococci,

where

a multiplicity of sources may serve as potential reservoirs of infectious material.
In order to present an environmantal hazard of major proportions,
stsphylococci must survive the
and rehydration

fluctuating

found outside the host,

fluids and creste those

structures

conditions of desiccation

withstand rehydration in host

and products that are character-

istically associated with their ability to initiate infectious disease
processes in susceptible hosts.

Effective indirect transmission thus

implies survival of staphylococci

in fully

infective form under condi-

tions operative in the external environmert.
Over a period of years,
tempts to

determine

experiments

have been conducted in at-

the role that desiccation and rehydration treat-

ments play in governing the survival,

infective capacity,

o0 staphylococci.

of this problem indicated that

staphylococci,

Earlier

when dri-..A as films and injected imsediately after re-

constitution in broth,
the

studies

and virulence

•ntramuscular,

doses of nondried

produced fewer infections in mice challenged by

intracerebral or

organismsa').

intravenous route than did similar

Other tests carried out at this timn

291

pointed Gout Chat sraphvlococci Surviving
proc~edures ghoved

evidence

tlon of the lag periods,

dces'ccation

greater

senstivIty

Information

In attempts to obtain, more

to

regardIng

of staphylococci to desiccation and rehydration,
techniques

broad lines of

reconstitution and

rater ',f product ion of Coagulase ( 2 ).

storage ir.
vernous fluids and slow-

drying

and rehydratlon

;A sublathal Inj'ry refiacted by Prolongo-

the reaponges

both aerosol and film

have been employed in aubseqýenc expertmente.
have been taker:

appriach

changes in permeabil I[y and changes

these

include

Two

studies

of

ismetaboliawm uhxch are most i. kely

to affect retention of characteriotics related to the disease-producing

PERMFABILIfl QHA8IGE'
it

is weli

bacteria.

it

recognized that control of permeability

is

lost in dead

is also apparent that increases in permeability take place

uhen bacteria are subjected to
Consequently,

measurement

desiccatlon-rehydrarinn

of the

procedures

wmgnitude of leakage of substances

from bacterial cells provides some measure of their death.
sidered likely chat
also show

organisms

indications

2

3)

it

is

con-

surviving such stress treatments would

of increases

tional leakage of material from

in perumability.

Escherichia coll

Indeed,

addi-

has been found when

the survival capacity of the organisms was enhanced by drying the cells
with a protective additive(4).
is not necessarily
ultraviolet

associated

adsorption

Evidently,
with death

spectra

the loss of such materials
of the

of released

washed preparations of nondried staphylococci

organisms.

Typical

lenkage

materials from

(Strain Hi2)

were compared

to the greater leakage obtained with the same, ce.l mass in dried preparations (Fig.

reconstituted
fuged and the
cells was

Organisms were derived from early log and stationary

1),

phase cultures,

film dried for 20 hr at a relative humidity o-f45% and
in distilled watcr.
supernatant

scanned

fluId

Micr.,bial suspensions were centricontaining

materials lost from the

at wave lengths of 230-300 mu.

Organisms derived

The strains of Staphylocofcc.s aureus used in this study are pathogenic in mice.
Strain 8074 is a weak alpha toxin producer and is
less virulent n mice than Strain H2.
Strain H2 was )riginally
isolated from a human abscess Ln our lab,.,ratory, while Strain 8074
was obtained from the Laboratonry of Hygiene. Depadr atent of National
Health and Wellare, Ottawa. Ontari ý. Strain H2 withstands des
cca0
titan and rehlidration stresses much better than Strain 80Q.-.
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frow log phase cultures •ere more

than thote obtained froa

permeable

in

6lthofgh no ippreciable differences

the stationary phase of growth,

viable counts of the saesplee were found,

4\
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WAVE LENGTH MAý
FIG.

1.
Ultraviolet spectrum of materials
released from Staphylococcus aureus

Since the leakage materials have not been characterized
it

is not known whether

to date,

the same materials are lost from the cells beHowever.

oresent qualitative

phosphates,

protein and ribonu-

fore drying as those noted after drying.
tests show indications of amino acids,

cieic acid compounds in the leakage materials.

it

is possible that the

prolongation of lag previously noted might be due im part to the time
required to replace or synthesize some of theme lost cell
Since leakage does reflect increased cell permeability,
suspect increased access of
areas withtIn the cell.
phate

substances

For example,

staphylococci

(Strain H2)

one must also

the call to certain

the ent.'y of p-nirrophenyl phos-

into organisms previously dried and

because greater measureable acid

outzide

substances.

reconstituted

phosphatase

than in the same

is enhanced,

activity occurs in dried
cell

mass of

nondried
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(Fig.

orgpnisms

However,

2).

it

kmown

is not

ar

this time wehcher

paeabiLity inre*se. reflect only physical changes or thether energy
transport mechaninam
it

of the organism are also affected.

Furthermore,

is possible that critteaI spatial relationshipst eertain structures

aind chemical substances Might be changed,

thereby inluanclag sei-ctive

permeability in bacteria subjected to desiccation end rehydration procedures.

F

,

/

01

30

15
INCUBATION

FIG.

!t

is

2.

TIME

(MINUTES)

The effect of deiccation-rehydration
on acid phoaphatase activity

reasonable to assume chat the

viving pathogenic

00

45

bacterial

would be

infective
affected

potential

of sur-

by their past drying

history, since increased permeability might allow entry of some potential antimicrobial host substances normally excluded from vital sites
in the cell. Although one of the characreristics of coagulane positive
staphylococci is
or serumi(5),

their resistance

to bactericidal components

increased permeability of staphylococci,

osols or film preparations,

might explain the

taining staphylococcal

294

antibodiesC2,6).

stored as aer-

subsequent

ability of such cells to survive in human serum,

in blood

decreased

blood or plasma con-

bactericidal

activity was

abolished wie

lnmpement

b•ss

inactivated

by heat or zsyoaan and no

baitericidel activity was noted in nondried preparations(6).
results suggested that the mare entry of nonbactericidal
cell

s1•te

was not related

to death of the bacteria.

ditions cellular resistance also appears

from mouse

lungs

Ig.

materials to

Under these con-

Co be more efficient, as evi-

dencesd by faster clearance of aged aerosols of
H2)

These

staphylococci

(Strain

3)

'z
X
*
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-
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24
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HR.

AEROSOL
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i

~J<

13

x
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zI

I
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Q

TIME
FIG.

4

2

0

0
J

IN

HOuIRS

3. Decreases in viable count of staphylococci
in mouse lungs with young and aSed serosols

Although increases

in permeability of staphylococci due to drying

stress treatments have been demonstrated,

it

appears that permeability

returned to normal values if metabolism was allowed to taie place.
might account,

for the fact that incubation in broth within

in part,

the lag period before

This

intravenous

injection increased the ability of

previously dried cells to survive tf..initial residence in mise tissuea(6).
GROWTh RATES AND METABOLISM
The likelihood of succest in the Identification of the processes
involved in

reduction of

viability,

infectivity

and

virulence of

295

Staphylucoccus

aureus by desIccattoin

pracedkires *points

-)it the

t ýr

need

.I ard

studies of giowth patterns and of the related broad physik,!ogjc

in

biochemical changes wthich occur when the 11:rinisms are re'-,nstituitd

growth media.

The study of changes in the rLbýNucleic acid (RNA' ard
protein synthesis of dried and nondried staphylococci in relat~on t
infectivity and virulence might yield useful inf.;rratimn.

cell growth,

Previous studies have
cocci progresively

Indicated t!'at

the lag period

increased with increases

lag measurements were

concerned

in drving

if staph\'J•ime (2)

ese

with the time requirel1 t•, d

thb
er

In add i
initial viable count when the cells were incubated in hr'-tl.
tion, excellent regeneration capacity was noted, tor it was fýmud that
once

the log phase was reached,

the minimirm

generation

tiMe

4n !hr:.th

was constant, regardless of the previous drying histor"- of t.he cells.
Subsequent optical density measuremerts of growth

'-fboth

stationary phase cultures of the two strains ,)f staphyl,,cnccI

I:

argo

ustd 1.1

this study (Strain H2 and 8074) have shown that the true lag phase is als'
inhibited by desiccation-rehydration stress, particularly

in Strain 8074

(Fig. 4,5).
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on growth of Sta~hyococcus aureum
*

For growth,

protein and ribonucleic acid measurements used in this

study, film samples of staphylococci were dried for
temperature of 80 F and a relative humidity of 40%.
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WCUJBATION

efficiency
required

the

(Ho,•)R

for the cells

broth

in

within

bolic activity were considered

synthesis of dried and fresh

that

the

initial

rate

viously subjected to
Apparently coagulase
at a slower

in

plsma(2,

6
levela( ),

important..

in aerated

The results indicated

of protein synthesis waq slower in

eynthesia

procnsures

and possibly toxin

although

in-

protein and RNA

followed

at 37 C.

initiail rate because there was a

specific

Therefore,

staphylococci ww;
culturea

ano because

to be necessary to

broaJ measurements of Meta-

desiccation-rehydration

rate of protein syntheses,
more

degree,

the lag period appeared

-aise infectivity and virulence

Heart Infusion Broth (HIB)

process is

finding that coagulase syntheses was slower

staphylococci dried and reconstituted

cubation

that a repair

Indicaring

to a sublethal

injured

at normal

orracing initially

apparently not

stress orgenisms.

Because of the previous
in

TIME;

srsrATIc

The effect of desiccazion-rehydratton
on gruwth of Staphylococcus aureus

function is

Soaue metabolic
ir

5.

0nA$ECflt

Q//

-

FIG.

Tlay

synthesis

generel

pre-

cells

(Fig.

6,7).
-ccurred

decrease

in

the

this does not rule out additional

efleýts on the mechanisms

governing coegulase production.

-f

4_d

C1?
T

A IN"- 8074
S TIA

INCUBATION

TIME (HOURSV);'#"

FIG. 6., The effect of desiccation-rehydrattel

on' protein, syntheSis,

6.

/

/

•01

FIG. 7. The effect of desiccstioni-rehydrati$A1

3

FIlG. 7.

,)

Fg

ae

4

IE(HUS

.NUAIO
prti

on protein synthesis.

fsnhsso

and

-'oei

The effect of desiccation-rehydration

RNAC

cC'cs

e

t

on protein synthesis.

<29
In addition,
providing

results showed that the synthesis of RHA was also affected,

a=partial

protein (Fig.

8,9).

explanation for the

normakl values more quickly
cells, although
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in kog phase cel!$sthan

log phase organisms are

more sensitive to

reduced

initiall synthesis ot

Rates of synthesis of protein and RNA ceturned to

desiccation

and

genlersily

rehydraticin

in stationary phase
considered
t~han organisms

to be
tsken]

from the stationary phase of growth.
*.r

F
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N
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TIME
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The effect of desfccation-rehydrsrion
on ribonucle.ic
on
ribonucleic acid
acid synthesis
synthesis

0
29

considers

When one
composind,

that

RNA

tends to be an unstable chemical

that Mg++ is required to stabilize ribosomal RNA,

absence of only one component of the

acid

amino

stop proteii as well as RNA synthesis,

that the

pool is required to

and that the stress treatments

wnuld require ioss or inactivation of only one type of vi-al chemical
compound to a&Uect both
too surprising that
these important

RNA

and protein synthesis,

desiccation

reactions

it does not seem

and rehydration might well inflicunce

to some degree.

It

is unlikely that lack

of nutrients in HIB can be the cause of the slower rates of synthesis
of both RNA and protein.
replacement of

Rather,

substance(s),

stresses or lost by

leakage

it

seems more likely that metabýilic

inactivated

by desiccation-rchydration

due to increased

permeability,

may be

necessary in order to utilize these nutrients in normal fashion.
ever,

it

is not known at the present time which exact sites and spe-

cific reactions of the

intracellular

turnover

Regardless of the exact mechanism involved,
of

How-

staphylococci

systems are affected,

the broad reaction systerms

affected by desiccation-rehydration

reflected in the

prolongation

well-known relationship of

of the lag.

growth

treatments are

As a master of fact,

measurements

the

of nondried bacteria

as an index of protein and RNA synthesis also appears to be operative
in the case of staphylococci subjected to desiccation and rehydrati n
stresses.
It

is clear that the present

regarding the

possible

specific repair
take place in
here must be

studies

particular

area

required

normal

fashion.

considered

do not provide informati-n

replacement

substance(s) ý,r thr

so that protein and RNA synthesis can
Consequently,

preliminary,

the studies outlined

since experiments dealing with

intracellular turnover are necessary to obtain more detailed information regarding the

exact

mechanisms

associated with desiccation and

inhibited

rehydration.

by stress procedures
Information roncerning

such turnover in microorganisms has been reviewed recently(7)
serve as a useful guide in designing

experiments

and can

necessary to gain a

better understanding of the functional relationships of the biochemical everts in cells after various stress treatments.
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DISCUSS ION
We need more of this kind of .nformation

Middlebrook:

field of serobiology and I am delightly, personally,
are working with S- aureus
not regarding virulencn

whether

you got

(whatever that is).

posittvc

in the

to see that you
information or

When you showed those

last slides, were thase per unit weight of bacterial cells'
MaIrman:

It

Yes,

on a standard optical

They were based

density.

Apparently some multiplication was going on during

Middlebrook:
incubatin:i

would be fundamentally that.

the turbidity values or assays change during this

did not

t ime?

Mal t'ian:

Yes.
Would it have to be u.nit weight of the bacterial

Middlebrook:
-ells

present.

Mai tman:

Yes.
So -you can't standardize by weight alone,

Niddiobrook.
takle

,nt , Z,,.:c
Maitmas

:i;,

fluctuatiojns, in
it

is

true

that

you must

counting.

you

cannot

standardize,

strictly

301

speaking, by any single method since growth and cell division occur
during incubation.

This is

the reason that a constant optical density

of call suspension was used,
to unit vight,

since it

although this

bears & practical relationship

relationoship

would certainly not be

absolute.

1:
W0 1 understand correctly --

=*

log

phase

cells are par-

ticularly sensitive tc. desiccation stresses but they recover fast in

grow-th medium?
Yes.

Maitman:
Live,

We pointed that out; such c--Is are more sensi-

but they do recover more quickly than other cells.

provide a useful technique for basic studies.
how this applies yetý
tein and RNA

but it

inis Might

We don't exactly know

could be tied to the fact that the pro-

concentrations

in these young log phase cells were ap-

proximately twice as high as they were in

cells

taken

from the sta-

tionary phase cultures.
Webb:

We have been carrying on similar studies with other organ-

isms, not staphylococci; but with the 4ort of organisms that are sensitive to aerosolization;
staphylococci don't.

in other words, tose that lose viability whereas

But the phenomenon you mentioned here is exactly

th,±same in both types.

We measured the same release of material from

cella -- and when we protect them with compounds,
glucose (despite the earlier paper,

such as inositol or

glucose has been sztown for the last

20 years to be protective for aerosolized organisms),
release of this mareria; yet cells survive better;
same inhibition of other RNA-protein synthesis

you get even more

also you get the

mechanisms and,

as you

know from earlier papers of mine,

we also geL the same increase in

sensitivities of certain enzymes,

not phosphatases,

but carboxylases

and the like, and there is a very dramatic increase of such activities.
MhItman:

These leakage

products

may be important in terms of

even though they might not be important in terms of surviving

growth,
numbers,

By equating the magnitude of the greatest amounts of leakage,

when cells are dried in

different

observe the greatest slow-down

ways,

with growth rate,

in initiation of growth.

one should

These experi-

ments are in progress.
Shinefield:

I just

wondered

ameters to determine virulence
and non-dry organisms.
* 'VFT
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t

Voice from the floor.

whether you have used other par-

(whatever

that is, again)

in your dry

1 am not sure I undeiatand you.

Maltmatj:

We used intramuscular,

intravenous and intracerebral challenge.
Shinefield :
Maltman:

TO mice?

To mice.
Kave y•u examined numbers of organisms necessary to

$hinefield:

produce lesions on
lar ly .....
Maltman.

not particu-

No, nothipg like this.
Since a-mouse is such a bad

Shinefield:
cocci,

because a mouse is

materials

autcre

(interrupted)

some of the more.

animal

for staphylo-

changes might he mide mcre maltfast

subtle

with other animals.
Perhaps; we have not

Maltman:

perlormed

this type of tLst in

other animals.
Basically, what you are

Elchenwald:

zrying to suggest is

the fact

that virulence of staphylococci is a particularly difficult concept because organisms that cause human disease and those staphylococci that
do not cause human disease are indistinguishable in aminals.
Maltman:

Yes,

For example,

if you allow staphylococci which have

had a drying history (where you can show infectivity has decreased)
metabolize within a lag period,
suspects

to

then infectivity will increase so one

that some of these cells do get into host sires where they can

incubate and increase their metabolic activity in order to returnu towsrd "normal" capabilities.
Middlebrook:

i think what you say is quite true, at least within

the experimental design.

Dr.

or may not be relevant to our

Maltman has shown differences which may
clinical

be relevant to those properties of
in human virulence

--

but still,

staphylococci
they

which are important

When we know more about

infective properties of Staphylococcus aureus,

of investigation could be broadened;

may or may not

_reobservations and I think

that working in this area will be profitable.
other

It

problems.

perhaps this type

at least you did see differences

in the disappearance of culturable bacterial cells from the lung depending on pre-treatment of the organisme.
MaItman:

Not only from lungs,

but from any system the effective

in vivo numbers are reduced.
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SURVIVAL OF LYOPHILIZED BACTERIA DURING STORAGE

R. J, Heckly and R. L. Dftw.ick
Naval Biological Laboratory, School of Public Health,
Untversýty of California, Berkeley

I believe chat lyophilization,
organism&,

or rather a study of lyophilized

has a place in aerobiology,

because freeze-dried organisma

are similar to airborne cells in chat they are
are in direct contact with the
of

irradiation

studies,

atmosphere.

essentially
Thus,

with the exception

we can subject lyophilized organisms to much

the same treatment as the airborne cells.

Of course,

differs considerably from

aerosolizacion,

one

during drying of cells in

micro-drops

However,

lyophilization

difference being that

they are subjected to a rather

severe stress due to the surface tension of water as it
the liquid phase.

naked end

evaporates from

one might use this difference to evaluate

the effect of surface tension on serosolized microorganisms.
Another advantage of using lyophilized materials is

that such bac-

teria can be subjected to a wider range of variables than when they are
in the airborne state.
in aerobiology,

These conditions are not necessarily practical

but by using extreme conditions,

tain factors can be more easily demonstrated.
as are required to contain aerosols,

it

the effects of cer-

in large chambers,

such

is difficult to reduce the hu-

midity to near zero, whereas this can easily be achieved using lyophilized materials.

Small containers of

lyophilized organisms are also

easily subjected to either extremely low or extremely high temperatures.
It

is

easy to obtain precise samples of lyophilized

since we need not be concerned witn

physical

organism.,

loss, and large samples
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art, read•ily

a,ýoi.ab.le *--r p1,sc 1 jr ce-c
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16
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Storage time, days
Fl,;. 1. Viability of lyophllized Serratia .arcescens held
at room temperature in air. The 8-day samples conteined
too alny cells to count in the highest dilution tested.
Heitit'g wan at 52 C for 10 min before drying.
Reproduced from J. Bacteriol. 85:961-965, 1963, with the
permission of the American Society for Microbiology.

It has been
dormant,

generally

assumed

that freeze-dried organisms are

but 1 would like to present some data

suggesting

that this

is not necessarily so.

Usually the number of viable cells decreases

during storage of dried

preparations,

but as is shown in Fig.

1, we

have observed Instances of recuperation in which the number of viable
cells appeared to increase during the storage period. In this instance,
the number of Seratis marcescens cells that for-Aed colonies increased
at least 2-fold between the 4th and 12th day of storage of the lyophtlhzed preparations. Figure 2 shows a similar recuperation of dry Lscherichia coli.

This experiment was designed to determine Ahat effect

the method of growing the organisms had on thqir subsequent survival
in the lyophilized preparations.

Those grewn on solid medium survived

better when stored in vacuum than those grwn on liqui6

30b

culturer.

I!

!-,

Plate CuIfurr\
Stored in

Vacuum

=. 9k

'\

plate culture\
Flask culture,.

FIG

2.

dried

10
DAYS OF SIORAGE

5

0

Stored in
air

An instance of recuperation during storage of free-'aIscherichtia
coli grown. on nutrient agar and in broth.

When stored in air,

survival was poor,

and

difference between the two types of cultures.

there was no significant
There seems to be little

doubt that there was recuperation botween the Ittand 5th day of storAge
in vacuum,

especially of the plate culture.

way adapted to their new

envirorment

reconstituted and plated,

they were

onies.

it

metabolic

is

conceivable

balance

was

Perhaps the cells in some

during this period so that, when
better

able to grow and form col-

that immediately after being dried

disturbed and that,

their

when placed in a liquid

envirornm.n 1

some of tOe cells simply were caught off-alance and per-

iszed.

trte si*it.wu

S_

charm

-f

`' air environmenL f,.m gas to liquid

may have constituted a severe shock,
were tried.

It was surprising

various rehydration

-o find that with

procedures

S. znaic~acens, more

cells survived a rapid rehydrattion (direct addition of distilled water)
than a slow rehydratio". of exposure to water vapor.
ments,

over 100 times as many cells produced

added directly as when the cells were first
humidity (RH)

at

20 C

In some expert-

colonies
exposed to

before addition of the water.

when water was
lO0

Telative

We observed the
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N'

greatest

effoct of high AN In thore

tional drying by haating
deed dIificult

pzrparartona

subjected to addi-

to 100 C at 30-20 e Hg for 1 hr.

It is

in-

to determine whether or not cells arc dead In dry prep-

kratioas because at prsent we have no Crites ra,
colcny production,

other than growth or

for determining vlability.

in an attempt to demonstrate that dry bacteria have some metabolic
actIvity,

••t.

Dimmici

uptake of dry S,
slow that It

uned a micro-rfspil•umeter

marcescens.

to measure the gaseous

At low moisture levels,

took weeks to obtain ýma&urablc uptake.

significant gasOeus uptake (presurably oxygen,
sdsorbant) was demonstrated and furchermore,

the iare was so
Nevertheless,

since RKO was used as an

the rate of oxygen con-

sumption increased with increasing numidity.
Free-radical production by dry bacteria over a period of days
(lieckly, Dimmick and Windle,

1963)

also is

evidence

of some kind of

activity, because free-radicals have been demonstrated to be intermediaces

in many metabolic systems.

production by lyophilized S.

absence of lactose than when I
fore drying.

More sigiifieatitiy, both iree-radical

marcescens

were greater

Ion between loss of viability

but not in direct proportion.

stance have we dfmnnsrr2: 0 4 tree-radical

production by nrganisms that

Streptococcus

in addition to S. marcescens;

Micrococcus radiodurans,
lactis.

bakers yeast, E.

imal production of free-radical war observed,

To-dare,

col_,

e.g.,
and

Under vacuum, viability was maintralni end minAhereas in air the same

preparations died rapidly and free-radical concentration
rapidly.

A cor-

production and loss of viability has been

shown for several microorganisms
Sarcina lutea,

and

In no in-

were killed by mercury salts or heating before lyophtitzation.
relation between free-radical

in the

tose had been added to the medium be-

There was a corre.,

tree-radical concentration,

and death

free-radical

increased

production was minimal under all condi-

tions io whitch survival of organigms

-•

Lt .

Figure 3 summarizes a more extensive experiment using S. Marcescens.
There was no significant

free-radical

production in cells stored in vac-

uum. wh.ereas the free-radicai concentration
ations exposed to air.
not contain
tLon.

lactose.

Samples
lie ctherE
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represented

in prepar-

by lines A, C, and E

did

vere dried from an 0.5i, lactose solu-

The Electrop Paramagnet:•- Resonance

developed at approximacely

increased rapidly

'"R')

spectrometer signal

the. same rate in thn!samples left open to

•
j

140

-/

ub* placedm 100% R.H

1260

140-i
121,

.I
W

F-\-

iV
/2
>4
is

.d,1

7
6O60

Effects of lactose, air, and moisture on free radical forFIG. 3.
A: cells suspended in
mationi by iyophilized Serratia marcescens.
to room air for 13
opened
thern
buffer, dried, and packed in vacuum,
lactose, packed
0.5%
containing
B: cells suspended in buffer
days.
C: same as sample A, but cells packed and
in vacuum, then opened.
.,*
sample B, but packed and sealed in air.
same
D.
sealed in air.
same as simple A, but not opened until after 14 days.
E:
as sample B, but not opened until after 14 days.
Reproduced from J. Bacreriol. 85:961-965,
of the American Society for Microbiology.

1963,

F: same

with the permission
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the air (lines A and B) as ir those that were sealed immedlately after
filling with air (lines C and v).

Although no signal developed in
free-radical production

preparations sealed in vacuum (lines E and F),

was comparable to that in the other tubes as soon as air was admitted.
When sample A was

Note that the rate of production was comparable.
placed in a humidified Jar,

the signal intensity returned to virtually

Moisture uptake was probably responsible for the

zero within 48 hr.

slow decay of the EFR signal in those samples open to air (Lines B, E,
and F).

In this experiment, viability was maintained better in the

presence of lactose,

bjt t-en with lartose,

longer viable after 12 days'

997. of the cells were

storage in air.

It

presence or absence of aai FPR signal per se is not
rather it

icant;
If

is

evident

signal ii increae.ng,

that the

necessarily signif-

is the change in signal intensity that is

impoo:.tant.

all celia may be either dead or alive.

there is no signal,

no

If

the

cells are probably dying, but the decre:.iuig sig-

rnal does not s9g1nify recuperation.
described an EPR signal in lyophi-

Blois et al. (1961)

Rt~t:L>:

Since the signal he described as at g - 2,

lized nucieopro:tn.

it

could be due to the same free radical we have observed in our lyophiliLd

organisms.

They did not indicate how the signal developed or the

exact conditions of preparing and storing their preparations.
Figure 4 shove some kinetics of the lactose protection.
experim*nt,

a 17. lactose solution was added to each of two S.

cens cultures,
toe &ugar,

In this

6 and 12 hr old.

At frequent intervals,

samples were removed,

above each curve

represent

Maximal

The horizontal

lines

the number of viable cells before lyaphilThe curves remind me of the over-shoot

ization (1007. survival level).

of a recorder with insufficient damping.
results, but it

after adding

frozet rapidly and dried.

przrection was obtained during the 1st minute.

marces-

I hesitate to interpret these

does seem to be more involved than a simple

protection of the cells by the

added

sugar.

physical

Perhaps the cells are

reacting to the change of environment and have overcompensated in some

manner.
The next three figures pertain to an experiment in which cultures
of various ages were

lyophilized

As a slight a :.ression,

I'd like to

"death curves" such ap these.

consider

the interpretation of

According to a comon concept,

of the number of viable cells vs.
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after either slow or fast freezing.

a plot

time of storage., such as in Fig. 5,

&

12 hr

I

°

108
0

6 hr

2

0

36 32
8
4
Time, minutes

64

128

FIG. 4.
Recovery (24 hr atorage)
of freeze-dried
Serratia marcescens as a function of time after the
addition of a final concentration of 1% lactose and
befor-.t freezing.
Horizontal lines represeat 100%
recovery level.

represents a death rate.

Implicit in the rate concept is

the assump-

tion that all oq.the cells have an equal probability of surviving and
U

the slope of the cLtve changes,

as most of these do,

must consist of two or more populations.

tions are indeed hetergeneous,
to consider the death curves as
from a

distribution

21-hr

I believe that most popula-

and perhaps it would be more realistic
representing

of cells having

Thus, in comparing the

the culture

and

the

various

24-hr

cumulative results

survival capabil-ties.

cultures,

we find that the

21-hr culture contained fever cells capable of surviving

8 days

than

did the 24-hr culture. Considering only the solid line, initial slopes
of both the 21- and the 24-hr-old cultures were comparable.
In Fig. 5,
survival of

the

dotted lines with the iarge marker represent the

lyophilized

visit containing

1 ml

cultures

rapidly

frozen by immersing small

of culture in a dry-ice and solvent bath.

The
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Id41~

two

orhcr

curves

represent

culLures frozen slowly,

boLtle placed in a -20 C freezer.

Yo4 can see hwo

i.e.

in a 5 al

the patterns change

from the %aung cultures,
to the older,

which are very sensitive to rapid freezing,
mature cultures that survive rapid freezing better than

slow freezing.

-.

00

,3

A

/
0

i-growth curve
2 - -20 C
3- -60C

A

A

o

A

3
0

zA

4

8

12

16

20

24

Age of culture, hrs
FIG.6.

Two-day storage survival of freeze-dried Serratia
frozen at two temperatures as a function of age
culture.
Horizontal
line represents
100l
recovery.
_rcescens

of

Figure 6 summarizes the results of this experiment in

terms of
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For reference,

cuituF& at the time of freezing.
Shown as

ine I.

storape av ai function

2 dayv

after

of viable cells

numb-r

ig evident

-te

cates the 100'
Ali
simple.

of

•

linr

the top

ai•,sas

Is

4!sss3v.p

tH-

slide

fto

dryln•

(FIN,

b)

chemically defined medium

indi-

(BunVntingIa)

cuie as a reference,
Buntin 's

sumariizes

and a complex nedium

but. failed to grow beuause they

than I indicates that sore
the cotplex medium.

vital con-

the

;f the ex-

curve f r the cul-

growth

the ) ines represent the ratio of number of ceils
trypticase-soy agqr ndeium.

vs.

some

synthesize

the results of this aspect

1, urhich is

for lino

periment. -Ecept

a

it wee suspected that Some of the cells

be

had been inJured and had lost ability to
Figure 7

we:re made on two rmedia.

eticenO

this

not producing c':ýIonies were not dead,

on

_f the

iurvival level.

(trvrt icae•' ay agar),

"-ituent.

alowly
-wen and

culture i

4-hr-oid

he extreme sensl~tivity, _f

dried.

the Rrlwth curve is

the preparationns

Line 2 represcents

,J ags of a

colonies

Thus a ratio gresrer

developed

The left portion of the

on Ron"ing's than on

iigure

pertains to the

cultures frozen slowly and the rig Ct side to cultures frozen rapidly.
Data for linea 2,

3 and 4 were obtained after 2,

Since there were instances,

respectively.

Lures after 8 days'

storage,

influenced

&torsge

ouch as the very young cul-

in which ten times as many cells grew on

the complex medium than on the
markedly

5 ana t days'

Bunting's,

the results obtained.

the choice of assay medium
In general,

the most ac-

curate esti-nateof viability is obtained with the complex medium.

Note

that. in only a relatively

few inscances did the count on Bunt.ng's agar

exceed that on

medium.

but I doubt

if

complex

especially with

exper:wnt,

regard

obtained

on repeating this

to the precise age,

or extent, of

because there are so many variables which affect the be-

differences,

havior of the organisms.

The cyclic nature of the various curves ob-

tained in these studies is obvious,
since the

These fluctuations are significant,

identical results would be

fluctuations

but again we have no exnolanstion,

do not seem to be correlated with the growth

curve.
Ir view of all of these facts,

together with many of similar im-

plicatlons already in he literatuxe,

I have difficulty in understanding

why aerobiologist seem to deal with the problem of airborne bacteria
as if cells were somehow not living systems - dynamic,
each unique.
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Only as be begin to obtain a

complete

responsIve

mnd

picture of the

C.an

b~ehavio>r of microorgantsms and their reactions to th.eenvironnetenc
to understand airborne

be hope

It

organisms.

that mbore attention thao In the pest SMAOuV

is rcesonable

to0detajils of Uhac

be gfv~n~

ytat!"ins~yn

my co-Ieague and I currently term 'moicro7~e

,

-

2.0

to su&gtgt

-

,

uria caaite o! microais

tevriou

L

5

8

4

12

16

20

24

4

Age of culture

FIG.•7.

8

12

16

20

24

hours

of tue sampling media as

Change of plating ratio

a function of the age of culture of freeze-dried Sarratis
mercescen__s, time of
storag~e and
freezing
temperature,

Left, -20 C;

right, -60 C.

for com~parison.
storage,

Curves 2,

Curve I is che growth curve
3,

and 4 are 2,

reseciii vely.

4,

and 8 days'

7315
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Morton:•
which

I don't understand this slide (Fig.

Heckly,

DT.

organisms

before lyophiltzation,

particularly the I hr, 2 hr,

teckly: These are the 8geC
that is,

vive to 8 days is

low.

5 ml of culture in a
obvious

rapidly

mixture.

vnwrthylceiiusolve

3 hrý legend.

the number o

ceits

riat Sur-

The dotted lines with the large dec represent

those cultures which were

One

in

of the cultIUrs betore lvyrphillizaion;

you cake very younS cu•ltures,

if

5)

of various age were frozen either rapidly or slowly

by

The others were

re'a:lvely

thing is

1rozen

in a drv ice

inunersrc'n

slowly

frozen bV placing

large bottle in a -20 C deep-freeze.

that the pattern changes,

part icularl

a-s we

progress from che il-hr to the 24-hr culture.
Morton:
place aff-t-

Does the media used to culture the organisms in the first
viability?

Heckly:

Of course,

used as a medium it
Norton:

T would expect it

to do so,

but Bunting's was

all of these experiments.

What if

you had pur an additive,

such as skimmed oilk,

in your medium?
Hecklv:

If

drying,

lactose is added just before

cribed in the previous paper this morning,

such

as des-

survival would be improved.

We.haven't explored the effect of cysteine or sucrose on free radical
production as widely as we h-4ve the effect of these things on viability.
We have just now obtained our own EPR machine and look forward to explortng this problem further.
Morton:

Would you tell me a little bit about free radicals and

how they are measured?

Dii•ick:

(Question passed

to Dr.

Dimmick.)

When there is an unpaired electron in a molecule,

molecule is known as a free radical.
istry, you might have been
broken covalent bond.

taught

It

is what,

that

in your early chem-

could not possibly exist;

i.e.,

a

These are highly reactive portions of molecules

that have had electrons added to them in some way or another,
in a high-energy state; for example,

they are

most peroxides are frep radicals.

Thle device used tc measure them is not too important from our aspect,
and I'm not sure I could

explain

it,

anyway.

The instrument most

commonly used is built by Varian end can detect about 1011
or spins.
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The important thing is

that often,

molecules,

when an enzyme catalyzes

a reac•iar,

there appears to be a

straQte molecule apart and has
oth•r

foret,

These tw

fragments are,

They ate highly reactive,
molisure is

present.

moist ste

for any lentgh of time.

is

why we

together again in soae

in many instances,

so they don't

T11is

when it has split the sub-

moment

not quite put it

lsat very
coeronly
in

But

long,

don't find

Apparently there

radlicals are

produced

in

particular

There is

the dried state.

free radicals.

usually a gtadual

a

them.

is no predominating theory t4f why free-

one tpart of an enzyme mechanism,
those

them in

the dried state, they are

mole or less stabilized and this allows us to measure
Hleckly:

tree radicals.
especially if

decay,

We may have

just blocked

so that you have art accumulation of
Thts

is what ye think right

naw.

so that most of these free radical

curves that I have shown probably represent an equilibrium condition.
Of course,

we could be observing a simple

cult to explain why

oxidation,

but

it is diffi-

this does not happen with dead cells.
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Proc. tirst Intern.

Berkeley, Calif.,

1963

VIABILITY OF MICROORGANISMS USING A
SUSPENDED DROPtET TECHNIQUE

I.

H. Silver

Microbiological Research Estat lishment
Experimental Station
Porton, Nr. Salisbury, Wilts., England

For some time now we

have

been

looking

itto ways and means of

studying the survival prpertiee of organisms subjected to atmospheric
stresses but free from the mechanical and associated stresses normally
encountered in

sampling.

conventional

Admittedly,

aerosol

techniques involving

from a practical viewpoint,

spraying and

the type of equip-

ment in co.in laboratory use represents a reasonable approximation to
both the nature and
organism,

sequence

of the numerous stresses imposed on the

in that the cycle of

tion - equilibrium

suspension - atomization - equilibra-

collection - suspension is

-

The main drawback of the system is

rarely short-circuited.

the difficulty in isolating the var-

ious stages of the cycle and hence the possible interplay between these
stages.

This hinders

txndcztrtn

wd
tat la

interpretation

happening

pheric stresses, then it
apparatus tw Lbat

of the results.

to an organism subjected oni'

is necessary to devise a

r2tarhal

If "• wish to
to atmos-

different

type of

.lie-caes

can be eliminate(! or minimized.

The need for such apparatus is 2-fold;

first, we wish to determine the

extent to which viability is
measure

lost in the airborne phase and not merely

the difference between unsprayed

from the sampler;

second,

uut&..Ancta ls'veL#t&..gLtar;t
recognized b,

these means.

borne

cannot

phase

be

material

wc believe that the
of the orgarism
In practice,

and that recovered

function

of chemical

? -not likely to be

wo- have to admit that the air-

isolated because a blo-assay for viability

inevitabl)- results in physical and chemical stressing of the organisms,
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but, as you will see,

can

at least some control

exercised in the

be

recovery and assessment phases.
We have examined two ways of producing

taining bacterial cells.
other has been in

unstressed

droplets con-

One has so far proved unsuccessful,

regular

but the

use for 2 yr or more and has been employed

In producing the experimental results I shall be presenting later. Ath
unsuccesgful method I will

briefly

because we badly need a

describe

facility of this type, and it might stimulate some ideas.
drops of predetermined size,

Essentially,

but within the size range usually associ7

The
ated with aerosol work, were produced by s vibrating reed.
drops could equilibrate in the tor sectiun of a vertical tube and Would
be maintained buoyant by an upward-moving conditioned atrstream.
the requisite holding period the

particles

would

After

be allowed to fall

under gravity into a suitable collector. Considerable difficulties were
experienced in stabilizing the colurn because of sensitivity to thermal
and electrostatic forces. Dr. Cox spent Much time in combating these
difficulties, but it became evident that it required full-time investigation by a small teamard the problem is now to be tackled by a University as an extra-mural research item.
The other method, which we call the fibre technique, is quite
different and deals with single drops of a much larger size. It was
intended that the two
alternatives,

methods

should

be

complementary

rather than

the fibre method handling drops larger than, say,

diameter. and the

column

method from 50 u downwards.

nique, since it employs single drops,

50 g

The fibre tech-

is usually concerned with sizes

of 100 u or more in order to contain a sufficient number of organisms
to give reliable and reproducible results.

In any case, the smallness

of the drop is limited by surface tension effects and it is this size
factor w4hich is the most

criticizable

feature

of the technique;

particle size is important in determining viability,

if

then this method

will not accurately portray the Lehavior of the small particles wbich
constitute the nrmal aerosol.
The essence of the technique is to deliver from a microsyringe a
small quantity of mixed suspension containing the test organism and a
spore tracer.

Using a micromanipulator,

the fluid is transferred to

a fine glass fibre lying across an orifice Lltoueh %Aich saturated air
is passing (Fig. 1).
The figure shows at the top the droplet formstion, followed by £Ltgvs of evaporation Lo solidification at the bottom.
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FIGM

Stages of evaporation of a droplet on a glass fibre.

1.

In practice,

a plastic box fitted with a lid with six orifices was

used so that up to six fibres could be
(Fig.

2).

charged

in any one experiment

The air supply was so arranged that saturated air could be

replaced by conditioned air at a selected rate depending upon the air
It

velocity chosen.

was thus possible to control the evaporation 'rate

of the suspended drop.
forceps,

After exposure,

the fibre could be removed by

dropped into collecting fluid, and the contents assessed.

drops could be

observed

optically

the moveable stage nf a microscope and it
the technique (Fig.

The

by mounting the plastic box on
proved a valuable feature of

3).
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50 rn. m.. dial glass

All dimensions in m. inn.
TICG,2.

Plastic box used to hold glass fibres

in conditioned air.

The fibre method has been used in a number of ways:
I.

Correlation of the behavior of solute6 on evaporation
with survival.

2.

Measurement on the influence of rates of evaporation and
rehydration on survival.

3.

Comparison of survival on the fibre and in aerosols.

Dealing ftrst

with

behavior

of

solutes on evaporation,

it

is

clear that nearly all solutions supersaturate heavily. Crystallization
from the netastable state is markedly variable;
crystallize under any conditions;

some aolutes refuse to

othe:s readily crystallize but only

non-reproduclbly either in terms of the relative humidity (RH)
time lag a. any

particular

humidity; other factors such as batch-to-

batch variations are also noticeable.
pear to be poor protectors; many
this category.
factor for it

However,

Substances which crystallize ap-

norgan4-

and organic salts come into

crystallization alone is not the controlling

is linked with the rehydratlon process and this can best

be demonstrated by example-
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or the

NIo way ,

air supply
/

MIcro pipette- -•

Class ribres

FIG.

-

Arrangement of fibres and box on microscope stage.

3o

For a long time we were puzsled by the high death rate of a number of bacterial species when sprayed from solutions of mannitol compared with other hexitols or sugarb.

unlike these other

can crystallize on evaporation, often at a high RH.

compounds,
sionally it
humidity,

Mannitol,

is

possible

to

create

successive

only one of which crystallises.

Occa-

droplets at a given

Table I shows how the dif-

ferent end-states affect survival.
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Survival of Qeihacolt 163 at 707
relative humidity in I M Mannitoll

TABILE I.

Holding Time

Phosphate Buffer

Collecting Fluid

enciial

diameter

lo min

Equrlibrated
dtarersedialaler
Gh)

d. Th

1630

Rehydrat
hired
daya

e

iability

(w

d

15*

160

8023

1.60

so14

8

*Crystallisaelra.

•
YOU
wil

no
tie a•Substantially higher level of survival
hiten

Anannitol fails to crystallize.

ut perhaps more important is

ence of controlled rehydration.

the

the influ-

This is achieved by eacposinrg the drop

to saturated air until swelling ceases before dropping Linto collecting
fluid.

Vjabtltrty

T1he increase in

is

=mall for the crystallized urop,

but large for the suoersatursted one.
suit could have been

achieved

=otic pressure instead of
phate buffer.

The

by

re-wetting

inference

It

is likely that a similar re-

Aeing a collecting fluid of hign osthe drop aod collecting in phos-

is not only that the act of crystalliza-

tion permits further evaporation to take place,

desiccating

to a greater degree,

occurs at a different

but also that

rate from the supersaturated
cordingly.

Howver,

rehydration

the cell

cell and physically stresses the cell ac-

you will see in a minute that there is

rule concerning the influence of rehydratton rate.

no simple

Aminocaproic acid

is another substance that crystallizes in e variable manuner and gives
result's similar to mannitol,
Turning now to rate of

evaporation

and

rehydration,

the fibre

technique has been used to examine the way in which controlled evaporatlon and

rehydratton

affect survival.

So far as evaporation

is con-

cerned, we have not discovered any significant effect on survival.
course,

ve should remember that although

similar to that

occurring

in fine aerosols,

relatively large drops to come to

equilibrium

in this sense the comparison is poor.
a very different picture.

__4

the

evaporation

Of

rate may be

the time taker by these
is very much longer --

Rehydration,

however,

presents

TAR14

2.

io:f±ia

o4 rehydration

Escheichi•.

in

vehbilitv.

Survival of

coli 16.3
in various fluids at 50% RH
lHoiding Time
30 min
Spray Fluid

reI,ing
Fluing

Co!I

Sdrop

dextrain

Rtef inose

Zh N_ Suoa 51

(r hd at r

oti

uf

s

hol in

iato

collecting flu~d of high osmotic
on

the result.

.7

-

bufferayfud

+ 6bucrose

15e65,l

pressure

can have an

The Table unfortunately gives

the

important •.ffect

impression of lack of

rproducibility.
but this 15 largely
traceable
to media preparation
(I an showing results collected
.II over a period of tiine); under
con
trolled

conditions
s

group of resultf

Yhelusw,fluctuation

in

response

cobeon

from badch--to-barch.

of tht

cell is

Such

reasonable

to attsu

and

rehydretion

of wayer,

is

oypertonic

the rate o

verse result,
needed.

states

often

properties of the cell

namely that survival decrease*,

fluid but other

the same phenomenon,

rather

that

lethal

results
just

zones occur

in

by cells

Perhaps

reason

is

suspended

in

!here

conditions of high

the reason here

(possibly critical

in death due to chemical
stresses.

these par-

phosphate buffer can show

to high concentrations

physical

in

not unwall vary

produces the re-

an alternative

provided

but at high humidity.

that prolonged exposure
centrations)

Table 2 is

samples exist --

with

can be pre-

I think it

11here controlled rehydratrcn

The example given in

supernatent

quite

not reprodicible

rehydration.
c
r

teh the physical

circumstances.

ie

whereby deatih

that we need not look further for the cause of death

ctcula.

that

inflow

trsnsiente

controlling

controlled

Never•

to an imbalance between the response of the

sThtibuted

any regslarity.

to

better agreewgnt.

The so-called osmotic efect

cell wo.l and the rare of

vented by

shows

or metabolic

is

a measure

humidity

is

con-

activity

of evidenct

and that

the
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death ItAcs in these zones cen be very high.
Finally,

it

is

that in aerosols-

tntereastng to comfpare survival on the fibre with
agreement is quite good although

In broad terms,

the bias tI f•o higher survival on the fibre.
number of chemical substances examined,
gave rise

-,, consistent dtf,'erence:

In fct,

of the large

only glycerol and erytbritol

in survival,

the metter survival

again being obtained on the fibre.
I. ia not easyy to explain the reason for the
with glycer,-l and erythritol,

especially

not exhibit the same property.

It

behavior

obtained

since ethylene glycol does

is conceivable that since the in-

terval required to evaporate a large drop is greater than for a smell
drop,

more glycerol

tecnri.ue

or ervthritol

penetrares

the ceal wt•en the fibre

is employed and perhaps maintains the

of the cell better than in fine aerosols.
might expect

characteristic

The higher

stresses

shape
one

to find as a resulL of osmotic phenomena are Over(O le, to

a degree,

in the fibre technique by the slow rate of rehydrati ti whben

the fibre

is dropped into collecting fluid and the cells dtspereec Dy

hand-shaking.

That ethylene g'ycol does not fit the pattern is more

readily explained by the fact thac celis will not
co-cenrratiOns of glycol
quite long periods in,

in liquid suzpension,

say,

10 M

glycerol

tolerate

whereas they

very high
live for

or saturated erythritol

solut ion.
DISCUSSION
Mortort:..

-at

do you think about droplet populations?

I mean,

anything from one per droplet up tc very large numbers of organisms.
What effect does This haveSilver:

! can't completely answer that.

Certainly .n same of

the other work that I did, I used a variable population,
erately.

We appreciate,

which is meaningftl,
Morton:

Yes,

of course,

but you do still

obviously have latitude her.,

You

make a practical experiment out

t.

Silver:

My observation is that we have not studied this, other

than semi-accidentally,
difference.
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that in order to get an answer

you must start off with pretty reasonable numbers.

can studv a very wide range and still
of

but not delib-

and Insamuch as we have,

we have noticed no

In view uf

Shon:

of etrace~llular water

evaporation

the rapid

that could ensue when a droplet is disseminated at a reasonably low U,
and the artendant c•oncentrating

of solute peripheral to the cell,

in view of the almost instantaoeoua pla=islyeis that occurs
are exposed to

hyertonic

solurtons,

is

and

ehen cells

there any reason to believe

that these cells would be anything other than completely plesmolyzed?

5ilver:

Well,

conc=ntrstfian

suppose Vou start ofr with s slute

which is, shall we say,

below the plasmolytic level.

To begin with,

at least, they are certainly not plastnvolyzed.
One would have to

Vflr:

stipulate

that this is

plasmolayic level at the time cells are aerosolized.
extremely dilute

solution

just beWow the

TIhis could be en

which will fairly rapidly achieve a concen-

trated or 4aturated level.
Silver:

Yes,

concentrating,

but everything else is

too; water

is

leaving the system.
Shon:

Well,

this is plasmolysts,

I'll

shift my ground in a

Silver:.

mean by plasmolysis.
is

is

it

not2

minuEe

and ask you whc you

It is not plasmolysis to me;

to me plasmilysi$

the separation of the plasmal membrane from the cell wall.
Shon:

No,

Silver:

that is only one manifestation of plazuolySis.
It

is

the one you normally see.

It is

the one you nor-

mally are able to recognize.
Hiddlebrook:

I think it is very Important,

staud why a cell, any cell,

because i can't under-

can survive under these conditions.

with distilled water,

substances come out of the cell,

At a RH of,

the rate of evaporation is enormous,

say,

50%,

if any cooling would Lake place.
thermodynamics?
odb2ierg:

and I wonder

Does anyone know anything about the

Is there a period of tremendous cooling here?
Your observation about an enhanced recovery due to the

change of rate of nydration is interesting.
to ý-loniae, you can't relata it
the aerosol step,

'When you measure ability

back to particular steps --

let's

say,

or the droplet step, where you were relating it

back

to a multiple-step process; the
dead,

Even

into the droplet.

statement that the cell was alive or

so to apeak, can't really be made.

It

is all too often that you

see a high oversimpliftiction at these multiple-step proceeaee in terma
of the drop

containing

live or dead cells at a particular

time.

We

don't know where to assign the death process yet!
*

VFTF

-

Voice from the floor.
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but there 1-2 no alternative.

I quite agree,

Silver:

Morton saidl

yesterday when he was reviewing procedure*

drawing on the blackboard criticizing, justly,
Imean,

he knows

organiso,

happening to an
maintain,

we want rt

this is

a way more refined,

in

Levite:
evapora t ion

If

I suppose
proceeds

manper analogous

I should

--- when he was

find out

he
i.

the sort of approach we've got
even,

far enough,

it,

but uhy,

does not sucrose crystallize

in

Surely the sucrose crystals do eventually appear.

because it

I suppose
nucleus

is

they could appear

formed

in

for weeks and not see a crystal form.

tallize

and other

easily --

you never
ness.

if

you aosume

start

Record has some

down to so-called freeze-dry

glassy masses.

found chat one

glutamate,

magnesium

Some substances will crys-

coming out at about 30% RH,

and

to that level of dry-

samples of gluco*e that he had dried

right

states and they were just super-saturated,

They just don't crystallize.

Well,

VFTF:

Dr.

zero RH conditions

Sodium

sugars do the same.

dulcitol will

studies,

virtually

see it come out until you do get down

Dr.

that you get

with the right sort of properties,

can hold droplets of sucrose

glutamate,

a

a property of soluble substances.

who is concerned with freeze-drying

apparently

as

to mannitol?

Well,

Record,

is
to

than we have been doing it.

know the answer t-2

Levine:
Silver-

just

could

detail what

Silver:

a suitable

to

the way we go about it.

tne problem as well as anybody elsai

as easily defend %+at we do.

We have

to what Dr.

is reltvant

'his

try to draw conclusionis.

experiment and

do they hold some water in splte of the hydrogen

bondin&?
Silver;

This is

when the substance
water is

crystallizes

being lost from the

fact that you have

to my mind,

theory,

got

is

You see,

that there

system.

a thick viscous

is

and what sort of matrix exists

anyway,

evaporation could go on.

in
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See Page

186,

tell

you.

to show that
of course,

You

may

this situation?
It

artificial

true humidity you have in your suspended droplet
ambient RH will necessarily

what happens

the

fluid surrounding an organism,

super-saturated droplet you have a rather

*

little

Nevertheless,

permits further evaporation to take place.

ham a solid,
in

an interesting question.

now
But

may be that with the
condition;

the

is not that which the

Can you actuaily see the substance as it

VFTY:

this uthei

than to prove that

nice to he shle

the

does

se"

but it

I.

and

-*btion

rrystalliza•son

týe

behavior of pure solutions with sugars;

rcfiners grief is

the behavior of

a thing that causes suSar

the fact that a smzall amount of

contamination in a

uugar solution will change its behavior completely;
crystallize

the

Ono is

of qsugars.

the other is

From what I have read,

vontaminated sugars

refuse to

it

crystaliize,

i think that there are two different conditions that

Zim,-rman:
involve

to

the sub~tance

if

Surely 0h.s doesn't surprise anybo.dy,

is going to) he harnful.
ti

crystallizes?

I don't know what you would want to do with

yes.

Oh,

Silver:

the solution will

when they know there is another 407. of sucrose

present. And the explanation which has been suggested to me by reading
is that sugars in general form these lactal ranges;
So you have a variety

1,5; 2,5; and 2,6.

*f molecules with different structures,
related to the s-metrical

property of crystallization is

and the

arrangement

in a regular pattern.

Since there

is a multiplicity of patterns of sugar molecules; that is,

sugar mole-

of uniform molecular configurations

they obstinately refuse to crystallize

cules of different structures,

except after extended periods of time. If you deliberately contaminate
them, as we did some time ago, you find that sugar solutions,

which
will

when they are pure all have different patterns of crystallization,
then assume pretty much the same general characteristi,
Silver:

behavior.

I should add, when I talk about crystallization,

I am

talking about crystallization in the presence of bacterial cells.

I am

not just limiting myself to what happens to pute solutions.
•TFi

Do you suppose that the bacterial

cell,

a microorganism,

an infectious agent that has tobe transmitted from one host to another
via the air route,

in a sense would have some genetic advantage if

it

released s*me material into its environment?
Silver:

Of course there'll be lots of materials

ment of the cell.

For instance,

in the environ-

in a tubercle bacillus,

the droplet

is peculiarly protected by the nature of the material of mucus,
forth.

If this would protect lz, then it

and so

could be some advantage which

would be reflected in some metabolic characteristic of these cells.
VT:

Well,

in any case,

of course,

we have been thinking about

transmission of disease a a problem involving rehydration rate. Again,
just how important is

that,

in what manner and at what speed do cells
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rehydrate as they go through the
selves on the lung,
produces the procesas
but

respiratory tract

and what form of collection

and deposit them-

is possibl

which re-

I don't know whether we want to discuss this,

of any type of ordinary impinger f* just that It

criticism

to achieve this,

How much closer,

out of a box and dropping it
or not of the

source

of

fails

if at all, Is taking a glas* fibre

into fluid? Is this a poor representative

rehydratior

when

compared

to

6 particle

drapped on the lun
V:

It

emphasis upoi

seems to m* that one of the

the investigation of microorganisms
little

money is

unfortunate

things about

situations is that a lot of monty has been spent on

la,

being

spent

on

in experimental droplets,

and very

the kind@ of environment that micro-

organisms find themselves in under natural conditions of transmission
of infectious agents by the air.
NBL,

or Detrick what happens to

Has anyone studied either at Porton,
microorganisms

In mucus,

or various

types of mucus medium?
Kecbley:

We have done a great deal of

solids, or saliva solids,

work

using beef extract

to simulate this as nearly as poss!!le, and

we find the same problems we found with all of the other suspending
materials.

It

depends upon the organism you are using and a number of

other factors: in other wards,

results are responsive to temperature,

source, humidity, strain of the organism,
these variables intervene.

time of the year --

all of

But cells do survive better than in some

of the generally used simple preparations.

Certainly not as well

as

in the excellent admixture studies Dr. Zimmrman has described.

So

there is a similarity of problems, even though there seems to be

a

great difference in the

composition

crystallization is never a
such mpteriels.

It

of such materials.

is
It

problem

of these substances.

However,

because of the contamination of

impossible to demonstrate the crystallisation
is

tion of potassium chloride,

impossible

to demonstrate the crystalliza-

for example,

which is your commonest crys-

talloid, in beef extract or #alive. You can dry the stuff out and make
smears and send them to the X-ray lau and never find aey crystals;

so

that crystallization is not a true property
9oldder:

In studying aerosols, by and large,

good survival at a very low RH,
and good viability at higher RH.
let technique of a
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transition

poor recovery in

one observes quite
the intermediate RH,

Do you have any clues by this dropzone from intermediate

-low

which

sterswe might manip-

would tand to give a clue as n the physical ptra
ulace in that way?

it

if you really set to it

Of course,

to see whether this is merely the way nature

it

oraniszed

is a labor* r ry-induced var Labia, you can al£tt at,*

hapes of these

let's

in the for-

the growth medium or even the tesperature or

say,

o1L again.

Let's take an example like SEchyrichia

you formulate the madium for growin$ •o coli in a certain way,
the product to

Ceorge Harper,

he may find that in his

humidity he has to wait until the next day
of a fall-off in

viability.

Is this a

If

and give

drum

at high

he can notice much

before

state of affairs?

"natural"

by putting in a pinch of something else to get a complete

Conversely,

transformation in viable recovery you nny rawam
that you

hould go

I am impressed

too far in trying to explain the normal observation$.

by the variation that results from the more casual changes

growth rate.

or whether

But I don't know that we

curves in a large number of ways.

mulation of,

is agreed

I think it

This is a very interesting point.

St..er:

that this Is a coamon observation.

usually

the sort of transition

get when going fr-ni one RS to another.

Admittedly,

this remains a problem, but to my soi'd I don't want to be side-tracked
by this effect of the different Ri.

I am trying to look at the prob-

lem in a more general way.
I think that we have anot.ge-

Diptick:

While we have instances whtre

mentioned.

problem

that should be

"e have almost no death at

the time we aerosolize, %e have other inst'c..e3 where we get a rather
rapid loss of
indefinitely.
survivors,

viability

followed

by a fev cellsa that survive almost

These come from the same populatv~n.

they usually produce the

end yet somehow these cells are different,

fore,

If you recultivite

ame sort of death pattern as bePerhaps Investigation

the mchanism that causes them to live,

of these few survivors,

is one

of the factors that we should pay some attention to.
Silver:
have become
working on a
quite sell

Well,

we have just begun now. Sme more people in Porton

interested

in this Problem and

ones now,

started

thinking about

in which you look at individual droplets,

microsecale

containing small numbers of organisms

at the whole of the field.

In other words,

looking

you examine the total con-

tents and see how they respond to a wide variety of tests, how quickly
they grow and how they
tiona,

In fact,

on a

respond

to different metabolic feeding eondi-

slightly bigger scale;

we have been doing
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that now for the last year or so,
about results,

I'm afraid,

and T can't take time off to talk

but they confirm what you suggested;

you get practically a uhole spectrum for the recovered

organism

those which grow after the lag phase in a fairly normsY way,
same as if

you

inoculate

of life at all.

that
from

msuch

a

a broth, down to those fhitch *how no stgn

In between you can get a whole spectrum of behavior,
dividing but dividing slowly,

growi.g oblong sausages not dividing,
dividing a few timea and then stopping.
Qimmik:

yourself,

Have yo,

lyi1x:

actually made observations ot thia

to We to be very important.

This See"

sort?

It

Gh, yes.

particularly true chat if

Is

a reduced capacity to

manufacture

everything that Lhey need and this

manifests itself in a number of different ways.
growsp,
clearly

to 50,

say,

'apable

normal length,

of

net,

Well,

V2:

60,

80 u long,

growth.

you spray from

The cells clearly have

water you tend to exaggkrate these conditions.

the thing

Optically,

but just cannot divide.

It in

Others grow to three or four times the

in the log phase and then divide.
if

initial division is hindered you still

get only

Anything yc-t get would be a lag in terms of your measure-

one colony.

want.
Sil•vr:

There is no doubt it

is certainly growing all right; you

can show this in an exaggerated way ±f you transfer it. to other media.
Apparently there is

something

in

the culture medium which gives the

cell some sort of start and some facility which keeps it going at least
for a time until it

and division.

can waurtfacture what is

Dr. Cox,

incidentally,

necessary fcr normal growth

will say something more on the

lines of the way we have bean looking into this field, using a slightly
novel techaique.
?Prtont:

iiyyi;

Hos anyone tried to use synchronous cultures?
Yes,

but I can't speak

chrony has lost favor in Porton.
for a tint

(Dr.

Dim.ck:

authoritatively

I don't know why.

Herbert &ad his colleagues),
Well,

it

s$eea to me it

on this.

and suddenly dropped it.

might be critical for the under-

standing of the heterogeneity of the population concerned.
know the population is
and even then there is
present.

You recall,

heterogeneous
the

You may not

unless you do this sort of thi ý

possibility

of some hetarogrnLity being

a couple of years ago I demonstrated distorted

survivor curves from cultures I attempted to syncbronise.
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Syn-

They looked at it

I caat refember why, but they started to work with tse

Silve+.r:

were no longer

interested

in

hecpatic cells,

progress currently is

microminiature

bio.chemical

metabolically,

within the

tI hs

SiLvr:
new menmbet

It sees

they

to me

to

obtain

in

behaving,

like

Can anyont

Dr. Silver

single

being made

of single calls,

and so forth.

drops whtch are

.ising thase s•all

as they w•old Ir. the aaro',i,
4

factors

reactions

cells,

epithelitl

m=nt a&bt wirk of this sort?
here of

and decided

synchrony.

the area of analysts of biochemical

singli

dropped it

suwdniy

I think very remarkable

sawyer:
in

and

sort of ideas i!a mAL

ste

-

a way at least

cells and to employ

agoitga
techniques to determin.e what is
indivId"'

CoM-

has a meant

ba-triail cell.

n

trying to fin-

way that correlate with their behavior.
We have done nothing yet but I can say,

joining us on the staff soon,

field he will be working

since we have a

that this will be the sort of

in.

A
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE INFLUENCE
Of SUSPENDING FLUIDS ON THE
SURVIVAL OF AIRBORNE VIRUSES

G.

J.

Harper

Microbiological Research Establishment
Experiantal Station
Porton, Nr. Salisbury, Wilts., England

Until quite recently,

studies on the survival of airb-'rne virus

particles have been carried out with material
complex fluids,

usually containing protein,

been harvested.
icle fluid in

serum buffer,

This raises the

Reses, Winkler,

though the composition of the

same trend i' all

fluid,

at

different

suspending

as variations

the media used.

in

fluid
it

are some

levels of relative

influences the

does not

RH is

more or

recent

paper by

influence

less

independent

Webb,

of RLHon

Bather,

level

interfere with

decay rate with RH

follow the

They have also shorn chat the op-

occurs when these two viruses are sprayed
from different fluids,

(ERE).

have shown that al-

influence of Kit on the survival of polio an$ influenza

separately

ves-

the suspending fluid has

and Kool (1962)

of viable decay of airborne T; coliphage,
influence of Rii,

the viruses have

allantoic

Research Establishment

of what influence

the survival of airborne viitsea

posite

which

and tissue culture supernatant

Microbiological

question

humidity (Ri).

the

in

Whole chick embryo suspension,

that have been used in

on

sprayed from chemically

from a mixed

and conclude

suspension,

that the influence

of the suspension media.

and Hodges (1963)

viruses
o"
of

However,

a

has shown that the

the survival of airborne Rous Sarcoma virus can be

striklngiy altered by the use of different suspending

fluids,

and al-

most eliminated if sprayed from 6% inosicol.
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I have also been examining the influence of suspending fluid on
the survival of airborne viruses.

This paper reports the results ob-

telned

vaeeini. viruses are sprayed from

when

purified

polio

and

a number of suspending media,
earlier

(Harper,

1961)

and compares them with those

obtained

when the same viruses were sprayed from their

harvesting fluids
MATERIAL
Pollovirus

ju~e~gions.

AND M4ETHODS6
(Brunhilde)

and purified by uttracentrifugation

was grown in ERK-D

folloe-d

change coluins prepared according to the method of Sober et el.
Suapn~loa
cotaind bttean i1C2~

cells

by the use of a-niofl ex-

forming

i

.~Plaque-

(1956).

4flitami-

of protein.
Vaccinis virus, obtained from infected rabbit skin pulp, was purified by differential centrifugation followed by sucrose density grad1962).

The final

(Zwartouw,

Westwood,

and Appleyard,

suspension contained about

I x l0O0

pock-forming units/mg of protein

lent separatiorn

and the hemagglutinstion titer was less than I/8.
the

Electron microscopy showed
eous maerial.

suspensions to be free of extran-

The purified suspensions distributed in smail amounts

were stored in dry ice, and one bottle removed for each experiment.

I

am indebted to the Virology Section, M3ZE, for the preparation of these
suspensions.
Aerosol generation and storsge.

Purified

in between 13 and 200 vol of the tesat fluids,
content of the suspensions,

virus

was

suspended

depending on the virus

10 4c carrier-free P32 added as a physical

tracer,

and the pH adjusted to 7.0-7.2 before spraying with dilute -1CI

or Na•I.

Clouds generated by a Collison atomizer were sampled 1 sec

after spraying, and then stored in a
drum.

Tbe stored clouds were

holding period.

75.1

sampled

rotating stainless steel

at intervals during the 23-hr

Methods of cloud collectioit,

virus assay and deter-

minations of viability were the scme as those used pre "icusly (Harper,
196i),
Test conditions.
of 20-21 C at 20%,

Clouds were held in darkness at a

temperature

50% or 80% M.
RESULTS

I have used the term
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"some

observations"

in the title of this

paper because there has not been a great deal of replication of test$
so far.

First let us look at the level of viability fcsund in young clouds
Table I shows the viability of purified

sampled I sac aft,.r sprAv-ng.

poliovirus after sptCyi-ng frow a
obtained with a crude

suspension

number
sprayed

from tissue culture super-

natant fluid Are shown at the top mf the table.
is high,

Earlier results

of fluids.

At high RH, viability

irrespective of the suspending fluid used,

mediate and low RH there is considerable variatiop
ever, with the possible exception of gelatin,
high RH and

lowest

it low

TABLE 1.

whereas at interin visabltry.

H1ow-

viability is highest at

RH with all the suspending fluids waed.

Poliovirus (Brunhilde straic'.
% viable I sec after spraying.
20-21 C

Suspending Fluid

20

% Relative Humidity
0
50
so8

Crude

19*
1*

Phosphate Buffer 0.2 $
Cysteine 0.1%
Gelatin 0.5%
Calf serum 1%
Tissue culture S.N.F.
NaCI 0.5%
KCI 0,65%
K2 SO4 0.78%
Na2SO 4 0.63t

0.6
0.8
2.4
0.2
14

Water

7.,1
4.7

8.9

66*

12o*

85*

97*

102
60
116

110
118
69

(5.2)
I*
11
33

110
91
123
106

0

Ca&C 2 0.47%

* Arithmetic means of between two and

95

five
values are the results of single tests.

sts.

Other

Table 2 shows what happens to purified vaccinis in similar
conditions,

using a smaller number of suspending fluids.

Viability is

high in all the test conditions and appears to be relatively Independent of the suspending fluid used.

These results with young clouds

show that with a virus sensitive to RH (polio),

and despite evidence

that level of viability can be considerably influenced by the composition of the suspending fluid,

the influence of RH is unchanged.
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Vaccinia virus,

clouds,

p:eviously

retain*

this

found

to he Ingensitive to

characteristic

RH

in young

when sprayed from a number of

fluids.

TAELE 2.

Vaccinia virus.

7 viable I see after sprsyigg
20-I2

C

I

Syspending

Relative

7

Fluid

S&I

20

Crude
Water
Mcilvaine buffer (0,002 M)
Water + 1% serum
M4cllvaine buffer + 11 D.H.S.

97*
100

NaC1 0.5%
K.Cl. 0.65%

96
135

*

93
102

I
102

Arithmetic means of between two and five tests.
values are the results of single tevre.

Tables 3 and 4 show

levels

Humidity

of

viability

112*
52
ill
I10
89*
1104
82

Other

found after

storing

clouds for 24 hr in the dark. Viability of poliovirus kept at high RIN
after spraying from water, phosphate buffer, cysteine or gelatin is
much superior to that found at intermediate or low RH where, at the
most, only a tracf amount of viable virus is recovered.
Failure to
recover viable virus at low RH,

where it had previously been found to

survive in significant amounts, was a bit disturbing. To see whether
he ability of this virus to sur,,ive at low RH had been lost during
the purification process,
a test was made in Wich the suspending
fluid was the supernatant fluid from a heat-killed susponsion of
polio grown in KRX-D cells, the original growth medium of the purified
material.

In this test,viability at low

RH

is satisfactory,

indi-

cating that failure to recover viable virus is a

function of the suspending fluid and not due to any change in the virus.
At this stage
of the investigation it appeared that the aurvival of poliovirus stored
in clouds at intermediate and high RH was little influence by the composition of the suspending fluid.

A number of salts were then tested
for their effect on survival and these were found to have A marked in-

fluence on viability.

At low RH, clouds sprayed from solutions of
sodium chloride, potassium chloride and potassium sulphate show
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viabl.llties of the oae
pensions.

)rder as those found previously with crude sus-

At in termediatu- RH, viabilities are higher than those from
Iowe•,t-.r,

crude suspensions.

at high RH,

best conditions for survival,
these salth.

previously found to be Uthe

viabilities are low When sprayed from

The considerabie influence of RE found with a number of

the suspending fluids is greatly reduced uhen spraying from the two
potassium &&ats.

Tet substitution of potassium in potassium chloride

by calcium results in failure to recover viable virus at low RH with-

out markedly affecting survival at high Rh.
plAzed by sodium,

the influence of kH is

-men the potassiun is re-

reversed.

Substitution of

potassium in potassium sulphaote by sodium. results in fatiure to recover
viable virus at low and intermediate Rl but does not make such difference to survival at high M.

TABLE 3.

Poliovirus (Brunhilde).
spraying.

Suspending

% viable 23 hr after
20-21 C.
% Relative Humidity

Fluid

20
Crude

1.1

Water
Phosphate butter 0.02 M

0*
0

Cysteine 0.1%

0

Gelatin

0.5%

0

Calf serum 1%

0

Tissue culture SNI

3.7

50

so

Trace

85

0*
0

50*
23

0

32

Trace

MaCI 0.5%

1.2*

KC1 0.65%
K2 30 4
0.78%

4.3
3.1

2.2*
2.9

Na2 so 4

0.63%

0

0

Cac1 2

0.47%

0

89

(0,9)

0.2*
9.1
9.6

3.9
15

* Arithmetic means of between

two and five tests.
values are the results of single tests.

Other

Vaccinia virus sprayed from water (Table 4) shows tne sme
sponse to

RH

as that previously

sprayed from Mcllvatne's buffer plus I1 dialysed horse serum.
the purified virus is
high

re-

found when a crude suspension was

sprayed from buffer plus serum,

R)i is much higher than that found

previously

viability

When
at

with the crude

3#9

The PrOtIecive effect of Serum is also evident wihen the

suspena ion
buffer is

replaced with water.

Tests with virus sprayed from sodium
and from

chloride show similar viability at the three levels of RH,

potassium chloride there is an indication that the influence of RH is
les5
than when sprayed from water.
Mclivaine's buffer also vivesi tse
protectiorn at high RH.
TABLE 4.

Vaccinia virus.

Suspending

• viable ,
20-21 C

Fluid

1"
Crude

hl after spraying.

ReLative Humidity
20
50
1
80
-

15

12*

Water
Mcllvaine buffer
Water + 1% serum
Mcllvaine buffer + 1% aerum
NaCI 0,5%
KCI

002"
0-6
5

4._)

0.65%

31

25

20
18*
32*

30

10

* Arithmetic means of between two and five

tests.

Other

values are the results of single tests-

The limited number of tests carried out so far have not yielded
enough informa-tion for useful

discussion

leading to loss of

in airborne virus particles.

show, however,

viability

of

the possible processes
They do

that the survival of polio and vaccinia viruses,

that of some bacteria,

is

like

in paic dependent on the chemical composi-

tion of the fluid from which they are sprayed.

The demonstration that

the influence of RH can be largely eliminated and in one cast reversed
by the choice of suspending fluid,

guea a long way toward explaining

conflicting reports of the influence of RH on the survival of airborne
viruses.
The finding that the survival of two unrelated viruses,
DNA,

and the other a RNA virus,

one a

can be considerably improved in what

had previously been found to be the conditions showing most rapid decay by spraying from sodium chloride or potassium chloride,

is of con-

siderable interestAlthough
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I have not been able to demonstrate such striking

differences
virus,

in survival as Webb at sl.

-y results with

poliov irus

than those of Hemesa at a'M19b2).
of clouds sapled;

Heaese

1-1/2 hr after spraying,

,t

(1963)

found with Rouse Sarcoma

support his findings more closely
This may In part be due t,

al. (1962)

measured viab••lty

Webb et al. (1963)

the age

fur up ru

up to 5 hr after spraying.

My results wt-h clouds aged for 23 hr before sampling show A very different picture, An example of the effect the duration of an exament
can have on assessing the irnflemr
given in Table 5.

of a particular suspending f•ild is

This shows the viability of poliovirue at different

cloud ages after spraying from sodium chloride.

The large initial loss

of viability at low RH overshadows the much slower decay rate in this
condition with the result that 1 hr after spraying, viability is
greater at the high than low
both conditions,

KH,

after 4 hr viability is

7-fold

similar in

and after 24 hr highest viability is found at low RH.

TABLE 5.

Poliovirus (Brunhilde).
% virus
viable at given times after
sprnying from 0,5% NaCM,
20-21 C
% Relative Humidity

Hours After Sprayixig

0
1
4

20

80

I

23

3.9
2.5

105
27
2.4

1.2

0.2

MEANS OF TWO TESTS

A
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DISCUSSION
:

A=

Maybe you mentioned it

as a tracer?
-REF-r

ff:

and I missed it,

what did you use

p32.

Having the tracer and thua knowing how much material,

physically at leasr,

vat. still suspended,

was there evidence that

there vat loss of infectivity or biological activity on the part of
the virus?
What yxu a*re copriag with ruiarensis is growth on an

H1ara

artificial medium as opposed to infection of a susceptible host.
by definiti,,n,
presence,

a virus has to infect a cell(s) to

every virus titration is

demonstrate

its

in fact an infectivity titration;

therefore you would not expect any effect to be as great as
paring growth on artificial media with animal
league of mine (Hood)

As

infectivity.

then comA col-

has just published the results of an investiga-

tion with influenza virus in which he compared infectivity in mice with
viability measured by two different techniquer.

He used the PF8 and

Asian strains and assessed impinger samples in whole eggs and by the
chorioallantoic membrane piece technique.

Ther, was no difference

be-

tween viability measured with the two assay methods or in either ID50
or LD50 for mice exposed by the respiratory route with young and aged
clouds.

Does this answer your question?

VFTF:
Morton:

Yes,

it

does.

This can also be demonstrated with Coxiells,

With hemagglutinating viruses,

did anyone compare in-

fectivity with hemagglutination activity after spraying from various
fluids and after varying period of aging?
Harper:
VFTF:

Not to my knowledge.
If a virur is

serosolized,

tween the materials we know will
such as servatol,

is

stabilize

there any relationship bethe virus in solution,

or certain metals such as magnesium,

in the case of

poliovirus; does it have a similar effect in the case of the aerosol"
My second question is
Harper:
mentioned.

-- how were these viruses purified?

The only substances I have tested are the ones I have
When we first started this work I asked some of my viro-

logical colleagues to suggest suitable suspending fluids.

The sugges-

tions I received indicated that some of the stabilizing mixtures were

* VFTF - Voice from the floor.
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rather chemically complex.

As I received a lot of conflicting advice,

I took up a suggestion that I start with water snd found that the purified viruses survived very wvll when sprayed from rater.
The methods used to prepare the suspensions were:
Brunhilde strain, was grown in flK-D cells and

poliovirus,

purified

by

4

ultra-

centrifugation followed by the use of anion exchange columns prepared
according

to the method of Sober and others.

Suspensions contatind

-M

Va-

of protein.

plaque forming ufitS."/

between 1.5 and 2.0 x I0 1

cinia virus, obtained from infected rabbit skin pulp, was purified by
differential cantrifugation foiiowed by rai-nse deftty
station,

sdiemat #r-

This is a method published by Zwartcav and others.

The sus-

pension contained about 1 x 1010 pock-forming units/mg of protein and
the hemagglutination

titer

was

less

than

Electron

i/B.

micro-

The

scopy showed that the suspensions were free of extraneous matter.
suspensions used in this work were prepared by my colleagues in the
virus section of MRE.
Jensen:

In the I sec reading, these were compared to what per-

centages?
Harper:

We put a

physical

tracer

into

our

suspensions and

measured the ratio of plaque or pock count to tracer count in the suspensions and in all the samples collected during the course of the experiment.

What we finished up with is

a series of ratios.

We regard

the suspension sample ratio as equivalent to 100% viability and express
the cloud sample ratios in terms of percentages of that ration:

that

is, per cent viabilitieso
Jensen:
ples

Yesterday you seemed to imply that you took your sam-

before I sec.
Harper:

You muet

not regard I sec as a short period of time in

which the RH could have very little

effect.

particularly with poliovirus at low RH,

In some circumstances,

all the

virus

is

killed

within 1 sec of aerosolirstion-
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Pro~c. First intern. flnp. Aerobiol., Derkeiqr;. Calif., 1*3

PROTECTING AGENTS AND THEIR MODE OF ACTION

C. S. Cox
Microbiological Research Establiahmhtnt
Experimental. Station
Parton Down,
Mr. salisbury, Wilts., England

Ihis subject,
physical aspect

in an cr:-crimplified way, will be treated from a
by cont-.,-:Lng what happens to a system consisting
rl.g this model with that of a bacterium

of a protecttng agent, co

contained within a drcpler •-fpral water,

and examining in what as-

pacts these two models may JAi~er as the droplet!
(1) Loses water owing tu evaporation,
(2)

Comes to equilibrium with air of controlled humidity,
ature and pressure,

tamper-

and is maintained under these conditions

for a given interval of time,
(3)

Gains water upon reconstitution during collection in an
aqueous medium,

Such possibilities as:
(4)

Effects of metabolites and metabolic inhibitors,

(5)

Differences in viability which result from the choice of
growth conditions and bacterial species,

(6)

Damage to the bacterium caused by the mechanism of aerosol
generation and of collection,

will be excluded for the purpose of this paper.
As a result of processes (1),

(2)

and (3)

--

i.e.,

the processes

which occur as a direct consequence of aerosol experiments -factor: such as (7)

- (10)

other

will be considered, viz.

(7) The rate of loss of water,
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(8)

The effect of relative humidity (EH) upon this and upon the
concentration attained by the protectin

tuilibviui
(9)
(10)

ag*nt,

The rate of regain of water upon collection,
'The distribution of the protecting agent and its effect in
of solveat mbdificeatin,

terms

I.e.

a solVont sy•tem

mneny water Aolecules are repiaced b-:ome

in whih

othr s•e}cie-e

For the mcdel of a bacterium contained in a droplet,

consider Fig.

1,

which may be split into three zonesZone I

- defined as that zone between the droplet/air

interface

and the cell wall,
- defined am t'Vat zone between the cell wall and the

Zone 11

cytopiaemic
Zote III - defined as

vm~brne,
that sone containea within the cytoplarmic

mmbrane.

Droplet/air
Interlace'%1...
Cell Wall..

-.

Cytoplasmic
Membrane
Cyoplasm----

fig,

1.

Furrtermore,

I

Zon

I I.

one
-_-_

-.

"--

"

Modal of a rod shaped bacterium contained in a droplet

let the system be. defined also in terms of its equilib-

rium state (S).

with Si representing the initial state which corres-

ponds to that of an unevaporated droplet
terial spray suspension),

(also that state in the bac-

As a consequence of water evaporation,

system coses to equilibrium with air of controlled humidity,
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the

pressure

and temperature

--

this equilibrium state will bc Si arid will

pendent upon

the humidity.

rone.s

iff must be equal and the

1, II,

At equiitbrtum,

the humidified air surrounding
rot the sae thrLoughout,
tcbIish

equilibrium.

to water activitv as

Si

the droplet.

Vie

of

if the water activity

equilibrium stare 5,
Ia show

in

in Fig.

2,

in

is

order to IRS-

therefore .

ay be

Acre

initial equilibrium state.

t

aI

corresponding water activity,

test eqnllrhtu

close to i.

£tatea.

corresponding water activity, of value between

ali
S°

same as the water activity

then aass transfer vill octur

related

he de-

the water activity (&I)

a

I and 0,

boundary equfllirtum state•,

.0

a,

corresponding water

W-

rate of lose of water,

W*

rate of gain of water,

Sr

equilibriua state achieved upon collection,

af

activity, equal to zero,

corresponding water activity,
tion of the collecting

controlled by

the composi-

fluid.

As a simplificatton St and SC are shuwn to be the same,

but this need

not be so since at > or < a.

Corresponding water

activity state

Initial State

Si

Sc

W-

W+

Test State

al - between I1Sj
and 0

Boundary State
Fig. 2.

a1ROEti

so

'-l-0

Relattonship betmern equilibrium state
(S), water
activity (e2), dehydration (W-)
and rehydration (11+)
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A.

?he rate -of loss of water
Simple theory (Green and Lane,
D '(1)
(p:

W 2"If

(Tj 0

W-

gives,

1457)

111

- rate of loss of vater mass from the drop!Et i4n

ikere (dmdt)o

d

-

diameter of droplet,

D

-

diffution eoefficient of water vapour,

p,

-

water vap.itr pressure of water at the droplet surface,

p

-

water vapour pressure of water in the surrounding air.

where dm/dt

-

rate of loss of water mass from the droplet in moving
air,

b

of the evaporating substance,

-

constant characteristic

.

Reynolds num~ber (characterizes

R

the airflow around the

droplet).
Hance

W-

a

whiare

F

-

a1

-

idt

-

(1 + bhR •)

pJ -

I

(3)

- AJ)

2 V d.Dfl-•F,(al

ventilation factor,

-

-

wacer activity in the droplet surface,

-

water activity of the surrounding air,

a saturated vapour preacure of water.
*I
From equation 3 it

may be seen that the rate of water loss is related

to the droplet site and to the ventilation factor (also dependent upon
For given values of d and F,

droplet size).
related to aJ

the IH decreases,
d,

F. and ai.

the evaporation rate is

(the RH chos,•n as the test condition),
the evaporction rate increases.

such that as

For given values of

equation 3 also shows that the evaporation rate depends

upon the water activity at the droplet surface.
tern. are sprayed from p

water

evaporation will be maximal,

(i.e.

S

i

Therefore,

if

bee-

the rate of

-at
1),

since the value of a, does not change

until most of the water has evaporated from the droplet.

However,

if

bacteria are sprayed from a solution of a protecting agent (i.e.,
$;

a' < I),

then as evaporation of water proceeds,

tion of the protecting agent,
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the concentra-

or more strictly its activity, changes.

Since,

a2

m2 X2

and in

aI

-M2 02

(4)

55.51
a2

WherL

activity of the protecting agent,-

a

M2

wolality of the protecting a8ent,

X2

mola activity coeffic'ent of the protecting
agent,
osmotic coefficgient of the protecting agent

=

2

I1h1 ictivity of water, al, ia the droplet decreases as will the evaporation rate, which approaches zero as the droplet appoaeches equilibrium.
A myre detailed analysis is Complex, but it would seem that the nature
of the protecting agent

is of importance with respect to evaporation

rate, since this will depend upon the strength of the protecting agentof

and the soluhility, volatility, viscosity, etc.

water interactions,

the protecting agent.
An additional consequence of the loss of water by evaporation
The extent of this

will be that cooling of the droplet will occur.

will depend upon similar factors as for the rate of loss of water,
since fLom equation 3

and

(T-

where

T)
Tj

v

T

W-

-

2 ird.D:F:r1

1

P.

(a-

(a

&I)

)

-

(6)

(reference 1)

temperature of the surrounding air,
ttemperature of the droplet surface,
latent heat of evaporation,

L

-

K

a

thermal conductivity of air,

F

-

heat transfer factor.

Hence, any modification -ýtributed

to an altered rate of loss of

water caused by the presence of a protecting agent may, in fact, be
owing to an altered droplet temperature.
are f'nctions of a2
SJ equilibrium)

(i.e

Also,

those properties which

the activity of the protecting agent at the

will be affected

in accordance with droplet tempera-

ture, as will those processes which occur as a consequence of changing
rapidly from the Si to the SJ equilibrium (see Section B).
B.

The equilibrium concentration
At the SJ equilibrium, the water activity in zones I,

will be equal to that in the surrounding air,

II and III

all have a value
av•.
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of 83.

Hence,

from equations 4 asd 5 the corr .3ponding activity of 'he

agent,

protectipe

aI

Since

is controlled by a

ZM)
+ rmX *u++YM3
ln(
2
where

s, t,

-

2ex4vm+t 2

4

u, v, w, x, y, z are coetticipnts

ius Meang that In the absence o: other

Sojut~es,

the- actiVity

ach-ieved by' the orotecrln-g agent depevvts oniy upor the value of the
rest H~i And is independent of

atthe

initiAl attiv;.ty.

Howevel,

this will be important with regard to the 2ize of the droplet it
librium,

equi-

since the greater the initial cnncentration, the greater will

be the equi]ibrium diameter.

This may be of great influence,

bec-ause

in a solution the concenptration of the solute at the surface differs
from that in the bulk of the solution and depends upon
solute is

lowers or raiues the surface tension of water.
(1932)

whether

positively or negatively adsorbed at the surface,

che

i.e.,

Mcbain and Humphrey

found this layer to extend for 50-100 p beneath the surface of

a solution,

and therefore aerosol droplets may achieve surface, rather

than bulk, so ution activities and properties.
If other solutes are present at the Si equilibrium in comparoble
activities to the activity of the protecting agent,
tion (in

then the composi-

terms of activities) of the droplet at the SJ equillbrium

will depend upon aý and upon the composition at the S1 equilibrium,
together with the nature of solutes

involved.

iTherefore,

should pro-

tecting agents or cther substrn$ea be toxic At high concentration,
value of a4 will govern mainly if
reached,

the

such a concentration is exceeded,

or not attained.

A further consequence of the presence of a protecting agent

is

that the solvent system has been changed. For cells sprayed from pure
water,

then at the S,) equiiibrium,

the situation is

components are in direct e 1uihioriun
vapour equilibrium.
tion is

different,

one where the cell

with water vaporer,

i.e.

In the presence of a protecting agent the situabecause solid liqutd/vapour equilibria can occur.

Depending upon the distribution of the protecting agent,
solid vapour,

a solid

and liquid vapour equilibria may exist.

solid.liquid

Of these,

the

solid liquid constitutes the modified solvent system, and in regions
where it

exists,

erste through
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there Is opportonuty for the protecting agent to op-

functions related to its activity,

a2 , e.g.,

a modifier

of dielectric constant,

but not as a water activity modifier

is In association,

with whAch it

activity of other subatanroq

strength,

ionic

for a system at equilibrium. Such functions might be expressed in terms
of tane lgreteitor lesser susceptibility o5

protein, ltpid and nucleic
to denaturation

for example,

acid to an altered biological function,

evronment were a dieiectrtc

or to a physically

differoit

might be so changed

that a reaction

is

consftnt

prevented or accelerated.

The a-ctui xa'ite of aj (and perhaps its rate of achievement within
the bacterium)
arise

may

important for changes in structure that

be

aluo

as a result of altered

solely

water

Examples are

activity.

changes in structure of the nucleic acids and other polymeric compounds,
I
At higher values of &4, phenomena
such as lipoproteins and proteins.
,
a
of
values
loer
at
whereas
1
occur,
associated with swelling can

transitions can take place to give, ever.iually.

helical configurational
nonrhelical disordered

usually show hysteresis,
perhaps completely,

transitions which are not instantly, and

i~e.

reversible

and Hump)hrey,

(Falk, Hart•amn,

1963).

lik'e those arising r-ough solvent modification,

These changes,
depeo;t

Such transitions

states for the nucleic acids.

w'll

ugon the distribution of the protecting agent.
it the distribution

is

known,

possible mechar.isms invclved,
1.

TABLI
-

-

Cay

some indication may be obtained of

as Shown in Table 1.

Relationship between distribution of protecting agent and its mechanism of action
Zone occupied

Zane

a

M

Mechanism

agent

II
I
I I11
2

hi

W--

f(a.)

W-_aj

f(ajý

W- a

f

i
1, Ii, III

II

a1•

a

h-a

+
f(aA)
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The zone occupied by the protecting agent is, in the first instance,
permeability through the cell wall and cytoplasmic

dependent upon its
membrane,

but the zone cran be modified by experimental procedures.

example,

If an agent such as raffinose is chosen,

lysia

data is

thought to

pen.trate

extremely slowly

163 (Jepp)

ccl1

1962),

then

raffinose will be

case 1.

Taylor,

(Record,

and Miller,

agent immediately prior to

thIs

and given a short equilibration time tor the achleve-

droplet formation,

ie.

which from plasma-

the cell wall ot REcheri-chi

by mixing bacteria and a solution of

ment of S-,

maintained

external

to the cell wall,

During a short life at the Sj equilibrium,

unlikely that

For

raffinose

much

would seem

fantastic viscosity achieved.

However,

tion are equilibrated at S

then the protecting agent occupies zones

I and i1, i.e, case 2.

,

if

it

the cell wall owing to the

would cross

bacteria and raftinose solu-

would

At the V) equilibrium it

again seem

unlikely that raffinose would transfer across the cell wall because of
the viscosity control of its diffusion and also because of the small
'2(Bi-.
I
(a
solute activity gradient across the cell wall, viz.
of the technique,
By this example By'
importance
C.

The
,

for given values of d,

-f _he occupation of zone I and Ii

F and a3,

the

may be estimated.

ate of gain of water

After attairnment of the Si equilibrium state, the cycle is completed bh collection of the dropler to give the equilibrium state Sc,
which will depend upon the composition of the collecting fluid.
Protecting agents that do not crystallize or evaporate can -modify
process and the response of the bacterium upon recon-

the rehydration

stitution by a variety of mechanisms,

a changed interface for the 3J to S

(1)

h:e

oho~sphac water,

and dext.ran

or1 two phases,

.!e

the
, rat,
t

may

c

(-.

the
' [I

a

1 (and

otrolied
ton

tistribut

t, .. u

depending

diffusion of

acr. ss z.'ne

be

1in c .

.,f

p.,*Lxethvlene

s3,rtaLe co, lectine'. fluid

diffusion

separation,

formation ci phase

Can Oxis
i

as

i.e.

conversion,

solid'

I,f
solid vap.our,

liquid instead

dr.,i

for example,

~

p ass

e g.

given]

water SyStens,

;nteriace,

and

therefo re

b,

i•s

",'l

from the

the rate -- f
since

th0s

a net rate

It the pr )tect ing agent,
v' '_

away

the bacrter:u-nt

jo!t

sod
!tfrusi',
will also;

agent

whi.chI

(Abberrson,

upon c 'raposti•ions

the protecting

theref 're

givcol

polyethylene

r •s

• "

since
ij,

its

the t't

Presence
'piasm tc

membrane not being able to return to the cell wall until the protecting
agent has diffised out of zone II.

The degrve to which the presence

of the agent transiently prevents the recovery of the cytoplasmic membrane

(and

of zone

therefore

II1)

the swlling

will depend upon,

rate and activity
for example,

of che camponente

the mass of the agent

in

zone I1, the volume contraction of the agent solution on lose of water
during e-niiibrateOn with &'
its recovery rate,
agent through
(5)

the degree of

agent out of zones

II and

the rate of diffusion of the protecting

'I, (if

present),

into the bacterium will be

since

42,

electric

and by those properties

present

in

etc.,

and hence alit

If

reason -specifically,
the rate

is

of the cytcopasm,
zones

cause rupture of the cell

especially

result of experiencing
ation time (in
for

the situation

equilibrium states caused

s, 1

is

(1)
are

togetier with a concrlbumay be sufficient

to

rhe wall shrinks as a

the time

is

for the SJ

to S

transition)

to a more normal state.
ervisaged

as the

following change of

of water:

s
a1I
C

1

the initial

equilibrium state defined by a,

the test equilibrium state defined by a3

Jis
c

if

forma-

then osmotic pressure

11 and Ill,

by the movement

:0-.

a_

S

wall,

conversion back

surraarv,

least one

the Si equilibrium and has an appreciable relax-

comparison with
its

together with at

too rapid,

tion of any protecting agent in

In

di-

tmportance, by the same rea-

process,

the possibility of spheroplest

of rehydration

developed by the components

required

ionic strength,

e permeability of the solutes

The rate of rehydration could be of

tion.

of the

of its

the collecting fluid.

soning,applied to the dehydration
additional

the temperature

hiich are functions

e.g. water activity a>, viscosity,

constant,

the rate of diffusion

a net rate.

These mechanisms may be further modified by
collecting fluid,
activity,

shrinkage and

of the protecting

the cell wall.

similarly as for (3),

of water

cell-wvll

the diffusion coeffieient

end

is

equil
state
b
the collected e
ibrum s
defined

rates and times .If conversion

influenced

by the presence

a

i

- a1 -

are reiated to W- and W4,

o,.r absence of a protect ing agent

anu

sad
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iA

(2)

SJ -4

-)

St

a1

And

the values of a

I

chosen.
S'Bconversion for maintenance of biolog-

ical activity may be dependent upon time and a&, since conversions
1
that arise as a dIrect result of aerosol experiments may
(a)

involve movemet

of small molecules and rearrangement of

the structure of nucleic acids,
biologically

inactive

(b)

proteins,

lipoproteins

be subject to the presence of a

at a&y time will

be

such that

etc.,

Species can occur.

dependent

upon

W-,

substance whose activity
and a•,

W+,

and upon com-

petitive action of a protecting agent with which the substance is

in

association.
(c)

be related Lo a

tecting agent which is
of W-,

a1

W+,

solvent-modifying

a function of its activity

and its

property of the proand also, therefore,

distribution.

EXPERIMENTAL AND DISCUSSION
The rate of loss of water

(W-)

depends

and also upon the ventilation factor
The use of a fibre
droplets

of

of

140 p (wet)

evaporation rate over a range that
than those achieved
viability

is

in

a direct

to lie

between

E.

much smaller

equilibrium

Although one culture of E.

libration

times of 15 and 20 sec,

not demonstrated

Table 2

the
than,

This is

colt

163 became

for an aerosol age (t)

zones I and 11.

The experiments

the suspensions were

prepared

Enhanced

increased may have resulted
solvent modification),

the

at equi-

viability

although

droplet

of

have

the per cent

, colb.

were performed

163

with

during the

(PBMA)

and sucrose

as the sucrose concertration

from an increased
site

probably changed with sucrose concentration.
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as

from the same cultures of

Collectrig fluids of phosphate buffer

were used.

so if

sterile

of 15 min,

sucrose

(lMiIl)

similarly

other cultures of E. coli 163

(traced by Bacillus subtilis spores)

bacteria.

rate is

or so critical

this effect.

Figure 3 shows,

in

critical

then for

time which fell between 10 and

viability

same day and

suggest that if

loss of water,

coli 163 (Jepp)

than,

those rates studied.

critical function is the
120 sec.

evaporation rates greater

Data in

function of the rate of

likely to be much greater

etc.

enables a study to be made of

included

the aerosol.

the gram negative organism

a

a2,

at different ventilation rates and with

technique

diameter

upon the droplet diameter

for given values of

competitive action (i.e.
and equilibration

time
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100

80

0

I ml Sucrose I PBMA

>60

0.
PBMA

•40

0

0.2 1

ML"

0.4

0.6

sucrose in spray fluid

Aerosol survival of Escherichia colt 163 at 50%
Fig. 3.
RPE 23 C as a function of initial sucrose concentration for
an exposure time of 15 mi.
Collection by impinger containing P34A and 1 M aucrosei/PBIA.

Culture number 17563
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Trtcer,

Bacilius subtilis

PDEA a

phosphate buffer + manucol + antifoam

S..<.

Data

3, which indicates the per Lenut

In Table

with different distributions of raffilnose,
of raffinose in
membrane)

..

tone

resulted

11

in

(i.e.

between

..

=

viabilIiy

suggest

to

cell wall,

very rapidly

it wouid seem unlikely

life

in

The results
163 in

Since rat-

chrough the cell wall,

shown in

that solute transfer across

4

Table 4,

of glycerol,

obtained by

erythritol,

the tel,

conversio

S!

Dr.

coil

with L.

col!

the presence of glyc-

that a protecting agent external

were similar in

if not all,

the cell wall resulted in most,

Silver using E.

and glucose,

and with Serratis marcescens in

erol and sucrose,

to the

the aerosol.

the presence

162 and glucose,

and

addition of raffinose

followed the

ll occrr
hye experiments durng tMe S
and during

presence

in experiment.a with ritfitnuse mainly external

the bacteria

••

while protecting action

a collect~on phenomenon,

sincu aerosol formation

•ie•

the cytoplasmic

and

could be expressed with rafflnooe outside the cell wall.
finose

.}.:

:Ahta ned

that the

the cell wail

is thought to be barely permeable

.••:..

Glycerol and erythritol may be exceptions

to

of the observed response.

to this,

but as these sub-

stances are permeable enough to penetrate the cytoplasmic membrane,
their distribution was not as certain as for the larger molecules.
because raffinose external

Therefore,

to the cell

wall,

I, can result in a substantial enhancement of viability,

i.e,

losz

case

of via-

bility is prevented by the mechanisms shown below, via.
Mechan i*.e

zone

W+ aj

SW-

f(a)

W- W+ *I

IX

W- W+ a

III

provided that the system is at equilibrium with &J

I'
Hence,

if

fying property of reffinose,
structure of
cell

.

li

could be in
an initial

the cell

163 (provided

wall did not occur).

responsible

arises from a direct solvent modi-

enhanced viability

If

zones 1, II

a labile
the

too rapid a rate of removal of water is
then the sensitive structure/s

for loss of viability,

concentration

will apparently is

that solute transfer across

and/or

I,

the the presence of raffinose

of 0.3 K/1 external

to the call wall is

at
suf-

ficient to prevent the lethal rate from being achieved.

Simllarlv, if

the rate of water

to prevent

is

too rapid,

this

layer is

sufficient
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ingress rates lees rapid thfan thi

occurrence of the lethal rate.

can

cause loss of viability owing to otmotic shock, provided that the system is sensitive to Lhis ordar of linress;

Dofotic shock need not

ie

be a primary dcath mechanism.
Since

100% viability was not obtained with raffinose when in tone

I or in zones I and If,

and since the Per cent viability as a function

of time also decreased,

raffinose only lowers the decay rate rather

than prevents loss of viability, and therefore the protecting action
of raffinose may arte through

the prevention of sove death mechanisms,

wiile others contilnue at the same,
absence of raffinouse

or reduced,

rates as those

These possibilities are supported by experiments

using E. colt (type B) and phage TV (Coz and Baldwin,
geat

thatt

s=Q

sys

in the

of chic baztcrtin end

1964),

viich sus-

his prage are capable of

maintaining biological function during the course of the processes
which occur as a consequence of atrosol experimento for cloud ages of
the order of half an hour.

By 2 hr some further impairment of biolog-

ical function apparently occurs,

since under these conditions not all

the bacteria supported phage growth and became lysed
Because raffinose was able to
perhaps larger molecules

ýonfer a protecting aution,

than raffinose,

(PEG) and dextran of high molecular weight,

might be expected to af-

fact the viability when these are used as protecting agents.
shows

then

such as polyethylene glycol

Figure 4

the pr cent viability obtained using PEG/sucrose mixtures ac 50%

RH, and that PEG alone caused a great loss of viability.

As the su-

crose Concentration increased so did the viability and the competitive
action.

Figure 5 suggests that the viability response is

the presence of PEG if
temperature for 30 min.

complex in

bactaria ore incubated in vitro with PEG at room
Since the breakpoint

in the cuw

is ca 25 wv/A

for a rans, of molecular weight fractions of from 200-15,000 for
colt 163,

the effect may concern adsorption and interfacial

a aolid/soiution interface.
behavior of E.

,

tension at

This ides is supported by the clumping

colt 160 and 163 in the prosence

of PEG, and because a

stable dispersion was obtained at PEG levels that gave low viabtlities.
The phenomenon was also complicated by the choice of plating meats and
suggests that the overall effect may have been caused by changed wetsbility,

permeability,

enzyme activity, etc.

Dextran at 50% RE for E. coli 160 end E. coli 163 was found to oe
a poor protecting agent; results were similar to those of bacteria
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100

80

1 mI Sucrose

600

7ý7
2-

20

ML" 1
Fig. 4.

0.6
0.4
0.2
fluid
in
spray
9000)
PEGWMW
5%
(W/V)
+
sucrose

Aerosol survtval of Escherich~s coli lo3 at 50% RH 23 C,
as a function of sucrose + PEG in

spray fluid for an

exposure time of 15 min
Collection

by impinger

containing PB4A and

Tracer,

Bacillus subtilis

Culture

number

i Mi

sucrose.

10563

PBMA - phosphatE

buffer + manucol + antifoam.
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i

PPE
E
TMA

ECO

163

UV M .ik
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b
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80
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C,

20
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fig,<
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30

rnee S- v/
yCOa

40
e rueV)

Kesporttpsel patternsl for bilctertl in contact vich YEG for F.2 hr
at room temperature as influenced by the pleting our_••i

TA

-

tryptone agaAr

PA•

-

pe~p.ine agar

TA

-

tryptic

aer agar

sprayed from water into air.
surface tenesln=

>1 wia:er

Dextran

and especially nEu, lowrr the

andW caot cuaue phase

Hnct.

_xaao.

posasbility of markedly different uurface free energy changes exists
frthese two. clarases o-fcompounds, i.e, chose vhccn raise or thos
which lower the surface tension, when present in high conCencratlon
The possibility of a large surface free energy change also occurs when
cells are sprayed from water,

wince interfaces are likely to charge

from solid/liquid to solId/vapour,
lection of the aerosol.

and back to solid/liquid upon col-

ITerefore,

action of protecttig agents

for

to elucidate the possible mode of

the gram negative bacteria,

unable to permeate the cell wall readily,
Ical properties,
using phage.

compounds

but having a range of phys-

need to be studied in conjunction with investigations

In this way some of the mechanisms causing loss of via-

bility after a change of state of water can be elucidated.
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DISCUSS ION
Silver.
trying

I want to coment a little

to do here at

this stage

of

on thiu

the work is

papsr,

to pin down,

lac we are
If we can,

the physical end physico-chemical phenomena associated with the life
and death of organisms.

Of course the#e

stricted to the bacterial cellincludes the techntquaa As well,

it ii

the whole of the system, which

We want to look at the behavior of

collecting fluids and plating mcdia;
dishes,

pheinomena are not jost re-

if

organisms don't grow on petri

has this anything to do with the organism itself, or is

Lt a

purely physical phenomenon which is induced by the phyalcal properties
of the so-called protective substance?

You might as well cay poly-

ethylene glycol does nothing else, but will *tot

the organism from

363

C!

growing,
(M.W.

where in fact the organism is still

115,000)

,ause it

is

for Inatance:

it

cai.'t possibly kill the ,rganism.t,

ne-ver in a posIt ion tr,

from outsride the cell strface

Presukrably

By wvay

it

be-

can "-1.,y.1perate

f elatrirhis

l

whsAt we

unless we have further detaile

are trying to do and we shan't move on,
to' cosider rhe Ifn-e-rfererce

Consider dextran

alive.

,f metabolic activities gene-ael>

-

ntil

we feel that we are mo-ving on fairly certain ground.
I would Fppreciate it a great deal if

Cabelli:

over the slide where you
correctly,
is

aust used sucrose alone, and if

the difference

I underst,-od

survival numbers

in survival rate of perceprt

due to the shift in the equilibrium time.
Cox:

That is a possibtlity.

Cebelli:
is,

you would go

this ib the case,

If

equating change in cooncentraticto

how dCd the numbers compare;

of sucrose to a change in the com-

position of the systems and to equilibration time.
wriat was the difference

that

In other words,

in time that would be involved in the dtffer-

You didn't make any conjectures as to the range

ence in equilibrium?

of times -- were they in micro-seconds?
Cox:

if

using for example a Collison

one sprays from water,

nmoat of the droplets equilibrate

spray,

true

to say that if

une adds

fraction of a second.

i think it

sucr•se,

then Otis does extend the equilibration txme,

for example,

Is

in times of che order of a

especially under conditions of high ventilation rate.
On that particular slide, what range of time were you

Goldberg:
talking about?

That was for aerosols,

Cox:
on fibres,

as opposed to droplets supported

and so I do not have experimentally derived equilibration

times.
Goldberg:
Cox:

Well,

what about your computationsa

The equation given earlier

is too approximate arnd was in-

cluded only to show some of the factors involved in the rate of evaporation of dropletsI wonder if

Morton:
more about

(this

I can ask Drr.

is speculation,

Cox

of course)

to tell us a little

adsorption of substances like sucrose and polyethylene glycol
particularly

in

can't anticipate,

respect

addition of sucrose

364

(PEG),

to the work that he did in suspensions

of course,

show some relationship

what ne has to say,

between

the

two,

bit

the possible competitive

i

but I think he cjuld

and aIso in regaro

to the

and what he thought about the role of these Ligh

moleculars: how they might act on the surface of the cell.
Cox

1Thi

bility a

Was the Sort of response we obtained -- pe

a function of percent polyethylene glycol (Fig.

further details are to be published elsewhere).
was Lo see
giycui,

whether

or not sucrose

5 of paper;

What we tried to do

compete with polyethylene

couId

and thereby prevent the obhervee. responso.

pears that the per cent viability

cent via-

In fact,

it ap-

a!s a function of moles of sucrose

per liter in the presence of different amounts of polyethylene glycol,
using E. coli 163,

caused a competltLve action of sucrose in the pres-

ence of 30% PEG (M.W.

1540).

Aereas if polyethylene glycol concen-

trations were increased to 60%.
up to 0.4 WVi,

then no matter how much sucrose we had,

we couldn't get a reversal

effect in a test tube.

In the aerosol

of the polyethylene glycol

the situation

cause when one sprays from polyethylene glycol alone,

is different,

librium at 50%kRE the concentration of polyethylene glycol is
high and probably attains about 80% PEG.

pretty

This is a rough estimate,

because I don't have any water activity data for

PEG

solutions.

In

the aerosol we found this "competftive action" of sucrose (Fig. 4
paper).

Now this could have arisen,

be-

then for eqoti-

for example,

of

from two reasons:

either we were getting competitive action at binding sites between sucrose and polyethylene glycol,

or the effect of sucrose was one of a

thermodynam.ic competition in that the concentrations

achieved in the

aerosol droplet by FE( were less than the critical region of Figi-e

tihe sucrose was acti-e as a PEG dillent.

4;

Other data on the ef-

fects of polyethylene glyc. %and in this case in glucose mixtures,
ha.e been obtained by Record,

Taylor,

and Miller (1962).

At differ~nt

combit~tions of PEG and glucose they found that the two molecules together gate a more enhanced survival for freeze-dried material than
was obtained with either glucose or polyethylene glycol alone.
was not only

true of polyethylene

glycol,

it

Th1is

was also true of other

high molecular weight compounds such as dextran and bovine serum albumin.

We have found the same sort of phenomenon with the fibre tsch-

nique using mixtures of dextran and sucrose -weight dextran 115,000 (See Fig.

"T'he

sucrose,
buffer

D-1.)

technique here was to take different compositions

of moles of sucrose per
expose

this is a high-molecular

liter, plus 5% dextran,

them to air at 50% RH then collect

in terms

to form tiny droplets,

them in

phosphate

buffer

or

or after a slow rehydration process collect them in phosphate

so
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O
oi
r

greater than solid to liquid.
solid are greater,

If the

clumping occurs,

hesive forces are greater,

adhesive
whereas

forces

if

of solid to

the solid-liquid co-

then a dispersion results.

So one oi the

things that we have tried to do is to see if the viabtiliy response
polyethylene glycol can be

explained

in terms of

Ve tabiliy or something of that nature.

either

to

changes in

It is extremely difficult to

make any quantitative measurements of interfacial tensions and surface
tensio•,s
especially of solids, but sme experimean•s have been
performed on solid polymers and it is

true to say that the interfacial

tension of a solid against air is much greater than it is against the
liquid if chat liquid spreads over that surface.
Some of the work of
this type is done from the consideration of the way in which glues operate;

it is

interesting

sorbitol, glycerol,

that substances such as deitran,

sucrose,

etc. are used in the manufacture of adhesives.

One of the consequences arising from aerosoliting from water, as
I mentioned this morning, is that the interfare thanges from solidliqtiud to solid-air; whereas if one used something like sucrose or
some other substance which does not crystallize or evaporate, a solidliquid interface exists and the actual change that the surface experiences is much less than if one uses a substance that does crystallize
or evaporate.
It is Just about conceivable that the actual stability
of the cell wsil and/or
1

feels

cytoplasmic

tensions and surface tensions,

membrane

may depend upon inter-

because if one looks upon these

structures in terms of an emulsior, oil irnwater,

or water in oil tyý.e,

then stability problems are likely to occur, and so 1 think we should
pay attention to the stability of the cell wall and the cytoplasmic
membrane region, and

perhaps

in this way we might find one of the

reasons why bacteria die in the aerosol, especially over the

initial

equilibration stage.
V;FTF*:

During the course of the Symposium,

nobody has mentioned

anything about experiments involving the study of the non-ionic surface
active agents.

You mentioned surface

solid and liquid and solid-air
agents of

the non-ionic

tension

,ases.

interfaces between the

I wonder if

the surface active

type have any effects or relationships with the

other types of stabilizing agents that have been discussed.

Something

on that must have been studied.
Cox:

Polyethylene

* VF1T = Voice

glycol

can be

looked

upon as a non-ionic

from the Floor.
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surface active a, at, as can ethane diol, glycerol,

Of

dextran, etc.

the hydroxy compounds Chat we have tested for protecting action in

"arosol,

the

those raising the surface cension of water, such as sucrose

and raffinose,

seem to confer a stabilizing action,tiereas those which

lower the surface rension tend to be poor stabilizing agents.
if this difference in surfaca adsorption properties is

HRwever,

the remaon why

the polyhydroxy cotpounds are or are not god protecting agents.
processes whjch occur in the
glass fibres would seem to be
Silver in his presentation,

aerosol

and in

different,

droplets

since as

then

supported on

mentioned

by Dr.

glycerol does not behave as a protecting

agenlt for E. coli 163 in the aerosol,

but does so for the fibre tech-

nique.

VFTFV

We have done sofe investigations with a fe. of these sur-

face active agents without noticing any
the aerosol behavior; they neith'er
Instability.
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appreciable

provided

modification in

stability

nor induced
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RADIATION, RELATIVE HUMIDITY AND THE
MECHANISM OF MICROBIAL DEATH IN AEROSOLS

S.

J. Webb

Department oft Bacteriology
University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon,
Canada

I would like to start by saying that it
sobeitod,

else thinking in terms of water mo- mnent because,

_A kruw,

wt

Before I describe these experiments,

with regard to the question

of

cell

dama.e due to the Lmpinger collection,
t'.1significant
-t.at have been
agent,

effect

effect

either with aerosols

suspension

of the actual spraying mechanism itself.

greater

effect of the impinger; by and

than a factor of two,

Ciat Lrist people using aerosols will agree that it
ilcult to tvil
nit

2 X I'b

with a protective

and we have used organisms where we

It :s true that one does find a iittle
large this is never any

in aerosols and

in all our work we have found

from a cell

or from distilled water;

I want to_• state

survival

of the impinger fluid,

generated

can find very little

at-e

as most of

in our laboratories have been working along these lines

since 1956.
that,

is very pleasing to see

and I an sure

is very, very dif-

the difference between a cell count of, say,

;i an aerosol.

This kind of argument we felt is

I x 10i
insig-

itan!.

In aerots,.1s a

susceptible

organism

co;unt at low relative humidities (RH)

will drop some 3-4 logs

in quite a short period of time.

Wt• havwv used organisms that will do Just this because It
whIlt

trying t.o find ou
di,

ix

why a cell dies in an. aerosol. if,
ess

ab1 1Besct A-va 141

Cio

is not worthin fact,

it

y

Co0py
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In an effort to find out why a cell

is sensitive,

sure,

1 am not sure whether to consider it

most of you know.

that n- o"e so far has mentioned in'sitoi.
compound to protect cells after

compounds, and so on,

an honor

We have been using this

extensive

in one form or another,

polysaccharidea

we have studied

protective agents as, I am

many types of cell with or without varioua

studies

on

the actfon of

atraignt-chain compounds,

ring

These studies led us to conclude that the activ-

clies of these compound. relied priarily

I was quite amused by the montion of

groups and possibly amino groups.
sodium arsenite this morning;

it

or. the presence of hydroxyl

appears one rakes a compound such as

raffinose which deesicates the cell because it will not penetrase and
then adds sodium arsenLte to prevent this extraction of water -- a sort
of cyclic research.
The work I am going to describe was done to test an hypothesis,
namely that compounds

such as inositol

have found inositol to be an

replace removed water.

extremely

good

protector

of

We

airborne

organisms provided one does not add compounds such as sodium chloride,
thiourea,

or any other hydrogen bond breaking compound;

if

you do,

then

you will find less or perhaps absolutely no effect of the inositol,
for that matter,

or

any like protector molecule.

The underlying idea was to test this hypothesis by using radiaWe all know that ultraviolet

tion.

(UV)

light will kill cells.

and,

heard e paper yesterday on thac score

of course,

it

You

has been

known for a long time indeed that UV light will kill off microbes very,
I have stated "t,

very quickly.

impinger sampler and are not

by and large,

worried

about

we are happy with the

what

may

inppinger -- because we know any effect is comparatively
We are concerned,
yes

--

then, with what happens to viability in the aerosol.

there is always a little

Of course,

man In bac'

who will say:

grew longer or fatter."

audience I see an awful lot of

different

Well, as I look around the
shapes,

but put you in the

middle of the desert and you will behave the same way.
such comments have any real
true that some cells,
divide

form colonieswould carr.-

3P0

"Ah,

but I looked at the survivors under the microscope and they

changed shipe,

perhaps

happen in the
insignificant.

bearing

I don't think

on the present argument.

having gone through an aero>sol procedure,

once,

maybe not at all,

may get

Obviously something is ;drng with

n normally.

So we rave preferred

ro

long,
them,

It

is

will

but will not
otherwise they

,se viah 1itv, which

-

means

that any cell

incapable

of any kind of reproduction,
that is
in

of dividing,
is dead.

you see,

the first

series of experim• n•, we utilized VV light

of

iV.

germicidal

where

it

to deter-

an the survivai of cells In an aerosol
KH could modify the

our particular case we did not use

is a threshold

or

Just as wall be dead.

looking to see whether

Anybody dealtia

not increase

wavelengths
radiation

We were

-Now in

line.

well that there
aity will

0t11 would have

to Rfl.

•':- ,&,h."

that anything

of reproducing eight

with respect

•

or of forming a colony,

We feel,

incapable

mine what effect

effects

-.qu1 3'-•

,.__._......

-

with

radiation

level beyond wich

the warcury

biology knows

very

incretaai"sg C-ka intef.-

the death rate and we did not wish to work with
is

difficult

not to blast the cells

that we would not see an effect of RM.

trying to find out why a glass holds
a sledge hammer.

This ia

together by hitting

I

with

so much

like

somebody

the thing with

ft

-. 4 e

4 ft

Relative

Humidity,

30-80%
FIG. I.
Effect of white light intensity in
terms of distance from source on survival of
airborne Serratia marcescens as a function
of relative humidty.

Figure I shows the ratio between survivors
survivors under
against

this figure,
is

irradiation from a General

the RH at which

in

the dark and the

Electric RS sunlamp,

the aerosols wore held during

and those following,

I am showing only trends,

the similarity of points of change

that

is

plotted

irradiation.

imporrat.

In

because it

Definitive
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*

.

**

..

.

data ha-ve been published Vrevious.ily

"this

particular caz,-, was 15 min.

1

,,

Ihe irradiation

You can sce

Oic lamp at a d.stance of 4 ft from a drum
with plastic
ltttle

effect

to transmit
O

at

RMi.

is a very rapid increase
radiation.

if

light of abou"
As
in

he RH is

2,R'0n A),

that,

decreased be.ow 1ut 65%,

increased

by

just

is really no need to go into units and

at this par'.i,.-ular stage of the game anyway),

although the mag-

by and large

lost,

this new information."

--

Now,

you

th?- book by Wells on Air Hygiene(

3

and the answer is

We have,

).

still

a

the point at

This particular kind cf behavior was noted in the early '30s
shown in

If

but there is

for the change to occur at 65% RH.
"is

the

irradiation with the lamp very cl.rse to -he drum,

then the effect of the RH is

this morment was,

there

aerosols to the

nitude of the decay rate at 80Z increases quite considerably.

slight tendency

with

the irradiation had

in death rate at around b0-65% occurs,

ýrive h~gh intensity

in

(which has been equipped

the intensity of the radiation is

how many watts/sq cm,

clearty

the sensitivity of cells in

moving the lamp fo:,rward (there

same increase

quit',

time.

04o".

and

therefore,

is
only

confirmed what was already known and perha.s removed some of the controversy.
The next question was:
iengths."

there any effect of different wave-

We examined this by means of filters

photometer.
same RH,

"Is

As you can see (Fig.

2),

tested in

the Spectro-

using the same ratios and the

the sudden increase at about 65% RH

is

apparent,

using

0

28-3,00 A band and with the 34-4,500 X band,
were required.

We could still

detect

although

longer expoMures

the effect of RH even up

as

far as the yellow band and the pattern was the same.

At the higher
humidities there was no effect of irradiation with the lamp 4 ft from
the drum and as the

humidity

was lowered there was a sudden change in

sensitivity around 65%.
The only difference between the high and low death
absence of humidity.
distilled
'into

water,

efect
c
f-

then .ater molecules in

here appears to be a differWe then arSued that !f

this cell can

prevent

these conditions and a compound such as inositol,

at low RH,

372

the

t_ no question of osmotic pressure damage coming

the water content of the cell.

we have said,

is

P,&ause we used washed organisms aerosolited from

the 'picture a*

ence in
true,

ther

rates

if

damage under

UV
it

this is

is

behaving as

should protect cells against these wavelengths of light

because

it

should replace water molecules.

Bcest

" .- 0

0,28-0.32

Si

0.32-0.45
ct

0•
0

u5Iii
0.52-0.58

Relative Humidity,
30-80%
Effect of wavelengyth on survival
FItC 2.
marcer-ens as a runeof alrborn-e '--ratia
tion of relative humidityIn the presence of inositol there was no effect whatsoever of the
radiations.

Now there

absolutely

is

no way you can explain ac,-

of such magnitude by assuming that the cell wall is being
or that the
that

substance

is

not getting into the cell.

dry weight daza,

up,

We already know

We accompiishe4 this long ago by using

get$ into the cell.

it

clogged

4nterference microscopy,

Table 3 is an illustration of the

and so on.

effect

of light

the protection afforded by inositol against the light.

intensity on
You can see

that as you increase the intensity of radiation into the drum, the effectiveness of inoaitol disappears.
that,

if

Not shown in the table is

you increase the intensity of the radiation,

of your R] disappears.

the fact

the effectiveness

So the inositol phenomenon is7 by and large,

very vuch the same as water.
0

TABLE 1. Effect ot irradiation, 2,800-3,200 A, on survival of
airborne Serratia marcescens with and without inositol
Survival after 30 mrin
Irradiation distance

eros-

time

9

18'

24'

No
irradiat ion

103

10 4

9 x 105

1.2 x IO6

Inositol
+
..

2 x 103
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In thv next

h~gure

have done a-ver mant.

(Fia.

hav
ae

3

and a~'5e wzoýein
oo

ve a r F

abscisaa is the relative decay •r•e
under

irradlat ion,

scale since

'I

the

faue a;

I unly want to shz;w thi changes

ton

in dark

aerosols

time to not a straight

expressing the results.

line --

but

The

the darr

I sfnqtite

in values.

eTh

e-

n the sane

all

thest K "aloes,

pre-

'Ver a

hecause
eeentogless.
'he decay

are ihernodynaaically

full 5-hr period,

w

t he4,

ri-*r peit'f Ie

lh
-;rgaIMloa

sh ''vo here are n-

end the trends

pared to accept the fact that

vs.

1ik.ým ew

it

is

a very convenient

way of

Under irradst1ion the plot i- a straight line

and the decay ratse can be expressed ir this way satisfactorily.

/

irradiated

"

.4

'a
drying,

c-

Ztdark

o

water

>

icontent

d +

inositoa

L

n

Relative Humidity, 20-80%

FIG. 3. Combined relationship between wata- content
of air-dried cells of Serratta marcescens and sensitivity to drying and UV light as a function of relative humidity.
The plot,

K for radiation,

vs.

RH, is the one I have just shown

you with regard to the UV light and the other is that of cells in dark
aerosols when they are
becomes severely

aerosolized

modified

from distilled water,

by any kind of added solid and you may get

the best survival at 60% or at some other humidity.
tilled

water

pattern

RH

but it

does not increase quite so rapidly in the dark aerosol

The bottom line represents our exwith inositol as

and the experience of some other workstrs,

protecting agent,
174,

this dis-

there is a sudden increase in decay rate at

as it does in the irrad:atad ones.
perience,

However,

has been confirmed by a number of other people.

As the humidity decreases,
651

The latter

There does seem to be a small region around

&0% RN

t

where its protective ability is not quite so good,
very good protection is

but, by and large,

afiorded cells at all RHi levels and against UV

irradiatiot.
The darted curve is

the

quantity

of

water in the cell at these

Some of these data are the result of my own investigations,

RH's.

and

some of the investigation of other workers on the amount of water present
in various proteins and nucleoproteins.

Those workers who have studied

the water content of various RH generally agree that even drying at 30%
RH leaves only something in the order of 3C g of water/lO0
ular solids.

This particular amount of water is agreed to be the quan-

tity of water

actually

bound

to the proteins.

give a monolayer of water and it

is

It

is

just enough to

this water only that remains bound

to the components of airborne cells.
happens.

g of cell-

As to RH,

you can now see what

Life or death appears to rely on the bound water of the cell,

so what we are doing in aerosols is not just taking water away from the
cell but removing a structural entity from a macromolecule.
these water molecules are vital

to the

biological

Apparently

integrity

f macro-

molecules.
The other thing I would like to

point

not available as a solvent for anything.

It

out is
is

that this water is

water bound to cellular

solids and is part and participle of a macromolecule;
as a carrier of ions,

or anything else;

it

it

does not act

behaves much as the water

in o, Sanic crystals.
!ý w if

we view these plots, we can see that the decrease

wsttr at 70% RH
occurs.
fact,

coincides with the time at which an increase

in death

The curves are almost a mirror image of one another and,
the point at which the

about 70. RH,

is

water

water will prevent damage
we know that

starts to drop very rapidly,

the point at which the decay rates,

and light,. increase most rapidly.

it

in bound

inositol

due to

The other point here is
UV

at

the dark

that bound

light under these conditions and

will prevent this damage also;

must be replacing the water.

both in

in

To test the

in other words,

hypothesis further,

we

used X-rays because we all know that X-rays are supposed to break water
molecules.
result

Figure 4 shows the

of

preliminary

action of X-radiation from a 250 KV X-ray
of

airborne

cells.

In

machine

experiments
on the

on the

death rate

this figure the decay rate is expressed in
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biophysicai manner (I/D3)).

As you can see, X-rays produce the oppo-

site effect to that of UV with respect to RH.
change at about 65% RH,
RH ranges,

There is

the same sudden

bit instead of getting protection at the hiRher

very high decay rates are obtained,

lowered decay rates decrease.

end as the humidity is

Many people have stated that dry cells

are more resistant to ionizing radiation than are wet cells, but to my
knowledge no one have ever

correlated

point from these preliminary studies is

this with RH.

The interesting

that

will

even against X-rays up to a certain point;

inositol

protect

and maximum protection by

-nositol is afforded cell3 at around 65% RH.

-no
C)

'-4

--4

a)

-r-4

>02

z
-4

inositol

W

U

__

_

SriG.

4.

_

_

_

_

_

_

__

_

_

_

Relative Humidity,

_

_

_

_

20-95%

:f X-rays on sensitivity of Serratia
with and without inositol, as a function

Eftect

riarcrsc.ns.,

Of relative hurr.iditv.

At the moment, the role of DNA in the death of cells is uncertain,
but we are fairiy confident tha: inositol by virtue of its protective
action with X-ray,

UV light and

straight

desiccation,

is able to

replace water molecules when they are removed from macromolecules bv
means of varyine the RH.

Again there is no way in which you can ex-

plain the

through

X-ray

picture

osmotic

or impinger effects or by

assuning thet Inositol affixes itself to the outside of the cell wall.
We all know whjere the damage is done as far as UV light Is concerned,
and we als,' hdve

some

rough

ideas as to what

X-ray

does to water

r-olecules.
T- suzmarizeo

3t6

then,

we must look at the whole picture of this

aerosolizatiun business.
-!! that
If

certain

We know lots of things;

compounds

we know first of

protect through hydroxy or amino groups.

these groups are blocked by .aetbylation , then protection is

lost. We

know that the action of UV 'ight can be prevented by water, and we also
know that under conditions where an RH effect is apparent, we can prevent the

action

inositol.

of

the

UV

We alno know that

light

by protective compounds such as

certain

cells are very stable to aero-

solizatton and that inositol and odd augars are natural ingredients of
those cells.

We know too that during aerosolization one of the main

things to happen to a cell is
size protein,
that tl.h'

the prevention of its ability to synthe-

and hence long lag phases are observed.

We also know

organism loses its ability to synthesize adaptive enzymes,

and a cell appears to die because of its inability to synthesize
enzymes.

new

We also know that the cell wall opens up and certain things
We know also that this leakage cannot be correlated

leak out.

death or with survival.

vith

Now that we have all this knowledge behind us,

we are pressing ahead and extending our studies to viruses (some of
which we have already published) and also to aanimal cells.
This is

he

picture we have in mind right now.

Within the cell

there are macromolecules of this kind (this is a nucleoprotein, but it
0
could be something else); you have UV light of up to 2,800 A absorbed
by the

nucleic

acid

0

fricticn and anything about 2,800 A will be ab-

sorbed by the protein moiety.

Energy transfer resulting in damage to

a large conjugate molecule is considered to be more easily achieved in
th.- absence of water

whereas

with X-ray direct action on these water

linkages will disrupt the molecule.
all we are
pounds,

suggesting

is

The conctpt is

fairly simple, and

that inositol and some of these other com-

even some of the carbohydrates,

can replace structural water

and preserve the cell unAer certain conditions of dryness.
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DISCUSSION
I am glad to hear what you said abo, t the biological de-

Dinmick:

ray being thermodynamically meaningless because that is what I have felt
for a long time myself,

and I came prepared to argue vociferoualy here

since I case a lot about that point.

I think that what you are doing

We need in aerobiology,

is very important.

I believe, more of a funda-

mental and theoretical approach,

one based upon a well-formed hypotheris

and well-conducted experiments.

I think you have done that,

wonder if

inositol, or itiositol-like compounds,

but I still

are the whole story here.

puzzled about the freeze-dried bacteria sirviving so long

I am still

and I am puzz.ed about the possible influence of inos-

without water,

itol, !r uther substances,

on the whole phyjiological state of the cell--

whether or not we are getting additional reactions aside from that of a
purely molecular action of inositol on a particular site.
Webb:

Well,

I don't see how we can explain the action of inositol

with the three factors --

desiccation, X-rays or UV light --

If you have an alcernative,

way than to assume a molecular action.
should be glad to hear it.

any other

As far as freeze-drying is

concerned,

ergy. is always needed to distort or change a molecule -moval of water will not necessarily alter the molecule,
the process is carried out at very low temperatures,

I

en-

the mere reespecially if

as every enzymol-

We also know that cells do not die in aerosols held at

ogist knows.

low temperatu-e,

even tf the Rfl is also low.

We have to consider all

these facts in a workable hypothesis as well as our radiation data.
Dimmick:

No,

I can't argue the reaction due to your irradiation

studies.
Webb:

Well,

studies was to t.st
Dimmnck:

The whole iaja of doing these

that is why we did it.

Ahother inouitol would in fact do this.

I have no doubt that it

It

did.

does, but I do doubt the exten-

sion to the idea that taking the water molecules away from any particular molecule will thus destroy the cell.
Webb:

As I have stated, it

ered and quantity of water left.
of them.

may not.

Temperature has to be consid-

In any case,

it

doesn't destroy all

A certain low percentage of them will survive without water,

probably indefinitely.
Dimnick:
Webb:

Why'

Because when the water is removed from the protein or nu-

cleic acids,

or whatever

figuratton or bonds
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is

the macromolecule happens to be,

formed by chance, and some allow it

its

new con-

to return to

Týhis is a (harce alfair JAic;id mr) va.r- with

rehtdrj'..3n.

norna 1 on

diff(-reit species bNt the(re will be a few that will survive, ind will
-Men you
vyýu td_art putting water back tn.
u.il
dtnt
yxrv.vw
have a dilferent
,n

happurs

inlvsLi yoiju

There is

itseif

raay act on a mole-

I know the people at Detrick have studied this

it.

cule and distort

and water

for water,

also lotp of coL,petttivn

This heat alone

with large amounts of water.

rehydrate

th,,

is

conducted very slowly,

if

anid tremendous heat production.

the waiez

(f

abs( rpt jn
can kill

particularly

rchydration,

that

thing

because the first

phenrnnmerion alt.gether,

pht-ornenon wit i dried cells.
I think that has a strorg bearing on the point of wy the

4ecl.v:

due t,

but you also...irdicated

ii whien -You rehydrate,

bacteria

that. you have greater
for

box at 20,

you rehydrated at rjom temperature,

If

waier rem-_,vat.

if

kill than
So,

instance.

you do the rehydration

perhaps it

we found

in the ice-

simply the heat

is

Perhaps these

at the sites on proteins that kills.
compatible then. as I

that death was

production

two ideas are still

thought that your whole idea was that it

first

is

the taking away of water that produces killing, and we had observed
killing when you put the water back in.
You get killing bath ways.

Web.b:

loss,

dryness and follow vater
get a good hysteresis.
same place.

If

It

If you take cells right down to

then putt the water back in slowly,

you
the

seems that the water does not go back in

you rehydrate with lots of water you cut down two

localization of heat and competition between the groups for

things --

molecules of the wacer.

is

I feel the latter

far as rehydration kill is

concerned and,

equally as important as

of course,

dehydration and UV

death.
I wondor how you explain the difference that apparently

VFTF*:

arises in your
people

findings

and interpretations with the fact that other

feel that the formation of thymine dimers is

the

cause

of the

inactivation as the result of the UV on DNA.
I am not trying to say

ebb.:
All

I am saying is

that

inositol

anything

about

thymine dimers.

and water prevent damage.

You see,

the UV has to be absorbed by the bases to cause death and this kind of
All I am
absorbed energy has tu dissipate somewhere along the line.
saying is

that the water and inositol obviously act as lampers of en-

ergy transfer and allow energy
In

*

doing so,

VFTF -

dissipation

without molecular damale.

perhaps they prevent dimer formation.

Votce- trom the floor.
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H. M. S. Watkins,
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University of California, Berkeley

many reports have

In recent years,

on airborne bacteria;

fluence of temperature and relative humidity (RM!)

with the exception of come work prior to 1950 with Influensa

however,
virus,

devcrhbiog the in-

appeared

the only reports on

on influenza and poliovirus,

have been those of fleames in 1960

viruses

and of Harper in 1961 on influenza,
encephaloayelitis

virus, vaccinia and Venezuelan equine
reports are kniown to us

This paper

No

and assayed in a single host species.

presents some recults of such a study utilizing

primarily

four viruses, namely,

viruses.

the aerosol behavior of different

comparlng
produced

viruses that have been

polio-

vesicular stomatitis,

neurovaceinia,

Columbia-SK

and Colorado Lick fever viruses, each aerosolized in the NBL rotating
drums.
In 1958

Goldberg introduced the use of large,

stainless steel drums of the type depicted in
suitable for containing

slowly
1

rotating

as instruments

of pathogenic organisms during pro-

aerosols

longed studies on the effects of

Fig.

temperature

end RH on the survival

of airborne microorganisms.
Physical
such loss is

loss in such drums is less than
monitored

50%

in 24 hr.

At N5L

photometrically by means of a device which de-

termines the ){ght scatter of airborne particulates.
is based upon growth or infectivity

titrations

samples collected at suitable intervals.

of

Biological loss
organisas in air

In the studies to be described,
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FIG.

i

NBL RotatiJng Drum

each virus was harvested from the infected brains of moribund suckling
enzymatic hydrolysate

in Earle's

balanced

tissue fragments being removed by

in 0.57%lactalbumin

homogenixed

The brain tissue was usually

mice.

salt

solution,

centrifugation.

residual

In some

ri'stances,

0. 1. bovinte albumin fraction V was added to the aitbove fluid.

Colorado

tick fever virus was usually harvested in

a]though

M00A rabbit serum,

a brief series of comparative aerosol trials at 70 F indicated no praference for this suspending fluid over the fortified lactalbumin hydro-

lysate.
Virus was serosolized into the
temperature with
raitge,

RH

rotating

drums

at controlled air

established at nominally 10% intervals

for the most part,

extending between 20-8M%RH.

over a

Virus was en-

trained from a Wells-type refluxing atomiter in the air stream, entering the drums during a

10-rain

period.

This was followed by a 5-min

equilibration period prior to collection of a 5-min aerosol saple in
an all-glass impinger containing lactalbunin hydrolysate and antifoam.
Samples were collected from the air stream and,
up to 6 hr of aerosol age,
tested,
age.

samples
Virus

from the drums.

were also

survival

samples titered by

collected

at suitable intervals

At the lower temperatures

at 28, 48 and 72 hr of aerosol

was assayed on the basis of infectivity of the

intraperitoneal

inoculation in suckling mice; in

many experiments with vesicular stomatitis and

neurovaccinia

viruses,

plaque assay in chick fibroblast monolayers was also used.
Data typical of our

observations

are

plotted in Fig.

2, which

illustrates the decay of airborne vesicular stomatit.s virus at 90 F
and a nominal 35, 40, 45 and 50% RM.
a rapid early decline in surviving
stantially more

resistant

stage.

Typically,
virus,
Such

such data indicates

followed by a second,

sub-

two-stage decay curves are

essentially similar to those that have been reported for many bacteria.
Rotating drums,
useful for
decline;

detailed

as employed in this study,
examination

accordingly,

of the first

further coment

are not particularly
rapid

stage of viral

in this paper should be under-

stood to apply to the second-stage portions of aerosol decay observed
during the period from

15 sin

after the start of

aerosolisetion to

6 hr of aerosol age thereafter.
One may inquire wat
attained in

aerosol

reproducibility

of

observations could be

studies as we have conducted them.

Two examples
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-

all

Y4'
14,
1P

A4A3:

I1\ H45%
Ad

TIME ýHOLIRSý

Effect of relati-e humidity (RH) on
FJG, 2.
vesicular stomatitlis virus aerosol decay ct 90 F

are shown in Fig.
occasionally

3.

The two curves

encountered

illustrate

seemingly prepared in the same manner and
tite-s, but showing

the marked variation

two batches of mouse passage virus

between

possessing

similar initial

different aerosol stability.

substantially

This

variction may be contrasted with the results obtained from aerosolization of either one of these
on several successIve days.

batches

in one drum in comparable trials

Under such conditions,

using a single batch,

comparable observations fluctuated over a range of titers somewhat less
than I log.

Assays in

tissue

culture,

as might be expected,

better replication than did assays in mice; otherwise,
by either method were comparable.
and of

observations

several days,

period.

Reproduction of operating conditions

became more difficult in aerosols maintained for

the apparatus being

temperature more

precisely

incapable

of maintaining predicted

than approximately

t2 F over such a time

Temperature and RH variation in trials on successive days are

also illustrated by examples in Fig.

3,

wherein the temperature range

for four successive Li.ns wOs 90-92 F and the RH range 24-40%.
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gave

results obtained

BAICH
2

~io'I

\

14i
TRIALS)

"IROURS)
FIG. I.

Variability in similar veslcitar stomatitis virus aerosols.

Accordingly,

although reproduction of operation conditions and of

observations was difficult

to obtain and maintain,

data cited in this paper canvot be

considered

with the result that

strictly

with respect to the designated temperatures and RH,
servations within the ranges
quate to

establish

quantitative

replication of ob-

above is considered quite ade-

indicated

the trends and contrasts with which the remainder

of this paper is concerned.

titis

Within such limitations, the response-patterns of vesicular stomavirus aerosol& have been examined at four temperatures over a

wide range of RH.

The results are

relative viral loss after 5 hr
and 90 F at RH ranging between
sponse to changes in RH is

illustrated

complex,

with maximal

in the regions of 20 and 807., whereas mini" l
near 50%.

in Fig. 4, where the

aerosol age is plotted for 50, 70, 80
20-807..
It is apparent that the restability occurring

stability

With successive increases in temperature,

sol decay wes enhanced,

but the

rem ined essentially the same.
most marked near 50% RH;

general
Again,

pattern

was observed

the rate of aeroof

response to RH

the loss of viral activity was

in this region at temperatures of 80 and 90 F,

no virus was recovered after 4 and 3 hr aerosol age,

respectively.
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,

e

102

60
S •0
40
RRATIVt HUMlDIY ,PER

FIG.,4.

Effect of

so
CEN T)

100

temperacure and relative humidity

on vesicular soatitits virujs aerosols aged 5-6 hr
Similar, but more limited, studies have been made of three other
viruses selected for their capacity to produce high tittar virus in
infected suckling mouse brain following intraparitoneal inoculation.
396

These were single strains of neurovaccinia and of Columbia-SK viruses,
and several strain3 of Colorado tick fever virus. With minor exceptions,
all wsere produced,

suspended,

assayed

Aerosolized and

from aerosol

samp•Iles in a similar manner. Yet, ae- shown in Fig. 5, easch of these
viruses differed markedly in its aerosol stability at RH/ ranging between 20 and 80%. The response pattern of the neurovaccinis *train was
similar to that of the vesicular stomatitis virus,
vaccinia virus was substantially more
its

aerosol

stability

ricis virus at 70 F.
tivity,

but; high stability

at 80 F was comparable

stability

the neuroin

that

to that of vesicular stoms-

Both of these viruses showed midrange RH• sensiat both extremet. of

may be contrasted with the respo.ýnse-pattet,• o
naumely,

however.

temperature-resixtent

Columbia-SK and Colorado tick fever,

low and high RH.

This

the ocher two viruses,
both of which showed good

at high Rli, but high sensitivity at low RHq. Further,

these

two viruaes were different,
decay rate

anZ tho 4segr.

both vwith roepet to KH region of maxiawl

ot aeroaol snsitivityOt low JH. Accordingly,

the response-pattern of eaich virus ebaracteristically differed from
that of the other three,

Vesicular stomatitis virus at 70 F

Neur0ccnia at

0

S(0 1

.

0,01,

J

_

Colorado tick fever at 70 F

/

-I

0

L____________

Columbia-SK at 70 F

-

.

/-

--, 0.01

0

0.0011

IG

20

5.

40

40
60
60
8020
RELATIVE HUMIDITY (PER CENT)

80

Effect of relative humidity on four viruses In air.
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In the introduction

Wu this paper.

we implied that the variation

in the response-pattern Df varIous vicirse
tribntable to their production in

mwght in some degree be at-

different

hosts.

We have rgcently

attempted to demonstrate this by producing vesicular stocatitif
both by

mouse

studies Arc

virus pro1ced

These

hat a single

different host systems may tndeed vary markedly

in
tw

singie houst syste" may
extent

fibr.blasts.

but in general they indicate

incomplete•

Secondly, different viruses -rriuced in a

in aerosol characteristics.

a large

chick

passage and by passagr in

ztill

virus

an aerosol-response

manifest

independent

of

treatment,

pattern thaot,

to

is characteristic of the

particular virus empioved.
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DISCUSSION
L. Miller:
RN

You had two kinds of curves -- did you have a DNA and

in each set of curves?
Watkins:

Not each set.

We have two other viruses

in there

--

You have no idea why they should be so different

--

I

don't know which they are.
L. Miller:

no chemical or physical explanation?
Watkins:

At this stage, no.

stOmatiris produced in chick
more resistant

that When it

liminary glance at it

is produced

N\

and find that it is markedly
in mice,

and on a very pre-

over a range of RH, it follows the same pattern

but at a more resistant level.
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We have worked soe with vesicular

fibroblast

We haven't gone beyond that.
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THE INFLUENCE OF STORAGE, AEROSOLIZATION
AND REHYDRATION ON THE PERMEABILITY
OF PASTEURELWA TUtARENSIS TO PHOSPHATE IONS

T. K. Hayea,

W. L. kRneberger,

and V. 3,

Cabelli

tuzVmy tcOvz•xg CGrund
Dhsgvay, Utah

Wurlng the developmnt of a solution for collecting aerosollzed
Pasteurella tularensi•

, Cabelli

(1962)

observed that the viabie recove

eries of this organism were greatly enhanced by the presence of phosphate ion in the collecting fluid.

carbohydrates,

He also observed that a number of

particularly melezitose,

polyhydric alcohol,

inosirol,

trehalose and sucrose, and the

improved recoveries.

Cabelli suggested

that the etfectiveness of these compounds was related to their ability
to obviate the effects of changes in cell permeability due to the
stress of collection.
In the work reported here,

the behavior of the phosphate ion vas

examined in greater detail in order to eiucidate processes which occur
within the bacterial cell and at the cell membrane durin; collection.
Since properties of aged calls are different from those of fresh cells,
some of the chanSgs occurring during aging were also to be eamined in
both unerosolited and aerosollied cells.
Phosphates and phosphorus compounds are important in a wsmber of
synthetic cellular processes and in intermediary metabolism,
rhates also constitute one of the buffer syst.m. of the call.

PhosIt

is

logical to expect that a disturbance in phosphate transport could affect culturability of the cell.
ment were elucidated,

If reasons for the phosphate require-

a sound basis would be provided for prevention

of the deleterious affects of collection and holding.
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aserved that phoplatc me, abolIAm

A number of worktrs h~ve

tered during aging end streas

"aeiviiv

ui~creases

lIWrny the aglng process ph)sp!'ar0e

in aniral cells and there is unco)upling

from phosphorylation

1s a)-

1962),

(Bourne,

--f n-xsdati.'ui

such as carban dioxide

Stresses,

intoxicarfon, alter body fluid phosphate lcvtia In both invertebrates

and vertebrates (brown and Pras-as.

l95Y; Haves,

1961).

Cellular phos-

pliate metabolissi in F. tularensta may b-- affected in one or more of the
toilowing waysThe ability of the cell

I.

cre~aseid dieo

in

decreases

the transport of

-n acrrtvr;r

phosphate

transport site Cn the

to take up phosphate ions may be de-

n14inea

efiEfyEs which are related to

"f

or due to i0jiry

to a specific phosphate

m'cbrenu.

in, ury to Cte susppeding fluid intgrface

7
increase

in the size of

May

in this interface.

"pores"

in or out

organic metabolites could then diffuse

able collecting fluid such as gelatin-saline (0.1%

1.

an

lri

Ions and smll

depending

direction in which the concentracion, gradient existed.

a cell could lose many low molecular

re-

on

the

In an unfavor-

gelatin, 0.85% NaCl),

vrishr cell tcnstituents.

Injury may increase the iitracellular

space

available

to

phosphate tons.
4.

Stresses may activate

phosphatas,

csterasea

which

hydrolyze

organic

thus increasing the Intracellular inorganic phosphate

which can then diffuse outward or exchange with extracellular

phosphate

ions.
!i the expermarnts described here,

the organism studied was the

To study ion movement,

Schu 5 atrain of Po fuljrfrnist.

cell suspen-

sions were washed in a sucrose (S%)-inositol (2,7Z) solution,
resuspended in the test solution.

and then

Aerosols were producing using a Uni-

of Chicago Technical Laboratory Atomizer in the Reynier chamClouds were dynamic and collections were made for 10 min, using

varsity
ber.

the all-glass
6 liters/min.

impinger with a fill
Trichloroacetic

of 18.5 ml and an air flow rate of

acid-soluble phosphorus was determined

by the method of Fiske and Subbarow (1925)

and total phosphorus by the

same method on sulfuric acid digests of collectinS fluids and washed

cells.
Prelu•inary
wash fluid
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N,

experiments were performed to determine a suitable

for the bacterial

cells.

The

composition

of the wash

solution was hlased on an observation made by
indicated that meleritose-inositol

in enhancing culturable cell recoveries
effective
in

obtati

as melezltose.
the

root. temperature and

of

expensive

sucrose-.

37 C for 24 hr.

sucrose permitted recovery
In

is

required

solutionrs

in

were suspended

and varying concentrationg

of

for

of

cob'

as a substitute.
.7%

conta¶-in?

if-lt

were held at

solut io

4 C,

contaioina

5'

of the original cell population.
population wag ct-tureblc.

Intracellular inorganic phosphorus in the cells
887.

to

and difficult

utllized

The

951

1&ich
effective

preparation

The cells

22% sucrose, only 56% of the original

crose concentration was

(1962)

and that sucrose was nearly as

Sucrose was therefore

lecting solutions.
Washed cells

MWlezitose

kilogram quantities

Cabelli

solut ions were extreme•v

held at rhe high su-

of that observed

in

cells held in

Lhe 5%

solutiono
At a holding temperature
phorus of cells held in

of that observed in

of 37 C,

concentrated

cells

intracellular

sucrose

inorganic phos-

solution

was

held in the dilute solution.

inositol solution was favorable for holding 24 hr at 37 C.
in the solution of lower sucrose concentration,

only

38%

No sucroseHowever,

the recovery of

0.4%

of the original population was greater than twice the recovery in the
solution containing 22. sucrose.

concentrations intermediate

In solutions containing sucrose in

between 5 and 22%, values for

cellular

inorganic phosphate lvy-, between these extremes were obtained,

At

room temperature, values for the recoverable proportion of the original population and the phosphate content of the cells i6y between
those obtained at higher and lower temperatures.
In the cell

preparations

held at rooa temperature,

it was ap-

parent that more inorganic phosphate was lost than could be accounted
for by inorganic phosphate found in the cell held at 4 C. This suggested that, as the temperature increased,

inorganic phosphate was

produced by enzymatic activity or by decomposition of organic phos-

phate.

In Table 1, data obtained with the 5% sucroae-2.7% inositol

solution are presented.
was also determined.

In one experiment,

total cellular phosphate

The last two columns in the table indicate that

almost all of the phosphate lost is inorganic phosphate,
since the
levels of the inorganic and total phoaphate are nearly the eam. within
the limite of experimental error.
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Suspensioin
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l
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i
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P
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5

123

i

187~

25

Total

auperr.ant
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55

•II
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per CL
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'

205

31S

-32

Washed cells suspended for 2o hr in 5;Ysucrose-2.?/ inositol
solutioni.
Initial concent'ration of cells per cc suspension;
Trial 1 tO x Iiot T'ria.C
lI
8.1 x 10l

F'igure 1 indicates

Liii

m•ethod us+_d to prepare cells for phosphate

analysis.

The 10-win co• loct:von period results in approximately the

same numnb~e

of cells

nintixl

indicated by plate counts.
fluid.

Of oarticgular_

and sucrose.

.in

all three

interest

After holding

ts the presence

18-24 hr,

(RN).

of

studies

phosphate in gelatin.-saline

after

bnositol,

Table 3

at SOY,. relative h~uuidity

a decrease

in the inorganic

18 hr of holding.

1 hr among cellular inorganic phosphate
lecting fluids probably have

of phoasphate,

in gelatin-saline.

conducted

These date indicate that there is

served at 18 hr.

il[.±tds, as

recoveries of cultucable cells

in;SYN are demonstrably superior to those
co:otmins the result•s

co;llecting

ishh• 2 ;ndicares the composition of SYN

Differences at

concentrations

lees m.eaning th•en those

inlthese col-

differences ob-

Differences after holding are observed between SYN

and the other fluids r"

34 day's and 48 days.

Differences between

eucrose-Inositol
at .7 d~ys.
protect

aged

and gel saline are signif~cant at 33 days,
but not
..........................................................................
1
This suggests that sucrose-inosirol is no longer able t
celts against the effects of aerosclizatlon at 50"t RH.

in cells collected at S0"-' Rh,

higher corcentratzsns

gan'-c phosphate eae maintained in RYNTafter

18 hr of holding.

htghnr Ril, differences between sucrose- .nositoi
after
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of_ "eii.olar inor-

18 hr of holding ame significant at 20 days.

Ac

the

and gelatin-saline
but not at 47 days.

.t, -

(dynamic cbudI

i
Collect 10&iinjtss...
SYN300cc)GelSaline 1300 co;
Pool all impinqers- PWte
Centrifuge Aliguots at
I

Is lIrs

hr

Sucrose- Iroilt-4110 300 cc.)
Poot all mplnger$- Plate
Centrluge Ailqjots at

Pool all im1pingers- Plate
Cetrifuge A~lquats at
It hrS

I hr

I hr

1A hrs

Wash cell twice - Sucrose-wrnosito$ Determine inorganic phosphate of wdsfned cells

FIG. 1.

Preparai~on Of cells for inorganic pho~sphate analysis.

TABLE 2.

Composition of SYN Fluid.

Per cent
Sucrose

2.6

i-Inosttoi

2.7

Thiourea

0.1

l-Cylgre ine. HC

0.1

1-Hiatidine.H8l

0.05

Spermidine-. PO

0.002

K2XHO 40.38
Kl1
2PO•

o0.11
pR adjusted to 7.0
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TABLF 3.

Inorganic nhosphate content of aerosalized
I Pasteurella tlarensis (Schu 5)

"u9 Inorganic Phosphorus Content
(t Standard error) of Cells <
Collected

Cell Age illolding Time
Days
i
Hours-.

~Ge1

3 YN
1

is

3.25

1

Relative huidity,

*

50%i

Temperature,

50 F;

from 35 cc ipinger

These observations
is

sucrose-inositol
in

solution is

_77 11.93

±

0.27

Dyrmoic Cloud,
all-glass

-

are consistent with

lost from the cell as it

for an extended period of time.

± 0.07

impinger,

fluid.

SCulturable cl"Is coiiecred per cc SYN

phosphate

1.77

.
-I ± 0.18
1.79 ± 0.09

&eynier Chamber, 18.5 ml impinger till,
6 /1/min flow rate, 10 win collection.
<> Cells harvested

Sucrusv-inosicol

t 0.631 0.77, 1 0.17

1.84 t 0,64
3.04 t 0.39

18

9a0line

in

is

19 days -

4.78 > 109

32 days -

3.10 x

47 days -

1.31 x 109

the hypothesis that organic

held in

Up to a

109

a phosphate-free

culture

more effective

age of

fluid

34 days,

a

than a gel-saline solution

preventing outward movement of phosphate from the cell.
Inorganic phosphorus

the cells collected

levels.

This

in

these three

Figure 2

ical phosphate equilibria
stress,

tion of

the

although significantly different

equilibrium

for maintaining

source

existing in
as the

the

cell

temperature

could be shifted.

the cellular

inorganic

critical

one in

maintaining

in
is

the

ions

the theoretsteady

changed,

4aLte.

the posi-

This could be a mechanism

phosphate within defined

The process of transport at the cell-external
be the

of phosphate

shows a schematic diagram of

and certainly

in

fluids, did nut drop to undetectable

suggested that there was a

within the cell.

Under

levels,

solution

the internal

interface

limits.
could

intracellular phosphate

within limits consistent with culturability.
Table 4
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contains

a

cotoperison

between

inorganic

and

total

phosphate content of
gel-saline,

cells before aud af.er holding.

aerosolized

riorganic phosphate drops

an undesirable collecting fluid,

approximately

in

while in three trials, total phosphate drops 60%.

30%,

This indicatea that under stress a breakdown of total phosphate occurs
limit the
and that inorganic phosp4,hte Is maintained at the lowest
cell membrane can retain,

Stable I ntraceliular
ORGANIC P

i'%'
ntracellular

=

.=Extracelliuar
Pi

P1
.(Possibly loosely
associated with
macromolecular
constituents)

Labile I ntracellular
ORGANIC P

FIG. 2.

steady state,

Theoretical

TABLE 4.

phosphate equilibria in a cell

Cellular inorganic and total phosphate in aerosolized
Pasteurella tularensis (Schu 5)
% change after holding 18 hr

7

Inorganic
phosphate

Collecting Fluid

Trial

I

T

Total
Trial I

phosphate

Trial II

11rial III

Tria ._ IITrIa

SYN

-16.7

-10.1

+ 4.3

+23

Gel -Sline

-29

-63

-64

-55

Sucrose

-15

-30

Trials I and II

Trial III

-

-

+ 2,r

50% RH, 50 C. Chicago atomizer, keynier Chamber,
all-glass
Dynamic i.loud, 10 min collec.Aons.
impinger, 6 l/iin flow rate 18.5 ml fill.
80% RH,

other conditions similar,
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In summar>, there appears to be a factor which is age depondent
in tht abilitv of the &erosolized celi to maintain ph
re agaianst a
concentration gradient.
Organic phosphates appear to be the source of
a portion of the Inorganic phosphate lost by the cell.
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DISCUSSION
Middlebrook:

You didn't

inention

poly-phosphates and I wondered if
phosphate in

morphological

about the study of

you had done any studies of poly-

terms of granules or measuremeOt of poly-

phosphate in the cell at different ages,
Haves:

anything

aerosolized and so forth.

I think this would be a very worthwhile thing co do but

I haven't had time to do it.
LeJeune:
Dr.

We have had problems with aspiration of SC 1; 1 think

Cabelli has also

experienced

which you could aspirate BC.

trouble

with collecting fluid in

We found that by tripling the concentra-

tion of phosphates we eliminated this aspiration loss -some bearing on the same

problem.

this may have

Why it should be manifested

in P.

tularensis in an aerosol and yet not show up in a spore until you get
it

back into the collection fluid and start aspiration -- whether the

same process or same mechanism
tainly this could help to

is

explain

involved --

I don't know,

But cer-

why the mere addition of more phos-

phate to the collecting fluid solved our aspiration loss.
VF-4 :
Harold has

phosphate

In this

respect

experimented

metabolism

you might like to know that Dr. Frank

with different

types of phosphate

and his findings might be

extremely

and poly-

useful in

this sort of study.

VYY:

We,

too,

have found that the

viability

of the cell

is

highly dependent on collection method and on the phosphate concentration,

*
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similar to the results presented here.

VFTI - Voice from the floor.

Proc. First Intern. Symp. Aeroblol.,

Berkeley, Calif.,

1963

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION OF PROBLEMS
RELATING TO THE SAMPLING
OF MICROBIAL AEROSOLS*

T. W. Kethley, Moderator

A committee composed of Messrs. Dimick, Ehrlich,
Silvei,
Saturdj.sa

and Wolf( chose the topic
morning's discussion.

Keth]ey, MadLn,

"Sampling Microbial Aerosols"

for

For the purpose of conciseness,

only

the mmr. pertinent ideas have been included herein. Namti of individual
speakers have,

for the most part,

tical proble-is and to

theoretical

been omitted.
questions

References to prac-

not directly associated

with sampling were retained since they point to

needed

areas

of re-

search,
Professor Kethley moderated the
sampling is still an art.

The

discussion,

sampling

pointing

out that

method employed must be se-

lected according to the specific answers desired -since no single sampler,

or sampling technique,

can possibly satisfy all requirements.

It was suggested that if each

investigator

reported the results

of at least a few samples from a reference sampler, we might be better
able to

interpret

the data presented in our own frm of reference.

It was pointed out that whenever a mechanical sampler vat considered
for use by everyone,
all of the sampler's pecularitieb and all specifics regarding sampling procedures must be spelled out; otherwise
incorrect sampling techniques could yield erroneous results.
•

Mr. Willira Miller, Fort Detrick, Frederick, Maryland, provided
editorial assistance (Editor).
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There was a suggestion that a
isms hnuuld be killed by a

"predictable"

mechanical

sampler.

percentage of orgranMany consider this un-

acceptak'le; no sampler should affect viability of the ,rganiam.
argtued that as long as the percentage
is no problem.

It

ling technique i
of problems,

is

"ee*ed reasonible
'lied

establishing

known

and

Others

consistent,

there

to suppose that a standard samstandards fo'

particular groups

but not for the entire sampling problem existing through-

out aerobiology.

A few argued that an

important

part of the problem

concerns those factors influgncing the survival capacity of organism&.
The Influence of
wa;

as reported *t

'%chumidificaric~n",

listed as an example.

simply do not have enough

this conference,

Although death mechanisms are important,

we

information at this tine to make meaningful

statements.
We need to be able to predict what will happen to animals exposed
Lo the number of

viable

determined

cells

There is a decided interest as to the
ious acts leading to infection;
the organism is airborne,
host,

i.e. the

when the

by our

relative

sampling

importance

condiLions

organism

is

methods.

Jf the var-

prevailing when

traveling toward the

and when the organism alights in the alveoli, as well as the de-

gree of infectivity at any given point as influenced by temperature o.'
the organism,

relative humidity,

ference and no

necessary

etc.

connection

and the animal as a host responding
Mr.

Of course,

there

is a vast dif-

between the animal as a sampler

to infection.

Wolfe pointed out that we should look at sampling as a refer-

ence point and not try to

simulate

what will happen if

an animal in-

haled a given number of organisms; this can be determined by simultaneous experiments with animals.
have an

infective

situations?

experiments to

non-living

well understood,
simulating
it
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indeed some

samplers.

obtained.

the

physical

would still

collect viable particles,
pathogens.

someone asked,

to

danger

in confining one'a

If behavior of the organism is

good correlation between the mechanical and the host

sampler ought to be

particles,

it not possible,

The question was answered affirmatively, and it was fur-

ther pointed out that there is

pler

Is

organism that does not form colonies in laboratory

However,

if

capability of

one had a mechanical samthe

lung

to

not simulate the capability of the

collect
lung to

or the capability of the lung to eliminate

Othar related

were whether i.rnot

problems

lected satlsftctorily in samplers currently In use.
in the laboratory and in the field,

the

In addition,

concenLration

may vary from more than 106 /.iter to as

low ats

can be col-

viruses

both

of viable cells

1/liter.

i

saingle

£

sampler adequate?
Professor Kethley then outlined the problem as deteloped to this
point;

namely that we need three types of samplers!

(a) oa"

wt~ch

sitmlates che respiratory system closely -- for specialized work;
one for field work when organism
I

s

•pling times are

concentrations

un•ealrable

--

are usually low and

a sampler that would enable

sampling of large quantities of air in a short time; and
flexible, complicated if

need be,

that would enable the worker to
rate, temperature,
desirable

be settled without
whether it

parameters

sampling rate, fluid qvent*ty,
Obviously,

parameter.

(c) a highly

sampler for laboratory work
control

further knowledge,

and the
a

asy

question

could not
was discussed

reference

sampler.

Several samplers were suggested as possible reference samplers,
was

evident

sive,

that the impinger is
(d)

but it

that only the impingeso and the Andersen (stacked sieve)*

sampler might be applicable for this purpose.

"example,

one

other

problems

standard

--

aspiration

like

"d

all of these

would be desirable to have

(b)

easily

obtained,

parameters could be

(a)

simple,

It
(b)

was emphasized,

rugged,

(e) easy to learn to use,
in

specified

considerable

(c)
and

detail.

for

inexpen(f)

the

During this

discussion it was agreed that the Andersen sampler should also be a
standard

reference

low for the

sampler when concentrations

impinger.

After some

flow rate for the impinger,
knon &as the

AGI-30

Mr.

of organisms were too
of the most desirable

Goldberg pointed out that the impinger

was available from cosmercial sources

that had bothered many persons,
which was a

discussion

compromise

, a point

that its flow rate wes 12.5 liters/min

between

least for the present moment,

t

suggested

rates, and that this, at

was the most suitable instrument.

Gen-

eral agreement was then reached that the AGI-30 should be the standard
reference sampler,

providing that the particular techniques and mater-

ials used should be clearly spelled out by each

investigator when his

*

Andersen Samplers and Consulting Service,

|

Ace Glass Inc., P.O. box 192, Vineland, New Jersey,
and
Chatss Class Co., 570 Broadlawn Terrace, Vineland, New Jersey.

1074 Ash Ave., Provo,

Utah.
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-t

work was reported").
Discussion of the Andersen sampler then continued.
mended for use in sampling air of
tion that It was

well

hospitals

was pointed out that if

the

level to which the plates were poured,
should be specified.
it wee

pointed

of virus.

Again it
reference

that is the kind of media, the
the particular

flow rate,

aIc,,

Andersen sampler was discussed, but

The "dified

out that this

to a tissue

was to be a

sampler

the techniques and materials,

sampler,

transfer

collection

Andersen

It was recom-

there was an indica-

to the method of

suited

hmsce might be suitable for

system,

and

model will probably nit be

particular

availb•le in a manufactured form for some time.
There followed a vigorous discussion of macy uf the parameters of
the

Andersen

Its primary usefulness is

sampler.

voluime sampler and it

does perform

interest

Considerable

some

measure

that it

Is a high

of particle sizing.

generated in the relationship of particle

was

sizes found in the natural environment to those 4hich might enter the
alveoli, especially in regard to a suggestion that an additional

stage

having smaller holes might be added to the Andersen sampler, but there
was a question as to whether
even vith

viruses,

usual samplers

smaller

natural forces tend to create particles,
than ones capable of

It was evident that there

coupled with a lack of information,
tionship.

Both are

biological

problem of sampling is closely
tivity" and

ývlability".

eing collected in

is a considerable interest,

regarding the host-parasite rela-

systems, and both are changing, and the
associated

with the problem of "infec-

Having admitted that the problem is serious,

and having admitted that there are no adequate answers at the pres,nt,
the audience generally agreed that the
field sampler,

as a reference standard,

Andersen sampler

was the best

that we currently have ovail-

1
able, and that its use should be racommended(I

.
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